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To

His Excellency

Joseph Florimond, Duke of Loubat.

Your Excellency!

In the year 1896, when, acting under the order« of my superiors, I took part in the

extraordinary session of the International Congress of Americanists in the city of Mexico, I

there received from Your Excellency a letter informing me that the facsimile reproduction

of Codex Vatic&nus 3773, undertaken by Your Excellency, had been successfully completed

and forwarded to the chief scientific institutes and specialist« of Europe and both America«.

At tho time 1 was about to start on my projected expedition to the Pacific side of the

country, and to (iuatemala and Honduras; hence just then I had in view objects of quite

a different character. Nevertheless, the receipt of Your Excellency's communication could

not but cause me a certain regret that, at such a distance from the centre of my studies,

I could not at the moment take in baud the important commission connected therewith

which Your Excellency had ulso imposed upon me.

Since then six years have passed. The Vatican 3773 was rapidly followed by the

facsimile reproductions of Codex Borgia and Codex Bologna, Telleriano-Remensis, and

Vatican 3738, betides those of the Tonalatuatl of the Aubin Collection and of the Codex

Fejdrväiy-Mayer, which Marshall H. Saville hud shortly before re-discovered for American

students. On iny return I had leisure enough to examine all these treasures, and when

two years ago Your Excellency decided to add the Aubin Tonalatuatl to the series of your

reproductions, I received the esteemed commission to prepare a commentary on it. This

task was followed a year later by another, to supply an explanatory text also for the

remarkable pictures of Codex Fejdrvdry-Mayer. And now 1 am happy to be able to place

before Your Excellency the results of my studies of Codex Vaticanus 3773, one of the

most interesting and in a sense one of the most complete old Mexican books, and the

first of these pictorial documents with which Your Excellency opened the series of your

facsimile reproductions.
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The old Mexican books may Ije likened to the mediaeval monkish manuscripts, inasmuch

as in them also the diligent* hands of [»riest« brought together the most diverse things

that seemed worth knowing in those times and by that people, essays perhaps of very

different origins, but such as reflect the knowledge of the period and the public. The

Tonalamatl of the Aubin Collection is a unique specimen of such compilations ;
and for

the materials treated in it we possess interpretations dating from a time when tradition

had not yet died out. lienee here my task was relatively easy. For Codex Fejdrvdry-

Mayer the work was already of a more difficult nature. And it is not without a certain

hesitation that I submit the present inquiries, which venture to give a complete commentary

on one of the most comprehensive of old Mexican books.

Of the eight-and-twenty sections contained in this work several have already been

dealt with in my interpretations of the Tonalamatl of the Aubin Collection aud of Codex

Fejervdry-Mayer. Of course I could neither repeat what was there said, nor merely refer

to the previous elucidations. Whoever takes up the present book has a right to lind in

it a running commentary on the sheets of Codex Vaticauus, and not be put off with

references to explanations of other manuscripts for such commentaries. Moreover, various

matters handled in my former books are here more clearly and accurately treated, and

several points put right. And as my critics have frequently complained to me of the great

difficulty of always reading about pictures that they have not before them, I have thought

it necessary to give in the text such illustrations as seemed most needed for its right

understanding.

Most of the sections in this buck are, however, new. Thus the very first, where the

duty presented itself of describing and explaining the 2 x 52 little figures which accompany

the Tonalamatl disposed in columns of five members. For here there was no prospect

of arriving at a clear issue save by the inductive method, by careful comparisons of the

pictures given in the different manuscripts. The subsequent sections will he found more

pleasant reading. For I really think I have found the right solution for the majority of

the sections. And if on the whole much still remains hypothetical, if my fellow-experts

will doubtless judge differently in many points, and to my successors room be even left

for many improvements, I still hope with the present commentary to have provided a

foundation for further developments, and I believe I have thereby done all in my power

to make more generally intelligible the weighty sources of knowledge which Your Excellency

has with such great munificence placed at the disposal of the whole learned world.

Eduard Seler.

Steglitz, August 1902.
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History and Character of the Manuscript.

There is not much to be said about the origin and history of this manuscript, with which in the

year 1896 His Excellency the Duke of Loubat opened the series of his facsimile reproductions of Mexican

manuscripts. What can be ascertain«! on the subject has been clearly set forth by the estimable chief

librarian of the Vatican Library, P. F. Ehrle, S.J., in a small pamphlet which accompanied the facsimile

reproduction. From his researches, it appears that this manuscript, together with the other bearing

the No. 3738, reached the Vatican Library protxably at tho Lime when Cardinal Amulio was librarian,

that is, in the years 1565-1570. Nothing is known as to whonce and by whom it was brought to

the library.

Francisco del Paso y Tronrooo, Director of the Mexican National Musoum, has subjected the condition

and material of the manuscript to a thorough examination, and sent a report on tho subject to the

extraordinary session of the Congress of Americanists, held in Mexico on October 15-20, 1895. Of this

report a reprint likewise accompanied tho issue of tho facsimile reproduction of our manuscript as a

separate document. From this most careful and thorough description I learn that the Vatican 3773

consists of ben strips of deer-skin, which are 12£ to 13 cm. high and of varying length, and firmly glued

together, forming a single strip 7-35 metres long, which folds together in 49 sheets of equal width.

Both sidos of this strip are coated with fine white stucco, on which the paintings are executed. The same

character, as we know, is also shown by the other manuscripts of the Codex Borgia group, as well as

by those from tho Atlantic seaboard, and of the Zapotoc and Mixtec provinces—the Vienna manu-

script, the Codex NuttAll, the Codice Colombino (Codex Dorenberg), and the Codex Becker, and also the

Maya manuscripts. But in another respect the Vatican 3773 is uniquo of its kind, in that it still

preserves both of the wooden covers, which were glued to tho outside of the first and last sheet, in

order to give a support to the painted strip when folded up, and protect it front injury. In our

Vatican 3773 the upper board, indicating tho beginning of the manuscript, was embellishod at tho four

corners with little inlaid turquoise disks, and of theso that in the lower loft corner is still preserved. The

reading runs on tho first side of tho folded strip from left to right, on the others from right to lofL

Judged from its contents and the style of its paintings, this Codox belongs to the group of manu-

scripts which I have designated as the Codex Borgia Group,1 in which, besides our manuscript, are also

to be included tho Coder Borgia, the Codox Bologna, the Fejervdry-Maycr, and the Codex Laud.

1 'Tba Codex Borg» and Related A*toe Picture Writing«, ' Verhandlungen der Berliner Anthropologischen Gaaellechaft

22 January 1887. Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, xix. pp. 105-114. Ceeatxunelt« Abhandlungen zur amenkantachrn Sprach- und
Alterihumakuode, roL L pp. 183-144,

A
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A. Obverse Side,

I. The Tonalamatl disposed iu Columns of Five Members.

Sueet 1-8 ( *= Kingsdorouuh 49-56>.

Tho manuscript begins with the Tonalamatl, the Alpha and Omega of thu Mexican and Central

American priestly lore. This, as we know, covered a period which was determined by tho combination

of the numerals 1-13 in continuous scries with twenty signs indicating as many days, and consequently

comprised a total of 20 x 13, or 260 days.

This Calendar did not serve exactly as a measure of time, for which, indeed, it is little suitod, since

it is not based, or at least not directly based, on astronomic observations
;
nor was it the expression

of any uniform recurring motion in time, but rather owed its origin, at loosl in part, to arbitrary deter-

minations. Hut as the twenty signs lying at its basis were taken from definite natural objects, hence on

tho one hand directly awakened definite conceptions, while numerous other conceptions were indirectly

introduced by them, and as, moreover, the Mexicans, like other peoples, also attributed definite properties

to numbers, or else associated definite notions with them, as lastly the natural grouping in 20 units of

13 days each, or 13 units of 20 days oach, created within this spaco of time certain periods which, by a

very natural mental process, seemed to be in a measuro dominated by the initial member, this calcndric

system was inevitably predestined to become an instrument in the hands of the soothsayer, giving

support to his forecasts on the result of any course to be taken on a given day, on the destiny of a

child born on such or such a day, and so on. Honce also the name Tonalamatl applied to this period

of 13 x 20 days is to be translated by the expression Book of Fate [* libro de suertos 6 de Ventura’], 1 or

' Book of Good axd Bad,’ i.e. ‘ Lucky and Unlucky Days.*

As I have already stated, the Tonalamatl was disposed according to its origin in a natural way,

either in 13 units each of 20 days, or else in 20 units each of 13 days. The latter arrangement was the

more favoured, because in it the initial membors of tho sections had all the number ‘ one.' This is tho

arrangement observed in the soothsayers’ books proper, the assumption being that tho initial member, or

the deity associated with it, had some influence also on all the other days of the section, of the week,

as we may call it This arrangement of the Tonalamatl we find in the Tonalamatl of tho Aubin

collection, in the Tonalamatl which forms tho first part of tho tine Codex Borbonicus, in that contained

in the Codex Tolleriano- Kemonsis and in its copy, the Vatican A (No. 3738); and wo shnlt have occasion

to recognise tho same arrangement of the Tonalamatl on certain sheets of our manuscript also, as well os

in the corresponding parts of tho related codices.

* TonjaemwU, JfiNMrgait /ndiimt lu, chap. 37. Cf. the Tonalamatl of the Alibis collection, Eogliah cd., London,

1»01, p. 5.
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4 Obverse Side.

When I above remarked that the T&iuilamatl is not based on astronomic observations, but owes its

origin, at least partly, to an arbitrary determination, the statement is to be taken with some qualification.

In the first place, the number *20 is not arbitrary, for it represents the sum-total of what a man can

count in himself, that is to say. the sum of the fingers and toes; hence amongst the Mexicans, as

amongst the other Central American peoples, this number became the foundation, the unit, on which their

numerical system was built. But on further consideration 1 was led to the conclusion that even the

number 13 is not to be regarded as a purely accidental or arbitrary factor, but that in its selection

certain astronomic observation*, in fact those of the planet Venue, have had some influence. It has been

shown by Förstemann for the Dresden Maya manuscripts, 1 and by myself for the Borgia Group,* that

the synodic revolution of Venus, which averages 583 days 22 hours 6 minutes and 40 seconds, has been

represoutod with the somewhat inaccurate value of 584 days in various parts of the specified manu-

scripts. Now this Venus period of 584 days stands in such a relation to that of the solar year of

365 days, as assumed by the Mexicans, that eight solar years are exactly equal to five revolutions of

Venus. But if in this larger period, in which solar years and Venus periods go evenly, wo try to separate

both the 8 and the 5, we shall find that this larger periodm 5 x 8 x 73 days, the solar year - 5 x 73, and the

Venus period»8 x 73 days. Now, I believe, as I first announced in my treatise on the Monuments of

Copan and Quirigua* that the ancient Mexicans, or whoever are to be credited with the invention

of the Tonalamatl, formed a unit from the eolar year and the Venue period, a unit which would have

comprised 5x73+8x73 or 13x73 days. If this period bo taken as a unit, the next higher period, in

accordance with the vigesimal numerical system of the Mexicans, would be 20 x 13 x 73 days, which is the

well-known cycle of 52 years, the Mexican era. Now, if this era lie compared with the solar year and the

Venus period, wc see that here the 260 corresponds to the five of the solar year and to the eight of the

Vonus period. And thus it was, os I think, that, by combining the solar year with tho Venus period,

the Mexicans, or whoever elso invonted the Tonalamatl, arrived at the number 13 and the period of

260 days.

But whatever may be thought of this, it is certain that the Venus period of 584 days became a

determinant for a second arrangement of tho Tonalamati, which 1 shall have presently to discuss.

This period of 584 days has tho peculiar property that only five of the twenty signs fall on its initials.

If, for instance, the first period begins with the firet of the twenty signs, the initial day of the second

will contain the fifth in its name, that of the third the ninth, that of tho fourth tho thirteenth, that

of the fifth the seventeenth, and the initial day of the sixth period again tho first sign. It is this

fact that in my opinion offers an explanation of the remarkable arrangement of the Tonalamatl IN

vertical columns of five siaNs each, as we see it carried out in the eight first sheets of our

manuscript, and as it is also quite frequently followed in other parts of this group of manuscripts, and

especially in the Maya documonta

This arrangement, in which on the first eight sheets of Vatican 3773 the Tonalamatl is pre-

sented to the observer, obviously represents the second chief form of the Tonalamatl, the form most

favoured by the ancient priestly savants. It is so typical that we see it carried out in exactly the

same way on the first sheets of two other related manuscripts of this group, the Codex Borgia and

Codex Bologna.

In our manuscript we see displayed, in a brood band filling the central part of the first eight sheets,

tho twenty day counts, repeated thirteen times in five cross rows, which are disposed in 4 x 13= 52 vertical

rows. On the first sheet the reading logins at the left end of the lowest of the five crons rows, hence runs

1 ErUuterungoo xur Moyo-Handdchrifi der K•aigtieboo •ffeotlH'bon Bibliothek m Drendeii (1686), pp. $8, 87.
* * Dio Veauporfodo in den BildcrechrifUn doe Codox Borgin-Groppe.' Zeitschrift fur Etbnwlogie, xxx. (1898), |«pw 348-38).

I rpvxmmelt« A bhxnd langen, vol. i, pp. 618-667.

* Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, xixi. (1888), p. 737-
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The Tonalamatl disposed in Columns of Five Members. 5

from left to right aud from below upwards. The numerals 1-13, which are to be combined, twenty times

repeated, with these 13x20 signs, are not given, and are to be supplied by the observor. The signs

themselves are the same as in the other Mexican manuscripts. These I have fully described in my
elucidations of the Tonalamatl of the Aubin collection (Berlin, London, 1900-1901), pp. 9-15, and it

must here suffice to refer to that description. In tho explanatory tables appended to the present treatise

they are given with thoir names only.

In precisely the same way tho 13x20 day-counts are disposed on tho first sheets of Codex Borgia.

Here also they stand in five cross rows, which aro arranged in 4x13=52 vertical rows, and form a

broad band which fills tho central part of tho first eight shoots. Only the roading of this manu-

script differs, as it runs from right to left on both sides of tho foldod strip covered with paintings.

Hence in Codex Borgia the first sign cipactli, with which tho reading begins, is to be looked for at

the right end of the cross rows of the first sheet. But, as in Vatican 3773, of the cross rows

themselves the lowest is the first, and the others are to be taken in the direction from below upwards.

As in Vatican 3773, in Codex Borgia also no numerals are given beside the counts. A remarkable

peculiarity of Codex Borgia is the fact that, by means of a diacritical sign—the imprint of a human

foot executed in a black colour, and figured beside certain day-count»—the whole Tonalamatl appears

as if divided up into twice nine groups of nine and twice seven groups of seven days :

—

9*9 + 7'7 + 9'9 + 7’7 = 260.

And it is an important fact, that the first of these diacritical signs is given, not with tho first day

[1] cipactli, bul with the fourth day, the day [4] cuetzpalin, the same day from which the Yucatecs

were accustomed to oouut the series of the twenty days.

In Codex Bologna much the same reading is followed as that of our Vatican 3773. We
accordingly soe ou the eight first sheets of this third manuscript the 13 x 20 day-couuts of the

Tonalatnatl exhibited in exactly the same way as in our manuscripts, following each other from left

to right and from below upwards. But in thu 260 compartments, formod by tho five cross rows

and the 4 x 13 «• 52 vertical rows, Vaticanus 3773 and Codex Borgia show us the pictures alone

of the 20 day-counts thirteen times repeated, whereas ou tho eight first sheets of Codex Bologna

in each of tho 260 compartments are seen two signs or two pictures, of which the first only belongs

to the sene» of the twenty day-counts, while the others are seen to be members of tbe series of tbe

nine goda, of the so-called Seiioree de la hocAs, which in the Tonalamatl of the Aubin collection,

in Codex Borbonicus, in Tolleriano-Remensis, and Vatican A (3738) accompany the row of the day-

counts in a continuous series. In my elucidation of the Tonalamatl of the Aubin collection 1
I

have set forth the reasons which make it probable that these nine signs or nine go<ls are to be

regarded as the guardians of the nine night hourw. Lastly, as in Codex Borgia, on the first

sheets of Codex Bologna tho Tonalamatl disposed in columns of five members is distributed in

groups of 9-9 + 7<7 + 9*9 + 7- 7 days by meaus of tho diacritical sign of the imprint of a

foot figured iu definite compartments, and hero also the beginning of this arrangement lies not with

the first but with the fourth day, the day [4] cuetzpalin.

In tho explanatory tables accompanying tbe present treatise I have supplied in the Tonalamatl

represented on tho first eight shoots of our manuscript thu numerals which the writer of the manu-

script omitted to give beside the day-counts. Hence a glance at these tables will enable the reader

to perceive that the Tonalamatl disposed in columns of five members, with which our manuscript,

as well as Codex Borgia and Codex Bologna, begin, has the property in common with tho other, with

the first arrangement of tho Tonalamatl occurring iu the soothsayers' Itooks proper (Tonalamatl of

the Aubin collection, Codex BuVbouicus), that the initial members of the sections or groups havo tbe

1 Berlin Mil London, ISKlO-lSOI, |>|u 16-21.
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6 Obverse Side.

number one beside their signs. But here there are no 20 groups, as with the first arrangement of

the Tonalamatl, but four main divisions, which result from this second arrangement of the Tonalamatl,

consisting of 13 columns of five members each. Thus tho arrangement in vertical columns of five

members each causes the Tonalamail of itself to fall into four divisions of equal size, or into

four quarters, and this to those old priestly savants must have .seemed a special advantage of this

arrangement, or rather as a special mystery. Fur in this way, without more ado, a relation was

established with tho four quarters of the heavens and with the powers thought of in association with

them—a point of view from which tho Mexicans were indeed already accustomed to regard all things

and all events. That this relation wus thought of in connection with these four main divisions is

shown, amongst olher considerations, from what I shall have more particularly to mention in the

explanation of some subsequent sheets. It will iherti be seen that all the five signs of the initial

column of the third Tonalamatl quarter wore considered to be the days on which the female deities

called Ciuateteo, ’goddesses,' Ciuapipiltin, ‘princesses,’ who dwelt in the west, in the Cimtlampa, the

‘ Region of tho Women,' descended on earth and had power over mankind.

Now, as with the first arrangement of tho Tonalamatl, i.e. of the l>ook of divination proper, the

20 groups in which the Tonalamatl is disposed under this arrangement are accompanied by the enlarged

figure of a deity who was conceived to be associated with the respective groups or with their initial

signs, and was thought of as influencing them : in the same way we also see that the Tonalamatl

disposed in columns of five members, as represented on the first eight sheets of our manuscript, of

Codex Borgia, and of Codex Bologna, is similarly provided with pictorial representations displaying

either deities or symbolic figures or groups. But they are not large figures corresponding to the

four main divisions of thtB arrangement of the Tonalamatl, but to each of 4x13= 52 columns are

attached two figures of aliout equal size, which together form a cross row on each of the upper and

lower margins of the sheets, while the centre is occupied by the bands filled with tho 13 x 20 signs

of the Tonalamatl. With this distribution of the accompanying figures my primary notion was that

the several columns of five days each were illustrated by these figures, that these figures wore in

fact effigies or symbols which bore some relation to the days with which they stood, or Lo the first of

them, the day figured in the first (lowest) row. One circumstance, however, is opposed to this viow.

In all three of the pictorial documents containing the Tonaianuitl disposed in columns of five members

these upper and lower cross rows of figures are present in more or less easily recognised variants, but

essentially the same. But, as I shall have more fully to point out further on, it is scon that in one

group of the manuscripts members have bocn inserted or else omitted, so that, for instance, a portion

of the figures in Vatican 3773 and in Bologna, when compared with those of Codex Borgia, appear

to be displaced, while further on the lower of the two rows, but not the upper, coincides with those of

Codex Borgia. This can be understood only on the assumption that the figures do not exactly belong

each singly or in pairs to one of the columns of (lay-counts, but that they are intended to illustrate

larger sections, presumably those very four main divisions of the Tonalamatl which correspond to the

four quarters of tho heavens. In harmony with this view is the circumstance that very many of those

figures seem to represent, not any particular divine persons, who were perhaps to bo regarded as tutelar

deities of the several columns of day-counts, or else of the first sign of the same, but merely as

symbolical figures or groups of such figures. But it is evident that for each of the Tonalamail quarters

as a wholo particular divine persons are given as guardians or rulers. Such are the figure« which wo

soe represented with the initial signs of the four main divisions, in the lower of lx>th cross rows,

sinco the series of counts of the Tonalamatl are to be rend from below upwards. These, however,

aru to be recognised cloarly and distinctly only in Codex Borgia. But there can be no doubt that in

the corresponding places of the other manuscripts the same persons should be pictured an in Codex

Borgia, or at least figures related to them.
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Thr TnnalamAtl disposed in Column« of Fivn Mpmhprs. 7

In the first quarter of the Tonalarruüt, with the first sign ce cipactli,

'

one Crocodile,' we see the person

at Fig. 1 in Codex Borgia, on the right aide* of the lower row of Sheet 1. This is the god QiLetzalcauatl, the

Wind God, with his Hunxtoc eono-shiipcd cap (coptfli), his fillet in which ore stuck tho instruments of

mortification—the bone dagger (omill), and the nguve- leaf spike {uit:tli )—and tho fnn-liko neck ornament

(cuepUuitonmtl), consisting of hlack feathe ns with a few projecting red arum feathers. But tho god does not

wear his familiar mask with its peculiar oral part protruding like a bird's beak ; nor has ho his usual face*

painting,* but is figured «« a priest, that is, with laxly and face painted black, with a red spot on the temple,

like that of the priests in Codex Mendoza. And he holds the priestly implements, Itonc dagger {omill)

and agavodeaf spike (uitstli), oti which the blood is shown lioth realistically and also symbolically by

tho picture of a flower; the incense-pouch also (copalxiquipiiti) is held in his hands. Moreover, the god

stands on a water surface, tho central part of which is unfortunately no longer distinct, owing to the

strong abrasion from which the lower margin of these sheets has suffered, Here wc are reminder! of

the water, the East Sea, into which the god descends after reaching the goal of his wanderings in

Coitaizticuaiw. But more proliably this water is merely intended to indicate the tank in which the

Fijj. 1. Qnttnleo*tatl, the Wind God,

jui Priest. Ruler of the tint

Tonalamail quarter rt nj^utii,

of the Region of tho East,

Codex Baryta 1 ( = KLojthborough 38).

Fix* -- Tree uf the East 1

Symbol of the fint Tomalanatl

quarter, « cxpoeUi.

Codex Bologna 1-

Aftor Kint?»buri«igh’* drawing.

Fig 3 The Priest of the Hain U«d-

Ruler of Lite drat Tonalamatl quarter,

ft tipartii, nf the Regio« of the RmI
Codex Vaticanua 3773, Sheet I

(- Klngaborongh 49).

priests go to bathe after rising at midnight and mortifying themsolves by drawing blood from the cars,

tongue, or other ports of the body. The first Tontdnmatl quarter denoted for the Mexicans the first

region of the heavens, i.e. the East, which by them was regard«! as a land of fertility, obundanoo, and

prosperity. Here Quttzalcouatl stands as the expression of this region, for he is the priest who, by his

mortifications and penitential exercises, by the worship which he offers to the gods, ensures the fruitful-

ness, tho plenty, and increase of the land. It is QuetoalcouaU that bestows wealth. Of a man that

rapidly became rich the Mexicans were wont to say,
4 He is a son of Quetzalcounü.'*

As regards the other two manuscripts, in Codex Bologna the first compartment of the lower row is

unfortunately completely obliterated by friction. In Kingsborough’s rime more seems to havo been still

preserved. If Kingsborough's draughtsman has seen correctly. Codex Borgia would hero show in the

first field of the lower row a deviation from hoth the other manuscripts. Hero the god Qiulzalcouatl

himself would not seem to be figured as an expression of the first Tonutamatl quarter, and of tho region of

the oast, but for him is substituted a symbol (cf. Fig. 2), tho Tree of the East, on which 1 have given some

details in my elucidation of Codex FejervAry- Mayer,* and which I shall Have again to deal with in the

present commentary at Sheet 17 of our manuscript.

* On (futnaieottair* tn.uk and face-painting »ad th« other poculiaritiM of hi» drew, tee HcJer, 'The Tonaiamall ol the Aahin

Collection,’ Berlin and London, 1900-1901, pp. 43, 46.

* Sfthnguo 10, ahap. 39. §1. 3 Berlin end London, 1901-1902, pp. 9, 10.
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8 Obrerer Sidr.

On the other hand, in the first compartment on the lower row of the first sheet in our manuscript,

Vatican 3773, again another figure is pictured (Fig. 3), which is shown to be a variant of the Codex Borgia

figure, our Fig. 1. Here also a picture of Quetsafrouatl ia certainly to he recognised. We sec a figure,

who has the anterior part of his face painted red, the posterior blue, wearing a fillet painted in two

colours, blue and green, the colours of the Hain (Jod, a baud of the same colours falling down over his

back, and a priest's vestment (xicolU) painted blue and green, and in his hand holding a green bunch.

The facial painting reminds one of Xolotl, QuetzaicouatVs twin brother. But it will doubtless be more

correct to assume that, instead of Qwizfilcauntl, here a simple priest is depicted, in fact the priest of the

Rain Ood, of TUilw. For it was these priests of TUiloc who, by their mortification*, had to obtain

rain, and thereby provide for the prosperity of the people, for the necessary abundance of supplies. To

the figure of a rain -priest in thia place must undoubtedly be assigned tho same significance as to the

Quetzalcouail figure of <,'odcx Borgia, ami, like it, the rain-priost of our manuscript also stands on a

water vessel, rises from the surface of water contained in a reservoir.

Fig. 4. Tacatlipoca,

Ruler of the wconxl Tanalafnait

quarter, or*]oil,

of th« Region of the North.

Codex Borgt» 3 (“ Kirvysborough 3C).

Fig. ft. Tescaüiyocm't Leg ?

Aa symbol of tbe accond

Tomalamati quarter, ee ocelot],

of the Region of the North.

Codex Bologna 3.

Fig, 0. TaeaUipoca, Ruler of the

second To*al«natl quarter,

rtoedotl, of the Region of the North.

Codex Vaticanus 3773, .Sheet 3

(
s Kingsborough 51).

I pass on to the eecvnd Tonalamatl quarter. With the first sign of this quarter, the day ce oeeioti,

« ono Jaguar,’ is seen Fig. 4 in tho first compartment on the lower row of Sheet 3 of Codex Borgia. But it

ia distinctly a divine figure, in fact that of Tescatlipora, hero in a sense depicted in his springing attitude.

Wo see the bead and arm of this god in his characteristic painting, that is, body and limbs black, face

in black and yellow cross bands (iatlan tlatlaan). On his head is seen the warrior’s headdress, the hair

touslod (tzotzocolli) on one side, tho nasal rod with the square plaque foiling over the mouth, the forked

heron-feotbor adornment (aztaxetli) in his hair, and on his temple tho smoking mirror (tezcatl tjtoca), the

symbol of war ;
lastly, before his mouth the rope of five beads ending in a flower, which symbolised the

macuü xachitl, the God of Hovels, the Lord of the Dance-house, another form of the god Teteatlipoca.1

But below is figured Tezratlipoca'a leg, which is again one of his distinctive marks, the foot being tom

off and replaced by a smoking mirror, from which water and fire (aff UachinolU), the emblem of war, are

often seen issuing.

Our study of the two other figures in the manuscripts is facilitated by the certainty with which tlmt

of Codex Borgia is here identified, despite the scaling of tho layer of stucco forming the ground of the

painting, a scaling which is also of frequent occurrence on the lower margin of this second double sheet

1 On thb cf. ‘ Veröffentlichungen aus den» König!. Museum fur Völkerkunde,
1 voL ri. pt*. i-4, Berlin, 1S99, pp. 1 30- HO.
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Certainly, we should have scarcely thought, of suspecting any relation between the representations had

wo nothing but the reproduction of Kingsborough’s draughtsman with which to compare them.

The little that is still to be seen in the first compartment on the lower row of Sheet 3 in Codex

Bologna is hero reproduced in Fig. 5. We detect a human log painted a black colour, and below the

knoo coiled round with a thong in which is stunk an object ending off in a flower. The latter must

in all probability represent an agave-leaf spike (vitztti), where the bloom will indicate the blood which

was drawn by tho penitents when mortifying themselves, and, as we know, was smeared over such agave-

loaf spikes. Whore wo should expect to find the foot belonging to the leg, we see a figure which can

scarcoly bo any longer made out in tho facsimile of the manuscript, but in Kingshorough is distinctly

pictured as a green jewel (rhalchiuitl), and in the centre shows a blue Hold spanned by a cross beam. 1

can but conjecture that here also tho foot is indicated as severed and replaced by a mirror or a jewelled

disk. On the facsimile sheet tioside the disk clouds of smoko soetn to bo clearly shown.

In its details it is also difficult to explain the corresponding figure in our manuscript, which occurs

on Shoot 3 in tho lower section of the column indicated by tho nutubor 14 (Fig. Of. But beyond doubt

Pig. 7. The Earth Goddess with tlu>

head of tha lUin (hid in the Mail«

house. Ruler of the third Tanalamtall

quarter, cr avupti, of the Region

of the West. Codex Borgia 5

( = Kingshorough 34k lowest row.

Fig, S. The Forth Goddm,
Ruler of the third Ton*lamatl

quarter, re tmifttli, of the Region of

the West. Codex iiologn* 5.

lowest row.

Fig. 9. The Earth Goddess,

Ruler of the third Tana]auntil

quarter, « trnipoff, of the lUgion of

the Went. Codex Yatkanu* 3773,

Sheet 5 (
- Kingnhorough 53),

Inwert row.

above is figured a Tezcatlipocn head with its characteristic facial painting, the i.rtlav tlatlaan, Only here

in Vatican 3773 it is not a black head, as in Codex Borgia, but a red one, a Tlatlauhqui Tezcatlipoea.

Before tho mouth fire seems to bo shown, and below is scon an animal s face, presumably a scorpion's.

Tezeatlipoca, who is the god of the Toxcatl feast which the Mexicans kept at the time when the

sun stood at the zenith above their city,* honec was preparing to pass from the southern to the northern

part of tho sky, appears in the pictorial documents quito frequently as representative of the northern

quarter of tho world. Nor is it tho picture-writings alone that associate him with this region, A

tradition, that for instance which is preserved in the Hirtoria de los Mexiranos por nut pinturas,*

relates of him that * the constellation of the Great Bear descends to the water, because it is Tezcntlipocn

who has his seat there' (in the north heaven). He is essentially the dark, the nocturnal being, the wizard

in a pre-eminent sense; the Itzlli, the sharp, cold stone, the god of the sacrificial knife, as tho repre-

sentative of drought. And the ancient Mexicans saw in the quarter of the North tho realm of Drought,

of Darkness, and of Death.

In tho third Tonahiiuutl quarter Fig. 7 stands with the initial sign re. mafutl, ‘one Deer,' in the

1 Of. Ven dfentlich uugea im dem Kimigl. Museum f. Vulkarkiinda, rot. *i. pU. 2-4, jq>. 60, 126, 154.

* 8. Joaquin Garda icaxhaloota, Nueea Coloecton d« Docnmento* para la lliatoria de Mexico, i»i
.
p. 238, and Anales del Mueeo

Ntciwul de Mexico, ii. j» NS.

B
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first compartment on the lower row of Sheet 5 in Codex Borgia. A few lines have been supplied from

Kingsljorough's drawing; this restoration, however, is introduced only in those places where it scorned

justified by what is still oxtant in tho original, and only so far as such restoration was needed to nmke

tho figure intelligible. As wo see, it is u female figure, clothed in the cuiitl, the enngua, the cloth that

the Mexican women wrapped round their hips; on this figure was placed as a hood the head of Tlalttc,

the Rain Qod. But the latter, if Kingslsiroiighs draughtsman has observed it correctly, wears tho

yacametztU, tho Hitaxtor crescent-shaped plate, in his now, this being tho distinctive mark of tho

Earth Goddess, who came from Huaxtccalond, and of the pulquo gods, who were thought to have

their home« in tho sumo region. Tho whole figure is overshadowed with maize
;
she is seated in a

maize house, a house nmdo of maize oars (cintli), which aro still clearly visible behind her seat and

hehind her neck; and of tho rualo efflorescence of maize (mnirutff), whose tips project forward alovo

her head.

The figure in the corresponding places of the other two manuscripts is somewhat, differently con-

ceived. In Codox Bologna. (Fig. 8) it is still clear that a woman was intended to bo represented. But

hero she wears a death's head as her head, and holds a sacrificial knife in her hand. One form of

tho Earth Goddess, who was worshipped in Colhuacan tinder the name of Ciuacouatl, was represented

in Mexico with a deaths head as her head, and for the most purt also with jaguar paws at her hands

and feet. One of the best known and most characteristic of her effigies is the idol of Tekuaran ,*

mode of white stone, which is now in tho Masco National do Mexico. Ami un image of this goddess

is also the colossal statue known by the unsuitable name of Teoyaomiqui, which on August 13, 1790,

was found buried beneath the pavement of tho great square in Mexico* Only this image is supposed

to be beheaded, ami the head replaced by two snakes' heads darting out from the wound. Our Fig. 8,

from tho Codex Bologna, we must also regard as the Earth Gothics«. What the artist of Codex Borgia

further intended to symbolise when he placed the head of Tlaloc, the Rain God, on the female form,

Fig. 7, tho draughtsman of Codex Bologna has endeavoured to illustrate by representing the form,

Fig. 8, in or before a water-vessel. Lastly, I recognise a reminiscence of tho maize hotiso of Fig. 7 in

tho green figure, shooting upwards step fashion, which in Fig. 8 is seen at the l»aek of the goddess.

At tho beginning of Sheet 5 in the lowest compartment of column 27 our Vatican 3778 hAs a form

(Fig. 9} which, by tho death’s head which it wears on its head, shows itself to l>o a counterpart to

tho CikIcx Bologna, Fig. 8. Judging from tho picture of tho Vatican alone we should not recognise

a female with any certainty. A comparison, however, with tho other two manuscripts justifies tho

assumption in this case too. Moreover, the outstretched jaguar claws recall the just-montioned well-

known Ciwteouttil effigies. Below the figure wavy linos are drawn, and the space between them filled

in with a yellow colour, which, however, was perhaps really intended to be green. On this ground rises

an object which is obviously intended to represent some platiL form, a flowering tree or a maize stalk.

For the Mexicans the third Tonnlamatl quarter indicated the third region of the world, the Wost.

This they called cinatlamjta, the region of the women, for it was regarded by them us tho realm of tho

Earth Goddess, and as the land where tho sun descends to the dead. But for that very reason for them

it. was also tho homo of the maize plant
,
the Civralli, the maize house, for it is the earth that produces the

maize and all vegotation. And it. was also regarded by them as a region of superabundant water. Wher-

ever all four quarters of the world are represented on tho same sheet in Codex Borgia, and also in our

manuscript, the third quarter exhibits both a sky ovcr(>ast with dense clouds and swollen waters, which

threaten to drown tho maize plants. Wo see at once that these arc the very elements which arc

symbolised in the pictures that have been figured in our throe manuscripts with tho initial .signs of

the third TonaUimntl quarter as its rulers.

1 H. T. Hauiy, Dectd«« Amtrieawe (Pari* I KM), ii. p 91.

* Ouu, Do* 1'icdna, i. |i. 10.
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For the fourth Tonulamail quarter, which begins with ce xochitl,

'

ono Flower,' and is delineated

on Sheets 7 and N of the three manuscripts, I would take as rulers, not the figure represented in the first

compartment of the lower cross row, but the one in the first compartment of the upper cross row combined

with the figure in the lower row. For in all three manuscripts a distinct divine personage is here depicted

only in the upper cross row. This deity is Tonatiuh, the Sun God, descending from above, whereas

in the lower row we have another figure, which, as can be recognised from the series of associated forms,

is intended to symbolise the Stone Knife God {Ititli), or human mcrifiee, In point of fact, in the

Mexican pictorial «Tilings the Death God is usually placed over against the Sun God. So it is in

the tenth section of the soothsayers' books proper, Shoot 10 of the Tonalamatl of the Aubin collection,

Sheet 10 of Codex Borhonicus, and fol. 15 ( = Kingsborough 35, 36) of Tclleriano-Remeosis, foL 23

(at the back) and 24 of Codex Valicanus (A), No. 3738 ( a Kingsborough 35, 36). But that the Sun

God is to he taken as the proper ruler of the TonulumaU quarter and of tho sign re xochitl is

shown by a figure in the pictorial document in the Vienna I.R. Court Library which I have already

once figured in my elucidation of Codex Fcjervary»Mayer, and hero reproduce at Fig. 13, where wo soo the

Sun God and the sign ce xochitl corresponding exactly ono with tho other, and each represented in

a solar picture. And in fact Hun ahpu
r the Quiche translation of tho name ce xochitl, ‘one Flower,’

Fig. 10. Tonatiuh, tho Sun God,

Ruler of the fourth Tonnhimati

quarter, re xochitl, uf üte Region

of tbo South. Codex Borgt» 7

(
ö Kiiig»bor<iugii 32).

topmost row.

Fig. 11. Tonatiuh, the Sun God,

Ruler uf the fourth Tonalanntl

quarter, <t xochitl, of the Regiim

of the Sooth. Codex Bologna 7,

topmost row.

Fig. 12. fmalM, tho Sun God,

Ruler of tho fourth TonaJamatl

quarter, ce xochitl, of the Region of

the South. Codex Vnticamis 3773,

Sheet 7 ( = Kingtshottiugb 05),

topmost n>w.

has become the name of the hero who plays such a great part in the Pupol Vuh
,
the Saga book of

tho Quiches, and at the end of his exploits mounts to the sky as the Sun. But that this contrast

—

Sun God and Death God, the god in the bright sky and the god dwelling in tho dark interior of the

earth—was generally felt uud also specially embodied in this sign of tho fourth Tonulumatl quarter

and of the fourth quarter of the heavens, a remarkable proof is again presented to us in tho land of

tho Mayas. Hun ahau, the Yucatec translation of the name re xochitl, ‘one Flower,' is given by

Landa as the name of tho Lord of the Realm of the Dead, under the form Hunhnu, which is obviously

derived by a simple contraction and elision from him ahnu.

At Fig. 10 is seen tho picture of the Sun God Tonatiah, ruler of the sign ce xochitl, ‘one Flower,'

as he is depicted on Sheet 7 ( = Kingsborough 32) of Codox Borgia. It is a figure painted ml, the colour

of the Sun God, with ilaino-colourod hair, which is held together by the fillet of the Sun God. con-

sisting of jewelled disks, and on the frontal side ornamented with a conventional bird’s head. The

god has the solar disk Iwtweuu his logs, as if he were riding on it, and conics from above down to the

earth, holding iti ono hand an axe itepoztli), in the other a bone dogger (omitl ) and an agave-leaf

spike (uitxtli), the implements of mortification. Before or below him ore seen two eyes with arched

eyebrow, which aro drawn round and e.n face like the eye« of a monster. Perhaps these eyes are

intended to symbolise tlio open, the unclouded, pitilessly working, glaring sun.
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In the corresponding part of Codex Bologna (Fig. 11) the Sun God is also painted a red colour, and has

the solar disk between, or rather under, his leg«. Here also he comes down head over heels
;
but I am not

quite clear as to the moaning of tho staff which he grasps in both hand».

lu our manuscript, owing to the above-mentioned displacement which has affected a namlwr of

tho pictures, the Sun God is figured, not in the first column of this section of tho Tbnalamatl, but in tho

second, column 41. Here also (Fig. 12) he descends from on high, but is not drawn in full figure, only half

of his body being shown emerging from the sun. As in Codex

Borgia, he holds an axe in his hand. But a peculiarity of our

manuscript is the stream of blood which accompanies the whole

figure, anti issues from the solar disk beside the god.

At the beginning of the lower row, where in tho other 7cmu~

lamatl quarters we saw the chief ruler of the corresponding section

representor), here is figured, as I have already above stated, tho

counterpart of the Sun God, the Stone Knife God, who represents

sacrificial death. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 14) and in our manuscript

(Fig. 16) his body and lirnb« are painted a black colour, in Codex

Bologna apparently white. In our manuscript (Fig. 10) ho has

tho facial painting (Lxilan thtlaan) of the god Tezcntlipoca, which

consists of alternating light and black stripes, but in Codex Bologna

(Fig. lfi), on the contrary, two longitudinal black stripes on awhile

ground, that is, the facial painting of ItztltU'olivJiqui, the God of

the Stone, of Cold, of Punishment. In Codex Bologna it looks as

if tho figure were in the act of cutting open his own breast with

a atone knife (Fig. 15), whereas in Codex Borgia (Fig. 14), where

unfortunately the corresponding compartment is certainly much

damaged, the god decidedly seems to be holding an agave- leaf spike

in his hand, although the upward spurt of copious blood shows

that here the breast is thought of as cut open. In our manu-

script (Fig. 10) I cannot venture to determine with certainty the

nature of the object which the figure holds in his hand. It might

just as well be an incense ladle ; the red notches, however, which

radiate from it, must again denote blood.

Tho fourth Tonaiamatl quarter indicates the fourth region of

the Amvena, the South. Nor noed I perhaps advance any special

proof to show that this region is fittingly symbolised by the

unclouded descending sun, by the god wounded with a sharp

incision, and by images of death.

But what is the moaning of all the other pictures which are

seen figured in long rows on the first eight sheets of our manu-

script. and on the corresponding sheets of the other two codices

abfne and below the columns of day-counts ? I have already stated at the outset that only a few of these

pictures exhibit the portrait of a particular deity, that most of them seom merely to represent groups

of syiulKils or symbolic figures. It is, moreover, remarkable that some of tbese symbolic figures or

groups of symbols are repeated several times. Thus in our manuscript we see the skeleton dragging

along a victim in the upper row of the first sheet (in the fifth place), in the same row of the third

sheet (in the thin! place), of tho fifth sheet (in the second place), and of the seventh sheet (in the

sixth place). In our manuscript the bird swooping down on the sacrificial dish is to be seen in the

Fig. 13. Tonativk, (lie Hun and hi* sign

et rorhitl, 1 on« Flower/

Pictorial ms, in the Vienna I.R. Court

Library, £3.
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fourth compartment of tho upper row of the second sheet, and again in the last compartment of the

upper row of the eighth shoot. Tho bundlo of spears occurs in the upper row of tho first, fifth, and

eighth sheets
;
the hand grasping a spear in tho upper row of the sixth and seventh sheets. And still

greater beoomes the number of concordances, if wo add the pictures of tho other two manuscripts.

In consequence of those repetitions I was for sumo time of opinion that wo might have here recurrent

rows of associated pictures, comparable to tho nine Lords of tho Night Hours, or to tho thirteen

Lords of tho Day Hours, which wo find in the Tonalamail of the Aubin collodion and of Codex

Fi«. 14. TH« Stonr Knife God

( IttUi), or th« Death Sacrifice.

Ruler of Lh* fourth Tutud-amati

quarter, nrehüi, o( the Region

of the Booth. Codex Borgia 7

{ = King*botough 32),

lowext row.

Fig. 15. The Stone Knife God
(llstli\ nr tho Drath Sacrifice.

Ruler of the fourth Tvnalamati

quarter, et jtodiill, of the Region

of tbc South. Codex Bologna 7,

lowest row.

Fig. 10. The Stone Knife God

(/f:(/*X«r the Death Sacrifice.

Ruler of tho fourth TmuJamtdl

quarter, ee jcothiü, of the Region of

the South. Codex Vatican Us 3773,

Sheet 7 (
- Kingahorougfa 56),

lowest row.

Fig. 17. The Two Blood

Snake». Codex Borgin 1

f = Kingxboroogh 38;,

below.

Fig. 18. Tho Double-beaded

Blood Snake.

Codex Bologna l,lielow.

Fig. 19. The Itinerant Priest-

Codex Borgia 1

( « Kingsborough 38),

below.

Fig. £0. Tlie Itinerant Prieat.

Codex Bologna 1,

below.

Borbonicus. But all attempts to discover any system in these repetitions proved fruitless. Tho figures

represented in the lower row of the last two sheets are for the most part obviously mere developments

or variations of what the initial figure seems to indicate. But llto same cannot bo inferred, at least

on a first survey, from tho other rows of the other sheets. On the contrary, at the very first glance

one point strikes the eye. The pictures in the three manuscripts correspond, although differences are

presented, not only in the drawing, as was natural, but also frequently in the choice and treatment

of the symbols, and although, a point I have above already laid stress upon, the pictures of one

manuscript often seem displaced when compared with those of tho others. In order to omit nothing

that might guide us in our interpretations, we muBt fain submit to a comparative study the details

of those forms which are presented by the three manuscripts.
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In the first Tonalamatl quarter (Sheets 1 an<l 2) the agreement bet ween the three manuscripts is

complete in the lowest row. The initial figure (cf. Figs. 1 an<l 2 mjmi, p. 7) is followed first of all

by a group of two snakes which in Codex Borgia (Fig. 17) stands out from a croasway, in the iniddlu of

which is a death's head; but in Codex Bologna (Fig. IN) the group seems, strange to say, to coalesce

below, so that here there appears to be represented not two snakes, but one tailless entangled serpentine

body ending oft’ in a head on each side.

In the third compartment Codex Borgia »hows us (Fig. Iff ) a wandering figure, painted a red colour

with long hair, which falls down behind, and above is decked on the occiput with a juwellcd disk,

or perhaps is intended to be drawn through a jewelled ring. In his hand the figure holds a wand,

near the upper end of which a flower seems to be suggested. And on his back we sec a rugged round

object pointed yellow with an opening above, through which a jewelled thong (•htüchiuiU) protrudes,

while two thongs simply painted red hang down below. In iny elucidation of Codex FejervAry-Mayer 1

I have pointed out that this is the usual way in which Codex Borgia figure* the tobacco calabash

(yetecomatl), which forms the special equipment of the Mexican priests, and in the some place* 1

have given proof that this tobacco calabash is employed in the picture-books as a symbol of abundant

food supplies. Iztnc Mixcountl, the old God of

Heaven, the old God of Life, Ihn* itzcuivfli, the old

god of the Vienna manuscript, who is presumably

also a Tonueatccutli, a 1 Lord of Ltfo,' and Ixco-

fW a jtiuA^ut, the Fire God, all wear this calabash, and

i
- to one of these deities is doubtless related this

wandering figure of our Codex Borgia (Fig. 19).

Apparently a variant is the figure which is pictured

wf* in the third Comportment of tho lowest row of Codex

Bologna (Fig. 20). It certainly is likewiso a wandering

Fig. 24. Xolots, us God of person, and is also painted in light colours, whilo

_ i

M°*ifiowiün
; ,

the priest is indicated by tbo large rod patch on
Oodtx Boldyn* 1, below,

r J 6 r

the temple, which in Codex Mendoza also the priests

have regularly painted on their temples. This was

tho part which the priests smeared with tho blood that they drew from themselves by self-inflicted wounds

at their penitential exorcises. Instead of tho wand with the flower the Codex Bologna figure holds two

flowers, but disposed lengthwise to look like a staff. The tobacco calabash on his back is missing;

instead of it head and neck are completely envolopod in a flowering shrub, which in a sense forms the wig,

or, if you like, the helmet mask, the disguise of tho figure. As wo know that tho tobacco calabash of

the priests was regarded by tho Mexicans as a symbol of abundant food supjtHes, and is so employed in

the picture-books—it is thus found, for instance, in Codex Borgia 51 {= Kingsborough 64), as a token

or symbol in the Temple of tho West, the house of the maize deity—it will bo impossible to deny

that, despite their quite different equipment, the name fundamental idea is presented by Figs. 19 and

20. The corresponding figure in our manuscript, is more reduced and colourless. In tho third compart-

ment of the lower row on Sheet 1 is seen a temple in which is seated a figure who is painted with a green

body and a yellow face. 1 see a suggestion of the flowering tree that forms the helmet-mask of the Codex

Bologna figure in the tact that the hair, or tho form that is hero drawn in the place of the hair, is painted in

diverse colours, red, bluo, and yellow, and that something like a flower protrudes at tho sides of tho face.

Indistinct is the object which is further depicted in front of tho figure. But it is obviously intended to

Fig. *1. Gtanti», CudcU** of

Fire and of Mortification. Codex
Boiyi» 1 ( = King*borough 38),

below.

1 Berlin »ml London, 1901-1Q04, j>j>. 159. 161.

• lb,
pi>. 176 I S3.
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represent either a staff with a flower, or two flowers juxta-posed like a staff From the Vatican alone wo

should scarcely be able to form any notion of this figure. But what still remains of it permits us to recognise

that it is conceived in the same manner as that of Codex Bologna (Fig. 20), and this last, like the corresponding

figure of Codex Borgia (Fig. 19), wo shall have to regard as an image of the Lord of Food Supplies.

More striking differences between the three manuscripts appear to present themselves in the fourth

cornpartmont. In Codex Borgia the lowest row has unfortunately boon greatly damaged. The thin

coating of stucco, which forms the ground of the painting, is in several of the fields almost completely

rubbed off In Kingsborougli’s time their condition does not seem to have been quite so bad, and his

draughtsman had assuredly still more before his eyes. And this is why even to-day Kingsborough ’s

reproductions still possess a certain valuo. In the fourth compartment Kingsborough's draughtsman has

drawn a female figure, and what still remains of the form (cf. Fig. 21) enables us to recognise that on tho

whole he has reproduced it correctly. Tho figure is clothed in a red-fringed tippet (quechquemitl) and a

red enngua, and wears her hair exactly like tho male wandering person of the third compartment But in

the hair of our figure are furthor stuck an agave-leaf spike, from which the blood trickles down (uitstli

«£»»), and a bone dagger {om.Ul), which, if the reproduction in Kingsborough is correct, is broken in two

pieces. In Codex Fejervjtry-Mayor a bone broketi in two pieces is figured with the old God of Heaven, Istae

Mixcouatl, and there he seems intended to indicate tho Priest* of the Olden Times. 1 And in Codex Borgia

65 ( = Kingsborough 50) we see it in the hand of Xolotl, ruler of the sixteenth week of the Tonalamntl.

Lastly, before the person at Fig. 21 is pictured a disk with a rubber ball, that is, a burnt-offering. Various

opinions may bo held regarding tho meaning of this figure. The red robe and the burnt-offering point to

Ghanticu, tho goddess of Xochimilco, the Goddess of Fire.

But what Codex Borgia here shows us differs from the male figure which we sec depicted in tho fourth

compartment of Codex Bologna. This is a figure of familiar type, with the drawing of tho white hand on

his mouth, the complete characteristic facial painting of the gods of the Macuii xochitl series, and in fact

a god with a black-coloured body, just as are pictured the Macuii euetzpalin of Sheet 47 (= Kingsborough

68) in Codex Borgia, and the Xolotl, ruler of the sixteenth day-count of Shoot 10 ( = Kingsborough 29) in

Codox Borgia. Here he holds in ono hand a stone knife (tecpatl ), in the other a pointed objoct painted

green, and at the thick end surmounted by a flower, hence is doubtless meant to represent a blood-stained

agave-loaf spike (uitstli ez*;o\ and, like the chief figure of the seriös, is depicted above a water-vessel,

which here also presumably indicates the tank whore the penitent goes to bathe.

In our manuscript also a male figure is drawn in the fourth compartment of the lowest row. The body

is painted black, face and neck yellow, while a sharply bordered white field about the mouth recalls the

facial painting of tho Codox Bologna figure (Fig. 22), although one hand in the drawing cannot be made

out Instead of hair this personage seoms to wear a crown of whito or black feathers, in which are again

perhaps stuck the bone dagger and agave-leaf spike. Tho figure is represented in a kneeling attitudo, and

holds in his hand a rattle stick (ehicauaxtli), such as is carried on the one hand by the god X\pe
, on tho

nthor by tho earth, maize, and water deiLics. It is to some extent difficult to state positively what sort

of connecting thought may exist between these two rnalo figures and the female figure of Codex Borgia.

But ono fools compelled to assume some kind of relation, since both in the foregoing and in the following

representations an agreement exists between tho three manuscripts.

Tho next two compartments in Codex Borgia aro almost completely obliterated, and seem to have

already been so in Kingsborough 's time. Nevertheless in the fifth compartment (cf. Fig. 23) we still

distinctly recognise a male figure, which is depicted with uplifted hands and head bent backwards, shows

on the temple an onclosed spot such as the priests wear, and has flame-coloured hair, with upturned frontal

locks, while maize bloom and maize oars projoct from crown and elbow.

1 S*a my «lockUtion of Codex Pejervfcry.Mayer, Berlin aad London, 1901-1902, pp. 181, 104.
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16 Obverse Side.

Id tho corresponding part of Codox Bologna a figure is similarly pictured with head inclined

backwards and upraised arm. and flowers projecting forward over the head (Fig. 24). The left hand holds

a stone knife, down from which flows a fluid ending in flowers, indicating blood, and tho wholo figure

stands out from a stream of water which runs diagonally across the compartment. In the fifth

compartment our manuscript likewise shows a figure with head bent backwards and uplifted anna; but

on tho head are seen neither maize ears nor flowers, nor oven hair, while the uplifted anus seem to support

the aky. It is however also possible, perhaps probable, that the arms are merely meant to be raisod

skywards.

In Codex Borgia only a few coloured patches ore preserved in tho sixth comportment (cf. Fig. 25).

But we may conjecture that here also, as in Codex Bologna (cf. Fig. 26), and in tho sixth compartment of

the lower row in our manuscript, a figure is represented in the act of cutting open his own breast, or else

his throat, with a stone knife, like tho person pictured at the beginning of the fourth Tonalnmatl quarter

in tho lower row (cf. Figs. 14 and 15 *upm, p. 13).

In tho seventh division we cotno upon tho burning tempi*, a representation which will repeatedly

rocur further on. In ttxlex Borgia this is cloarly indicated by the collapsing straw roof, by the flames

Kip. 23. fflfMMiai, the rising Fig. 24. tofovn ni, the Fig, 25. temitiilittli, Fig. 26. lemittiKstli,

Maize Plunt, the Vigilant. Vigilant. the Human iferritk*. the Human ftnrrifice.

Codex Borgia 1 Codex Ibitngnn 1, Codex Borgia 1 Codex Bologna 1,

( - Kings L>I> rough 38), below. ( - Kingslvinmgh 3fi), below,

lwlow. below.

flaring up from tho roof and walls, and further by » bundle of firowood in front. Besides, in the temple, as

in the corresponding places elsewhere, is pictured a seated human figure painted a light-yellow colour.

In Codex Bologna (Fig. 28) the collapsing temple roof is also distinct; but it is remarkable that here

the fire is likewise represented by u durdiended form which seems, as it were, to lift the roof up, while at

tho foot of the temple tho flames appear to bo indicated by anothor animal head, which might be intended

for a dog or a coyote, and is outstretched in a similar way. In the corresponding compartment of our

manuscript tho same scene, the burning temple, was evidently meant to be represented. But it would be

difficult to conjecture so much with the Vatican alone before one's eyes.

Tho eighth compartment deals with sacrificial offerings. Here Codex Borgia (Fig. 29) and Codex

Bologna (Fig. 30) aro in the fullest accord. Wo soo a vessel with a human arm, doubtless taken from

the victim's body
;
beside it a dish {rfmlchiuhxienll i) painted in the colours of a jewel, and flowers above,

which wo may with equal confidence explain as sacrificial blood. We further see a vessel with a rubber

ball, hence a burnl-oflbring, although in Codux Bologna only a polished rubber twill is shown. Lastly, a

round-bottomed vessel
,
from which foams a brown substance bearing a flower on its surfuco, suggestive

porhaps of pulque. But possibly also sweet-smelling resin, incense-offering, might be surmised, and this

view is supported by the subsequent scenes. Somewhat different is the picture in the eighth compartment
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The TotuUamaU disposed in Columnii of Five Member«. 17

of our manuscript ; but höre also wo have the same fundamental notion. A vessel is pictured containing a

rubber boll, bone dagger, and agave-loaf spike
; above is the imago of the sun, to which the offerings are

brought.

In tho ninth comportment a mountain cave, from which water flows, is symbolised in Codex Borgia

(Fig. 31) and in our manuscript by o monsters throat, in Codox Bologna (Fig. 32) in a more interesting

way by tho figure of Tepcyottotii, God of Caves. Offerings—rubber ball (oUi), bone dagger {vmitl), agave-

leaf spike (uitstli), the two last indicated by tho image of a flower as dripping with blood, tho blood of

Fig. 27. teannuttiiütli.

Fir« Stoking.

Codex Borgia S

( = King*borough 371,

below.

Pig. 28. tecHimUiliztli,

Fire Stoking.

Codex Bologna, 1, 2,

below.

Fig. 29. (AtinouaJ/t,

Offerings.

Codex Bürgin 2

(

-

Kingjboroiigh 37),

below.

Fig. 30 tlamatudli,

Offerings.

Codex Bologna 2,

below.

Fig. 31. osMl,

the Mountain Care.

Codex Borgia 2

(= Kingsbomagb 37), below.

Fig. 32. TtpeyrJlrMH,

Qod of the Mountain Cave.

Codex Bologna 2, below.

Fig. 33. Mfvuudli, Fasting.

Cotlex Borgia 2

( = Kingstonnigh 37),

tolow.

Fig. 31. ntftttutlli. Pasting.

Codex Bologna 2,

twJow.

mortification—are shown in the Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 31) above tho cave, in that of our manuscript

in tho water flowing from tho cave, while in tho Codex Bologna picture (Fig. 32) the God TepeyoUotti holdB

tho blood-stained bone dagger and the agave-leaf spike in his hand.

This is followed, in the tenth compartment, by the imago of fasting (vwpttimfii), indicated in the usual

way by the string pleated with green and white red-dottod strands, this string representing tho enclosure

within which the fasting person has retired. In all three manuscripts this string is clearly pictured in a

liko manner. Within the enclosure are shown the offerings—in Codex Borgia (Fig. 33) and in our manu-

script a jewelled dish and a round-bottomed vessel from which some substance foams up; in Codox

Bologna (Fig. 34) only a vessel of the same kind is shown, with something over its mouth, the nature of

which I am unable to unriddle.

C
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18 Obverse Side.

In the eleventh compartment wo see in all three manuscripts a naked figure, and a snake turning its

hoad towards the figuro by whom it is grasped. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 85) the snake coils upwards from

between the legs of this naked porson, whilo in Codex Bologna (Fig. 36) it stands free before him. In the

Codex Bologna figure tho head-dress is remarkable, consisting of the sign cuiUatl (ordure, dirt, sin) and o

flower. Hare the relation is clear as day both to TlafolieoU, the old Earth Goddess and representative of

womanhood, who in the picture-books is also depicted naked by preference, and to her attendants, the

Cixuztetco. To the priests of this goddess adulterers went to confess in order to bo freed from the sin and

punishment incurred by the adultery, and on the sinner the priests imposed as a penance to go by night

naked to tho shrines of the CiuaUUd at the crossways, and there deposit paper garments and offerings.

That the picture in Codex Borgia and Codex Bologna is also to bo understood in this way we have a

positive proof in Codex Borbonicus. Here is seen on Sheet 17 the Ckalchiuktotolin

,

tho turkey-cock image

of Tczcatlipoca, who represents the chalchiuhatl, the precious water of mortification, ho being tho rulor of

tho Tonalamatl quarter that begins with ce nil, ‘one Water/ Right before him stands tho ponitont

(Fig. 36a), who has the copal pouch hanging at his arm, is drawing blood from his ear with the sharp bone,

and in his left hand holds tho sign ruitlaU, 'ordure, dirt, filth,’ that is, * sin.’ And he, too, is riding on a

snake, exactly as wo havo seen with the picture in Codox Borgia (Fig. 35).

In the next following twelfth field Codex Borgia (Fig. 37) shows a woman who is clothed only in tho

blue-coloured onagua, the uppor part of her body being exposed, her hair rising in two locks above her

forehead, and she herself indicated by a wreath in her hair. She is represented in a sitting posturo, and

holds in her hand a kind of short rod which is wrapped in flowers, or olso consists of flowers, and onds off

above and below in jewelled bands. Below her is further soon a vessel. In Codox Bologna too (Fig. 38)

a woman is indicated, who shows as a special face-painting a red disk on her chock, woars a rod smock

(uipilli), and has her hair also surmounted by a wreath of flowers. But in her hand sho holds nothing but

the implements of mortification, bono dagger and ugave-loaf spike. A vessel seems likewise to be pictured

below her.

In our manuscript the face of the figuro in the twelfth compartment is partly damaged by abrasion.

But tho garland, which here also projects forward over tho crown of the head, places it beyond doubt that

tho same figure was intended to be ropresentod os in the corresponding places in the othor manuscripts.

One of her hands is raised up boforo her face, whilo in the othor she holds a coloured objoct, which

doubtless corresponds with tho floworing sLuff of the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 37). A vossel is not shown

bolow the figure in our manuscript, hut instead of it we have an animal which is painted a blue colour, and

at first sight might bo taken for a lizard. But to this is opposed tho boak-liko mouth, from which one

might }>orhaps infor that a turtle is intended. In Codex Laud 9 (Kingsborough’s notation) a turtle is seen

figured below Maynxul
, the Goddess of the Agave Plant, which yields tho intoxicating pulquo. Hence it

may lie asked whether here also a pulque goddess is depicted ? So much may almost be conjectured, since in

tho upper row of tho second Tcmalnmatl quarter we shall meet quite a similarly garbed and decked female

figure who, with her right hand, is applying to her mouth a goblot from which a brown liquor foams up

stuck with flowers. But, as we shall see, it is altogether doubtful wheihor by tho brown fluid of Fig. 127 a

liquor is really meant, and not rather a swcot-swelling resinous substance. Judging from tho analogy

noticeable between Fig. 127 and certain male persons pictured in the same row, it seems a necessary

infercnco that Fig. 127 is ruthor intended for an image of the goddess Xorhifjuetzol, and we shall

doubtless havo also to draw' the same inference for this figure of thu twelfth lower compartment,

Figs. 37, 38.

In tho last division of tho lower row of the first Tonalamatl quarter the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 39)

is the most distinct. On a mountain set with paper flags we see the red arara, which from the form and

colour of its tail can be identified with some certainty. Here in its lieak it holds a human forearm (the

arm of a corpse). A bird with rod plumage and a paper Hag may also at a pinch be made out in the
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corresponding compartment of Codex Bologna (Fig. 40). In the lower right comor Kingsborough's

draughtsman has further introduced a eipartli head, which perhajw answers to tho mountain of the Codex

Borgia picture. In tho corresponding part of our manuscript, the lost compartment of the lower row of

Sheet 2, wo may likewise at a pinch detect a bird with parrot's head holding something in its beak. Bui a

closer explanation is impossible.

Now if we take a summary survey of all the pictures which in the first Tonalamatl quarter occupy

the compartments of the lower cross row, what seemed obscuro on the first cursory inquiry scorns now to

stand out clearly, that these pictures appear to he really intended to give full and complete expression to

the nature of the deity who is figured at the beginning of this Tmalumail quarter, that is, the god

Fig. 35. The Penitent

Adulterer.

Codex IkuyiH 3

{ - KingNlKxroujth 37), below.

Fig. 3ft The Penitent

Adulterer.

Codex bologna 4, below.

Pig. 3fti. The Penitent Adulterer

(before the eAnfahtwAtolottn}.

Codex Borbonirui 17.

• Fig, 37. XtKkiywtzal.

Codex Borgia i

( <a Kingsbtmnigh 37),

below.

Fig. 38. XochiqVtkMl.

Codex Bologna 3,

below.

Fig. 3», ii/o, tho ml
UuacMJuayo.

Codex Borgia 3

( » Kingsbonmgh 37), below.

Fig. 10. ato, the mi
(jiurnmaya.

Codex Bologna 3,

below.

Quetsalcouatl. Elsewhere also in the manuscripts we soe the snake of tho second compartment associate«!

with the god Quetzalcouatl ; for instance in Codex Borgia 9 ( Kingsltorough 30), and in the corresponding

places of the other picture-writings. Farther on I shall have to point out with the ruler of tho second day-

count that this serpent which is painted him! designed like a coral-snake, and which I formerly generally

designated as a ‘ dragon,' appears everywhere in the picture-books to symbolise ‘ biota], ' ami is there placed

with QuefZidcttuail, ruler of the second day-count, because this gnd was tho inventor of mortification, of

blood-letting in honour of the gods. Thu third compartment further shows us the god as the wandering

pried, the priest of the oldou time, Lho Lord of Life, The fourth compartment gives us the Penitent, now

with the bond dagger (or stone knife) and agave-loaf spike kneeling at tho water, now as priest of lho Rain

God, stamping tho rattle-board chieauastli on tho ground. And if in Codox Borgia a woman is pictured in

this place, this woman is Chant uo herself, the Goddess of Fire, who symbolises the pain of the penitential

exercises. And if in Codex Bologna the Pönitent appears in the garb and painting of the gods of the
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20 Obv«ir»r Hide.

Afacuiljcochitl series, we Imvo to remember that these gods, os shall 1» more fully discussed iu another

part of these commentaries, are the representatives of the region of the South, that is of the uitznauac, the

* Place of Thoms.' The figure in the tilth compartment drawn with heul inclined backwards and uplifted

arms is perhaps to bo conceived as a person praying. Do we tint read of QuetzalcmuiU that 1

m ilhuicatl yytie

yn tlatlauhiiaya, yn moteotiaya

auJi yn quinotzaya

CiUalin ycnc Citlallatonuc

Tonacacihuail TonacaiecuUi

tecollaquenqui ycztlaqucnqui

tUUlarnacac 1
) tlallichcatl

auJt ompa ontsatzia . . .

Onieyocan

chiuenauknepaniuhean icpac. *)

numi yn ilhuicatl

auh . . . yehuantin ompa chnmequc

yn quinotzaya, in quitiatlauktiaya

hucl nomattinenca, tUivcoxtinmea

* Within the heaven

he prayed,

he called on

the Goddess of the Starry Robe,

the Stellar Sun,

the Lady and the Lord of Life,

who are clothed in charcoal, in blood,

and he shouted

to the place of the twofold,

to him above the nine times enchained

resting sky,

and to those who there have thoir homo,

them ho called upon, them he prayed to

in humility and sorrow/

If, however, the picture bo Oiplainud in this way, it is singular that the figure in Codex Borgia (see Fig,

23 supra, p. 1G) is designed with maize ears and maize bloom growing out of its head and its arms. Hence

1 should feel inclined to offer another explanation which to many will seem daring, but still perhaps

takes best account of the line of thought of those ancient priests. The picture at Fig. 23 I cannot but

explain simply as the maize plant become man. and in fact as the sprouting maize plant. But for the

Mexicans the sprouting maize plant was the symbol of the awakening of vegetation (to new life).

—

Chicomdlotzin xayameva ximifotia, ‘ O Goddess of the Maize Plant, sprout, awaken/—was sung at the

two feasts kept in honour of the young Maize Goddess. Hence these two feasts were called tofuzUmtli

and Uei togoztli,
* the little and the great awakening/ It seems to me not impossible that the remark-

able picture at Fig. 23, and the corresponding ones of the other two manuscripts, are intended to denote

the god who rises at night, who wakes at night. Then it might be possible to explain in a still more

satisfactory way the picture of the sky which in our manuscript occurs with the figure in question, and

might quite as well be an image of night

Thu sixth compartment naturally shows us the sacrificing priest, the immolator ; the seventh

thu kindlur of fire
;
eighth, tho gift-bearer

;
the ninth, the priest who deposits offerings in the mountain

caves. In tho records a special function of the priests is always stated to 1m? a pilgrimage to the

various places of worship situated in caves on the mountains. In the tenth compartment the fasting

jKirson is represented; in tho eleventh the priest who resorts to the ciuateocalli, the shrines of the Earth

Goddess ami of the Ciuateted set up by tho crossways. Lastly, the two last compartments show ns, I

think, thu craftsman, tho trader, the Toltec,—the Ah toliecat, as the god Tepeu JCucumatz, that

is, Quetzalcouatl, is once called in a passage of the saga books of the Quiches. For the goddess

Xochiquetzal figured in the twelfth compartment may be properly described as patroness of the

industries. In the last two compartments of the lower row of this first TonalamaU quarter I also see

represented jewels and ornamental feathers, the two costly things which with cacao were brought by

1 Aatlea de (jaeubtitlu.

* Corrected for UaJ/amanor.

* „ „ m»c.
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I bo traders from the Und» of the Tierm calient* (hot UndB). But of the god QuilsulcoMitl himself wo

read in tho Anales de Quauhtitlan immediately after the just quoted passage:—

auk ixpan inuttinn yeqttene ' nod first it» bta time

yehuatl- quinexti yn huey neeuHtonolistli ho found out (brought hither)

tho great riches,

yn chakhihuill yn teoxiuktli the green jewel, the real

turquoise

auJi yn leocv.ittail yn coztk- yn iztac anil the gold and the silver,

yn tajxxcktli teceizili the red and the while shells,

yn quetzali.yn xiuhlototl,yn tUmhqvechol the quetzal feathers, tho cotinga

and red spoonbill feathers,

yn ptquan, yn fzi-ntlzcait, yn ayoqvan (and tho othor ornamental feathers)

auk ihuan qvinexii And at the same time he found out

(brought hither)

in llapapaUxteah uatf the various species of cacao,

yn tlapnpal ivJictiil the various species of cotton.'

Having thus arrived at a satisfactory explanation of the pictures in the lower row of the first Tonala~

matt quarter, I pass on to those of the upper row. It is natural now to suppose that here too those pictures

will yield nothing but more detailed expositions of

what was considered as belonging to the nature

of the deity of this quarter. But, without taking

into account this probable explanation, 1 will in tho

first place consider tho piotures in themselves by

comparing those of tho various manuscripts with

each other.

We see at once that here in the upper row the

arrangement of the pictures in our manuscript and

in Codex Bologna seems disturbed in several places,

when compared with that of Codex Borgia. This is Fig. 41. The JVoiient,

conspicuous in the very first two compartments. In 2S^Bo^T(=1SjJi
the first compartment Codex Borgia (Fig. 41 )

pictures l»rwi«h 38), •!»«.

Fiji- Tbc l*cuit*oi,

symbol of QiitttalcowUl

CodAX Bologna I,

above.

a temple in the usual style, with high-pitchod straw

roof, and within it u man seated and painted brown, tho ordinary colour of the human skin, that is,

of the men. In his hand ho holds the implements of mortification, the bone dagger (omitl) and the

agave-leaf spike (utfzlft), and if Kingsborough's draughtsman has correctly observed, he had hi» hair

set with eyes; I doubt, however, as to the correct reproduction in Kingsborough. for in the facsimile

I can discover no trace of such eyes. Obviously the Penitent is meant to be again represented, he

being tho imago of Quetzalcouatl, who was regarded as the inventor of these penitential exercises.

Corresponding with this wc have in Codex Bologna (Fig. 42), in the first compartment of tho upper-

most row, a figure represented as seated on a carved wooden seat, and painted red, the colour in which the

men are painted in this division of Codex Bologna. Tho temple is only indicated by a small picture of

such a building, which is introduced in n strange way in a cros» horizontal position above the figure.

The mortification also is merely suggested by a hieroglyph behind the figure, which in its upper part

probably represents a green jewel (chalckiuitl), and in its lower distinctly shows a stream of water (all),

hence indicates the chalchiuJiali, * Jewel water,’ that is, the blood of mortification. Cf. Fig. 43 from Codex

Borgia 10 ( — Kingsborough 29).
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In our manuscript, Codex Yalicauus, it look» as if & corresponding picture were entirely missing.

Hero wc have in tho first place, in the first compartment, a very small picture which is unquestionably

to be placed bosido tho one that in Codex Borgia and in Codex Bologna is figured in tho second

compartment And there next follows a figure which I have again reproduced here at Fig. 44. It

is enveloped in a long blue robe ami seated on a cushion covered with a jaguar skin, but I am

positively unable to say whether it is intended to represent a man or a woman. Around its neck

is thrown a cord, and by means of this a large tlowor with two projecting jewelled l>ands seems to bo

fastonet1 in an upright position to the nape.

In the second compartment of Codex Borgia (Fig. 45) wo meet the representation of a quetzal

bird swooping down from above on the offerings presented in tho temple, and this picture is repeated

in a similar way in this row as well as in each of the other Tonalumatl quarters, always in the upper row.

The temple has the usual form. Tho offerings are here, and likewise in the other parts of Codex Horgia,

symbolised by a jewelled dish (ehalckiuhxieaUi ), above which are pictured two flowers, an emblem of the

sacrificial blood contained in the dish. As already stated, tho bird is cloarly drawn as quetsaUototl, with

green plumage, feather tuft, and long waving tail-feathers. But one is still tempted with its representation

to recall the quauhxicaUi, the sacriftcial'blood dish of tho Mexicans, and the conjectured meaning of

the word as the efwA from which the Eagle, that is the Sun, drinks. The picture which we see in the second

compartment of Codex Bologna (Fig. 46) is perfectly analogous. Only the descent of the bird from above

is not quite so clearly expressed. As already above stated, in our manuscript, tho Vatican Codex, the

corresponding picture is found in the first compartment of the upper row. This representation also

shows some discrepancy. For the bird duos not here come down from above on the wing, but stands

in tho temple holding the flower, that is, the sacrificial blood, in its claw.

In the third compartment of the upper row we seo in Codex Borgia Fig. 47. in Codex Bologna Fig. 48.

The Codex Borgia picture—a house split by a spear and in flumes—wo might not perhaps be able to

explain with certainty if it stood alone. But tho parallel representation of Codex Bologna (Fig. 4«S), which

shows us tho Rain and Thunder God, Tlaloc descending from on high and in both hands holding the

lightning snake, leaves no doubt at all that Fig. 47 is intended to represent a house struck by lightning.

Moreover, this is a scene which in somewhat modified forms recurs once again in this row in Codex

Borgia, as well as in each of tho other Tomakmatl quarters; and indeed in the upper row loo. It may

seem doubtful whether the picture shown in our manuscript in the third compartment of tho upper

row is to be brought into relation with that of the other two manuscripts. Here is seen a figure

wrapt in a long yellow robe and seated cross-armed in a carved woollen seat. Above it an arm is

visible, and thick volumes of smoke are shown before the face or the mouth.

In the fourth compartment also a direct agreement is presented only by Codex Borgia and Codas

Bologna. In the Codex Borgia tho fourth compartment of the upper row has been for the most

part damaged by the hearth-fire to which this precious manuscript was once exposed by the idle hands

of children at play.1 But in what still remains of the compartment we can cloarly recognise

(cf. Fig. 49, p. 24) a standing or striding female figure clothed with cnagua and uipil, and with her

hair ornamented at the bock with a disk, or a ring, from which hangs a jewelled thong, all as with

tho wandering priest of Fig. 19 and the goddess of Fig. 21, enveloped in a ml robe. Both the smock

and the enaguu of this goddess figured in tho fourth compartment of Codex Borgia show the white

disks (eyes) on a black ground, a stylo of painting which the Mexicans usually designated as ricillaUA,

* * Le manuecrit <le Velctri parolt avoir appartenn a la famille Giuatiniaai : on ignore par quel malketireux haeard i] «'toil

tomb« enlr* lv» maioi de# domeatiqnea de celt« maieon. qnt, ignorant le prix qua pouvoit avoir no recueil da tigurua monatrueuaea,

I'ahandonnerent ii laara eofaoa. C'eat k eea derniera qua l'arracba on amateur eclair? dea antiquitee, le cardinal Borgia, lorequ'on avoit

deja Uni«' do brülrr qnelqiica pagaa on raplia de la |«au de oerf anr laquelle lee peinturea eont trace«-#.'

Humboldt, Vuee dea Conlillt-rt# «t mouutnena dea [«uplea tndigi-Dea de rAmvriqne, p. 8ft.
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star-painting. Hence we should perhaps recognise this goddess as Cithdin tcue, ‘she of the starry

enagua.’ Codex Bologna also (Fig. 50) pictures a striding female figure clothed in smock and enagua,

which, however, hero ore blue. In her hand the goddess holds something which is doubtless intended

to represent a vhalehiuheozcapeHatl, a necklace composed of jewels set with golden 1 tells. Above the

goddess are pictured a feather ornament on the left, and on the right two footprints.

This picture has, I think, its explanation in the remarkable representation of Codex Borbonicus

which has already been correctly interpreted by Del Paso y Troncosn. This is tho Fig. 51 which

shows us tho Earth Goddess Teteo innan or TUtfolteotl as Parturient, and to whom we see the

Fig. 43. Mfolutii, ‘the MortiSeatwn

'

and fkaUhiui atl,
1 the Precious Water (of Mortification )',

Code« Borgia 10 (• Kingxborougb 85».

Fig. 44,

Code* Vaticamia 3773. 1

(« King*boruugh 49), above.

Fig. 4ft. Fi«. 46.

Ttte 8«n Bird dertCMuling cm the cwrißtial-liliKxl dial.

Codex Borgia 1 Codex BoJngrui 1,

( « Kingxbonjugh 3ft), above. above.

Fig. 47. Lightning.

Codex Borgin I

( = Ki ajfiburough 3ft\
ahot».

Fig. 48. The Thunder God
dtatreading, Lightning.

Codex Bologna 1,

above.

child descending from above which she is to boar, that is, descending from the thirteenth heaven,

where dwell the Gods of Life, of Generation, Omefeeutli Omeviuatl, tho descent being indicated by

the footprints coming from above downwards. In like manner, I believe, have to 1» explained as a

descent from on high tho footstep« shown in Fig. 50 above, only here we have not simply the descent

of a child, but of the jewel (rhalrhiu itl), in fact of tho very jewel or jewelled adornment which the

goddess holds in her hand, and of tho quetzal feather, or quetzal-feather adornment, which we see pictured

above beside the footprints. Nopilhlze noeusgue, nuquetzaU. otiyol, otillacat of

i

niotUilh t icpacquixtieo

in y tlalhtirpne in toieruyo omifzyocux omitzpic oinHitlacatilx in ypitlknemoani in Dios, 'My son,

my (jewelled) necklace, my quetzal feather, thou art. born, to the earth, to this earth, has our Lord

brought thee, created theo has tho God by whose grace wo live'—so begins tho admonition of the

father to his son which has boon preserved in various manuscripts, and amongBt others in tho Grammar
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K*. ao.

Tlie ConnepLi'iii uf h Child.

Codex HuJn£iuk 1,

JlboTtf.

of P. Oltnos. Honce the nocklace and the quetzal feather ornament shown in Fig, 50 stand simply for

the child which the woman conceives, as the scene is intended to show.

In this place our manuscript, the Vatican, again deviates greatly from the two other manuscripts,

for it contains in the fourth compartment of the upper row a bundle of spears, the symbol of war.

May wo surmise that the two other codices were intended to symbolise the birth of the warrior, or

of war, but our manuscript war itself? According

v ^ to the Mexican way of thinking, war should have

»
: u been first created beforo the sun could be born, since

S' * to nourish the sun they needed the blood and the

hearts of the captured, which could he obtained only

The fifth compartment of the upper row has

in Codex Borgia boon entirely destroyed by the fire.

C$3 Codex Bologna shows at. Fig. 52 a skeleton brandishing

„ a spear in one hand, and in tho other grasping by
Fig, 4». CiilaJim trie. K»g. ftO.

1 ” r n J

Codax Borg!» I Tti« Ckjwopiion uf » Child the top-knot a severed head drawn liko a skull. To
(=KmgaS>nrr.tigb 38), Oodax Bologna 1, this corresponds the representation in our manu-

ubov4‘. abort*.

script, which in tho fifth compartment of tho upper

row likewise shows a skeleton holding a captive by

^ the hair, drawn, however, in full figure.

a ‘xt^ compartment a scene has been

introduced in our manuscript (Fig. 53) which is

'HrSdft missing in tho two other related documents, A
r |Ml quetzal bird is doubtloss again intended to be repre*

J sented, but with plumage fiaintod yellow, and seated

on a notchud vessel, whilo in its beak holding some-

*//// f*f» c

*

« v

.

1 !cS thing intlistinct, perhaps a wing. Behind, or above

// ):
v l o$ it, are pictured two bono daggers and a flower, hence

I * jaB emblems of mortification and of tho sacrificial blood.

The whole representation is evidently a variant of

(\ / ri
tho bird descending on the sacrificial blood (Figs.

(Jjß iLaSl^^lig 45. 46X and looks liko something inserted just to

f - i
^^" ^-»328/ y\ fill in some vacant space.

frill r^H’S /
From tho next division forward all three picturc-

dSSfiS^v^..
1

y
’* fcffv writings again harmonise with each othor. As a

Iföfjjfj p first scene we have in Codex Borgia, in the sixth

ül'r/
compartment of the upper row, the picture at Fig.

/(t/) / 54. On the carved and painted wooden chair— . D.'JfBiarfin m
(ieoiqpnUi ) inlaid with jewels is seated a male figure

Fig. si. TtUn iniuii ur TloftiUvÜ, Ruler of Ike [minted a light-yellow colour. His hair, as Kings-
Thirteenth Week ce olim, ‘on* Mottos/ , ,, , ,

Coil« Bmboolean 13
borough s draughtsman could still make out, was

decked with a wreath of flowers, and, as may just

be still noticed in the damaged picture of tho facsimile, under tho lip is seen that remarkable ring*

shaped appendago, to which in tho Codex Borgia drawing the contracted corner of the toothless

mouth of old gods and goddesses lias been transformed. Hcnco tho picture shows us tho figure of

tho old God of Heaven, TowtooiecuÜi, lord of our flesh, lord of food supplies, lord of generation and

of life, who is enthroned in the uppermost thirteenth heaven, the Omcyocan, and thence sends

Fig. SI. TtUu innun ur flfljullwtf, Rulrr uf tin*

Thirteenth Week « ofi«. ‘one Motion/

Codex Bortnnirun 13.
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children into the world
;
who is the supreme source of all being and of all life, the primeval Creator and

Father of Gods and Men Corresponding to him, in the sixth compartment of Codex Bologna (Fig. 55),

is seen a red-painted figure seated in the carved wooden seat, and similarly decked with a wreath of

flowers in his hair. Hero he holds a stone sacrificial knife (t/vpatl) in his hand, and above him is

shown the sacrificial cord (astamecati), with which tho captives destined for the sacrifice were bound

to tho round stone. These representations of human sacrifice need cause us no wonder. They are

depicted in tho manuscripts pretty well with all the deities, and may also be seen with TonaoatectUli

in other parts of tho manuscripts, for instance, in Codex Borgia 61 ( — Kingsborough 54). Possibly

Kir. 62. Umcuti,

who has mad« a cajAurt.

Codex Bologna 1,

above.

Fig. 53. Th« Draoeot on

the Offerings.

Codex Vat Lcanu.« 3773 1

( = Kingaborongh 48?, abore.

fig. at ToMcatenUlii

Lord of Life.

Codex Borgia 1

(:=KLng*borough 38), above.

Fig. 65, TonacaUnttii,

Lord of Life.

Codex Bologna !,

above.

Fig. 66. Mietlanti’cutii,

the Death God.

Codex Borgia 2 ( = Kings-

borough 37), above.

Fig. 37. Ttonttmcc,

the Death God.

Codex Bologna 1, 2,

above.

Fig. 68. cotoil, the Scorpion.

Codex Borgia 2

(
» Kingsborough 37),

above.

Fig. 69. colotl, the

Soorpion.

Codex Bologna 2,

above.

horc in Codex Bologna tho artist had more especially in his inind that this god represents heaven

and that hoaven is the place whither go tho souls of the victims.

In our manuscript, owing to tho insertion of the picture at Fig. 53, the corresponding figure has

moved on to tho seventh Hold. Hero is again seen the figure painted a light-yellow colour, and

seated cross-annod on tho carved wooden bench furnished with a jaguar-skin cushion. By means of a

largo knotted band to tho top of the head is attached an ornament that can no longer bo clearly

distinguished, perhaps a flower. Kingsborough’s draughtsman made it pointed, which, however, is

certainly wrong. Beside it is pictured a vessel from which a jewelled band projects.

Tho picture shown in the seventh compartment of tho upper row in Codex Borgia (Fig. 5C) recalls

that of the third compartment of tho same manuscript (Fig. 47). Hero, too, is soon a rent house from

which flames blaze up. But here follows no thrust from abovo with a weapon
; but a stone knife is set

up in the middle of the sundered walls. A yellow stream, which, as elsewhere in Codex Borgia, must

P
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denote ‘ordure, dirt, sin,' gushes up beside the knife into the mouth of a skeleton which is cither

gliding down or ascending with the stream. The corresponding picture in Codex Bologna (Fig. 57)

likowiso recalls tko ono figured in the third compartment of this manuscript (Fig.: 4B). But here it is

not Tlaloc, the Rain and Thunder God, who descends from above, but « skeleton equipped with the

insignia of the Death God, Mietlanteentl i. In our manuscript also, hut, owing to the incidental

displacement, in the eighth compartment, a skeleton is pictured apparently disgorging a large stone knife

which falls down into u stream of water.

Fig. 00. Th« Sun Bird drinking from

tli® Mu-rificml-blaod dish.

Codex Borgia 2

( = Kiagsbofoagh 37), above.

Fig. 61. The D«M*nt to

the Offering.

Codex Bologna,

above

Fig. 02. fvwta«», wbo
law captured a priaoner.

Codex Bologna 2,

above.

Fig. 03. The Sacriftcing

Priest.

Codex Borgia 2

(»Kingxlmrongh 37), above.

Fig. ß4. The Sacrificing

Print
C«dex Bologna 3,

above.

Fig. AS. foRdixk, the Son.

( <nln Borgia 3

( » Kingxlaimagh 37),

above.

Fig. GA. J'oaafMiA,

the Bun.

Codex Bologna 2,

nlmre.

Our noxt picture is a scorpion (rotoft), which descends from above, ami in all throe manuscripts i*

designed in a similar way. In Codex Borgia (Fig. !>«) it occurs in the immediately following eighth

compartment. In Codex Bologna (Fig. 59) an inlcreliangc has taken place with the picluro which in

Codex Borgia and in Vatican follows next after the scorpion; honce in those two manuscripts it is shifted

to tho ninth field. Similarly in our manuscript, owing to the intrusion of Fig. 53, the scorpion is shown in

tho ninth field.

For its next picture Codex Borgia has again the quetzal bird (Fig. 80) swooping down to the sacrificial-

blood dish, troaud quite analogously to that of the second compartment (Fig. 451 In our manuscript

also the scorpion is followed by the quetzal bird which doacmnls to the sacrificial-blood dish, and is here

designed as in Codex Borgia. But in Codex Bologna, as I have already stated, the quetzal bin! (Fig. fil)

has changed places with tho scorpion, and comes before it in the eighth compartment.
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In the tenth place a picture is inserted in Codex Bologna, os in our manuscript, in the sixth

compartment, which picture is missing in the two other manuscripts. It is that of Fig. 02, hence unco

more a skeleton, which has seized the head of a captured prisoner hy the hair, and shows itself to be an

intrusion by the mere fact that it is a simple repetition of the scene figured in the fifth compartment

of this manuscript, lienee from this compartment forward both the representations of Codex Bologna and

those of the Vatican appear to be shifted by one field when compared with those of Galex Borgia.

In Codex Borgia the quetzal bird descending on the sacrificial-blood dial) is followed in the tenth

compartment of the upper row by Fig. 63. As in the sixth compartment (Fig. 54), we see a person

painted a light-yellow colour, decked with a wreath of flowers in his hair, and seated on the carved

wooden scat inlaid with precious stones. But we

miss the remarkable ring-shaped appendage under

the lip, for it is not an old but a youthful god

that is hero represented. Another peculiarity is

tho large sacrificial knife (tecpall) which he holds

in his hand. Below him are depicted offerings, an

animal's foot and presumably sacrificial blood in

jewelled dishes (ckaUkiuhxicaUi). In Codex Bologna

tho corresponding figure occupies the eleventh field

(Fig. 64). On tho carved soat is seen a figure painted

n light (here rod) colour with a wreath of flowers

in his hair, and likewise holding a sacrificial knife

(Ucpatl) in his right hand. But in his upraised left

he furthor holds a dish on which the flower sym-

bolises tho mwrificial blood. The picture shown in *
Fig, «57.% ToUc, Our Lord the Flayed,

tho corresponding eleventh compartment of the Codex Borgia 8 { * Kiogxbofw^rfi 3"), above,

upper row in our manuscript differs in what it

exhibits to tho observer, but in its fundamental

conception resembles the two first described. Here

is no god holding the sacrificial knife, nothing but

a temple, but in it again the jewelled dish with a

flower, which is hens also to be taken as omblematic

of the sacrificial blood.

In the cloventh compartment Codex Borgia

shows tho picture of Fig. 65—a mountain on which

lies an om sharp edge upwards, and ..bore it the
Pi(, OTi Xipt Tal„ Wi xjfl Tata

run, from which a stream of blood flows down and Cod«* Vsticasus 3773 2 Codex Bologna 2,

along tho hoft of the axe, and bears in tho middle
^ KiD«»burounh sox alxor.

a reeking human heart pierced by a dart Tho axe

with its upturned cutting side recalls tho Mixtec saga of tho copper axe on the Mountain of Apoala,

on whose edge the sky rests} The blood and the heart are hero shown, because to the sun were brought

tho blood and tho hearts of the victims, because it was nourished with these offerings. The corresponding

picture of Codex Bologna (Fig. 66), which occurs in tho twolfth compartment, contains the same

elements, only tho axe is missing.

In our manuscript an interchange has taken place between this and tho following picture; hence tho

sceno corresponding to Figs. 65 and 66 is not mot till we como to tho thirteenth, tho last field. It contains

substantially tho same constituents, a mountain below, above tho sun, from which a stream of blood run*

* Fr. Oregon» Garcia, Origen de toe Indio«. Libro 5, cap. 4,
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down, But instead of the heart pierced by a dart, we havo agave-leaf spikes and bone dagger, and a

jewelled necklace set with golden bells (chalchiuhcozcujxtUitl), that is, we have here costly ornaments,

valuables, jewels, for the precious offering, the heart.

In the twelfth compartment Codex Borgia again shows a familiar form (Fig. U7), the god Xipe Totcc,

' Our Lord the Flayed,' who is designed ami equipped in the typical way, with his narrow slit eyes, the

doublet made of the skin of a Hayed man, and the loin-cloth pointed in the colours of the tUtuJt/jiiechol,

the ml spoonbill, that is, red and white, and provided with end pioces (nutxiUiukqui) forking off swallow-

tail fashion. In Codex Borgia this wrap thus generally resembles the girdle of the god in form and colour,

whereas in other manuscripts it is shown as a tzapocweUl, a short coat consisting of green foliage. In one

hand the god holds his rattle-stick (chktiuaztli), likewise painted rod and white, in the other the sacrificial

knife (teepatl), and bolow him is pictured a jewelled string set with golden bells. The corresponding

picture in Codex Bologna (Fig. 09), which occurs in the last, the thirteenth compartment, is interesting

because it shows an advance from the full figure-drawing to a curtailed representation emphasising the

salient points alone. Thus instead of Xipc's whole figure, his arm alone is given
;
but it is clearly indicated

Fi(j, 70. XndtUcuili, the Firo God,

drilling fir« oo the »NfottMt/,

the lunjiMHM nuke.

Codex Borgt» 2 ( = Kings-

borough 37), »bore.

Fig. 71. r/ematnditiut,

the Fire-driller.

Codex Vstkamis 3773 3

( = Kingsboroagh 51),

above.

Fig. 73. tlopumUI,
* Fire-drill.’

Codex Bologna 3,

above.

as Xipe e arm by the red colour of the hand, and by the wavy outlines of the arm representing the wrinkles

of the human skin drawn over it, and by its yellow painting, that is, tlio colour of Lho dead human skin.

At the upper end of tho arm is soon a flower. The hand grasps the rattle-Bliek (chicaunztli), the hefted

lower end of wtiich U however omitted. The picture is completed with a little paper flag («majwwutf) and

a sacrificial cord (aztaviemtl), emblems of the Sacrificio Gladiatorio, together with a jewelled string which

shows the same essential elements ns that of Codex Borgia.

In our manuscript the corresponding picture has changed places with that of the preceding compartment;

hence, as in Codex Borgia, it is shown in the twelfth compartment of the upper row (Fig. 68). Tho figure is

very remarkable, because it differs entirely from the usual representations, the god being here painted a blue

colour and represented with an eagle's head. That. Xipe is here indicated can Ijo inferred only from the

nape-shield, which reproduces tho form of the yopitzontli, of Xipe'

a

peaked cap, and from the alternate red

and yollow colour of the loincloth. A jewelled string is Bhown protruding from the mouth of the figure.

In the last, the thirteenth, compartment of the upper row of tho first Tovnlamatl quarter we see in

Codox Borgia tho interesting picture at Fig. 70—the Fire God, Xiuhtccutli, who is quite distinctly

characterised by his facial painting, his tiara broadening upwards and its two arrow-

shafts (ome quammamaHtii). He is fire-drilling, and doing this on the body of a blue snake (Xluhcoiintl),
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a distinct mythical being which forms the disguise (vauaUi ) of the Fire God and related deities, and

is indicated especially by a snout end bent upwards and backwards, or simply involuted. We see the fire

shooting up at the sides of the lower end of the twirling stick, and the tail end of the XiuheowUl itself is

shaped like a flame and sot with fiery tongues. Owing to the figure that has been inserted in the upper

row of the first Tonalamatl quarter in the sixth compartment of our manuscript (cf. Fig. 53), and in the

tenth of Codex Bologna (c£ Fig. 62), in the two other manuscripts the pictures corresponding to the Fire

God of Codex Borgia have been shifted, after the beginning of the second Tonalamatl quarter, to tho first

compartment of tho uppor row of Sheet 3. In our manuscript there is seen the picture which 1 here

specially reproduce at Fig. 71, also representing a fire-driller, but whose body and limbs are painted with

yellow (red) stripes, as with Mixcouatl, while all the posterior half of the face is block.

Lastly, in Codex Bologna (Fig. 72) a reduced

form is again substituted for the full figure, as with

tho Xipe of the previous compartment. But the

fire is indicated by the butterfly-like figure which we

see at the lower end of the drill, this figure being the

image of the tlepapalotl, which is a synonym of the

tlcxochili and a symbol of flame. By its side the

artist has further added a sacrificial cord (asta
-

nuscaU), perhaps more from resthetic considerations,

to fill up the vacant space.

Now if we survey the whole of the pictures that

make up the upper row of tho first Tonalamatl

quarter, we shall doubtless have in the first place

to take with a little reservation the above expressed

conjecture that this upper row also merely contains

fuller developments of what was regarded as the

nature of the deity (here Quetzalcovatl) representing

the Tonalamatl quarter. Picture*, such as the Sun

Bird descending on the sacrificial dish, the skeleton

dragging in a captive, and the bundle of spears,

emblem of war, which we met in the fourth com-

partment of the upper row of our manuscript, we

can scarcely venture to look upon as special charac-

teristics of the nature of the particular deity of

this first Tonalamatl quarter. Those were repre-

sentations which undoubtedly constantly recurred

with the different deities, and answered to the

numerous forms and symbols which have relation

to sacrifice, and wiLh which wo see the large figures

of the Tonalamatl of Codex Borbonicus surrounded

Fig. 73. n^wedtm^owiani. Fig. 74.

the Tb rottier. the Throttler.

Codex Borgia 3 (
= King»- Codex Bologna 3.

borough 36), below, below.

Fig. 76. llamanalli. Fig. 76. llamanalit.

Offering» Rubber Bull, Offerings Incens* Vwel,

Incrow Vessel, *nd Rubber Roll, Human
Eagle's Foot. Forearm (T)nnd

Codex Borgia 3 Jaguar's Toe.

(
= Kingsdioroogh 36), Codex Bologna 3,

below. below.

with wearisome repetition. Such being the case.

pictures of this category, such as the bird of Fig. 53 in the sixth compartment of our manuscript, and

the skeleton of Fig. 62 in the tenth compartment of Codex Bologna, may surely have been used at

the artist’s pleasure as insertions or for filling in vacant places. Of the other pictures of this first

upper row, the initial ono at Figs. 41, 42, the Penitent in the temple, is doubtless in point of fact

merely a paraphrase, so to say, or a fuller description of the nature of Qucfzalcouatl. But to the other

pictures, which, us we have seen, present us with a series of various deities, we shall have presumably

to ascribe some such significance as that, for instance, of the Vedic hymns, where one god is called by
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this names of several others. Thus 1 would in point of fact explain the pictures of tho third, fourth,

sixth, seventh, eighth, tenth to thirteenth compartments of Codex Borgia, somewhat in tho following way

;

—Quttzalctnmil, the grout Penitent in the temple, is (Figs, 47, 48) the Kain God descending from heaven

and striking with lightning: he is (Figs. 49, 50) the god born of Chimulman; he dwells (Figs. 54, 55) as

Fig. 77. Rul«r of the Fifteenth Day-Count
. tfiitwktli, ‘ Eagle.’

Codex Borgia 23 ( = Kiugnbormigh 1 6).

Fig. 78. InooDBe Ve«t«l figured

before the Sun Cod.

Codex Borgia 18

{ = Kingaboroagh 21).

Fig. 79. Fire Vessel figured before

CJupiOeo, Goddess of Fire.

Codex Borgi* 63

( - Kingiboruugh 52).

Fig. 80*-«. Incense Vessels, with Co]iul and Bubbor, figured before the fire {JitxMita.

Codex Borgia 47, 48 ( — Kiagsborough 68, 69).

Fig«. HI -84, Ineense Veotels figured liefore the

Deities of the Fbttr Vran*.

Codex Bürgin 72 { = Kiogsborongh 43).

Figs. 85, Wt, Ioceioc Vessel* figured before

Ttaui;r<\li>aui*rntli and

Codex Borgi» 76, 73 ( = Kingstiorough 39, 40).

Tonaratecutli in the upftormost thirteenth heaven; he descends ( Figs. 50, 57) as Mutlanterutli to the

under world; he is (Figs. 58, 59) the constellation of the Scorpion in the sky. He is (Figs. 03, 04) tho

sacrificing priest; he is (Figs. 05, 66) the Sun; he is (Figs. 07-69) Xip? Tot«0 : ho is (Figs. 70-72)

the Fire God.

In tho second TonuLtmatl quarter the initial picture (cf. Figs. 4-0 *vgmt,p.8)iu the lower row of Codes

Borgia is followed hy Fig. 73, a naked form represented like that in the eleventh compurtment of the lower
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row of the first Tonntamall quarter (cC Fig. 35 sujira, p. 19), which has likewise grasped a snake, but here

draws a cord round his nock to strangle himself. The corresponding picture of Codex Bologna (Fig. 74)

obviously represents a like scene. But a deviation is shown by our manuscript. Here, in the second com-

partment of tho second Tonalamatl quarter, the fifteenth of the whole series, we have again the sun, from

which a stream of blood Hows down; in the stream a heart pierced by a dart, and below a jewelled dish.

In tho third compartment, the sixteenth of tho whole series, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 75) and in Codex

Bologna (Fig. 76), sacrificial offerings follow;—A rubber ball, and beside it a vessel of a form which we have

already met once before in the eighth compartment of the first Tonalanuitl quarter (Fig. 29 mpra, p. 17),

but from which here flowers shoot upwards; lastly, a dish with an animal’s foot. Of some interest and

of importance for the understanding of the whole group is the large vessel which is seen on the right

side of Fig. 75. It is evidently four-sided, with a broad foot likewise four-sided, white, that is, doubtless

unpointed, ornamented only with a chalrhiuiU disk, which, however, may also be an allusion to its valuable

contents. But in other parts of the manuscript rows of ixotrhrs are very often suggested on the surface

of such vessels. The upper rim is formed like the froth of some liquid, llcnco ono might conjecture

Fig. 87. Fig. HH. Fig. 89. Th« Banke out in two Fig, 90. Fig. 91. The Coating tit

Codex Borgin 3 Codox Hologon 3, piece*, the Ccosiog of R*in. The Censing of Enin. Rnin. Codex Vnticanus

( = Kingsboroogh 36), below. Codex Borgt* 3 Codex Bologna 3. 3773 Sheet 3 { = King*-

below. ( = Kingtdmmogh 36), below. btffongh 51 ), below.

that it is intended for a vessel containing a liquor (pulque, atole). But in the previous place (Fig. 29)

we saw a rubber ball on it. And in fact nearly everywhere where we meet with vessels of this form

and ornamentation a making or burnt offering is represented with it. At Figs. 77-36 I have brought

together a number of tho more important incidents, and a glance at these pictures will suffice to

recognise the correctness of what has just been said. We see a preference in fact shown for depicting

rows of notches on incense-vessels. In my book on ChnruUl 1 I have described several very interesting

forms of such incense-vessels which come from the borders of Chiapas and Guatemala, and are likewise

unpninted but bristle with notches <>n the outside. And the well-known notched vessels from Lake

Amatitlan were evidently also incense-vessels. Hence the upper rim of the above figured Codox Borgia

vessels, which looks like foam, must either indicate a peculiar style of rim ornamentation (wavy bands in

appliqu^ work ?), or else is intended to illustrate tho melting and swelling resinous substance. In any case

tho four flowers shown on the vessel of our Fig. 75, with which must presumably bo included the fifth

flower standing a little apart, can indicate nothing but such swcet-sniclling rosin, and tho whole picture

must be a burnt-offering,

1 Selor, di« nUen Anaicdelongen von Chaculd, in Distrikt« Nonton do« lkp«rtom«nt4 Huebnetcnango dor Repnblik Guatemala.

Berlin (Dittrich Reiner) 1901, pp. 11», 15S, 159. 100-17». 181-1*3.
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Strange to say, in this division also our manuscript shows complete divergence, since here are

shown no offerings, hut a striding and evidently male figure is depicted, which grasps a staff in

both hands.

But from the following department forward, the seventeenth of the whole series, all three manuscripts

are again in accord. Codex Borgia (Fig. 87) shows a striding woman clothed in a blue queckqiumitl and a

blue enagua, and in her hand holding an object set with bolls, and surmounted with a flower (a tinkling

wand ?). Flames flare up from her head, as well as from the quechqusmitl and the enagua. The Codex

Bologna picture (Fig. 88) is evidently analogous. In her hand she holds a dart, its head crowned with a

flower. Our manuscript also shows a striding female figure in the lower compartment of the 17th column.

The objoct hold in her hand might be intended for a gourd-rattle (ayacachtli).

In tho fifth compartment of the second Tonalamatl quarter, the eighteenth of the whole series, wo see

in Codex Borgia (Fig. 89) tho sky represented above, under it two snake«, a yellow and a red, and a dish

bolow. One of the two malm, the red, is cut in two pieces by a flint knife. The Codex Bologna picture

Fig »J. Hamanalli, Offering :

—

Iiwxtniw Vrwi, Bundle of Firr-

wood ami Rubber Ball,

u Bird'« Foot anil

Sacrificial- blind Dish.

Codex Borgia 3

{
~ Kingabnrough 3tt), below.

Fig. 93.

Offering* and

a Water V«wel do*»!

with n Ud.

Codex Bologna 3,

below.

Fig- 94.

Sacrißcud Knife nml
Sacrificial Flag.

0»lex Borgia 4

( « Kiogihorough 33),

below.

Fig. Oft. Th®
Sacrificial Knife God.

Codex
Bologna, 3, 4,

below.

(Fig. 90) apparently deviates, since here is depicted neither the sky nor a dish, but a female figure. But in

her hand this female figure holds a snake, which—and this is obviously tho essential part of tho scone—is

cut in two piocos. Tho cutting implement, tho stono knife, is held by tho woman in her right hand. Ab a

particularity, I further lay stress on the fact that a flower is pictured before tho mouth of tho figure

here represented. In our manuscript a snake only is shown (Fig. 91). It is coiled up like a ring,

and in a middle lino stricken by a large knife, with which it is evidently intended to bo cut in two. 1

These threo representations should bo compared with Figs. 148 and 149 (see infra, p. 45), which we

shall havo to discuss with the third Towdamatl quarter. From the association it will there be seen that

we are to tako the snake hanging from the sky as an emblem of rain. Hence tho snake cut in two

must here signify the interrupted rain, the cessation of min, rainlessness.

In the next following sixth compart ment, tho nineteenth of the whole series, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 92) the

sky is again pictured, and under it all kinds of offerings :—a kind ofjar painted a yellow colour, which shows

above a foaming brim like tho previously described incense-'vossok. One may doubt whether here also an

1 By to oversight Kmgsborougb'a erroneous draign i* reproduced on the iUaatratuig plate, hi« draughtsman haring takes the

«tone knife for an arrow-head.
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inoense-veaael is intended to be represented—although this might be conjectured from the Analogy with the

other groups—or a flowing goblet. Beside it wo see a bundlo of firewood surmounted by a rubber ball, a

dish with a bird's foot, and a sacrificial-blood dish. In our manuscript nothing is shown in the nineteenth

column, save a rubber ball in a vossol from which fire flares up. This suggests that in the Codex Borgia

picture also the burat-offoring (the incense*'vessel, and the bundle offirewood with the rubber ball) was the

essential thing intended to be exhibited. And, in fiict, in the corresponding Codex Bologna picture (Fig. 93)

similar offerings are apparently to bo soon, although they are pictured above on a very small scale. But below

is shown a largo water-vessd doml with a lid, which in any cose must be taken os the chief representation.

In the seventh compartment, the twentieth of the wholo series, Codex Borgia (Fig. 94) has an arm and

a hand which grasps a sacrificial knife (teepatl), and a little paper flag ((tnutpamill

)

used for docorating

the offerings. Both from the hand and the elbow a wreath of flowers is suspended. In Codox Bologna

(Fig. 95) the sacrificial knife is held by a mannikin .shown in full figure, all but the head, which is covered,

while an eye shoots up from the wound in the neck. The mannikin is seated on a xochitepetl, a kind

Fitf. 96. tlrnnnwtUi,

Offerings.

Codex Borgia 4

(— Kingaborwigh .V»),

below.

fig. 97. Unmaiudii,

i Mfcrings.

Codcx Bologna t,
below.

Fig. 96. Eagle’s Foot, emblem
of the God<U‘*t of Fire, of

Xockimilco, and i'ifwf/t'-hoad.

Codex Borgia 4

( » Ejojplmraugh 35}, below.

Fig. Ö0, Eagles Foot, emblem

of the Goddreet of Fin*, of

Xothimiiro, nnd £i/*v</»-l»eod,

Codes Bologna 4,

Mw.

of little mountain with a flower on its summit. Unintelligible is the picture in the lower compartment

of the twentieth column in our manuscript. The hand grasping the sacrificial knife may certainly I»

recognised, but the rest cannot be mado out, and was porhaps mialnwn in the copying.

In the eighth compartment, the twenty-first of tho whole aerie«, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 96) wo again

see offerings similar to those of tho sixth compartment of this row (Fig. 92, p. 32), as well as to those of

the eighth compartment of tho preceding first Toiuilumatl quarter (Fig. 29, p. 17). Tho corresponding

compartment of our manuscript shows us qiiito a superstructure, diverse dishes piled one on tho

other, ami surmounted by a rubber balL In the Codex Bologna picture also (Fig. 97) we are shown a

superstructure, and indeed here a rubber ball seems to lie at tho base, ubove it a casket, and above that

a largo flower, or tho hieroglyph chalchiuill, but from which a red substauce wells out, and above that

again two jowcllcd bands are suspended. With these offerings, too, the oasontial thing seems to bo the

rubtar ball, that is, tho burnt-offering. With regard to the Codex Bologna picture (Fig. 97), I may remark

that in tho Maya language Iciik, ' blood,
1

or kik haban, * stanched blood,' is an expression for rubber.

In tho ninth compartment, tho twenty-second of tho wholo series, tho three manuscripts again agree

exactly and completely in all details. In Codex Borgio (Fig. 08) wo sc© a rubber ball (oltelolotli), and on it

an eagle's foot with the ball and the claws turned upwards, its feathers, os is usual with the eagle, edged

E
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round with stone knives to denote the warlike nature of the animal
;
but the skin of the foot is further

marked with jaguar spot«, in order in a measure to make the whole a symbol of the quauhHwoeUrtl, the

‘ jaguar and eagle.’ that is, the * warrior.’ Lastly, above this oagle’s foot is further soon live head of tho cipactli,

the sign of the first of the twenty days. In exactly the «June way we havo in the Codex Bologna picture

<Fig. 911) the rubber ball below, and above it the eagle's foot Only the stone knives, which in the Codex

Borgia figure alone edge the plumage, are here somewhat unintelligible, being of a large size, and strange to

say, set up beside the base of the foot. The head of the cipactli is given below at the right side of the

Fty. 100. Jewelled Dish with the Katie’s

Foot. In front of ('hantisa, tbi- FireGoddow

of XochimUeo, Ruler of the eighteenth

Tomiltimall division. Codex
liorboniciw 18.

Fig. 100». tUpapaiotlaHiztli, the Wuni^r1

» Device,
1 Fire Butterfly,' und the yua»iAjXirA»MA^»n rhitnalli,

the Shield with the Engl«’» Font, Tribute «if the

ChtDninpnneciL. Libro de Tributoe 4

= Codex Mention» 43.

Fig. 10).

The Heavenly Wunderer.

Codex Borgin 4

( = Ktiigeliurough 3»),

below.

r«. ids.

The Heuvenly Wunderer.

Codex Bohignu 4,

below.

Fig. 103.

The Henvenlj Wunderer.

Codex Vatican us 3773.

Sheet 4 ( K ingxlutrougb 52),

below.

picture. In our manuscript rubber bill and eagle's foot ore likewise distinctly shown. But a ripacfji-head,

although certainly a small one, seems also to bo pictured between tho claws of the eagle’s foot; the lines,

however, arc somewhat obliterated or not quite correctly made out by tho writer; and, moreover, a bunch

of feathers or of jewelled thongs falls to the left from the head. The eagle’s foot picked out with jaguar

spots was the badge of Chantico, tbe Fire Goddess of Xoch hnilco, and in Codex Borbonicus, on Sheet 18,

where Chantiro is represented as ruler of the eighteenth Tonaiamatl division, we see the eagle's foot

figured before the goddess (Fig. 100). The interpreters relate that tho goddess appears at night to

terrified mortals, who seo nothing of her but tho foot of an eagle. The eagle’s foot is in like manner

characteristic of the related beings, the Ciuatouatl, the goddess of Cdkuacan, tho Conatlicae, tho mother
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of Uitzilopochtli, and othor porsonagcs who had their homo in the district of the Xockimilao lagoon, all of

whom wear a shield with an eagle's foot as their emblem (tfuauhpachiuhqui chimulli, cf. Fig. 100a), and

are figured exactly liko Couatliau, with jaguar claws and eagle feathers on amis and legs. The con-

ception of the Earth Goddesses as Death Gods, as Gods of War, finds expression in this equipment. Not

quite in accordance with this is tho sign eipactli, which is pictured at Figs. OK, 00 beside the eagle's foot,

and which we are in the habit of regarding os symbol of the fruitful earth.

The tenth compartment, twenty-third of the whole series, shows us in Codex Borgia (Fig. 101) a

wandering figure with the travelling-pack (tlnmavialU) on his back, this being supported by the mtoapulli,

the broad straw-platted band brought over his forehead. In his hand tho figure holds a staff, while a

quetzal bird is perched on the load. In the two other manuscripts also wandering persons are pictured

staff in hand, and bearing the travelling-pack on thoir shouldors. In Codex Bologna (Fig. 10*2) the

staff has the form of a snake, and the quetzal bird is depicted hovering free above the figure. In

our manuscript (Fig. 103) the staff is a chicauttzili, a rattlo-stick, such as is carried by Xipe, and by the

earth, maize, and water deities. The lower end of this staff is wrapped in flames. In our manuscript a

Fyr. KH. Thr Wunderer of tho North. Fi#. 105. Th« Wanderer uf the South.

Codex Bona* ftfl ( = KiQ£sboro«#h 00). Codex Borgia 55 { = K ingsborouffh 80).

quetzal bird is not shown—for want of room ? The Codex Borgia picture (Fig, 101) recalls in the most

striking manner one of the two figures which on Sheet 55 (=Kingsborough 60) we see figured, also with

the travelling-pack on its back, and with staff and fan in its hand (Figs. 104. 105).

I have described tho sheet in my elucidation of Codex Fejerviry- Mayer.1 It shows in tho first place

the sun and moon, then a god half blue, half red, equipped with the attributes of Qurtzalcouatl, then tho

two persons at Figs. 104, 105, and lastly the old God of Heaven, Istac MixcomxtL I have there expressed

the view that by those two Figs. 104, 105, the eternally wandering stars are intended to bo symbolised, and

in fact tho starry sky of the North and the South.

In tho eleventh compartment, twenty-fourth of the whole scries, the picture of the second compartment

is in a way repeated (cf. Figs. 73, 74 supra, p. 29). In Codex Borgia (Fig. 106) wo see a naked person

tightening tho noose round its neck. Beside its howl is shown a rubber ball. In Codex Bologna (Fig. 107),

as in Figs. 73 and 35, the naked jwrson is combined with a snake in a single group, and indeed here the

snake seems to servo as tho throttling-string. In our manuscript is again pictured simply a naked person,

who is drawing the noose tightly round his neck, but here we see from the largo und distinctly drawn

penis that it is intended for a man.

In tho twelfth compartment, the twenty-fifth of the whole series, we moot with rubber ball (ulMolotli)

* Berlin and Land»», 1901-1003, pp. 150-184.
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and the green jowol (ehalchiuiU) an essential elements of the picture. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 108) above in

depict«! the sky, with two ckalchiuUl disks, from which two chaU'kiuitl baud» hong down. Below follows

the rubber ball, below which is a jewelled string set with holla, and lowest of all a cJialchimtl-dinh. Beside

the rubber ball are shown two full oyes Buch as we met with tho Sun God (Fig, 10 supra, pu 11), and farther

on will again come upon with the solar picture (Fig. 225) in the upper row of the fourth Tunalamatl

quarter. In our manuscript, in the lower division of tho twenty-fifth column, the sky is similarly pictured

above, under it a rubber ball, and below all a Lirgo and finely drawn dudchiuitl, exactly like the figure with

which in tho historical picture-writings tho hieroglyph of the city of Chaleo is figured. From the middle

of the chalchiuitl thoro further hangs a jewelled thong, while the vhiilchiuitl itself stands out from a blue

disk set with bolls, which is doubtless intended to represent a jewelled necklace, a chalch t uhcozcapetlatl.

In Codox Bologna (Fig. 100) the sky is missing. Tho rubber ball, which, as always in this manuscript, is

painted in two colours, half red half yellow, occupies tho centre of a green disk set all round with golden

bells, tliut is to say, it is combined with tho chalchiuitl in a kind of double picture.

Tho last compartment of this Tonalamull quarter again shows us the burning temple, in Codex

Borgia (Fig. 110), almost exactly as in the seventh compartment of the lower row of the first Tonalamail

quarter (cf. Fig. 27 supra, p. 17); in Codex Bologna (Fig. Ill) again with the deer’s head which denotes

Fin. 10Ö. Ui/rMi-Anwcawiani,

the Thrrrttier.

CVtdf* Borgia 4

i
- Kiunsbuwrtinh 35), below.

Fig. 107. <«fi(ttAouca*iian(,

the Throttler.

Codex Bologna 4,

below.

Fi*. lo«.

Codex Borjpa 4

( = Kingalmrougfa 35),

below.

Fig. 100.

Codex Bologna 4,

below.

the flame
;
and also in our manuscript it is in this instance to be distinctly recognised as a burning temple

with roof falling in.

Now the question arises, whether for these twelve pictures, which in the lower row of the second

Tonalamail quarter follow the Tezcallijntca figuro pictured at the beginning of this quarter, wo have to

assume, in the same way os wo hod with tho first Tunalamatl quarter, that in them wo have before us

merely a fuller exposition of what constitute}» tho nature of the deity of this second TonalamaU, or, what

comes to the same, whether we have in fact to regard them merely os the diversely varied expression of the

notions associated by tho Mexicans with this second region, tho region of the North. Here I would make

an exception for the groups of offerings (cf. Figs. 75, 7(i supra, p. 21*) figured in Codex Borgia and in the

Bologna in tho third compartment of this series, and also for the picture of the sun, the stream of blood,

and the heart shown in the second compartment in our manuscript. Codex Yaticonus. For both pictures

I would assume, just as I above assumed for the solar bird descending on the sacrificial-blood dish,

and for the skoleton with the captive, that they are to be taken as the expression of general sacrificial

notions conventionally reiterated, and again and again repeated with various deities. But os to all the

other pictures, 1 really believe that they do more or less accurately reflect the notions which for tho

Mexicans were associated with the region of the North.

For the Mexicans the North was the region of drought. This is clearly expressed on the interesting
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Sheet 27 ( » Kingsborough 12) of Codex Borgia, where we see the years of ibo North, and tho second

Tonalamatl quarter corresponding to the North, symbolised by a cloudless sky radiating sunbeams alone,

and by a parchod soil which is cracked in clods, ami on which tho few sprouting maixe ears aro eaten away

by winged insects. In harmony with this we also find amongst the representations of the lower row of this

second TonalanutU quarter the rain-snake cut in two by the stone knifo (Figs. »9-91), and tho water-vessel

closed by a lid (Fig. 93). Wo see the eagle's foot attached to a rubber ball and spotted like a jaguar

(Figs. 98, 99), tho token of Chnntiro, the Fire Goddess of Xorkimilco and of the beings related to hor; and

porhaps this goddess herself (Figs. 87, Lastly, at the end the fire symbolised by tho burning temple

F^. no. tua Fur.

Codex Borgia 4

( * Kiagslwrougb 36),

below.

Fig. 111. ildl Fire.

Codex Bologna 4,

below.

Fij{. 11S. Xochitj/Htbnl,

GmldcM of Flowers.

Codex Borgia 3,

{ - Kiogaboraugb 36}, above.

Fig. 113. <«nuAt,

who has Uikrn a cufitive.

Codex Borgia 3

( «* Kingsbormitfh 3K), above.

Fig. 114. tanitxi,

who hu» taken a captive.

Codex bologQu 3,

above,

Fig. lib. XotkipUli,

God of Flowers.

Codex Borgia 3

( - Kiogsborough 36), above.

Fig. 1141. Xochipiiti.

God of Flowers,

(iidex Bologna 3,

above.

(Figs. 110, 111). Amongst the offerings too the rubber ball, the lira-offering, plays u prominent part. The

two figures throttling themselves (Figs, 73, 74, and 106, 107) I would bring into association with the

pulque*, since the god of that liquor was actually called toqiuchmecauiani, 1 the Throttler.’ The

sacrificial knife (Fig. 94) and the decapitated man (Fig. 95) denote perhaps the region of stone or the

Sacrificial Knife God, while the wandering person (Figs. 101-103) may he intended to indicate the stun

of the northern heavens.

Now, when we pass to the upper row of the representations of this second Tonalamatl quarter, Codex

Bologna and our manuscript have here, as already above stated, at the beginning of the row, the fire-drill

and the twirling stick, which, according to Codex Borgia, properly belong to the close of the representations

of the first Tonalamatl quarter (cf. Figs. 71, 72 ruprn). I think we must here assume a supplementary
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and intentional displacement arising from the consideration that Tezcatlipoca, who stands at the beginning

of this Tonalamatl quarter as representative both of it and of the North, was in fact himself the Firt-

driUer.* In any case the representations, the insertion of which brought about the specified displacement

—in Codex Vaticanus the bin! on the sacrificial-blood dish (Fig. 53); in Codex Bologna the skeleton with

the captive (Fig, (12)—are merely general representations of offerings without any special significance for

the row in which they occur.

At the beginning of the upper row of the second Tonalamatl quarter Codex Borgia has the Fig. 112 :

—

A goddess seated in a temple, clothed in a red enagua, and with tho same string of fivo beads ending

in a flower as Tezcatlipoca himself, God of the North (Fig. 4). Evidently this figure is intended for

Xockujuctzal, Lady of the Dance-house (cuicacalli), and patroness of the female associates of tho warriors,

standing hero as the counterpart to Tezcatlipoca as Lord of tho Bachelors’ House (telpochcalli) and paLron

of war. In Codex Bologna a corresponding figure is absent. In our manuscript tho same goddess is

obviously symbolised by the figure in the temple pictured in the second place in the upper row of Sheet 3.

As in this first column, so likewise in all the rest, a parallelism is shown between Lho representations

of the upper and lower rows in Codex Borgia. This is indeed just what we should expect. In this respect

Codex Bologna—apart from a solitary irregularity—follows Codex Borgia, whereas in our Vatican manuscript

the displacement which began with the shifting of the flre-quirler from the end of the first to tho beginning

of the second Tonalamatl quarter, is continued to the end of the series
;
hero there can bo no question of

any parallelism between the upper and lower rows in our manuscript.

The socond compartment of the upper row, fifteenth of the whole series, again contains in Codex

Borgia a skeleton with a captive (Fig. 113). In the lower row in this column the figure strangling itself

had been pictured (Fig. 73, p. 29). In Codex Bologna in the same compartment Fig. 114 corresponds to

Fig. 113. In our manuscript the corresponding figure is shifted to the third compartment, the sixteenth of

the whole series.

In the third column, sixteenth of the wholo series, whore in tho lower compartment Codex Borgia

shows offerings, amongst them a large incense-vessel (Fig. 75, p. 29), in tho upper compartment we see

seated on the chair a priest or a god (Fig. 115), who holds in one hand a sacrificial knife (tecpatl), with the

other conveys to his mouth a dish in which is apparently contained a brown-coloured drink, bearing flowers

on its surface. From the above expositions here one might again doubt whether tho object shown is really

a liquor, or whether perhaps it is to be Uken «is tho scum of a sweet-smelling rosin, whether it may not bo

meant to denote the drinking of the incenae by the god.

In Codex Bologna tho corresponding figure (Fig. 116) has changed places with the next following one.

It occurs in the fourth compartment, seventeenth of the whole series. Here, too, is seen scaled on a chair

a figure which has likewise grasped a sacrificial knife, though in a somewhat awkward spasmodic way.

Here the dish is missing, hut tho figure is decked with a wreath of flowers in its hair, in tho same manner

as is the goddess of the ninth compartment, who is conveying a dish to her mouth. In our manuscript

the whole row Inis been displaced, so that the corresponding representation is ulso found in the fourth

compartment, but with the difference that hero is seen a temple only with an offering, though this again is

a nihber ball This points once more to the inference that in the wholo of this division the subject in

hand is not the drinking of a liquor, but the inhaling of incense.

In the fourth column, seventeenth of tho whole series, Codex Borgia shows us in the lower row a striding

goddess enveloped in flames (cf. Fig. 87 supra, p. 31). And in tho upper row is likewise seen a striding

goddess enveloped in flames (Fig. 117). Only here she holds in her hand u stone hatchet and a sacrificial

knife. The flames are missing in the Codex Bologna figure (Fig. 118), which lws here changed places with

the preceding picture, and stands in the third compartment. But she also holds a hatchet in her hand,

and her hair is set with eyes. The corresponding picture in our manuscript, which we have to look for in

1 Cf. v•rdffaatlMfcnaf*l <lem KonifUcbtu Mtucntn fur VulkarkwwU, voi, vi, ()89Bj, i*.
ISO.
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tho fifth compartment, the eighteenth of the whole series, again deviates, although the fundamental idea is

perhaps meant to be tho same. Instead of the Fire Goddess we have a ydloio bird, holding in its claws a

bone dagger, tho implement of mortification. It is however possible that hero also, instead of the specific

representation, one of the conventional offering scenes is again depicted. For almost an exactly similar

figure recurs two compartments farther on, where tho other manuscripts show the Sun-bird descending

on tho sacrificiaj dish.

In tho fifth column, eighteenth of tho whole row, in Codox Borgia is seen below the rain-snake cut in

two by the stono knife (cf. Fig. 89 tntpra, p, 31). Instead of this we have in tho upper row the Fig. 119, a

% 117. The Fire Qoddn*.
Gwkx Borgia 3

(= Kingvbotuugh 36),

above.

Fig. 1*1.

Tho Descent ou the Offering*.

Code* Borgia 3

(
= Kingtborough 36), above-

Fig. 118.

TW Fire Ooddes«.

Codex Bologna 3,

above.

Fig. 1 10. mVimrojw,

the Region of Hade*.

Codex Borgia 3,

{ * King»borough 30), above.

Fig. 122.

The Descent on th* Offering*.

Codex Bologna 3,

above.

Fig. 183.

Codex Borgia 4

( = Kiiigstorougb 3-1),

al»oTe.

Fig. 120. mirtiampa,

the Region of Hades

Codex Bologna 3,

above.

Fig. 124.

Codex Bologna 3, 4,

above.

yawning throat of Earth, and within it a skull, into the jaws of which a human figure tumbles head fore-

most. As I understand it, expression is here given, not to drought, but to the region of drought, the realm

of the dead, mictlamjkt, tho North. The two other manuscripts have quite corresponding figures. That of

Codex Bologna (Fig. 120) stands in the same compartment, that of our manuscript in the next, as in fact

always in this series.

In the sixth column, nineteenth of the whole seriös, below we found offerings (cf. Fig. 92 mpru,

p. 32) which in Codox Bologna alone acquired a further special significance from the water-vessel which

is figured besido it closod with a lid. Corresponding with this we soe in the upper row iho solar bird

descending on the sacrificial dish, pictured quite in a like way both in Codex Borgia (Fig. 121) and in
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Bologna (Fig. 122), but in our manuscript (in the seventh compartment) replaced by a figure almost

exactly similar to that in the fifth comportment of our manuscript.

In the following column, twentieth of the whole series, where in the lower row was shown an arm

grasping the sacrificial knife and ceremonial flag (cf. Fig. 94 supra, p. 32), wc see in the uppor row in full

correspondence a similar arm which grasps a hatchet, and together with it a severed head (Fig. 123). As

in the described representation, chains of flowers are hanging down below, so hero wo sec above ana

and hand set round with flowers. Save that therewith is further to bo soon a burning temple rent

(struck by lightning?). Codex Bologna (Fig. 124) has quite an analogous scene, except that tho burning

templo is lacking. In our manuscript are depicted (in the eighth comportment) a hand grasping a severed

head and a burning templo, but tho hatchet is missing.

In the eighth comportment of tho lower row, twenty-first of the wholo series, wo saw in Codex

Borgia an ill-defined representation, in fact nothing but offerings (cf. Fig. 96 supra, p. 33). It is different

here in the upper row, where Codex Borgia (Fig. 126), and similarly the other two manuscripts. Codex

Bologna (Fig. 126) and (in the non, ninth compartment) our manuscript, show us a marine mail's shell

Pig. 125. The God
Bocbned in tit« Shell,

borg» 4

( = Kingsberouuh .15),

•bo»«.

FI*. 12(1. The God
«oclwcd in ib? Shell.

Codex Bolittfrui 4,

above.

Fig. 127, Xochi'/>utuJ,

the Flower Goddess.

Outlet Borgia 4

( - Kin^sborotigh 35),

above.

FiH. 128. Xockvputsnl,

the Flower Goddem.

Codex Boltignu l,

above.

Fiji- 123- Ttsealliposa.

Codex Vatimnus 3773.

Sheet 4

{ = Klogsboroogh 52)
above.

(teccistliy In Codex Borgia (Fig. 125) we see emerging from this shell a man holding in his hand an

agavo-leaf spiko set with flowers, that is, blood-stained ; in Codex Bologna (Fig. 126) only a hand holding

the bono dagger and agave-leaf spike
;
whereas in our manuscript at the mouth of tho shell nothing more

can bo detected than just a jewelled ornament and perhaps tho upper end of an agavo-leaf spiko. The

snail is hid in the shell, and this again might have reference to the waters being pent up. As a

rule the snail's shell is the emblem of the moon, which is also, at least at times, shut up in tho shell

at the new or young moon. But the snail was also brought into association with conception, pregnancy, and

birth,—porque asi cotno sale del hueso el caracol, asi sale el hotttbre del viontre de sit madre. 1 Incidents,

howovor, to l)e mentioned farther on make it probable that this figure should really bo referred to the

waters being pent up.

In the ninth column, twenty-second of the whole series, while in the lower row of all three manuscripts

tho goddess Ckantico's eagle-foot was pictured (cf. Figs. On, 99 supra, p. 33), in Codex Borgia (Fig. 127) is

shown a goddess, who in seated in a temple with a high straw' roof, and resembles the goddess of the twelfth

compartment in the lower row' of the preceding Tonalamatl quarter (Fig. 37 stipra, p. 19), is arrayed, like

her, in a blue enagua, and has her hair adorned with n flower wreath, while apparently sipping from a blue

> Cod*» TelUmno-FUniwiuift, fc»l. 13 (
= Kingiliormigii if, l)K
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bowl a brown liquor embellished with a flower on its surface. The picture in Codex Bologna (Fig. 12ft) is

not quite so characteristic, but the same elements can be recognised : the temple with high straw roof,

the goddess clothed in a blue garment, with the flower-wreath in her hair, and the bowl with its contents

indicated by a flower. Judging from her whole aspect and attributes, we shall doubtless have to identify

this goddess as XocJiiqivctzal, as we had the other in the first of the upper divisions of thiR Tanalama tl

quarter. On the other hand our manuscript differs. No doubt here also is seen a temple (Fig. 129) in the

corresponding (the next following) compartment, but in it is seated a male figure showing the facial

Pig. ISO. Xwhipilli,

the Flower God,

Codex Borgia 4

( * Kiogaborougti 35), «höre.

Fig. 131. Xcchujtutznl, Pig. 132. UyNttimtaiviiisili,

the Flower Goddam. Throttling.

Codex Bologna *, Codex Borgia 4

»bore. (* Kingsboroagh 35), »bore.

Fig. 133.

(tsf «««-AM«ca u iftttJt,

Throttling-

Codex Bologna 4, above.

Fig. 134. orfieofitati,

Pulque Vowel.

Codex Borgia 4

(
- Ktagnborough 35), «bore.

Kig. 135. ornji-toth-tlaniitli.

ft*dgr of the Pulque Got!

Babagun a«. Anwlcim*

de la Hbtorin.

Fig, 13G. Mafanti, Fig. 137. m4Ü,
Godclfeat of the Agave Plant, the Agave Plant.

( “odei Bologna ”4. Codex Vatican«* 3773, Sheet 4

above. i
- KingalMrough 52), above.

painting of Tezcatlipora, who holds no bowl in his hand, but apparently a bone dagger, and perhaps an

agave-leaf spike; the drawing, howevor, is so defective that 1 cannot venture to be quite sure of the latter.

In the following tenth column, twenty-third of the whole series, in tho lower division we saw the

wandering figure (Figs. 101-103 tttpm, p. 34), which I was inclined to regard as a symbol of tho eternally

wandering beings, of the stars (of tho northern sky ?). In the upper division wo have evidently a different,

representation. In Codex Borgia we mo a figure (Fig. 130) which in a measure appears os the male

counterpart to tho preceding, Fig. 127, boittg soated on a chair, with a dart in his hand, and offerings above

him. Something quite similar is shown by Codex Bologna (Fig. 131) Only hero, as in the preceding

field, it is a female deity, so that in Codex Bologna the parallelism with the figure in tho preceding field is

F
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still moro complete. Since wo have identified the latter with Xochiqwtzul, for the male person here

pictured iko name of Xorh ipill

i

will doubtless bo appropriate. The corresponding figure iu our manu-

script, which occurs in the next following, tho olevonth column, is again very indistinct. But that it is

intended for a person similar to that of the two other manuscripts I would infer from its whole hearing,

and from the large flower seen in its hair. But what kind of object the figure is meant to hohl in its hand,

I find it with the best of intentions impossible to make out. From the analogy of the figures in tho two

other manuscripts one can but surmiso that it is likewise meant for a dart.

In the eleventh column, twenty-fourth of the whole series, w© saw below a person throttling him-

self (cf. Fig. 106 mpra, p. 36). To this fully correspond tho pictures which are shown in tho upper

division by the throe manuscript*, and in all three contain much the same elements. The most distinct

is the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 132). Here we see a bound captive riding on a sort of trestle made

of dead men's bones, with fire and water issuing from his mouth. Nearly the same is shown by

the picture in our manuscript (in the next following, twelfth compartment). Only here blood alone

issues from the mouth, from which one may infer that the water and the tiro issuing from tho mouth

of the Codex Borgia figure are also intonder! for blood. Moreover, in our manuscript a coni is further

FijJC- 13S. in til, th« Plant.

Codex Vatican U» 3773, Sheet 40 { = Kinx*borongh 4S).

Fig. 130. AfaynnW. UmJde*< of the Agave Plant,

t'-odtix IVirjjin Iß (
~ KiiiguIxiKKigh 23).

dopicted in front of the figure. Lastly, in Codox Bologna (Fig. 133) wo see the figure fastening tho cord

round his neck, whereby the parallel with the representation in the lower compartment of this column

is complete.

In the twelfth column, twenty-fifth of the whole series, in the lower division, conspicuous as chief

elements, were a rublier ball (oUdoloili), a jewel and jewelled ornament (ckalckiviU) (cf. Figs. 10H,

109 p. 36). A highly significant representation appears to be figured in the upper division. The

Codex Borgiu picture (Fig. 134) shows us, on a grass or reed mat set with downy foathur balls, a

pulqu*‘WJi8et (orf«*>m*i/f) with wing-like lateral parts similar to those seen, for instance, attached to the

vessel which fonnB the ometoektlttuistli, tho 'Device of the Pulque Cod’ (Fig. 135), and in the design

of the ometiKliiilnuitli, the 'Mantle of the Pulque God’ in the Codex Mendoza tribute roll Above tho

pulque-vessel the Codex Borgia picture further shows a hand holding a bone dagger, where again the

flowers naturally indicate the blood, and on the upper margin of the sheet a jewelled (chalchiuiti)

dish, whose feet are formed in the shape of birds' heads, and on the other side a pulquo-dish. On

the other hand Codox Bologna (Fig. 136) exhibits, instead of the pulque-vessel, Mayaud, Goddess of

the Agavo Plant. That this is the personage really meant to la? shown wo learn from the picture

which we see in tho corresponding compartment (the thirteenth) of Codex Vaticanus, and which I

have reproduced at Fig. 137. This remarkable representation, which it is by no means easy to unravel,

is in fact found to be merely a bud ami inaccurate drawing of a picture which rocuis, better executed.
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on Sheet 40 of our manuscript (Fig. I3H). Horc wo recognise the agave plant with its leaves and

(louhlo spike of bloom, and within it a vessel with invorlod mouth, studded with jewels and filled

with a liquor, and a fish drinking at the bottom which here forms the upper arch. The picture at

Fig. 13« is replaced in Codex Botgiu by Fig. 139, which shows us the goddess Mayauel herself in

front of an agave plant and a fish sucking at her breasts.

Thu last picture, in the thirteenth column, twenty-Bixth of the whole series, should correspond

with the Imming temple which wo see figured in the lower compartment of this column (cf. Figs.

110, 111 ««pm, p. 37). Hero, however, the parallel fails. The Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 140) is very

similar to that of the tenth compartment (Fig. 130 supro, p. 41). Only there the god holds a dart

in his hand, while here a hatchet is figured l>cfore him. Moreover, below the figure is seen an incense-

vessel of similar form to that which wo have repcaitodly inct amongst the offerings. Like the figure

of the tenth compartment the god must bo iduutified as XockipitU. As the god in the tenth com-

partment of Codex Borgia is replaced in Codex Bologna (Fig. 131) by a female deity, so this god of

the thirteenth compartment (Fig. 140) is likowise represented in Codex Bologna by a female figure

Fig. 140. Xockif/illi,

the Flower (»«i.

Codex Borgia 4

(= KingnlwMugh fc‘0,

above.

Fig. 141. XoehiqHtbal,

the Flower Ooddcw.
Codex Bologna 4,

above.

Fig. 142. The (ioddwa of Heaven

ami Human Being* tut the

Earth {the first pair).

Codex Borgia 6

( - Kingsboroogh 34\ below.

Fig. 143.

The Goddets of Heaven and

the First Homan Fair.

Codex Bologna A,

below.

(Fig. 141) who acorn» to be holding a jewelled (chaMiiuitl) band in her hand. Before her is figured

a plant, though certainly drawn in a very conventional way, but showing similar marks to those seer»

above the head of the Goddess of the Agave Plant in tho preceding compartment (Fig. 126) of Codex

Bologna. Hero it is perhaps intended to indicate the Tanuxtnchan or Xockitl inuan, tho place of

flowers, the paradise of the Earth OnddoBk In our manuscript, owing to tho displacement which has

affected the whole of this series, tho corresponding figure bis been shifted to the first compartment of

the third Tonatamatl quarter at the beginning of the upper row of Sheet 5. It is a figure quite similar

to that in tho upper division of Column 4, which answers to that of Column 23 in Codex Borgia (Fig.

130). Hence in our manuscript also full expression is given to the relation which we had to assume

between the figures at Figs. BIO and 140 in Codex Borgia and the corresponding figures at Figs. 131

and 141 of Codex Bologna.

The figures pictured in the upper compartments of the second Tonalttmttti quarter accordingly turn

out to bo merely counterpart«, different expositions of the subject dealt with in the lower divisions.

Hence the meaning which wo had to assume for tho latter figures we shall be able to consider as

likewise partly valid for those of the upper divisions. A different or more significant concept seems

to present itself, for instance, with the marine snail's shell which wo saw figured in Column 22 of
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our manuscript, and in tho corresponding pictures (Figs. 125, 120) of the two other manuscripts. It may

be added that here, too. we clearly sec, as we were already able to conjecture from Lhe pictures of the

tequeefoneeauiuni, the ' Throttler/ that the pulque and it» deities are brought into association with the

region of the North.

I pass on to the third Ttmalamatl quarter, the rogion of the West In tho lower division of the first

win rim we hod met as ruler of this quarter tho Earth Goddess, who in Codex Borgia (cf. Fig. 7 mpm, p. 9)

is figured with the head of tho Rain God, and undor a roof formed of maize oars and mahse bloom, in the

other manuscripts (Figs. 8, 9 nupni, p. 9) is represented as Ciuacouatl with jaguar claws and a skull for

its head. But here also expression is at the satuo time given to the association with rain, growth, and

prosperity, partly by a water-vessel, partly by blooming plants. The question now arises whether in the

other pictures of this quarter the same notions are embodied.

In tho lower row, the picture of the Earth Goddess in Column 29 is followed by a representation

of the Goildei» of Heaven as stretching like an arch above the earth, somewhat in the same way that the

ancient Egyptians drew their heavenly goddess Nut, but still more imperfectly illustrated. In Codex

Q-j

FLj>. 144. UamanaBi,

Offerings,

Code* Boryia 5

( - Kintfsborou^b 34), Mow.

Fitf. 143. IlnmatutUi,

Offering*.

Codes IMojfns 3,

below.

Fiji. 146.

a Priest Code* K»rgi* 3

(
- Kiiy^borriiiKli 34X

below.

Fi#. 147. Qntiaalamail

m Priest (qwkvilli}.

('•ode* Bologna 5,

below.

Borgia (Fig. 142) we see above a kneeling female form, lying back upwards, face and breast downwards,

who, thanks to the feather adornment worn on her head, may perhaps be identified with Xochitfuetsal.

That this person is really meant for the Goddess of Heaven seems to bo nrwde clear from the

corresponding figure in Codex Bologna (Fig. 148), since here we see pictured a female figure in the same

attitude in a dark night sky set with eyes (that is, stars). Our manuscript again deviates a little, as in

the upper margin of the compartment it places before the eyes of the observer, not a female, but a male

person, shown, however, in the same position, with his back turned upwards. This accords with the

Mexican notion of the firmament as a pair: CiflaUn icue and CitluHatona*•; for the anciont Mexicans

regarded the heavens as tho creating deity, the primordial source of all life, lords of generation. The

uppermost thirteenth heaven was for them the Otneyoean, the place of the Twofold: Tonacaciuatl,

Tonuctitecutli ; Qnueiuatl, Ometemtli, ‘ the Lords of our Flesh,’ * the Lords of Food »Supplies * the Lords

of the Twofold/ ' the Lords of Generation/ Thence were children sent into the world. It is this

relation that here also is thought of in our picture, for below this deity of heaven, on the earth—on the

crossway, as it is pictured in Codex Borgia—wc sec seated the little figures of a man and a woman. And

even more distinct becomes the picture in Codex Bologna (Fig. 143), for there we see coming forth from

the bosom of the goddess a flower, which she, os it were, is handing down (to the earth). A similar

meaning we shall doubtless have to ascribe to the disk or the ball which in our manuscript is figured
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betwoon the God of Heaven above and the human pair below. The region of tho female deities,

cinatlajnjHi, tho West, which is the hotne of the maize and of the deities producing it, is also tho seat of the

Lords of Food Supplies, of the Lords of Procreation. Hence it is that here in the lower row of the third

Tontilanuitl quarter wo sec this remarkable picture accompanying that of the Knrth Goddess.

Then in the third column, twenty-ninth of the whole series, there follows a somewhat uncharacteristic

picture—ofl'oriiigs, which in Codex Borgia (Fig. 144) are depicted almost exactly like those, for instance, in

Column 21 (Fig. .96 mipru, p. 33), consisting of the four chief gifts—rubber ball, incense*vessel, sacrificial-

blood dish, and animal's foot. In Codex Bologna (Fig. 145), instead of the animal’s foot, a human arm

seems to bo shown, while in the picture in our manuscript ono would rather conjecture a jaguar's foot.

Remarkable is the scene presented by the next following compartment, thirtieth of the whole series.

In Codex Borgia (Fig. 146), on a kind of seat formod of dead men’s bones, a priest (indicated as such by

the rod patch on his temple) is seen squatting, and on his shoulder bearing a cooking-pot from which

protrude the limbs (anus and foot) of a man. The whole picture is encircled by flames. Probably it is

here intended to represent ono of those ancient priests called gtutcuilH (in the plural qna<fuucuiUin), who

Fig. 148. The Rain Snakes.

Codex Borgia 5

(
«* Kingsbwrwgh 34), brl«w.

Fig. 14«.

The Rain .Snake.

Codex Bologna 5,

Fig. 150.

Codex Borgia 4.

( = Kingaborutigh 34), below.

Fig. UL
Codex Bologna 5,

below.

are mentioned in connection with tho sacrificing and incense-burning priests proper, and whose duty it

was to perform all sorts of incidental services, such as dismembering and flaying the dead bodies, and also

preparing the bodies of the victims for the cannibal feasts. Precisely the same scene seems to bo presented

by the picture in our manuscript, only the drawing is less correct and distinct. The clearly exhibited

relation to cannibalism, for instance, would not bo recognised from this picture in our manuscript. In this

instance u divergence is shown by the representation in Codex Bologna (Fig. 147). Hero is seen u

water-vessel from which a figure emerges which bus the facial painting and beard of Quetzalcouatl

.

but has

fiery or flame-coloured hair and holds a flower in its hand. A cooking-pit is also shown, but here it is

behind tho figure, and out of it project flowers instead of tho dismembered human remains. Obviously

hero is depicted the Priest-God instead of the priest And tho flowers in the cooking-pot must also

probably have the same revolting significance as tho contents of the cooking-pot in the Codex Borgia

picture.

Clear and intelligible is the representation in tho lower division of tho fifth column, thirty-first of tho

whole sories. In all three manuscripts is seen above the dark sky (the clouded sky), where in Codex

Borgia (Fig. 148) a sacrificial stone knife is superadded. From this sky two snakes are suspended in Codex

Borgia (Fig. 148), iu the other two manuscripts ono only. In Codex Borgia one of the snakes is painted

yellow, the other ml, that is to say, in the colours of fire. In our manuscript the snake is painted
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differently, but still with the colours of lire, alternately black and yellow. Lastly in Codex Bologna (Fig.

149) it is diversely painted, and with open jaws from which it spews blood. Below, in all thruo manuscripts,

is pictured a dish painted in the colours of the jewel (ckalchiuitt), and set with flowers. For the snakes

painted in tho colours of fire we should doubtless hero supply ‘ Thunder-*hower.' For it is clear from the

jewelled dish that the subject is one of beneficent action. The West, tho dark quarter, was regarded

as tho very region of abundant raiu, as appears from the repeatedly mentioned Sheet 27 ( » Kingsborough

12) of Codex Borgia. Tho two colours (yellow and rod) of the Codex Borgia snakes, and the motley

colouring of the snake in the Codex Bologna picture, recall the expression tliuuilvhjuwuitl. tire ‘ motley

rain,' which occurs in the Annie# of Chimalpain. Here we read that tlie nation of tho Ckalca Ttacvchcalca

was much dreaded, because Tezcuflipora was their god— ?/«7neue in {ufepan hurl yc motlamauhtiUque

in ihcuoe vvtyanaloc in ran iyoca inipan ttncuit-oiijuianh—‘and still more wore they afterwards feared

in the time of famine, as over them alone feil the motley rain.’

The next picture in the sixth column, thirty-second of the whole sories, seems again to show nothing

but offerings. The chief object appears to bo a bundle of clothes or wrap«, in which in Codex Borgia

Fig. 168. Fin* V«smI. Fit;. 163- Fig. 164. Fig. 165. Fig- 166. Maruil sod* ill,

Codex Ikir^ia 6 Fin* TwkI. ( ‘titlex FWtfiu ft Ciunteoll. Clod nf Revel*.

( =* KinK»Vrnugb 33), Codnc Bologna 6, ft. (
- Kir»g*t*ir<*igh 33), Codex Botina ft, C-odei VntUwmw 3773, Sheet 6

beli>w. Mu*. below. below. ( = KiatpboroUKb 64), below.

(Fig. 150) are stuck a couple of agave-leaf spikes, while in Codex Bologna (Fig. 151) only a few' flowers are

pictured with it. Quite below is shown an incense-vessel with a rubber ball. Instead of the bundle of

clothes or wraps mir manuscript has a dish with a severed howl, bone knife, and agave-leaf spike.

Hence it seems not impossible that the bundle of wraps of the othor two manuscripts concealed

similar objects

In the next following compartment, thirty-third of the whole series, in all three manuscripts is

figured a fire-vetMtl, which in Codex Borgia (Fig. 152} is clearly drawn as a notched vessel of tho typo

abovo shown at p. 30. That the tail of the snake—here presumably to be taken for a dragon—breaks

through the foam shown above the brim, may bo regarded as an indication that this foaming edge cannot

bo the brim of the vessel itself, but is intended to denote the contents of tho vessel (tho molten resinous

mass). A similar inference scorns to be suggested by tho Codex Bologna picture (Fig. 153), where is

distinctly seen a white, notched, over-foauiing substance which is broken through by the dragon. Our

manuscript shows a large rubber ball in the glowing fire, ubovo which, however, is further pictured the

dragon's Util.

In the next column, thirty-fourth of the whole series, wo again come upon a picture which is a

repetition of one of tho lower rows of tho first I'onalamatl quarter, namely tho one figured in tho

eleventh compartment (ef. Figs. 35, 36 *upm, p. 19). For in Codex Borgia (Fig. 154) wo see depicted
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a naked figure and a snake, but l>elow them nothing but a jewelled necklace. The picture in the

eleventh compartment of the first Tonulaviafl quarter 1 was fain to refer to the Oiuatetei, that is

to say, to the worship paid to them during the night, at their shrines by the crossways. Here is

evidently indicated one of the CiuaMea themselves, that is, the souls of those ghostly women dwelling

in the West who had died in childbirth. For here in Codex Bologna (Fig. 155) is figured a woman

on a seat formed of blood and hearts, and with a snake in her hand. The same is still more

distinctly exhibited in the divergent representation which in our manuscript is shown in the lower

division of Column 34 (Fig. 156). Farther on we shall have to discuss the series of the five CiuateMi

which aro depicted in Sheets 77-70 of our manuscript, and also in Codex Borgia. There they are

attended by a series of live gods who show tho design of a white hand about their mouth, and, as we

shall see, were conceived as related to tho CiuateteA in their nature and sphere of operations. Now
here, in tho lower division of Column 34 of our manuscript, wo soo tho GiuaUoil of the two other

manuscripts represented by the person at Fig. 150, a god with the sign of a hand on his mouth, a

MnmU xorhitl

;

that is to say, tho A u iatrotl, the god of sensuality, is here placed for the mythical

beings who aro in the strictest sense tho representatives of womanhood,

In tho noxt comportment also, thirty-fifth of the whole series, our manuscript is in a sense

of deoper significance. Codes Borgia (Fig, 157) shows lying on a dish the head of Tesmtlipoca,

with his facial painting (urilnn tkUtaan), square nasal plate, smoking (or fiery) mirror at his

temple, and the heron's forked feather tuft on his head. From above, from the dark sky, a

dart descends on the eye of this TrzcatHpoca face, and at tho point of contact a chain of rAalchiuiU

disks spurts out on one side, a jewelled band on tho other. Similar elements are shown by the Codex

Bologna picture (Fig. 15#), although not so fully grouped together. But in our manuscript, whore,

however, the head lying on tho dish duos nol show TeictilLipoca h distinctive marks, tho eye is seen

to be gouged out by tho down-shooting dart. Eye-gouging was for tho Mexicans a symbol of

mortification, of blood-letting in honour of tho gods. But Tnetttlipoca
,
whoso eye is gouged out by a

dart, had a special, perhaps an astronomic significance. On Sheet 3 (Kingsborough notation) of Codex

Laud (Fig 150), on the right side of the picture, we soe a person with a dart in his eyo, and bolow hitn
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a Tescailipoca who brings the offering of a rubber ball to the throat of a cipactli or of the Earth. But

by his side, to the left of the picture, beside bundles of firewood, are entered the dates

Ce acail,

'

ono Roed.' the hieroglyph of the Morning Star.

Macu.il xochitl, 'five Flower,' hieroglyph of the God of Revelry.

G&tcacei a&ttl, eight Reed,' as would appear from Codex Bologna, a hieroglyph of the Moon

Goddess.

Chicwnaui acatl, ‘nine Reed,' the hieroglyph of TlafoUcoti, the old Huaxtee Earth Goddess.

Tho next following column, thirty-sixth of the whole series, again exhibits in the lower division the

eagle’s foot, with tho jaguar-skin pattern, the badge of Chant ico, the old Fire Goddess of .V*rkimilco,

and of tho beings akin to her, whoso acquaintance wo have already made in the foregoing Tonalnmatl

quarter (Column 22). Only there the ball of tho foot was upturned (cf. Figs. ns. 90 tapra, p. 33), anti

the opposite upper end stood on a rubber ball. Horo on tho contrary (see Figs. 160, 161 and the

picture in Column 33, Sheet 6 of the explanatory table) tho ball of the foot is turned downwards, and

above is fixed a stone knife (terpitl), which in Codex Borgia (Fig. 160) ia enclosed between a couple

Fiji. 160. Engle's Foot,

Badge of ttw OmUlem of

XochimUto.

Codex Botgin 6

( = Kinyxborannh S3), below.

Fiji. 1H1 . Euyle’a Foot,

Badge nf the G<m1i1«b nf

Xothimili’o.

iVxlex Bologna 6,

below.

Fig. 1R2.

The Rain .Snake».

Codex Boryin 6

( = Kjngtbonwgb 33),

below.

Fig. 103.

The Rain Snakes.

Codex Bologna ft.

of fasting strings, in Codex Bologna (Fig. 161) between sacrificial humors, in our manuscript between a

bone dagger, an agave-leaf spike, and the shaft of a dart.

In tho noxt, tho thirty-seventh of the whole seriös, in Codox Bologna an irregularity has to be noticed.

Tho picture belonging to this column has changed places with that of the following column. The

picture itself (cf. Fig. 162, 163) is essentially merely a repetition of what we sow in the lower division

of Column 31 (cf. Figs. 1*18, 145» supra. p. 45), and the meaning is certainly tho same.

The last column but one, thirty-eighth of the whole series, again shows a burnt-offering, This

—bundle of firewood and rubber ball in an incense-vessel—is clearly pictured, at loast in Codex Borgia

(Fig. 164) and in our manuscript. In Codex Bologna, where owing to a displacement the corresponding

figure stands in the preceding column, we see instead of it (Fig. 163) a woman holding a rubber ball

in hor hand raised high up.

The concluding picture in Column 39 shows us u bound captive. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 166) and

in our manuscript ho is lashed to a tree. In Codex Bologna (Fig. 167) ho appears to be united in

ono pack with a bundle of firewood.

If wo now toko a general survey of all the representations in the lower division of the Tonalamatl

quarter, a number of them will be found to come undoubtedly within the range of the notions which were

awakened in the Mexicans by the region corresponding to this Toiwlamatl quarter, that is, the West.
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and by the deity which, as representative of the West, is figured at the beginning of this Tcmalaruatl

quarter. The Goddess of Heaven, the Lady of Procreation in the second column of this quarter (Figs. 142,

143), the CiuaUoU of the eighth compartment (Figs. 154, 156), the eagle’s foot (Figs. 160, 161), lastly the

two pictures of the rain-snakes, all these are representations which wo might have expected to meet in this

Tonalamatl quarter. But the rest of the pictures are again perhaps for the most part general representations

of offerings which the Mexicans were fond of repeating to excess with the pictures of their deities.

The upper divisions of these two sheets do not seem to present the same kind of parallel repre-

sentations with tho pictures in the lowor row as wo were able frequently to assume with the preceding

Fig. Hi t. (/otfa/ütfi, Conlla ideation-

Codex Borg» 0

( Kingaboruagh 33), below.

Fig. 163.

Codes Bologna S,

below.

Fig. 108.

Codex Borgt* 6

( = Kinjpbofougfc 33), below.

Fig. Ifl7.

Code* BolngM fi,

below.

Fig. 168. fmani,

vbo him captured u prämier.

Codex Borgia Ö

( Kingaborough 34), above.

Fig. 160, Imnat,

who ha* captured a pränner.

Codes Bologna ft,

above.

Fig. 170. tfawttaywi/tttfi,

Iägfataifig.

Codes Borgia ft

( = Kingabormtgh 34), »bore.

Fig, 171. llamteifuiliztlt.

Lightning.

Codex Bolugna ft,

•bore.

TanalnmaU quarter. Thus the skeleton with the captive (Figs. 16«, 160) which wc found pictured in

Codex Borgia and in Codex Bologna, in the first, the twenty-seventh column, in our manuscript (hero

shifted one place forward) in the second column of this quarter, is assuredly merely one of those pictures

of general import, and can hardly be regarded as a parallel to tho Earth Goddess shown in the lower

division of this column, even though she is figured with a skull on her head in Codex Bologna and in

our manuscript.

Tho second picture, in Column 26 of Codex Botgia, repeats tho representation in the third compartment

of tho upper row of tho first. Tonalamatl quarter (Fig. 47 mpra, p. 23), which we had there to regard

as symbolising tho god hurling his thunderbolts. Hero also is seen (Fig. 170) the rent and burning

a
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50 Obverse Hide.

totnple, and in the middle the hand that has grasped the hatchet. Only hero we further sou

a heart spitted on the handle of the Utter. The Codex Bologna picture (Fig. 171) likewise shows

the hand holding « hatchet with a heart pierced by its handle. But instead of the temple we

sec a kind of pyratnidicai structure built up with the thorax of a skeleton and in front of it a

sacrificial flog. In our manuscript, where the picture stands in the third column, a temple is again

pictured ; but hero the hatchet is planted on the temple roof, whilo the hand grasps a severed head.

In the third column, twenty-ninth of the whole series, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 172) obviously the same

person is again figured that wo saw in the upper divisions of Columns 2‘1 and 26 (cf. Figs. ISO and 140

KjTölajSjr

rS'iVi'm
esroro 1 VVV U

Pij& 172. XoehipiUi, Fig. 173. Xnehvpi'tuü, Fig. 174. ynojiQtl, War. Fi«. 176. ynoyafl,

the Flower God, the Flower Godlhsa Codex Ifcuyi* & War.

Cud« Borgia A Codex RtdugiiA ft. ( * Kio^fltMiniu^h*34), Codex B**I*iOW h.

- KintfdmMugh 34), above. above. abwvfc above.

<Z~B~*>

Fin. 17ft. The De*c*iit into

the Enrth. Cndrv Bnrpw A

(= Kicnjalurdugh 31}, shove.

Fl& 177. The Doeeeru

into the Enrth. t'nHcc

5, ahnve.

Fijr. ITS: The Itatornt «i» the

Offering*. t^nf*» llorgu A,

(= Kiut?sb‘'enij;h 34}, Above.

Fin. 179. The Descent on

the Offering. C-mIcx

A, above.

supra, pp. 41 and 43), and whom 1 think 1 can identify with XoekipiUi. Only hero the figure holds in his

hand the implements of mortification, bone dagger and agave-leaf spike, instead of a dart or a hatchet.

And as in Columns 23 and 26. hero also in Codex Bologna (Fig. 173) the reprc&ontulivo person is

pictured os it female. In our manuscript, too, where the corresponding figure stands in the next following

fourth column, the figure is perfectly similur to those in the two other places.

In the fourth column, thirtieth of the whole scries (in our manuscript in the next., the fifth column),

there follows (Figs. 174, 175) a bundle of spears, emblem of war, In the Codox Bologna picture (Fig. 175)

beside the spears is furthor shown a throwing-stick (attafl), whoso posterior end is fashioned to the form of

a snake’s head.
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Th* Tooalamatl disponed in Column« of Five Morabvn. 51

The two following pictures, those of the fifth (Figs. 176, 177) and sixth (Figs. 178, 179) columns,

aro almost exact repetitions of the groups represented in the upper divisions of the fifth and sixth

columns of the procoding Tonalamatl quartor (cf. Figs. 119, 120, and Figs. 121 and 122 supra, p. 39).

Tho first picture (Figs. 176, 177) shows us the person tumbling into the jaws of Earth. Wo had to

regard the corresponding picture of the preceding TonalartuiU quarter (Figs. 119, 120) as personifications

of tho North, which is the micthtmpa, tho realm of tho doad. Here we shall he able to regard the

same picture os a personification of the West. For the West is in fact the region where tho Sun descends

into the Earth, the region of tho dead Sun. In tho eighteenth column Codex Borgia (Fig. 119) had

represented tho Earth by a cipudli'» jaws and a skull, into tho open throat of which a man is tumbling.

Here in tho thirty-first column (Fig. 176) the Earth Goddess herself is figured, and indeed as a skeleton

and clothed in an enagtia, which shows as an ornament a footprint, symbol of the boalen path, of

tho Earth. The corresponding representation in our manuscript, which stands in tho noxt following

sixth compartment, diverges from that of tho two other manuscripts. It does not show tho Earth, the

lile-swallowing monster, but a dead (or slooping ?) person in his chair. But obviously tho fundamental

notion is here tho satno.

Fig. 180. Codex Borgia ß

( — KiDgsburoagti S3),

above.

Fig. 181.

Codex Bologna .*», ft,

above.

Fig. 182. XochiyilU,

I hi- Flower God,

Codex Borgia ft

( = Kinjptlturuugh 33), above.

Fig. 1*3. XorkijnlU,

the Flower God.
Codex Bologna 6,

above.

The other picture, in Column 32 (Figs. 178, 179), again represents the solar bird descending on the

sacrificial -blood dish, which we have already repeatedly met amongst tho pictures of this upper row.

The noxt following picture, in Column 33, somewhat recalls that figured in tho lower division of

Column 35 (cf. Figs. 157, 158 supra, p. 47). Here also wo see in Codex Borgia (Fig. 180) a Tescatlipoca

hood lying on a mountain, and beside it u sacrificial flag But hero no dart shoots from above into the

oye, but on tho upper margin of tho compartment the sun is figured, and from it, as we have already seen

in several other divisions of these series, there flows down a copious stream of blood in which is seen a

heart spitted on a dart. The Codox Bologua picture (Fig. 181) differs only to the extent that here

the Tescatlipoca head is pictured without any substructure. In our. manuscript, where wo have to look

for the corresponding picture a compartment farther on, tho Tezcutlij***» heajJ apparently rests on a

mat platted with reeds and studded with downy feather halls.

In the noxt compartment, thirty-fourth of the whole series, in tho upper divisions of this Timulanuitl

quarter, a figure is depicted resembling the XackipUli of the upper divisions of Column« 23 and 26 (Figs.

130, 140 supra, pp. 41 anti 43) In the Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 182) here also is seen pictured below

the god an inconso- vessel of the kind described at p. 30 »ujrrt c. In Codox Bologna, which in the other

places figured a female form instead of this god, a mole deity (Fig. 183) is likewise represented. Our
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manuscript pictures (in the next following ninth compartment) a conventional figure similar to that

of tho other place* where we met this god

In the next following, the thirty-fifth column, an analogy present« itself at least outwardly, and

at least in Codex Borgia, between the upper and lower divisions. In the lower we met the

picture which is reproduced at Fig. 157 supra, p 47. Fig. 1H4 shows us the one represented

in the upper division of the column, the dark sky set with eyes, that is, stara, or else possibly only

emitting light in general Below a hand which grasps spear, sacrificial flag, and agave-leaf spike.

Fig. 184.

Tbe Descent of War ?

Codex Buikm 8

( m Kingsbtmmjrli 33), above.

Fig. 183.

The Descent wf War.
Code* Buiugua ft,

.c2m)Y«.

Pi){. 186. XockipiUiy

the Flower God.

Codex Borgia 6

( ** Kingaborwigti 33), above

fig. 187. XotkipiUi,

the Flinror God.

Codex Bologna 6,

above.

Fig. 188. fcntttni,

win» has cspmrnl a prisoner.

Codex Borgia 6

(
* Kingal»"r>iugh 33), above.

Fig. 180. {(iMn«,

who ban mptnrrd a pnymrt.

Codex Botugba Ü.

stove

Fig. 190.

Codex Borgia C

( =* Kuigaliurougli 33),

above.

Fig. 191.

Codex Bologna it,

alnve.

Flowers which hang down from the upper and lower end« of the arm, and from the specified objects,

are doubtless again meant for blood. For once tho Codox Bologna picture (Fig. IR5) seems here to

l>e the more significant On the upper margin of the compartment we see a sky which, too, is set

with eye*, that is, stars, and moreover shows on it« surface a large itono knife and a largo eye, which

illustrate the baneful and the illuminating power of the heavenly light, and in substance also constitute

the elements of the Mexican solar picture. Below is seen a hand grasping a spear, at which blond

seems again indicated by a tlower But, moreover, from this hand beside a sacrificial cord are suspended

i

i
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The ToDAlamatl disposed in Columns of Five Members. 33

a stream of water and a stream of yellow feathers, and this is nothing else but the hieroglyphic

reproduction of the phrase atl-tlackinolU,
* Water and Fire,’ the symbolic expression for war.

On the other hand far less clear is the corresponding representation in our manuscript (in

the following, the tenth comiMirtment). We see a temple, and wo see an arm, its hand apparently

holding a shaft, bone dagger, and agave leaf spike.

In the nineteenth column, thirty-sixth of the whole series, the god Xochipilli appears to be

figured for the third time in this Tonaiamatt quarter. But ho is here accompanied by a bird which

in Codex Borgia (Fig. 18fl) presents the general appearance of a quetzal bird with a bill like that of a

humming-bird; in Codex Bologna (Fig. 187) it is designed as a crested bird and with parrot-like beak.

One sees how ranch freedom those ancient artists enjoyed in their reproductions. In our manuscript

(in the next following compartment) is shown the usual seated figure of XocAipilli, here, too, with a

bird on his head which has a feather-hood similar to that with which Lhe birds descending on the

otlorings are depicted in this manuscript.

The next following picture (cf. Figs. 188, 189, and thu uppur division of Column 38 in our manuscript)

is again the so often figurod skeleton holding a captive.

In the last column hut one, thirty-eighth of the whole series, we see in Codex Borgia (Fig. 190)

a hand grasping a spear, a sacrificial knife, and an agave-leaf spike, while below in a green ball (a

ywatapaydU t) are stuck four agave-leaf spikes, each with a flower on top, that is, the symbol of

blood which was drawn during the penitential exercisos and usually deposited on these cut agave leaves.

The- corresponding picture in Codex Bologna (Fig. 191) shows some deviation. A hand holds a

hatchet under which hangs a sacrificial coni, and bolow two sacrificial flags are inserted in a dish or

a substructure. In the corresponding division (the last) our manuscript shows a hand grasping the

spoar, agave-leaf spike, and sacrificial flag, and below is seen a kind of grass or rcod matting like that

on which the Tezcatlipoca head was exhibited five compartment« farther back.

In the last, thu thirty-ninth column, wo soe in Codex Borgia (Fig. 192) a red urara bird (alo) on

a jewel-box (?), out of which projects a chain of chalckiuiil disks ending in a flower. On the upper

margin of the compartment is pictured a stream of blood and in it a heart pierced by a dart. Codex

Bologna also (Fig. 193) depicts a bird, but perched on a jewollod dish, while a jewelled string apparently

projects from the mouth of the bird. Blood flows in a brood stream athwart over the whole shoot.

In our manuscript the corresponding picture has been shifted to the first compartment of the- next

following Tonalamatl quarter, Sheet 7, upper row (Fig. 194). Here no bird is figured, but we soe a

jewel-box (?) similar to that of the Codex Borgia picture. We see a stream of blood in which u

heart pierced by a dart is again depicted, and which, as we saw in the other divisions, begins in a solar

picture forming the upper border of the compartment.

Thus, in this third quurter more than in the other divisions of tho Tunalamatl, the representations

in tho uppor compartments appear to be in substance merely of u general import, with almost wearying

iteration exhibiting objects exclusively associated with sacrifice. An exception may, however, bo mode

for the scene of the all-devouring earth pictured in the fifth compartment, and for the various

Xuchipilii figures. And since those two representations are also met in the preceding Tmuilanuitl

quarter, a sufficient explanation may be soon in the fact that, strictly speaking, both the North and the

West were by the Mexicans regarded as the realm of Earth.

As I have above set forth, the two figures of the first column, that of the under and that of the

upper division, seem to me determinant for the fourth TuntUanuitl quarter, the region of the South.

These are, in the lower row the symbolic figure shown at Figs. 14-lü (see p. 13 »»pm), which personifies

death, especially sacrificial death; in the upper division the Figs. 10-13 (soe p. 11 nupra), the Sun

God descending from on high, hurling his weapons from above.
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54 Obm*t- Hide.

In the lower row the symbolic figure of the sacrificial death is followed in the thirty-first column

by a representation of cannibalism, which with the Mexicans went hand-in-hand with human sacrifice.

Pig. lUft. tiaratlaelli, the Cooking of the* Human
Flesh and Mtuze Stew

Codex Borgia 7 ( = Kiugnboroirgb 32), below.

Fig. IOC. (LuuiltuJli, the Cooking of

the Human Flesh and Maue Stew.

Codex Bologna 7, below.

Fig. 197. The Kagk-'x Pool of die Goddess Fig. IBS. The Heurt-devouring Eagle,

(Aanftro, means the Warriort Ib-ath. i.t. the Snn.

Codex Borgia 7 Co»lex Bologna 7, htlow.

( Kingsbnmugh 32), helow.

Fig. 1!)9. yuanhtli-octioti yarrmiifutni,

the WutW*

D

euth, Sacrificial Death.

Codex VaticuDiiB 3773, Slieet 7
' = KingalxMMtigh 32), Itelow.

The fleshy parts of the immolated captives—the thigh was especially osteomod, as in it lay the strength

of the warrior—were cooked with whole maize corns in the city of Mexico. And to this tldcutlaoUi,
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The To si lilamat) disposed in Columns of Five Members. 55

‘ human-flesh -maize,’ were invited the friends and relatives of the man who had taken the captive and

presented him for tho sacrifice, togothor with tho tribal chiefs and other pooplo of rank. The picture

in the forty-first column shows us the cooking-pot. The round bottom stands on skulls which serve

as hearth-stones, and from under it the flames blase up. But in the pot are seen the limbs of the victim

cooking, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 195) and Bologna (Fig. 196) head and amis, in our manuscript anu and

leg. In tho Codox Bologna picture (Fig. 196) tho face shows tho special features of the god Macuilxochitl,

In tho forty-second column Codex Borgia (Fig. 197) ha» again the eagle's foot with tho skin

spotted like that of a jaguar, the badgo of the goddess Chantico, which wc have already mot twice highor

up, Iwth in the second and the third TonalamaU quarter (cf. Figs. 9K, 99 «m/m*, p. 33, and Figs. 160,

161 miftra, p. 48). But it stands here on a sacrificial -blood dish, which is decorated with flags and

from which blood runs down. And that here this distinctive mark of Chnntico means something special

and different is made clear by the corresponding pictures in the two other manuscripts. For Codox

Bologna (Fig, 198) «hows us instead of the eagle’s foot the eagle himself, who is drinking the blood

in tho dish, and with it tho heart of tho victim. And in our manuscript (Fig. 199) we see an eagle’s

foot and u jaguar’s foot on the dish which is filled with blood, and from which an eye shoots up, symbol

Fig. 400- »ii-rii-ire, finml i>f tlw Fig. Ml. mirllan, Laad of

Dead. Codex Borpn 7 the DhmL

(
Kingduniugh 33), below. ( ’«lex Bologna 7, below.

Fig. 403. trroioll, the OwL
Codex Borgia 7

(
— Kingsburnigli 32), below.

Fig. 203. Ucotoil, tlw OwL
Codex Bologna 7,

below.

of sacrifice. Hence here is meant tho quaukUi ocelotl

,

the 1 Eagle-Jaguar,’ that is, the warrior, and

the warrior’s death, that is, sacrificial death. And here Codox Borgia has simply given tho eagle’s

foot alone of the goddess Chantico, because lhe.se goddesses of tho CAimtm/Jönem nation, tho Chantico

of Xofhimilco and the Ciuacouatl of Colhuacan, who jointly wear the eagle’s foot as their device, were

specially looked on :is goddesses of war and of warriors.

Then tho next picture, in Column 43, shows simply emblems of death : skulls, cross-bones, rent hoart,

with which in Codox Borgia (Fig. 200) gouged eyes are further associated, as symbol of sacrifice. In our

manuscript these gruesome emblems are seen shut up in an enclosure, which naturally moans the grave.

In Codex Bologna (Fig. 201) they stand out from a night sky.

Equally clear is the picture of the following, the forty-fourth column. It is tho bird of death, tho owl

( tecolotl ), in all throe manuscript» (Figs. 202, 203) somewhat similarly pictured, and, as always, with full face.

But the special significance of the next following picture is more difficult to grasp. And whereas

elsewhere Codex Borgia and Codex Bologna generally agreed pretty closely, while our* on the contrary

presented frequent discrepancies, in the two here following pictures our manuscript and Codex Borgia

show almost complete harmony, but Codex Bologna exhibit» marked and remarkable difference«.

In tho forty-fifth column our manuscript «how« in the lower division a blue dish which ia eovered

by another painted in the colours of the jewel (chalchiuitl). From the upturned bottom of the latter
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throe flower«, And behind them a flowering tree, shoot upwards. Precisely the same element« ore Likewise

Contained in the Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 204). The lower odgo of this compartment is certainly

somewhat damaged by friction. But from what remains vre can still see that here also a dish was

figured below painted a blue colour. The second dish upset on top of it and painted in the colours

of the chalchiuitl is distinctly seen, ns is also the large maize plant which shoots high up above the

upturned bottom of the latter. The dish painted in tho colours of the chaiekiuiil seems in the

manuscripts of this group to stand generally for tho sacrificial-blood dish. Hence I would explain

(hypothetically) the chaL-kiuitl dish turned down on tho blue dish aa the outpouring of the sacrificial

blood on tho earth, and its fertilisation by the blood which makes the maize plants shoot up vigorously.

But how shall wo now harmonise with this picture and this interpretation what Codex Bologna shows

us in the forty-fifth column/ Alwve is seen a flower (Fig. 205), from which jewelled straps hang out;

under it the head of a rabbit and a figure which keeps its white colour, but which I cannot at present

venture to explain; lastly. Mow all a mask enclosed within a chale/nuiU disk. Here the flower may
again signify blond, the rabbit the Earth, but as to the other two forms I must confess my heLplcssne*».

I leave it to the reader him&olf to discover an explanation of the picture hero reproduced

Piy. 804. The FerUlinng uf the

Earth with Blood. (Jodtx BoTgi* 7

(
= Kingsborough 32), below.

Fig. 2U0.

Codex Bulogn.x 7,

below.

Pig. 206. tlaJialidli, Fig. 807.

ConHigrationL. Codex Borgin R Codex Bologna 7, R,

(
= King*borough 31), below. below.

In the noxt following, the forty-sixth column, Codex Borgia (Fig. 201») shows us a vessel painted

a black colour, its rim raised on one side. In it are a burnt-offering—two bundles of firewood and

a rubber ball. But, moreover, a bunch of malmnlli gross shoots high above the raised side of the

vessel In our manuscript corresponding to this is soon a dish above tho upper brim of which a row

of alternating yellow and black balls is doubtless meant for coals or glowing omlwra. But on this here

wo have no firewood, but a bundle of vutliiutUi grows. Lastly, above the whole a rubber hall, beside

which tho flames shoot upwards. One sees at once that these are the same elements with the same

fundamental notion as in the Gxlex Borgia picture.

The scene in Codex Bologna is different (Fig. 207). Here wc see a human figure in ono hand

holding a sacrificed knife, with the other raising a flower on high. This might again no doubt signify

tho heart of tho victim which is lifted up to the Sun, presented to tho Sun. Lastly, behind the head

of the figure is shown a little bundle of fuel. In all this we may suo a middle torm between this

conception and the pictures shown in this column of Codex Borgia and our manuscript.

In tho forty-seventh column we have before us a picture almost liko that already met in ono of

tho upper divisions of tho second Totutlamnfl quarter. It is tho marine snail's shell (tcc&iztliy with tho

living buing cither shut up in it, or emerging from »L. In tho latter our manuscript certainly shows

just, barely a hand which grasps something scarcely to be determined—a sacrificial flag or a tuft of
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The TonaUmatl disposed In Column* of Five Members. 57

malinaUi grass? In tho Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 20H) at the opening of tthe snail’s shell we see

a form similar to that depicted in the previous place (cf. Fig. 125 tupra, p. 40). Only here the ßgure

is distinguishod by u long necklace of dudekiuiU disks ending in a flower, and holds in its hand two

spears and a throwing-stick instead of the blood-stained agave-leaf spike. The second Tonalamatl

quarter, to which Fig. 125 belongs, answers to tho quarter of the North, that is. the region of drought.

Hence I had advoncod the coiyecture that there the picture of the snail might have relation to the

shutting up of tho waters. The conjecture seems to me confirmed by the picture which is here

given by Codex Bologna in Column 47 of the fourth Tonalumatl quarter. For this picture shows

at the entrance of the snail’s house, or coming out of it, the Kain God Tlaloc, holding lightning in

both hands.

The next following, forty-eighth, column again contains mere offerings. Codex Borgia (Fig. 210)

pictures a sacrificial-blood dish, a wooden vessel with an animal’s foot, and an incense-vesBol of the

repeatedly described form. The same three objects are also shown in this compartment of our manuscript.

Here the sacrificial-blood dish, whose contents are indicated by flowers in the Codex Borgia picture,

is more distinctly characterised by three eyes shooting out of it In our manuscript the incense-

Flg. SOS. The God conoeded

in thn Shell. Codex Borgia 8

( » Kingsborough 31}, below.

Fig. 209. The Rain God abut

«p in Che Shell.

Codex Bologna 8, below.

Fig. 210. tlamarudli,

Offerings. Codex Borgia 8

(= Kingsborougb 31X Mow.

# % ••

Fig. 211. tlomnnalli.

Offerings. Codex Bologna 8,

below.

vessel stands uppermost, and has the same typical form of the Codex Borgia vessel; but here in our

manuscript there appears to be shown on it a thick resinous mass, whose fragrant properties arc

indicated by two flowers. The Codex Bologna picture (Fig. 211) has further a fourth offering, a

burning rubber ball.

The next column, the forty-ninth of the whole series, again presents a somewhat remarkable picture.

In all three manuscripts is seen a severed human leg, which in Codex Borgia (Fig. 212) is striped

white and red, hence shows the body colour of Tlauizculpantecvtli. deity of the Morning Star, and of

Mizmuatl, God of the North and of the Hunt, but in Codex Bologna (Fig. 213) is black, like the body of

Tezcatlipoca, and in our manuscript (Fig. 214) simply yellow, and decorated with a bell-studded wrap below

the knee. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 212) besides the leg a head is also given, and in all three manuscripts the

leg is sot with flowers, which are again no doubt meant to indicate blood. But in Codex Borgia (Fig. 212)

this leg rest* on a reptile’s throat opening downwards, such os the one we have met in one of tho lower

divisions of the first Tonalamatl quarter as indication of a cave (cf. Fig. 31 nupra, p. 17). And as there,

here also a bone dagger and an agave-loaf spike are stuck on the upper bend. As we there found

in the first Tonalamatl quarter the Codex Borgia cave replaced in Codex Bologna by a picture of

Tezcatlipoca, God of CaveR (cf. Fig. 32 »upra, p. 17), so hero, in Column 49 of Cudex Bologna (Fig, 213)

a jaguar seems apparently to be introduced to represent tho cave. For tho jaguar is tho very form

in which tho specified God of Caves is several times depicted in tho pictorial writings.

n
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58 Obrem* Side.

Lastly, in our manuscript (Fig. 214) under the human foot is pictured a somewhat peculiar object,

which combines a snake's eye with the spotted pattern of the jaguar skin, is rolled up as in a bundle.

Fig. 212. otlotifpar, (bo Ood on (he

M< win tuin Cure.

Codex Bor*w 8 ( - Kinpiborough 31 ),

below.

Fip. 21 3.

Code* Bologna 8,

below.

FI*}, 214. orfoOVjw, the God on üw
Mountain Carp.

Codex Vatiennnn 3773, Sheet 8

( m Kingsbofwigh Wt), below.

Fig. 215. rjonfrwOr, (be Man tmnblinsr down wards.

Codex Borjriu H i

;
=• King*borough 31), below.

Fig. 210. T30 «ff «tee, iIm> Man tnnibling downwards,

Cmlcx Bologna 8, below.

Fig. 217, Mfoiistli, ihr J'Wrifkx»

rtf One'ti Own Blond. ( inlex Borgin S

( - Kingwltonxigh 31), below.

Fig. SIS, ««.•«/ irf/i, the Slirrificr

of One» Own Blood,

I lades Bologti* 8
,
lieluw.

Pig 21ft. nefalidli, the Sturilk* of One'*

Own Blood. ( Vwlex Vurironn* 3773, Wheel 8

( - Kingxl*>rougli 541), below.

but on the outside shows the gnarled bosses of the conventional Mexican drawings of mountains, and

without doubt is intended to indicate a cave.

The next following picture in Column 50 is simpler. This is tho Tzmilemw who tumbles head

foremost down, and symbolises the downward direction. Tho dark pit into which he tumbles is clearly

exhibited in Codex Borgia (Fig. 215), and also in our manuscript, fn Codex Bologna the tumbling person
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is simply indicated as a priest, with the rod patch on his templo; in Codex Bologna (Fig. 210) and in

our manuscript as a victim, since both have their oye gouged out.

The last compartment but one, the fifty-first, is in our manuscript drawn with exceptional clearness.

We see (Fig. 219) a human ear with long hatchel-sbnped (stone) plug. The upper rim is gashed and

blood runs down (from tho wound). Two bone daggers, where the flowers again indicate blood, show

that this picture is meant to illustrate the usual way of blood-letting in honour of tho god.

The yellow bundle, which is further pictures! below, perhaps denotes the stalks which were drawn

through tho pierced tongue in order to increase the pain, that is, tho merit (of the act). In the

Fig. 220. tiatlaiistii, CandutfratUic.

Codex BurjpA 6

< - Kingsborough 31), below.

Fig. 221. Fig. 222. tutlatilixili. Tumbling into the Fire.

Codex Bologna H, Cudex Vatin*nua 3773, Sheet

below. ( as Kingsborough U6), below.

Fig. 223. X<xhip*Ui, the

Flower God.

Codex Borgia 7

( = Klngabufixigh 32), »bore.

Fig. 22i. XorhiquAtzal, tint

Flower Guddeeci.

Codex Bologna 7,

above.

Fig- 22S. Tlie Sun and War.

Codex Borgia 7

( = Kiugslsorwigh 32:,

ahorr.

Fig. 22«.

The Sun and War.

Codex Bologna 7,

above.

corresponding picture of Codex Borgia (Fig. 217) wo arc struck above all by the brood streaming blood

which at tho ends is everywhere studded with flowers. From it u large black obsidian sacrificial knife

stands out on one aide, while on tho other we recognise a bone dagger and an agave-leaf spike. Hero,

too, a human ear with ear-plug and gashed upper rim is drawn in the middle of the picture. But it

is somewhat distorted, and by the insertion of un eye transformed to a kind »f foe«. In Codex Bologna

the corresponding compartment is a little ebunagod by friction; but here also (Fig. 21 H) we recognise

the large stream of blood, as well as bone dagger and agave-leaf spike. But a kind of skull with the

long teeth characteristic of Tlaloc seems lo have been depicted in the middle.

In tho last, the fifty-second, compartment on a carved wooden royal throne is seen figured a
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funeral-pile, a bundle of firewood, and rublxtr ball with bone «langer and agave-leaf «pike again inserted

in it. Codex Bologna (Fig. 221) appears to have had a picture of the god Macuilxochitl, who was

here perhaps to be laken for the fire-driller. In our manuscript (Fig. 222) is scon, as a variant, a

black vessel and in it a burning pilo on to which, or into which, a dead body tumbles bcaul over heels.

Thus, with few exceptions, the various pictures of this lower row of the fourth Tonalanuitl quarter

have relation to death, and especially to sacrificial death. In this division it is made specially clear

that here the pictures have no significance individually, but that they are collectively meant to give

expression to what was thought to be appropriate to the nature of this Ttmulamatl quarter, that is,

to the region of tho heavens represented by it.

In the upper division of this fourth Tonulamatl quarter very considerable are the deviations in

the arrangement—the irregularity presented by our manuscript compared with tho arrangement of the

two other manuscripts.

In Codex Borgia the picture of the Sun God tumbling down from on high (Fig. 10 sujmi, p. 11),

which stands at the beginning of the upper row of this TonalamaU quarter, is again followed by a

Fiji, 227. fmatts who has

iumI? a capture. Codex Borgia 7

( = Km&sbtmMitfh 32', above.

Fig. 228. friiuuii, who has

made it capture.

Codex BolajpM 7, »bow.

Fi*. 228a. Stue-x'l rockill, God
«f Revelry. Code* Borgia 7

( = KiagsUirongh 32), above.

Kg. 22Ö. Xockiipuiial,

Goddess of Flower*.
( ‘«lex Bologna 7, above.

XochipiUi figure (Fig. 223) similar to the one we have already repeatedly met in the upper divisions

of these sheets. In front of the god are piclurod a jewelled disk, below him an incense- vessel, and

above a jewelled dish. In Codex Bologna (Fig. 224) the god seems to be again replaced by Xocki-

In our manuscript we have to look for the corresponding figure in the third compartment of

this .quarter, the forty-second of the whole series. It likewise resembles the pictures of this god

which we met in tho previous Tvnalamatl quarters. Before him an arrow-head is pictured, os with

the XochipiUi in the upper divisiuu of Column 30.

In the next following column, forty-second of the whole scries, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 225) and in

the Bolognese manuscript (Fig. 220) on the upper margin of the compartment is pictured a sun, beside

which we see in Codex Borgia two full eyes such as wo met in Codex Borgia beside tho Sun God

(cf. Fig. 10 Kupm, p. 11). Below are shown an arm and a hand, which in Codex Borgia holds a

Imndle of spear», in the Bolognese manuscript a spear and an agave-loaf «pika Lastly, quite below

in Codex Borgia is seen a green mass wrapped in a strip of cloth and stuck with a sacrificial knife

(tccjHiU) and a sacrificial Hug (amajximitl). In Codex Bologna (Fig. 226) this bundle looks almost

like the lower part of a fire-drill, and is set with downy feather bulls.

Now bore our manuscript shows this irregularity, that after the above-described XochipiUi figure

yet another XochipiUi figure is inserted in Column 43, so tliat the representation corresponding
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to Figs. 225 and 226 doe« not follow till wo got to Column 44. In other respects tho elements of this

representation arc similar to those of Figs. 225 and 220. Here, quite below, is figured on upright bundle

from which flames shoot up.

In tho next following, forty-third, column we again see in Codex Borgia (Fig. 227) and in Codex

Bologna (Fig. 228) a skeleton with a captive. The same is shown by our manuscript too; only the

corresponding figure has boon shifted two compartments forward, to the forty-fifth column, in con-

Y\g, 230.

thttHtymlitfli, Lightning,

Codex Borgia 7

{ - Kingaborough 33},

above.

Fig. 231,

tiauürqvUixtii
t

Lightning.

Codex Bologna 7,

above.

Fig. 232.

Codex Ynticanuf 3773,

Sheet 8

( — King*borough M).

Fig. 233.

yaoyoll. War.

Codex Borgia 8

( - Kingsnoruugb 31),

above.

Fig. 234.

yaoyoU, War.

Codex Bologna 7, 8,

above.

1 — J

Fig. 333. tltil. Fin-.

Codex Borgia 8

(
«* Kingsbnrnugh 31}, above.

Fig. 230. thtft hire.

Codex Bologna K,

abnve.

Fig. 237. XofhipiUi, the

Flower God. Codex Borgt» S

( « Kingnborough 31), above.

Fig. 238. XoeftiyuttuU, the

flower Goddess.

Codex Bologna 8, above.

sequence of the just-mentioned insertion, and of the general dislocation proved to have taken place

iu the upper division of our manuscript from tho first shout forward.

Tho upper division of Column 44 shows us in Codex Borgia (Fig. 228) the familiar figure of tho

god with tho whit« design of a hand about his mouth, that is, MacuiUochxtl, God of Revelry and of

Lust, a picture which completely agrees with the other dotails in the equipment of tho figure; for

instance, with the MacnUxackitl picture on Sheet 15 ( = Kingsborough 24) of Codex Borgia (cf. Fig.

437 infra). In this compartment Codex Bologna has a figure (Fig. 229) which is exactly like those

which this manuscript gives in the places where Codex Borgia pictures a XochipUlL For me this

place is accordingly a proof that I was right in explaining these figures as Xochipilli For iVueuii-

xochitl and XochipiUi are two intimately related forms, even though special functions be ascribed
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to them, and although they are kept sharply apart in the more carefully executed manuscripts. In

our manuscript the corresponding picture stands in Column 46, This picture likewise resembles those

of Xockipiili which we have already met so frequently in the upper divisions of this section of the

manuscripts.

In the next, the forty-fifth, column Codex Borgia shows us a picture which wo have likewise met

at least once, in slightly varied form, in the upper row of all the other T<malamatl quarters. It is

the rent and burning temple (Fig. 230). But here a form descends in it, which is doubtless meant

for a priest of the Hain God, who after all is the Thunder Owl. The figure has its arms crossed on its

breast in a way which amongst the Indians of Contral America is still the attitude of subjection

assumed by the servant in the presence of his master. On its head it wears the notched crown of

Tlaioc, but the hair is pleated in a remarkable long tress of a green and white colour, whose lower

end turns sharply upwards, evidently owing to the sudden backward movement in which the figure

is conceived (by the artist). In tho somewhat divergent design of Codex Bologua (Fig. 231) both

halves of the rout temple ure still quite distinctly perceptible. In our manuscript tho corre-

Fig. 239. temaui, who ho*

Uiken n captive.

Codex Borgia B

(« Kingsborough 31), a bore.

Fig. 240. tciNdMt, who has

taken a captive.

Codex Bologna 8,

above.

Fig. 241. Xoehipäli, tbe

Flower CJod.

Codex Borgia H

( a Kiogsborwigti 31), above.

Fig. 242. Xodiujuetaal,

the Flower Uoddeac.

Codex Bologna B,

above.

sponding picture is to be looked for in Column 47 (Fig. 232). Wo see a temple in which, in the same

submissive attitude, is a figure clothed in a blue robe, and also wearing a head adornment like that

mot with Tltdoe. A fire ascends from tho mouth or the nose of tho figure, or else from tho temple roof.

In all three manuscripts (Figs. 233, 234 and in our manuscript the upper division of Column 48)

this picture is followed by the bundle of spears, emblem of war, which we have likewise repeatedly

met in the upjxir divisions.

Of rather frequent occurrence is also the next picture in Column 47 (Figs. 235, 236), and in our

manuscript in Column 49. It is the burning temple with collapsing roof, which, however, here perhaps

denotes conquest, as in the historical part of Codex Mendoza. The figure seen in the temple is in

Codex Borgia almost exactly like the one in the other place where this burning temple is figured.

In Codex Bologna (Fig. 236) the figure has an oar-plug of unspun cotton, which is the distinctive

mark of tho old Huuxtoc Edith Goddess, but also occurs with the Death God. And while we find

the flames denoted by a deer’s head in the other Codex Bologna pictures (cf. Figs. 28 and 111 supra,

pp. 17 and 37), here the flame (tfecochtli) seems to bu indicated by a flower (xochitiy

The next following picture, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 237) and Codex Bologna (Fig 238) in the forty-
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eighth column, in our manuscript in tho fiftieth, again represents the g<xl Xorhipilli, or (in C-odex

Bologna) the goddoss Xochiqxuizal. In Codex Borgia below it is given a blue dish with an offering

(animals foot), above u footprint directed liackwards. This may mean that he is descending for tho

sacrifice. In our manuscript we soe an arrow-head pictured before tho god, its in Column 42.

The pictures which now follow in Codex Borgia and in Codex Bologna in Columns 48 and 50

(Figs. 239, 240, and Figs. 241, 242) are missing in our manuscript. Anti in fact these two pictures

show us familiar and often repeated types. The first (Figs. 239, 240) is tho familiar figure of a skeleton

with its captive; tho second (Figs. 241, 242) tho picture of Xorhipilli, or else Xockiquetsal, which we

thus meet for tho third time in this Tonalamatl quarter.

Fig. 443. tlailalvUU, Cwtft»Kt»tion.

Codex Iktrgi» 8

( « KinpbortJURh SIX above.

Fi#. 446. The Descent nn the Otfrrinp

Codex Bürgin a

( * KinpboroUgh 31 X atoms.

Fig. 444. Ofmum the Fig. 345. «da» rnla^vilidli, the Descent

Rubber Plnoe. into the Water. C’odex Vuticaoa* 3773,

Code* Bologna 8, above. Sheet 8 (
- Kinjpborough M), above.

From this omission in our manuscript all three manuscripts should, strictly speaking, again coincide

from tho next, tho fifty-first, column forward. And in fact Codex Borgia (Fig. 243) and Codex Bologna

(Fig. 244) apparently do so, since both show a temple. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 243) within it is soun a fire-

vessel surrounded by firewood with a rubber hall on top. In Codex Bologna (Fig. 244) only a fiowor is to bo

seen, perhaps an emblem of sacrifice; but the ridge of tho roof is surmounted by u rubber ball painted, as

usual, in two colours. In this compartment our manuscript has tho remarkably divergent representation

(Fig. 245) of a man plunging he«! foremost into a water-vessel. Ouo might feel inclined to conjecture that

Fig. 243 represented the Tlatlaynn, the place of conflagration
;
Fig. 244 (the house with the rubber ball on

tho ridge) the Olman, the land of the Olmeca, tho Atlantic Coast; and Fig. 245 tho athtn calaquilictli, the

entering the water, the disappearing in the water, hence that, all three representations were intended to
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symbolise iho death of the god, the death of QtutsaleoualL A connecting line of thought would thus he

presented between these three representations, which scum otherwise so completely incoherent.

Lastly, the concluding, the fifty-second, column, effects a complete and roal concordance between

the throe manuscripts, since all three show the temple (cf. Figs. 246-248) with the dish of offerings, and the

Sun Bird descending on it.

Speaking generally, we see that a few only of these representations in the upper row of the fourth

Tonalamatl quarter possess a specific character. The solar picture in the third compartment, with the

bundle of spears, emblem of war, and the sacrificial implements, symbol of the warrior's death, one may

regard as a fuller exposition of the nature of the ruling deify of this quarter. Since this Tonalamatl

quarter belongs to the South, it must seem appropriate for XochipUli to be here in ono instance replacod

by MacuUxochitl

,

since this god is after all the special representative of the quarter of tho South. In

the same sense may also be explained the exceptionally frequent appearance of tho god XochipUli

himself in this very Tonalamatl quarter. But in other respects the majority of tho representations

scorns merely to give expression in a general way to the notion of sacrificial dealings and of what was

associated therewith.

All the rows of these pictures which accompany above and below the Tonalamatl disposed in columns

of fivo members will become intelligible, if we keep steadily in view that the draughtsman hod placed

before him the special task of illustrating in six-and-twenty several pictures what in the mind of this

pooplo constituted tho essonco of tho four great divisions of the Tonalamatl. It was assuredly a difficult

matter to find six-und-twenty different variations of the same underlying thought. And sooth to say

tho draughtsman, or whoever first sketched these rows, has had a measure of success only in a few of ihem.

With tho rest ho eked thu subject out by saporadding representations of a general nature. Ho had here

mainly to deal with divine und hallowed things, with powore dwelling in the four quarters of the hoavens,

whence they controlled human dostinios in tho most all-embracing way, and hod accordingly to be gained

over, and were sought to bo gainod over, especially by daily repeated offerings of one's own body, but also

by costly gifts, by the blood and hearts of the captured, so far as could l>e afforded by private moons

or by tho resources of the commonwealth. Hence it was but natural for tho artist to hit upon tho idea

of giving expression to those notions also in tho series of pictures with which the space had to be filled up.

Wo accordingly soo the sacrificial- blood dishes realistically or symbolically depicted : we sec dishes with

food offerings thrown in, jars and bowls of pulque, burnt-offerings, incensc-panB, agave-leaf spikes, and

more of suchliko things
; in fact, pudding.

It is not, however, very easy to say, as regards the representations in the eight first sheets of the

Codex Borgia group of manuscripts, what was merely meant to denote sacrificial dealings in general,

and what served to illustrate specific notions. Our knowledge of the range of thought of those people

is after all very defective. As representations of a general nature I would above all look upon the

frequently recurring exhibition of tho four offerings which in Codex Borgia consist somewhat normally of

a dish with an animal's leg, tho sacrificial-blood dish, a rubber ball, and tho incense burner (cf. Figs. 29, 75,

92, 96, 144, 210). Further, the skeleton, which brings along a captive (Figs. 52, 62, 113, 114, 168, ICO, 188,

189, 227, 228, 239, 240). Perhaps also the picture of the burning tomplo, which may possibly be thought

of os a symbol of fire only in quite n general way. Then the solar bird that swoops down on the

sacrificial-blood dish (Figs. 45, 46, 53, 00, 61, 121, 122, 178, 179, 246, 247
,
248). And perhaps also the

XochipUli pictures, which are possibly also similarly intended to illustrate the descent on the offerings.

At least this is pointed at by the footstep which is seen in one of these pictures (Fig. 237). And, in fact,

XochipUli is vory frequently figured in tho form of a bird. As regards the rest of the representations,

for one section of them, I think, I have given proof that they are merely tho special expression of a fuller

exposition of what those old tribes regarded as belonging to the nature of the four quarters of tho heavens

and of tho powerful beings dwelling in them. And if, in dealing with these relations I still have hod
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10 leave much in doubt, I am none the less confident that a wider and deeper knowledge of the subject

will bring with it further support to the standpoint hero taken up by me,

But in other respects also the series of pictures which accompany the Tonalamatl disposed in columns

of five members are interesting. The artist who sketched these pictures had here to fulfil the further duty

of crowding them into a relatively small space. Hence, as we were able above to show by several

examples (cf. Figs. 60, 69, and 72), he was obliged, instead of figures in full, in a measure to place in

juxtaposition only the salient points of those figures, or else to think of devices or symbols to illustrate

the tangible objects. Thereby the way was entered which, if followed up. must have led to what in my
opinion is presented by the Maya hieroglyphs. These do not represent a real script, as is so often

maintained, but are only pictures which have been reduced to the appearance of letters, contracted to

a narrow space, made cursive.

II. The Gods of the Six Quarters.

Sheets 9-11 (-KlXGSDOaouoH 57-59). Upper Half.

This series, for which wo havo a parallel in tho lower halves of Sheets 23-25 (= Kingsborough 22-20)

of Codex Fejörviry-Mayor, consists of six pairs of deities figured facing each other. Beside them, distributed

somowhat irregularly, are shown 2x20= 40 consecutive days, being indicated partly by the pictures

of these days, partly by connecting points or coloured circles, but so that day-signs or points occur only

in the first five divisions, and arc altogether absent in the sixth. Exactly the same is soon in the parallel

representation of Codex Fcj6rvAry-Mayer (ef. Figs. 249-252. 255, 256); only there tho signs are regularly

disposed in five times eight signs. On the meaning of tho series I can but offer surmises. The even numbers

occur as a rule with tho Earth deitiM,1 who arc thought of as fcmalos, and are partly joined with tho

deities of the Night and with tho Moon. If wc assume, what is indeed probable enough, that the ancient

Mexicans had brought the Moon also within the sphere of their observations, that, for instance, they had

sought to determine the beginning of the Moon by some particular fixed star, they would have made tho

discovery that, when they had seen tho Moon rise onoo in the evening with a particular fixed star, it rose

tho next time towards morning with tho same fixed star, and that the day to which this morning belongs

is named by a sign lying eight units further on. Hence, w'bcn the first rim occurred with the fixed star in

the evening of a cipaetli day, tho next rise took place with the same fix«! star in the morning of an atl day.

For tho sidereal (tho true) orbital period of tho Moon consists of about 27 J days. Now since eight signs go

evenly, not into twenty, but into 2 x 20 or forty, it is not impossible that tho 5 x X day-counts were entered

hero to record the shifting of Ute day-sign which has entered or will enter at the time of the next rise of

the Moon vrith the same fixed star.

Three sidoroal months make just about a full number of .S2 days, six just about a full numlxir of 164

days. Perhaps this was a reason why the Powers which influenced these periods were thought of with the

1 Coilex Feji’-rv ary-Mayer, elaridatod by Ur. Eduard Holer, Berlin and London, 1901-1902, pp. 69, 76.

I
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numeral six. But other mystical or natural considerations might have led to the like result The

luminous form of the Moon might, for instance, be thought of in six phases:—crescent, half disk, full disk,

half disk reversed, crescent reversed, dark disk. In any case noltody can sec anything contradictory or

strange in tho fact thaL divine powers that wore brought into relation with the Moon wore taken

with the numeral six.

That »ix period* of 27 J days, hence six sidereal months, were really calculated, and a correction thus

to some oxtout introduced, as required by the rough and inaccurate assumption of 2* days for this month,

I think I find evidence in the circumstance that the sign which, starting from thr sign cipadli, was reached

After tho course of six real sidereal months, that is, after 104 days, namely the sign cuetspalin,
'

Lizard,' was

specially distinguished in the first of these divisions by a picture, and not merely indicated by a dot, like

the other connecting members; and further, that also in tho next division tho sign malinaUi, 1 Twisted.’

removal eight signs from tho sign ctuixpaiin, was similarly spocially distinguished by a picture. And so

correspondingly in the third and fourth divisions. Hence in this way a sum of nine sidereal months

was reckoned by those day-signs. And that is precisely the number of such months which is just about

reached by the number of days in a TonaLamatL

Compared with this clear relation, which is presented with the day-counts given with this scries in

Codex FejervAry- Mayor, divers discrepancies or irregularities are certainly shown by the day-counts

exhibited with the six pairs of deities in our manuscript. First of all, in the first division the last

sign (tochtli, ‘Rabbit') was, like euetspalin and mnlinalli, indicated not merely by a dot, but by a

full picture. This, howover, might be accidental, and in any case constitutes no substantial doviation.

On the other hand, it is more remarkable that tho third division in our manuscript, instead of ofitt,

* Motion,' logins with Ucpntl, ' Flint.’ a sign which is removal, not H or 2H but 2f> counts from tho

initial sign ail,
* Water,' of the second division ; and, further, that then the fourth division again

begins with the sign vuifuti, * Deer.’ which is also removed 29 signs from the initial count of the third

division, whereas the fifth division has again the same sign, acutl, * Reed,’ as the fifth division of Codex

FcjervAry-Maycr. A similar irregularity also occurs in the middle of tho second division, where

it is not the sign vutlinalli, as in Fejervary, but tho noxt following. acail, • Reed.’ that is spocially

distinguished by a picture, while in tho next following third division tho sign xockitl, ‘Flower/ is

again shown with a full picture, as in Fejervary. These irregularities are undoubtedly noteworthy.

But the circumstance that in Foj^rvAry the order of the counts reveals a law, which is not the case

in our manuscript, and that on tho other hand our manuscript returns again and again to the day-

counts as in Fejirviry, induces me to surmise that after all in our manuscript, we have to do

merely with accidental deviations. These had doubtless their origin in the circumstance that tho

draughtsman of our manuscript, which perhaps represents a book already copied hundreds of times, was

unacquainted with the law of this series, and consequently fancied he was only introducing permissible

variants where he was really making serious changes.

Hence, taking my stand on the order of the day-counts presented by Fejerväry, I feel inclined to go a

step beyond what I advanced in my elucidations of Codex FejArvAry-Mayer, in fact ascribe to this series of

the six pairs of deities a more decided significance, and consider them as the expression or illustration

of particular, ie. sidereal months based on observations of settled lunar periods. These pairs of deities

themselves need not be brought into direct relation therewith. It suffices that for the number six such a

relation should be made probable, since then the very pairs of deities hero figured become nothing

more than an emlxxlirnont of the number six or of the six quarters. And that such they really are

I have advanced proofs in the just-mentioned elucidations. 1 And in truth the order in which these

six pairs of deities art* to be combined with the quarters of the heavens, an order after all in itself

1 Codex KejVrviry-Mxvxr. Hertin and London, 1901-1902, pjx 121-133.
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the moat natural and the most in accordance with the other incidents, is that the first pair shall

correspond with the East, tho others in their turn with the North, West, South, the Upper and

tho Under Region.

Tho first pair of the series, which indicates the East, stands in our manuscript on tho left side

of Sheet 9, in Codex FcjlrvAry-Mayor (Fig. 249) on the right side of Shoot 23. The sequence of the

pictures in tho two manuscripts is exactly the opposite. Consequently the day-counts shown below

tho figures arc to be rend in our manuscript from left to right, in Codex Fejcrväry-Mayer from right

to left And in most caJes the left figure of the pair in our manuscript does correspond to the right

in Codex Fejervrtry-Mnyer.

In our manuscript the first person of this first pair is painted a blue colour, has a haul, and wears

the two-coloured cone-shaped Huax tec hat (cojtiUi) of tho god Quetsakouati, as well ns the fan-like feather

adornment of his nape (riuyalxiitoncall). The Fejerviiry figure

is not quite so characteristic, although here, too, the dog's head

is distinctly shown. In this figure we have to recognise Xolutl,

who is the God of Ball-playing, of Twins, and of Monstrosities,

and here perhaps represents the East, since he stands in u

certain relation to the Morning Star, which is likewise a twin,

appearing as Morning and Evening Star.

Facing this figure in Codex Fcjcrviiry is pictured a female

form who is doubtless to be identified as Xaehiquetsal. But in

our manuscript this second person of the first pair is, like the

first, garbed as a man. On the wrap which he has swathed

round him in front we see the two little squares which occur os

facial painting with Xochipilli, Tonacatecutli, and the Maize

Gods, and in Codex Borgia also on the robe of the female maize

deities. Hence in my elucidations of Codex Fejlrviry*Mayer I

thought that this figure should bo designated XorhijnlU. Now.

however, I feel inclinod in the somewhat indistinct ornament

worn by our figure at the head-strap in front to recognise

the marine snail's shell (tecciztli), and would accordingly now

explain this figure as Tecristectitl, ie. the Moon (rod. If this be

right, substantial support will lie tent to what I above thought

should be inferred regarding the significance of the whole series.

Then the Xolotl figure facing him would now perhaps acquire

another meaning. One might imagine that here Xolofl is

intended to personify the Moon as the darker brother of the

Sun.

Tho second pair, both in our manuscript and in Codex

Fejervary (Fig. 2.50), are clearly to be recognised as TIoqoIUoU,

the old Huaxicc Earth Goddess, and Micthintemtli, Lord of

Hades. Ttaqolteofl and Mirtlanteeutli stand for the quarter of

tho North, which is the Realm of Earth, of Darkness, of the Dead. In other places also, for instance,

Sheet 72 (
= Kingsborough 43) of Codex Borgia, Tlafolteotl is given as representative) of tho North. Here

Afutlantecutli is figured os a corpse swathed in a bundle, and beside him are shown in Codex Fejervary

the picture of a rended heart, in our manuscript a bundle of fuel and a rubber liall, the symbol of burning

(cremation). He is known as the specific representative of the quarter of the North, which indeed was

by the Mexicans called by the very name of tnictiampa, * Rogion of Hades.' Fully to grasp the meaning

ooooo o

Fig- 211». Xolfitl and .Xoduquetsal.

Killer* (if the Kant.

Codex Fejerviry-Mnycr S3 ( Kingsborough 22)

Fig. 2ft0. TlafolUtML, Kurth Guddmui (Moon
Ginld (•£»), and Mirllanltrull t, Lord of

Hades, Knltr» of the North.

Codex F«j«rviry-Mayer 23 4 = Kingsborough 22).
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of this series it is perhaps of some moment to remember that TlafoUeotl is not seldom figured with the

picLuro of tho Moon beside him, and in places seems to appear for the very Moon Godden herself

(c.r/. in Codex Borgia 55 = Kingsborough 00).

Tho third pair is depicted in our manuscript on the left tide of Sheet 10, in Codex Fejerviiry (Fig. 251)

on tho right side of Sheet 24, and stands for the quarter of the West. Tho jwiir may with some confidence

be identified os Xoekipill I and Xochujuetzal, the Hods of Food Supplies and of Flowers, who for the Mexicans

donoted wealth, pleasure, the adornments of life, artistic excellence. In our manuscript the character of

these gods ami of tho corresponding quarter is further indicated by a jewelled bowl in which are seen two

maize-ears and three upright Howurs. Tho picture may (terhaps be explained as the very xochitl icacan,

• where tho Howers stand erect' This was tho name of a kind of

earthly paradise, home of the maize, and cradle of the tribes,

and designated also by the name of Tamoanchan, ' House of

Descent.' A similar picture, however, is seen with the tiret

group, tho rulers of tho East, since tho East also was regarded

by tho Mexicans as a region of abundance, that is, of procreation,

of fecundity, and of prosperity.

The fourth pair must now denote tho South. They are

two male forms obviously of kindred nature. In Codex

Fejervary-Mayer (cf. Fig- 252) on one side is seen a god

painted half red half jaguar-skin colour, with red face and

white design about his mouth. On the other side a god who

has a white body and black face and a peculiar white design

about eye and mouth, in this respect as in his whole array akin

to the figures which are seen figured in a dancing attitude iu

Codex Borgia (Fig. 253) and in our manuscript (Fig. 254) facing

Ucuecoyotl, ruler of the fourth Tonalamatt section. Hence I

have designated this fourth pair as Dance Goth. For sotno, for

him of tho block face, the name Ixtlilton, ' the Little Blackface,'

should bo appropriate. No doubt Sahagun calls him at first

merely the god of a particular cure for sick children, but then

also names him tho god who broaches the pulque jar and, as it

seems, presides over all dancing parties, and in connection with

him takes occasion to describe ‘la manera que tieneu estas

danzas 6 Indies que por otro nornbro se Hainan aroytoa, y en su

lengua so Hama maccvttUzfli.' The other is perhaps to be

identified with Mttcuilxorhitl, although difibring from him in

his painting, garb, and appearance. In our manuscript also the

two figures of tho fourth pair are distinguished by their dress

and appearance as Dance Gods, and here, too, one of them is

represented with white, tho other with red body and face painting, In connection with the above-

advanced theory on the significance of this series, it seems not uninteresting to note that on Sheet

3« of our manuscript TeccizfecaH, the Moon God, is represented as a musician, beating the drum, and

whirling the rattle.

The two persons of the fifth pair (on the loft side of Sheet 11) are drawn in our manuscript rather

sketchily, and not very characteristically. Wo perceive, none the less, that two male figures, with tho

warrior’s head-dress (tequina), are intended to be represented. Codex Fejervary-Mayer (Fig. 255) figures

more distinctly two persons seated on the jaguar-skin seat (oceloicpalli ), enveloped in a long robe, which

Fig. 351. XockipiiK and Xothiifintzal,

( i'hIk iif Food Supplies (Wealth)

and of Flower*, Unter* of thr West.

Codex Fajirvfey-Mayer 34 ( = Kagsbocongli 21).

Fig. 253. The Dance (tab,

Ruten of the South.

Codex Fejerviiry. Mayer 24 (- Kingstorougb 2 1 ).
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with one is dark green dccoratod with white-spotted disks, with the other light blue with disks, or rather balls

niado of downy feathors. Both wear the ozUurd.lt, the forked heron- feat her ornament, on their head, aud

both have their face painted in the style of Ttteailipoca and Uitsilopockti< , that is, with the pilneckiuulli

or ‘children’s face-pain ting,’ tho cross bands made of children's dirt, which stands out in a yellow colour

from the rest of tho body-painting. The person to the left is painted as a rod god (TlutlauJiqui

Fig. £53. The Deuce G«>d.

Codex Borgia 6-1 (= Kingx)»>r<«igh öl).

Fig. £54. The Dance (b*L

Codex Vaticantu B. 58 4 - King*)» »rough 45 J.

Trzcatlipw'a), and wears the bandage over his eyes and tho bow (tie) on his mouth, like ItztlacnlivAqui.

(iod of Sumo and of Punishment, who can bo concoivod only as a form of Tescutlipoat. Tho other is a

blue god, hence has his face like UitzilcpoehiU. In iny elucidations of Codex FojervAry-Mayor 1
I have

endeavoured to prove more fully that one of those two gods is intended to symbolise ike North, the

other tho South, or, more correctly, one the young god in the northern heaven, the other the young god in

the southern heaven, hence that both together here

stand os representatives of the heaven on high, of

tho upper region. The two persons of the fifth pair

in our manuscript are also undoubtedly to be regarded

us related to these so characteristically executed

figures in Codex Fejerv&ry. For one of them, ho to

the left, is distinctly pictured os a red god and with

TtzcutUjioca’s face-paiuting, hence as a TtailauJupii

Tezoitl And the symliol, too, which is seen

in Codex FojervAry-Mayer between the two figures,

and is composed of the image of the Sun and a

design which must be read tiqatl, ' White Chalk ' or

cetl, ‘Cold/ this symbol is likewise given in our

manuscript, although in a somewhat modified form

foreign to its proper significance, blood buing pic-

tured instead of tho iifall-cttl. But the figure to

tho right in our manuscript should doubtless be explained only in a general way as the ‘ warrior in the

South Heaven.’ Stress must here again be laid on the fact that I'fzmtlipoca, who is the representative of

the North, and consequently also of Darkness and of the Earth, is brought into relation with the Moon.

1 B«rlin on«l London, 1001*1902, |«p, 130-132.

OOOO c C o
Fig. £&5. TusaitUftooi* f.rt/Htmüli anil Uttedajvochtfi,

Kniet» id tlt<* North und Smith Honvon,
*.f. of the Upper Kt-jriun.

Codex Ffjtmn-Miijer 25 ( = Kinir*l*»r*Mi^b 20 1.
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and seems actually to appear for the Moon. Ct miquisth, ‘one Death,' the *ign of the Moon in

the pictorial writings,1 is given by Sahagun • as a name of Teaeatlipoca,

The sixth and last pair is formed in our manuscript and in Codex Fejerväry-Maver (Fig. 256) by

two old women who have between them a remarkable insect, which in Codex Fejervdry-Mayer is drawn

almost like a butterfly, but is sealed on an unmis-

takable cobweb, hence must represent a spidor

( toctUl ). The cobweb ap[>uars for the Mexicans to

have been a symbol of descent from above. Accord-

ing to Mendieta 3 TezcallijMKU let himself down from

heaven by a cobweb thread, and in tho Tonalumail

of Codex Borbonicus a spider is figured wherever a

god is represented who was regarded as ono of the

TtUsimime, the forms descending from above, the

stellar gods and demons of darkness* Hence that

these two old women aru intended to denote the

lower reg'um is doubtless clear enough, and in Codex

Fejervtiry is made still clearer by a skull being figured

below. The two goddesses themselves naturally

represent the old Earth Mothers, the primeval Gods of Creation, who may be distinguished by the names

of HanuUecutlip ’ the Old Princess,* or Ilunctuye, * the Old Woman,' or Tojuteaciuall, ‘ tho Lady of our

Flesh,’ ‘ the Lady of Procreation.’ A special relation to tho Moon is not exactly expressed in a direct way

in their case, but is obvious enough, us indeed with all the Eurth deities who are at the same time

the Night Gods.

Fig.M IlawiUentli and TtmacneiuaU,

the OKI Goddamn, tlw Earth Mother«,

the Rulers of the Lower Region.

Codex Fej^rtiry-Majrer 25 (- King»bor«»aj£h 21).

III. Another List of the Guardians of the Six Quarters.

Sheets 9-11 ( = Kivoshokocuh 57-59). Lower Half.

Below the six pairs of deities described in the foregoing chapter, in our manuscripts are found six

single figures of gods, which, however, are of larger size, and each depicted seated in a temple. For this

series also wo have piml lei representations in Codex Fejervary-Maycr, but they arc here separated from

the preceding series by another series on the lower halves of the Sheets 90-32 (= Kingsborotigh 15-13).

This series shows itself related to the preceding series of the six pairs of deities, not only in that it is

constructed on the uutnera! six, but above all in that with it exactly the doubled number of the day-counts

is given by pictures and connecting points, just as with tho previous row we found it indicated likewise

by pictures and connecting punts, that is, 4x20 * 80. This number, however, is given correctly in Codex

Fejervary alone. In our manuscript one point hits been omitted by mistake in the fourth division, and in

the last division as many as four. In the explanatory tables I have supplied them, but have distinguished

these addod prints from those actually entered in the manuscript by not filling in the circles. But if in

the number of the day-counts an analogy really presents itself with the former series, they still differ to a

1 CL Tb« Tomilamatl of the Atibtn collection. elocidatad by Dr. Eduard Stier, iterliu and Loudon, lUOU-lflUl, pp. 58*62.

3 Hiltons de laa Coaa# de la Nucva Eapifta, book IV. cKaj». ix.

3 Hiatoria Eoclcaianiica Indiana, book n. rbap. v,

* Cudex Fejtrviry* Mayer. Berlin ami London, 1001*1 90S, |4 55.
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rrrmrft

o o o o o
Fiji. 26". Xockipilli, God of Flower* und

Komi Supplies, Rulrr of the South.

Cndrx Fej^rviry- Mayer 30 { KingshorouKh 15).

remarkable extent in their arrangement., since here in this second Heries of six representations the

accompanying day-counts do not begin, as elsewhere, with the initial sign cipnotli, but with tho twelfth

sign malinaUi, 'Twisted.' It is not possible, or at least I have not hitherto found it possible, from the

arrangement of those signs to compute a period which shall bo brought into relation with that

which I think I have been able to establish for

the former series or with any other related i*eri<wl.

Hence I must doubtless for the present assume that

these six deities are really nothing more than an

expression or illustration of the six quarters, while

tho day-counts entered with them arc to be regarded

as the signs or the «lays which denote the nature or

the names of these deities ;
and, that they had to begin

with the sign vutlinalli and its deity, because for

some reason or other the author found it convenient

not to begin tho quarters of the heavens with the East.

As the initial sign cipcutli stands here in the

fourth division, it is to be taken as probable, as I have

already pointed out in my elucidations of Codex

FejiTVÄry- Mayer, 1 that the deities figured in the

fourth division denote the East, and consequently

that the six pictures of this third series in our manu-

script are inuant to correspond with the quarters of

tho heavens in the sequence :

—

South, Below, Aim*,

Eart, North, Went.

Tho deity figured in the first division with the

sign mniinalli is both in our manuscript (Sheet 9,

lower row left) and in Codex Fcjorvory (Fig. 257)

entirely cnvelopod in a parti-coloured robe and

shown seated in a high-backed chair covere«! with a

jaguar-skin. The hair, os likewise with the next

three, is bound round with the strap which is

adornetl with a jewelled disk ami on the frontal

side shows a conventional bird’s head. On the top

of the head a rich feather ornament is attached, and

in his hand is held a perfectly round feather fan.

From the whole aspect of tho figure, and also because

both in Codex Fej^rvury ami in our manuscript the

temple in which he is seated is decorated with Howers, I think I may identify this god with

Xochipilti, who indeed is in other plates also made to represent the region of the South.

In the second division, with which in Codex Fojervary (Fig. 258) is shown the sign xorhitt,

* Flower,’ but in our manuscript the sign countl, • Snake,' we see an anini&l-hcaded form which

is clothed in the same parti -coloured garment and in other resects also is equipped like the

figure of tho preceding division, but in its hands holds a feather fan of a different form. Hefore it in

Codex FejervÄry (Fig. 258) a crossway is depicted. In Fejt rviry the roof of the temple is envelope«l

in a kind of smoky or foggy cloud similar to that shown in the same manuscript with the series of gods

ooooocooo
Fiji. 258. TlalUrrttlü Eurth God, Ruler

of Ui« Lower Rejfiun.

(Vnlex Fej^TT«ry-M«yi*T .10 ( Kinjrtbonmgh 16).

1 Berlin nod London, 1901-1902, pp 140-1411.
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Fir. 259. Tlit* Aoimal liMilitl Owl >-f Karlli iiiul

livnrgf, ihr Karlh Goddeat, ('ndm Nutlnll 3.

ooooooooo|*
Fig,S6U. XorkipiUi a-« the Stm (Jo<l, Knkr thr Upper

Kofiiim. Codex Fejvrvänr-Majar 31 ( = Kiiiif>l»‘>ronj;h 141.

Fi)j. 3<« 1. The Ztt|r»tec (iod with the Suakt'* .III wa. Regent of

the East. Codex Pq*Ttäiy-M*yflr31 ( K 14).

of the four quarters of the heavens on the ridge of the

North temple. In our Vatican manuscript the roof of

the temple is root as by a wedge or a broad arrow-head

and from under it fire shoots out Hence we have

doubtless to think of it as struck by lightnmg. It is

hard to say what kind of animal species is meant to

lie represented by this god. Dut there con bo no

doubt that it. is intended for some deity of the

Earth, ami that the quarter of the Below is intended

to In? illustrated. This is at once pointed at by the

crossway at Fig. 258, and by the temple-roof rent

by lightning in the picture in our manuscript. In

Codex FojdrvÄry on Sheets 38-48 { = Kingsborough

2-7) six such aniuml-hcaded forms are represented

which obviously stand in opposition to six imme-

diately preceding pictures exhibiting the six heavens,

hence must indicate the six Earth regions. And

in the lately published Codex Nuttnll on Sheet 3

(Fig. 250) this animal-headed God of Earth is seen

associated with the beheaded Earth Goddess. In

my elucidations of (ksdox Fej4rvAry-May®r I have

called attention to the fact, that this same animal

species is evidently to he likewise recognised in the

animal-headed priests who officiate as tho * Klingers

of the years' in tho famous Sheets 25-28 of the

Dresden manuscript. In the upper divisions of

these sheets exhibiting the lust days of the old

year these priests are represented as bringing in tho

effigy of the new year on a peculiarly constructed

high-backed litter.

In the third division of this scries, below which

in lioth manuscripts stands the sign Ogomtllli, we

see pictured in both manuscripts a form which is

similar to that of the first division, but, unlike

it, is not completely wrapped in a parti-coloured

garment; in Codex Fcj^rviiry (Fig. 2R0) it is

pain td I a red inslcad of a yellow colour, and in

our manuscript has a perfectly circular spot on its

yellow-punted face, like that which appears in the

facial painting of the Sun God. In Fejtfrvary the

temple of this god is decorated on the ridge

with jewelled disks: and before it is seen a burnt-

offering, a bundle of fuel and n rubber boll, bond*

which is stuck a bone dagger. I think with till

this I may identify this deity as Xochijnlti, as

the Nun God
t
and as representative of the upper

region.
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A remarkable deity w seen in the fourth division, below which in both manuscripts is pictured

tho sign cipactli, * Crocodile.' It is a figure which in a human face has inserted a kind of snake s

throat. In our manuscript this is dearly drawn, while the FejervAry picture (Fig. —01 ) reminds

one somewhat of the way the Ruin God Ttnlor is represented in several manuscripts (our tnanu-

Fig. SCi Chiconu of in and tnathufli omow* rwnquauktli. Vieaus Manuscript -4.

script, Codex Laud, Codex FejthnrtUy). In Codex Fej^rv&ry the figure is completely clothed in

green feathers, and the thatch of the temple roof also consists of green feathers, while the

whole ridge is painted in tho colours of the hieroglyph

ckalehitiitl, * Green Jewel.' At the posterior end of the

roof is further to bo seen a peculiarly detached portion,

which consist* of the same chaMtiviti and quetzal -feather

dements, and ha* tho appearance of a feather mantle.

In the Mexican manuscripts proper there is no parallel

to this deity. But he may perhaps be compared with

the chicoTne olin of the Vienna manuscript (Fig. 262),

where on Sheet 4 be is figured standi tig on a moun-

tain, at which will bu found as a determinant a quetzal*

feather nianllo depicted quite analogously to that shown on

the temple roof of the Fojervary picture (Fig. 2fi I ). And

without doubt with this god is to t>u compnrod the figure

which is similarly distinguished by a snako’s throat inserted

in the human face, and is found (crowned with a huge feather

head-dress) modelled on the anterior side of numerous Zapotec

sepulchral jars.

In tho fifth division, below which is given the sign

txdoU, 'Jaguar,’ in both manuscripts is seen a temple whose ridge is garnished with eyes and with

skulls, and whose posts are also formed of n skeleton’s vertebral column. Within this temple is figured

MictUinteeuili, the Death God (Fig. 2Ö3), who here, as in the preceding series, represents the quarter

of the North,

In tho sixth and last division, below which in Loth manuscripts is found pictured the sign tochtli,

• Rabbit, Codex Fojervary (cf. Fig. 204) shows the effigy of TlafoUeotl, tho old Huaxtec goddess in a

framework of poles entwined by two snakes and erected on a tcmplo-pyramid. Two small squares

O OO 0000000^7
Pig. 2«3. MirtUutftcMÜit thr iH^tli (»«I,

liult-r of the North.

(imlvi KcjVnr-iry-M.tyer 3a fKi»tc»bon»ii^li 13).
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exactly similar to those that fonn the facial painting of

the Maize (io«ls are wen figured on the walls of this

temple-pyramid, which with it« superstructure of a frame-

work of poles represents the TocUUUm, the temple of

TtofotootL This goddess herself is the representation of

the West, which indeed is the ciuatlamp<i, the ‘ Region of

Women,’ ami the land where the Sun enters the dark

house of Earth. In this division our manuscript is not

quite so cloar. A temple and a framework of poles are

here also to bo soon. Hut that this is intended for the

temple of Tlacolteotl is made certain only by the Fejer-

viry picture. In this temple the goddess is not figured

in her real form, but illustrated by a symbol :—

a

stone knife (the Earth) and a man tumbling into

the throat of this stone knife (the Sun swallowed up

by the Earth

)

IY. The Three Realms.

Sheet 12 (
= Kinghborouoh 60).

This is a representation which is peculiar to the Codex Yaticanus, and by the side of which I

have nothing to set either from the related or from any other manuscripts.

The sheet is disposed in throe divisions, ono above ami two below. To judge from the position of

the figures, the one to the right below is to bo taken as the first division. Hero is seen a male form

paintod a red colour with a kind of eagle’s head, and whose arm, set with wavy plumage, represents

a wing. Before him, by means of numerical dots and the sign quauktli, * Eagle,' is indicated the day

nuteuil quauhtli, ' five Eagle,’ the fifth day of the eleventh Tonalamatl division which bogins with

c« ofomafli, ' ono Ape.’ We must accordingly look on macuil quauhtli as the name of this eagle-hoadod

deity. In the second division, left below, is figured the Maize Crod CinUotl—yellow and with the angular

block longitudinal bands on his face, almost exactly as we shall again meet him on Sheet. 20 sis fourth

of the nine Lords of the Night.

Lastly, in the upper division we see the familiar form of the Death (Sod, Mictlantecutli, with

skull and skeleton’s thorax, and girdled with a short coat of malinalli grass. All three gods an?

thrusting a pointed stall' into an open throat of Earth, which doubtless means they are digging a hole

in the earth. And the purpose this digging is intended to servo seems to be explained on the right side

of the upper division, where ore to tie soon two bodies dono up in a bundle, and <iach seized by a throat

of Earth. But this may also possibly be merely meant for a further exposition of the Death Cod,

whose delving is in fact nothing more than grave-digging. By ciphers and the specified day-count

quauhtli, ‘Eagle,’ in the three divisions are entered the 25 «lays from re ofomafli, * ono Ape’ to vuitlarili

omome quauktli ,

‘ twelve Eagle * inclusive, that is to say, in the first division the days from 1 ofomatli to

10 zockitl, in the second (with Cinteotl) tho «lays from 11 cipactli to 4 nutfuil, and lastly in the upper

division with the Death Cod tho days 5 torhtli to 12 qua nhtl

L

On tho significance of this series I

have nothing definite to say. Possibly it was intended to symbolise the throe realms— Heaven (by the

Eagle), Eirth (by the Maize Cod), the Underworld (by the Death Cod).

7»

OOOOOOOOOOOOO/r^
OOOOOOOOO
Fitf. 261. TlacvUf'Otl, tlit* Eurth (rixlitr**.

Ruler of tJw West.

Cod«’* Fejlrvdiy-Mayer 32 (- Kin^bomuKh 13).
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V. Above and Below. House of Rain and House of Drought.

Sheets 13 ami 14 ( = KiXG8Bouour.u 61, 62).

Sheets 15 and 16 (=Kinqsborough 63, 64).

For those shoots, too, there are no parallels in the other manuscripts. On these twice two sheets

aro soon two homologous representations. Both show on the right side a temple whose posts aud roof-

ridge ore drawn and painted in the stylo of the hieroglyph of the jewel (chalchiu itl) ;
oti it os pinnacles

stands a row of jewelled disks, and about it is coiled a snake. On the left side wo see a lemplo whose

posts and roof-ridge are formed of bones and parts of skeletons, whoso roof-straw is oven black and

set with oyes and stone knives ; on it as pinnacles stand skulls aud human hearts, and it is encoded by a

centipede, which has scorpions' nippers at the anterior extremities, and alao (on Sheet 15) the scorpion’s

poisonous sting at the tail-end. In the first house dwells a turkey-cock (uexolotl or ckalckinhlotoliny,

who is distinguished by his black plumage and the fleshy oxcrcsccnccs at his head. In the second is

an owl (Ucolotl) which, as usual, is drawn in full face and with large round oyes.

The turkey is the bin! of Tlaloc, the Rain God, who appears in the disguise of this bird in the

series of tho thirteen birds in the Tonalamatl of the Aubiu collection, which in my opinion symbolise

tho thirteen hours of the day.1 Hence the turkey symbolises the rain, tho cfuUekinkaH, the precious

inoisturo that drops from heaven. And it is a very noteworthy fact that also amongst the Pueblo

Indians, Lho Zuhi, and the Hopi or Moqui, tho turkoy tuts exactly the same meaning* With the

Mexicans, and especially in those picture-writings, where everything receives a special application or

relation to sacrifice, the cJuilehiuhafl, the * Jewel-water,' the * precious inoisturo,' is conceived as tho

blood which is drawn from himself by tho penitent, and thus the chalchiuhiotolin, tho * Jewelled Fowl,’ the

Turkey-cock, becomes tho image of Tezeatl ijxxxi, of the punishing god, and the emblem of penance.

As such ho appears as ruler of tho eighteenth day-count, terpatl, of tho Flint Knife, and of the

seventeenth Tonalamatl division, which begins with ce < ill, ‘ one Water,’ whore tho penitent is exhibited

before him in tho most diverse aspects, some realistic, some of a symbolic character. Tho connecting

link between these two concepts, ‘ Rain ' and * Blood, blood of mortification, penitential exercises,’ and

the reason of the twofold part which the turkey [days in this way, lies without, doubt not only in

the double meaning given to tho word ehalckiukatl, but assuredly also in the fact that the one was

intended to draw down the other, that tho blood which was offered was intended to bring down the

rain on the fields. In our pictures, on Sheets 14 and 16 of tho Vatican, we have doubtless to assume

tho original moaning, and l«>ok on tho jewelled house of tho jewelled bird, of the turkey, as the house

of tho ifctin God, the Cloud-house of the sky, tho realm or the season of rain. But the snake which

we soo coiling round this house, assuredly heru again denotes blood, hence has relation to tho just-

mentioned other meaning of tho word chalehiuhatl and its representatives. For wo soo this snake set

not only with flint knives and eyes, but also (on Sheet 14) with a bone dagger, where the flower, as

always, indicates tho blood which flowed from the self-inflicted wound made with this instrument.

The owl in the houso built of dead men's bones and encoded by a centipede naturally indicates

by contrast the House of Death, the House of Earth, the Region or the Reason of Drought.

1 Tli« TonrtJnwiÜ of the Aulain collection, Berlin *n<l London. 1900 IBUl, p. 33.

* ‘ Liuita “tbe wrapper " - tho hreaat Luther of tbe turkey. it* rpeckled colour U «aid to indicate the all colour of the l»clow.

IL white tip the foaming water of one of their early deluge«, prior to which the whole tip of the feather «a* black. It i* a very

general moleture emblem ’—Fewkee. American Anthropologut, *. p. 2?8.
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Now with those two houses arc combinod a number of day-counts in a remarkable manner, but

not in the same way in both of the parallel representations. Most easily understood is the law of

distribution on Sheets 15 and 16 of the second representation. Here we see in the centre, boldly and

distinctly drawn, the live first day-counts, and so arranged as to convey the impression that they are

intended to symbolise the expansion towards the four quarters, that is, the Earth. From them nine

closely connected day-counts lead to the fourteenth day-count, the sign ocelotl, ' Jaguar,’ which stands

just before the owl at the threshold of the House of Death, and is without doubt intended to indicate

this House of Death ami of Drought, the Umlcrwortd. Then round about this sign and round about

this house, the four next following signs are disposed much in the same way as they are around tho sign

cijMcUi in the centre of the two sheets, no doubt iu order to symbolise the expansion of this region

also towards the four quarters. On the other side nine day-counts, tho first of which, however (malinalli),

is joined neither with the centre nor with the previous series, similarly lead to the sign xochiil, * Flower/

which stands just before the head of the turkey at the threshold of the jewelled house of the Haiti God,

and is without doubt intended to be significant for this house, that is, Heaven, in the same way us was

previously the sign ocelotl (for the House of Death). Then around this sign, distributed in the four

comers, are likewise disposed tho four next following signs, in order to indicate the expansion of this

region also towards the four quarters. The jaguar, os in my elucidation of the Tomtlamati of the Aubiu

collection 1
1 have more fully set forth, is the emblem of the solar eclipse, of the devouring darkness, of

the dark realm of the Kurth. Hence his sign is quite an appropriate symbol for the skelclral house of

the owl figured on Sheet 15. The flower xochiil, on the other hand, like the chalchiuitl, the green jewel,

means beauty, ornament, costliness, thriving and prospering, hence is in the same way a thoroughly

suitable symbol for tho house of the turkey, the realm of the Ilain God, the Cloud -house of Heaven.

Now the distribution of the day-counts is different in tho first of the two parallel representations on

Sheets 13, 14. Hero the initial sign of the reckoning is cijutcUi at the lower left corner of the house of the

turkey. And starting thonco by the way which on the explanatory table 1 have indicated with the ciphers

2-20, we again got back to tho same house of the turkey, to the sign xochiil,
' Flower/ entered at the upper

left corner of the same, which to me seems here also significative for this house of tho turkey. On the

other side from the sigu eipaetli we reach the sign roiuttl, ‘Snake/ by the four corners of the house of the

Owl (numbers 2*-5*). Thence it was intended to follow on with 6* miquizlli, ‘Death/ But hero this is

not tho case, since below the lower left comer of tho owl’s house we see tho sign couati, ‘ Snake/ onco more

entered in compartment 6*. I really think that this is a mistake, and that for this sign and the following

compartments as far as 13* (according to iny notation carried out on the explanatory table) tho sign

following the given one should bo placed. Then in the last compartment. No. 13*. we should have, strictly

speaking, to assume amtl, ‘ Rood.' after which oceloll, ‘Jaguar,’ would again follow, this being, as I assume,

characteristic for the house of the Owl and of Death, und the same sign with which on Sheet 15

this house is indicated.

VI. The Four Quarters of the Heavens.

Sheets 17, IN (» Kinusdoroitoh 65, 66).

Amongst the contrast* mid vicissitudes presented by surrounding nature to man, his thoughts have

ever been most powerfully occupied with the rise of tho light-giving day-star in the sky ami its sinking

into the earth mid into night. It wits but uatuntl that the regions where this mysterious process was

» Berlin and London, 1 0U 1 - 1 WW. p. 4«.
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effected every new day, year in year out. should be supposed inhabited by special Powers, who embodied

in themselves this striking contrast. And since between morning and evening midday, and between

evening and morning midnight, represented special landmarks and culminating points, those regions also

which in the circuit of the firmament formed the exact centre between morning and evening and

between evouing and morning, cumc in like manner to be necessarily regarded as the seat of Powers

which gave in themselves expression to a like contrast ; only for the Mexicans, us generally for all topics

dwelling in low latitudes near the equator, the problem became tar more complicated than for us, since

for them the sun culminated not only in thu South, the quarter indicated by us us the ‘ midday sky,'

Kig The Five Ik-ions ami the Nine Lent* of Nijrlit.

bVjervliry If Kiii)ixl»*Jioii|{li (4).

but varied with the seasons, at one time culminating at noon, at another in the North, the quarter by

us denoted as the 'midnight' region. Herein is found the explanation of the peculiar manifold nature

of various forms in the Mexican mythology, and especially of Tcsrntlipora, who appears now as the

northern, now as the southern deity, at one time as a Fire God, at another as a dark, nocturnal god.

Now the four quarters of the heavens occupy a large space in the representations of the pictorial

writings. Amongst these quarters, as we have seen, wan distributed the Tontilamatl, which was tho

special period of time of tho Mexicans, and served aa a basis for all calculations and computations,

and for recording all movements and occurrences. But tho four quarters and thoir deities appear

to have also formed of themselves a subject of pictorial representation And such a representa-

tion is hero presented to us on Sheets 17 and 1* of our manuscript. For although in the four

divisions of these four sheets day-counts are likewise given — the four columns which form the
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beginning of the four quarters of the T<malamatl disposed in columns of five members— still

these counts here serve without doubt merely to distinguish the several quarters, to name them,

so to say, since the Mexicans could not very well supply, by glyphs or letters, terms like East, North,

West, South, for this purpose.

The way that hero on Sheet« 17, 18 of our manuscript the four quarters are represented is peculiar

to our manuscript in its special juxtaposition of tree's and figures, liut the trees are found disposed in

a similar way on the famous Sheet. 1 ( = Kingsborough 44) of Codex Fejemiry-Mayor (Fig. 205), which

symbolise» the live quarters of the world. They also occur on the four splendid Sheets 49-52 (
= Kings-

borough GU-0‘1) of Codex Borgia, whore a connected representation is given to a scries of diverse things and

notions which are brought into re la Lion with the four quarters of the heavens. But the figures which arc

soon depicted above the trees on our Vatican sheets are, as 1 shall show below, four persons only who

occupy places corresponding to a series of nine deities that are likewise reproduced on Shoet 1 of Codex

Feiervary- Mayer.

Fi«, 4M. TW "f Üte Em.
Codex Borgia -11» ( Kingd*1rough fifl'.

Fig. 207. Trw of tbo ><irth.

(.'ixlfx Borgia SO ( Kingxlwroegh 05),

In my elucidations of Codex Fejervary-Mayor 1 1 have already thoroughly discussed the four troes

which stand hero as emblems of the four quarters of the heavens. Thu first, tho tree of the Elast, is shown

on tho Fejcrvitry sheet within the trapeze above the central square (in tho upper arm of the St Andrew’s

Cross). The Codex Borgia picture 1 have here reproduced as E'ig. 266. The tree itself is scon to be painted

alt over in blue, or blue and green, the colours of thu jewel and of the turquoise, but in other respects is

diversely drawn, now with flowers (Codex Eejervary, E'ig. 265, and our manuscript) now with jewelled

(chalchiuitl) disks at the tips of the branches (Codex Borgia, E'ig. 266), but that everywhere on its summit is

pictured a bird distinguished by u green plumage, by a tuft of feathers on its head, and long green wavy

tail feather, without doubt a quHzaltvtoil (Pharomacrus mocinno), and 1 have, therefore, culled this tree of

the East qufiiitltjiviu.itl,
'

(Quetzal-bird Tree.' The llowcr, thu jewel, tho quetzal bird, arc all symbols of

costliness, of the precious fecundating moisture. By them the Elast is characterised as a region of

prosperity, of fertility, of abundant food supplies.

Our manuscript is peculiar in that the four trees symbolising the four quartan of the heavens arc

drawn as if growing out of the body of a god clasping the stem, or else growing right through him. Hero

with the tree of the East it is a god painted with red body, half red half blue facial colour, distinguished by

1 B«rlio xmi Lon<loD, UHU-I902, |<j* 8-14.
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a miagatod head adornment, and seated on a bench painted the colour of the jewel (rhalchiwiily whom,

howovor, I cannot venture to identity with certainty.

The god figured in our manuscript above the tree of the East, in the left divißion of the upper half of

Shoot 17, is distinctly characterised by his yellow body, by tlie lillot with the conventional bird's head in

front, and by the feather ornament hanging down from the top of his head, as Tnnatiuh, the Sun (tod. He

is, os wo shall sue, tho third of the nine Lords of the Night, aud is also figured on the Codex Fejervary sheet

(Fig. 265) bolow the Ireo of the East, on the left side.

Tho second troo, that of the North, stands on the Codex FejcrvAry sheet (Fig. 265) in the left arm of

tho St. Andrew’s Cross. The Codex Borgia picture is shown at Fig. 267. Both in Fejervary and in Coclox

Borgia stem and branches of this tree are set with thorns. In our manuscript it is depicted green but filled

with a black design, by which elsewhere expression is given to the bony structure of tho limb« of tho Death

God, In Codex Borgia (Fig. 267) the stem is likewise painted blue and green like that of tho tree of tho

East; but at the same time on its surface is shown n design by which in this manuscript and olsowhcrc

the bony armour of the crocodile and the hard carapace of the turtle are usually indicated. In Codex

Fejervary the stein is pictured as if crackled by the drought. On tho top of the treo in all throe

manuscripts is atom tho great bird of prey, tho eagle (fjwiuhtti), whoso predator)- character is further

specially indicated both in our manuscript and in Codex Borgia by tho stone knives set about the hoad,

pinion, and tail leathers. I have therefore called this tree of the North qwnUu]»amll/ Eagle Troo." Hence

by it the North is characterised os a region of thorny plants, of «loath, of drought, and of war. The god

who in our manuscript is clasping the stem of tho tree which in a measure grows right through him, haH a

white lKHly-painling strqwd in red. and about his eyas shows the hl&ck, half mask-like painting, which is

the ‘stellar facial painting called darkness’ (ntiamilalkuitüxte moteiu-na tfaytualii) of the deity of the

Morning Star (Tlauizealpav tenitliy We ha vo accordingly to identify this god as Miicouail, God of tho

Hunt, who indeed olsuwhore also appears as a representative of the quarter of the North. 1

Above this tree of the North, in the right division of the upper half of Shed 17. is seen tho remarkable

Fig, 2Ctt, which 1 Imve not elsowheru mot similarly decorated. It is a god who is painted with a white

body and yellow facial colour, and apparently wears tho crescont-shapod nasal plate (yitramefztli) of tho

Pulque Gods. Quite [peculiar is the head covering. It seems to lie a kind of red hood which on its lower

border is edged round with white and blue disks, und has a kind of crest

made of smoke wreaths, giving to the wholu picture the appearance of a

wig, in which aro insorted two rods(')wilh a pendant of white feathers.

Judging from the position occupied by this figure beside the others pictured

in the upper division of Sheets 17 and IN, we should have expected to find

here figured tho fifth of the nine Night Lords, that is. MidUinterutJi, the

Death God. But no image of this deity is known to me that could be

compared with tho person shown at Fig. 26N. According to the Fig. 265 on

the FejorvAry sheet, Mictt&n tecutli, the Death Gcal, should be depicted Fig. t&>. Müihtnirrvtii, Fifth

at the left side of the tree of the North, that is, in the left arm of tho 'r* ^
K
v °L!^

’ ftnrth. (ode* ViiMcnmu 3, i.*,

St Andrew's Cross. But. as 1 have explained in my elucidations to Codex 8hep* 17 ( - Kin^sborou^h 63},

Fojervdry» Mayor, owing to tho artist's carelessness the two figures in the left

arm of the St. Andrew's Cress have changed places with those of the right arm : hence on this sheet

tho Death God stands on the left side of the tree of the South in the right arm of the St. Andrew's Cross.

The third troo is that of the West, which on the Codex FejervAry sheet (Fig. 265) occupies the lower

1 Cf. (’ode i FejerrAry- Mayor
,
eluddAteil by Hr. Eduard Holer. Berlin and Lowlon, 1 (HU -1902, ftp. 2B, lflW, 196.
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arm of the St. Andrew'« Pro*». The third tree of Codex Borgia is reproduced at Fig. 2011. In our manu-

script this tree of the West is painted white with red stripes, and «coins to bear fruits instead of blossom at

the tips of the brauche« In FejervAry, too, the tree is given in a white colour. The whole stem would

appear to be provided with young sprouts which shoot up from the axil of leaf-stalks, or from the stalk

remnants of fallen leaves. At the tips of tho branches it hears white, hairy or feathery, long-pointed

objects, which (perhaps) are intended to represent cracked fruits of a species like those of the pochotl or

Bombax Ceibu. Lastly, in Codex Borgia the stern shows yellow and brown fields, which are Idled with

a linear design, meeting in the right corner, which is doubtless meant to reproduce the angular facial

painting by which the Maize God is characterised in this (and also in our) manuscript. The cod of the

branches is formed by leaves and the male inflorescence of the maize plant shooting up from a kind of

calyx. In our manuscript and in Fcjcrväry on tho top of the tree is seen distinctly figured the humtuing-

hird (uifzitzUin), and I have therefore indicated this tree of the West as u’dsitsilquauitl, ‘Humming-

bird Two.' In Codex Borgia it is more of a conventional bird form, which, however, is also painted

a blue colour, like the hummer of Fejcrvary and our manuscript.

Ftjf. iflü. Ttve of ihr Wwl.
Quin 1Virgin til ( — Kiitn*Nir>*ugli 64 .

Fig. 270. Tn*r of the Smith.

Codex Hikrgm 62 f
- King*l«'roiigh «3,1.

By tho Codex Borgia picture the West is distinctly characterised as the home of the maize plant

;

and tho pictures of the two other manuscripts socm likewise to sytnboliao this region as the fruit-

boaring region. That the humming-bird appears as distinctive of this quarter of the w'orld is porhajw

explained by the circumstance that tho hummer was regarded ns the bird of the rainy period. Of

him it was said that in the dry season ho hung with his bill from a tree dead and lifeless, dried and

featherless, and did not till the rainy period awake to new life, put on feathers, and again flit from flower

to flower. 1 In our manuscript the tree of the West shoots up from n figure w hich embraces it. This being is

paintod a blue colour, but otherwise shows no further distinctive mark. Perhaps it is meant for XocAipiili,

or else the Moon God, both of whom in our manuscript are similarly painted a blue (that is a dark) colour.

Above the tree of the West in out manuscript iu the left division of the upper half of Shed IK

is pictured the seventh of the nine lords, the Goddess Jltifoiteott, the old Huaxtcc Earth Goddess who is

clearly distinguished by her white colour, the black caoutchouc painting about her mouth, the fillet

of tinspun cotton ( ickeaxockitl), and the spindle in her hair. This goddess is likewise given on the

Fojervary sheet, but on the right side of the tree of tho West,

Lastly, the fourth tree is tho tree of the South. In our manuscript we see a somewhat strangely

designed tree which [>erlia}is is intended for a palm (ffwtuhroyoiti\ On the summit is couched a jaguar,

1 Sahftjjnn, XI. cbxp. ii. | 7-
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and I have therefore indicated this tree of the South as ocdotjuamtl, ‘Jaguar Tree.’ The tree grows up

from a figure which clasp« it, and from its black-coloured body, the yellow and black cross bands on its

face, and the forked heron-feather adornment (attaxMi) in its hair, is to be identified as Teseatlipoea.

Quite different are the pictures of the two other manuscript«. In Codex Fojerviry (Fig. 265 supra,

p. 77), the tree of the South is figurod in the right arm of tho St. Andrew'« Cross. We see a tree painted

blue below white above, which at the tips of the branches is set with flowers similar to those of the

tree of the North, and at the forkings of the stem bears red spindlu-Bha]>ud bodies pointed downwards

which I was inclined to take for cacao hulls, these, us we know, being attached directly to the thick

stem. I admit, however, that those forms may also signify something quite different, may, for instanco,

denote stone knives, although in this case it would be rather strange that thoy arc painted red all

over, and not, as elsewhere, white, and red only at tho point. On the top of the tree is perched

a parrot, and I must therefore indicate this troo of the South in Fejörviiy as rochoquaxii-tl, tho

* Parrot Troe.‘

Lastly, Codex Borgia (Fig. 270) shows a tree whose stem is painted red, tho colour of blood,

and is studded with little jags or tooth-like bosses. At tho branch ends are large floral disks showing

inside the hieroglyph chalehiuiil, but are outside set with jags. On the summit we see distinctly drawn

the red arara (alo), ami can therefore give the name of aloquauitl to this treo of the South of Codex Borgia.

By these various represen tations it seems to me that the quarter of tho South was intended to

bo indicated as the region of firo, of the fire bird, and of tho Tierra Caliente (hot lands), but also as

tho place of thorns and of mortification.

Above tho troc of the South, in our manuscript
,
in tho right division of the uppor half of Sheet 18,

wo see figured the ninth of the nine Lords of Night, Tlaloc, the Rain God. Ho is drawn somewhat

strangely, but clearly recognisable by the large blue ring about his eye, the blue bands on the upper

lip, and the teeth hanging down below. On tho Fejerviry sheet (Fig. 265) Tlalor should have been

figured on the left side of the troo of the South. But owing to tho displacement which I have

mentioned above he has lighted with his associate on the opposite side below the tree of tho North,

and is there really to lie seen, hence on the left side in the left arm of the St. Andrew's Cross.

Thus the Sheet« 17, 18 of our manuscript have substantially and on the wholo the same contents

as Sheet. 1 ( Kingabornugh 44) of Codex Fojervary. Hero, however, we miss the fifth region of the

world, which in Fojervary is symbolised by the Fire God. But the four tree«, the emblems of tho four

main quarters, are represented in a similar manner. Beside them are given tho four quarters of the

Tomalamail both in our manuscript and in Fejerväry. But instead of the four pairs of gods, tho eight

Lords of Night, following next after the Fire God, one only of each pair is figured, that is, the third,

tho fifth, the seventh, and the ninth.

VII. The Four Ends of Heaven and the Four Ends of Earth.

Sheets 10-23 ( = Kinosborouuh 07-71). Upper Halves.

For the figures of our manuscript which hero follow on the upper halves of Sheets 10-23 we have

again n .parallel in Codex Borgia, and that on tho upper halves of Sheets 49-53 which correspond to

Sheets 66-62 of Kingsboreugli’s notation. In our manuscript those figures follow next after tho two

sheets on which arc figured tho four trees which symbolise the four quarter« of the heavens. In

Codex Borgia they occupy the upper halves of the sheets whose lower halves arc filled with the

representations which refer collectively to the four quarters, amongst which, however, tho chief and

L
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most essential part is formed by the four trot«, emblems of the four quarters of the heavens. Hence

thero can scarcely bo any doubt that thesu eight figures stand in the closest relation to the four

quarters and their divorso properties. But for them, when compared with the chief representation

of tho four quarters, tho four trees, the same remarkable peculiarity lias to bo noticed its we were

able to observe with the second series of tho gods of the six quarters, tho gods in tho tomple

(of. pp. 70*76 Hujmi), when these were compared with the chief representation of the gods of tho six

quarters, tho six pairs of gods (cf. pp. 65-70 mtpnt). The day-counts inscribed beside those four times

two figures show that the proper initial of the series is to be sought, not in the first division with

tho first figure, but in the third division with the fifth figure, since, as in the other series of the gods

of tho six quarters, hero with the first is shown, not the first day-count, hut the twelfth, the sign

malhmUi, ‘Twisted,’ while tho initial sign, tho sign cipactli, ‘Crocodile,
-

only follows immediately

before tho chief figure of tho third division. And it will here be shown even more clearly than with

tho gods of the six quartern that the reason of this remarkable distribution of the day-counts lies

in tho fact that hero, on tho upper halves of Sheets 19-23 of our manuscript, and on the corresponding

sheets of Codex Borgia, tho heavenly quarters, or the doilies associated with them, are exhibited, not,

os elsewhere, in the order from East to North. West, South, but in the order from WVsf to Smith
,

Kauf, Ntrrth. In my elucidations to Codex Fcj t*rvAry-Mayer 1
I had occasion to draw' attention to an

exactly analogous case. On Sheets 33, 34 ( — Kingsborough 12, 11) of this manuscript with the repre-

sentations of tho deities of tho four quarters, which, being sot forth in the order from Boat to North,

West, South, illustrated the correction of the length of the year for those conversant with the pictorial

writings, with those representations are associated four othor pictures obviously likewise standing in

relation to the quarters of the heavens, but in which the quarters follow each other, not in the above-

mentioned usual order, but also in tho order from West, to South, East, and North, as is thero likewise

indicated by a divergent, though again different distribution of the day-counts.

Now tho special peculiarity of tho series represented on the upper halves of Sheets 19-23 of our

manuscript nnd in the above-mentioned places in Codex Boigia, consists, as we see, in the fact that

in tho four divisions which, its wo must assume, correspond to the four quarters, two different figures

are pictured, one of which, the first and chief figure of the division, supports tho sky with out-

stretched and uplifted arms, while the other, tho accompanying figure, holds a rattle-stick (cJiirauastli)

in its hand. In one only of the accompanying figures, that of the third division, the rattle-stick is

replaced by a flowering tree. The four chief figures are naturally the four bearers of the heavens, who,

stationed at the four ends of the world, sustain the sky. By the rattle-stick which they hold in

their hand the accompanying figures arc placed in a special relation to the earth. For tho rattle-stick

is the distinctive mark of the Earth Goddess, of Xipe, of tho various maize deities, and of tho Water Gods.

When planted firmly on the ground it was made to rattle—yottn ychicanazctuydacaya ymayauhcamjxi

quitzitzquiaya yn iquae tltdpan quitih/netza cacalara, ‘and his rattle-stick held he (Xijte Totre) in

his right hand, when he sets it firmly on tho ground it rattles."2 In the remarkable strophe« which

according to their contents form an interlude apart, hut are contained in Lhe song to CiiutcmuiU, the

Earth and War Goddess of Colhuacan, preserved in the Sahagun manuscript* the chicauaztli, the

rattle-stick, is brought into direct relation with the tilling of the land.

Hniya tonaea arxolma centla

‘O, that wherewith our hody is built up,4 the maize-fruit.’

1 Berlin uul London, 190I19IR!, p. 181.

* Sahagnn, 9, IS, u. p. .137-

J Cantarra quo dorian a boara do loo dioaoa on In* tempt«« y fuera delloa. Nr. 13. t’iiwon// yrwir, Ktropb« 2-4.

* Thu translation u given with reoerve. acxotl, properly nes-xotl, i.e. arr-yotl, atanda for icxntl or ierj/vtl, that ia to aay. it ia

the ah*tract form of tcxilL, • Foot,’ which occur«, for inatanr«, in th* nun« of one of the aaaociati-a of Ynatttetihtli, God of Trailer*,

Aaomoettil, * he whoae foot ha* boon taken off’ (that ia //unsAnn of the l’opol Vith, m other word* TctaUKpoea),
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tewmilco chicavastica motlaquechizm

‘in the field of the god. on the rattle-stick, she (the goddess) leans'

that is [bo explains the commentator]:

Inie motocaya oenili, in mochivaya teurnilpan ichicavaztica ynic tlatatacaya,

ynic tocaya

'The in-digging (the planting) of the maize- fruit was done on the field

of the god, with her rattle-stick she dug up the earth, she planted.'

Vitztla, vitztla nomao temi

vitztla, vitztla nt/mac temi

* the thorn ( the agave-leaf spike) is in my hand ’

afan feumifa> chicavaztica motUiqwchisva

‘in the field of the god, on the rattle-stick, she (the goddess) loans'

that is [explains the commentator]:

Vitztla, q. n. iwmactemi nochicavaztica ynic nitocaya
,
ynic nitlaUitacaya

'the thorn, i.c. [here the commentator's knowledge evidently ran out]

is in my hand. With my rattle-stick I planted, I dug the earth up.’

Mtdinalla nomac temi

‘ the grass-bunch (the besom) is in my hand
'

Oftzn tewnilco chicavaztica motlaquechizca

‘in the field of tho god, on the rattle-stick, she (the goddess) leans’

that is [explains the commentator]:

malinahi, victli, q. n. victica in tlackpanaya

id eat, icelimiquia, yn vneau teumiljtan auh ychicavuztica inie mtlatataraya

in it, niiocaya

‘the grass-hunch (the besom), that is, tho coa (tho wooden delving-

tool), ie. with the coa (with the wooden spade) she swept the ground,

was uninterruptedly busy there in tho field of the god, and with

her rattle-stick, therewith 1 dug up the earth, therewith 1 planted.’

Lastly, with still more pregnant meaning wc soo the ehicauaztli, the rattle-stick, in the pictures

which with Tonacatecutli, Lord of Procreation, ruler of tho first day-count, exhibit the first human

pair, or sexual union (Figs. 271-273). The chieauaztli, which is hero set up between the two persons

covered with a common quilt, can symbolise nothing but this process. And it is further remarkable

that in the Vatican A picture (Fig. 273) the chicauuztli is replaced by a flint knife (tecjmtl) and two

arrow-shafts, which arc obviously meant to represent the mamalhnaztli, the fire-drill. In conclusion the

sense of fecundation lies also in the word chieauaztli itself, which represents a kind of instrumental

formation, and means ' what makes anything strong and vigorous.'

Hence the four ruttle-benrers in front of the four sky-bearers are undoubtedly to bo taken as tho

deities of the Earth. We shall accordingly 1*3 able briefly to designate the rattlestick-fHjjirers and tho sky-

bearers, taken together, i.e. the whole series figured on the upper halves of Sheets 10-23 in our manuscript

as * Heaven ami Earth at the four ende of the world,’ or 4 tho four expansions of Heaven and the four

expansions of Earth.' And that these eight figures are really concerned with tho expansion towards

the four quarters is further specially expressed in this very series. Tlius, at the closo of tho series in

our manuscript, in the upper left comer of Sheet 23, and exactly in the same way on the right side

of Sheet 53 in Codex Borgia, the centre, or the fifth quarter, the direction from above downwards, is

exhibited by a peculiarly conventional throat of Earth which is almost transformed to the shape of the

familiar step-like meander ornament, and into which u figure is plunging head foremost (Fig. 274).
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The first Human Pair.

Codex Vatleanua 3773, Sheet A*

(
Kingsborough 76)-

The First Humen Pair-

Codex VaticMiuiü 3773, f. 12 back

( - King*borough -JO).

Fig. 274. TWhImm*% the Plunger. Tlic Centre or the Fifth (Quarter, the Direction from

Above downward*. Codex Borgia 33 (
= Kingaborough (id).

Fig. 275. Deity of the Evening Star,

Celestial God of the Went.

Codex Borgia 41t ( - Kingstiorongh CC).

Fig. ;?*<>. ,V^r fek, ‘ Cur Lord the Flayed,

Earth (>ip1 of the Weit»

Codex Bürgin l£J (= Kiug*borongb fl8>
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Sow as regards tho eight figures taken severally, the first uf them is the first of the tour sky-

boarurs, who, us I have above explained, must symbolise the region of the West Above him, on the

door of the sky, stands the first of the day-counts entered in this series, the sign malinaUi, 'Twisted/

In our munuscript this person is not very characteristically figured. We see a god with white (rod-

striped) body and face painting, who wears a while cap on his head, and as breast ornament the eye

which stands for the white ring (amiuatl), TezcaHiponis breast ornament, or rather represents its original

form. The only peculiarity calling for mention is the peculiar design edged round with spots on both

ends of the loin-cloth. Before him on a conic eminence, which looks as if platted of grass, lies the

emblem of war,—shield, bundle of spears, throwing-stick, and bent club set with jogs, which, overlooking

the bend, recalls the sword of a swordfish.

More distinct is the corresponding figure in Codex Borgia (Fig. 275). This shows the white red-

striped body-colour, the black face with the white-spotted quincunx, the peculiar face- painting of

TlauiicalpanteetUl

i

God of the planet Venus in its special form as Evening Stur, also his yellow hair,

the locks curling up above the brow, the fillet with its embossed white disks*, and other peculiar articles of

attire such os are characteristic of the god in this manuscript. 1 Hence there can scarcely l»e any doubt

that the first sky-l*earer of our manuscript is intended to represent the deity of the planet Venus.

And we shall have all the less hesitation in so explaining the figure which is here pictured in the

upper half of Sheet 19 of our manuscript, since in its whole aspect it really resembles the small figure of

7’lawisadpantecutli which wo see on Sheet 57 of our manuscript confronting the Fire God, ruler of

the ninth Tonalamali division, save only that our figure lacks the black half mask-like painting about

tho eye shown by the Tlau.izcalpanUcutli of Sheet 57. Besides, the implements of war which are

figured on a cone-shaped green eminence fronting the god of our manuscript are similarly shown before

tho Codox Borgia deity at Fig. 275. Tho paraphernalia are even increased, since to shield, bundle of

spears, throwing-stick and jagged bludgeon, here arc further added a (touch for flint arrow-heads and a little

hand-flag (sacrificial flag). As I have more fully »et forth in my work on ‘The Venus periods in the

Codex Borgia Group of Manuscripts/ - tho deity of-the planet Venus was the spear-thrower, the shooting

god, and therefore the patron of the hunt and of war.

Before this deity of tho Evening Star, in our manuscript and in the corresponding place in Codox

Borgia is pictured (Fig. 270) the familiar figure of Xipe Toter, our Lord the Flayed, as Earth God of

the West, with the rattle-stick in his band. In l«>t h manuscripts he is represented in characteristic

manner with the human skin drawn over him, the musk of human skin with its narrow slit eyes,

tho nasal rod and plate alluding the form of the yopitsontli, and the white and red painted ends of the

loin-cloth forking off swallow-tail fashion. As breast ornament both figures wear a quail, which is also

met not rarely elsewhere. Besides the rattle-stick, which hero, strange to say, is painted blue—elsewhere

with Xipe it is white and rod, tho colours of that god—both carry in their other hand thu implements

of war: shield, bundle of spears, and hand-flag, which, us is usual, shows the colours of this god, that

is, consists of alternate white and rod stripes. As god of thu Sacrificio gladiatorio he is pictured in

Codox Borgia (Fig. 276) with a full downy feather wig over his flame-coloured hair, from which

curl up two forelocks, just os they do from tho hair of the deity of tho Morning Star, who is

indeed also a war god. The girdle of this figure, as is usual in Codex Borgia, is formed by a band

which in form and painting resembles tho ends of the loin-cloth. But below is hero displayed

—

a rare occurrence in this manuscript—the tzapocueitl, Xipe'e little green coat of sapote leaves. A

1 Cf. Zeitacbrift fur Ethnologie, xtt. (1898). pp. (330} amt {362) «*/. Spier, (jeianunelU Abbau dluiigen zur amerikaniMhen
Sprach- and Alterthumakunde. Berlin (A. Aaber ft Co.), 1902, toI. i. pp. «3? am) 641 «ry.— ‘ Dm ToimUmatl der Aubin’aclien
-''»in nil nag.

1

Berlin and London, 19OII-I90I, pp, 79. 80.—Co-let Fejervkry-Mayer, Berlin and London, 1901-1902, pp. 7u, "I.
1 Zeitschrift fur Kthnologi«, XX». (1898), pp. i;IÖ6)-(36S), 1375)4377). Cenamaiette Ahbnndlnngen zur amerilcanuchen Sprach,

und Altertbuntkund» Berlin (A. A»ber ft Co.). 1902, rol, i. pp. 63G. 057-859.
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further peculiarity ol' this Codex Borgia figure is tho double jewelled string seen protruding from his

mouth by which this god is evidently intended to bo here characterised as tho God uf Fertility, the

dispenser of min, tho begetter of vegetation.

In accordance with the above-developed theory the quarter of the South should now be repre-

sented in the second division on .Sheet 20 of our manuscript. The first figure, the sky-bearor,

above whom on the floor of the sky is pictured the day-count olin, Motion/ is distinguished by

a peculiar kind of painting und equipment, such us is not elsewhere met with any other figure

in our manuscript, aud in Codex Borgia only in the special section, Sheets 29*46. The body and

limbs in our manuscript are red, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 277) blue with longitudinal stripe*. In

our manuscript the face is two-coloured, tho lower half black, the uppor yellow, but filled with a

black crossed design similar to that which we met <>n the stem of the tree of the North. On

the cheek, that is, in the black lower half of the face, is shown a tlaxapocUtli, a black circular spot.

On the other hand the Codex Borgia figure has its face painted entirely yellow. Only two narrow

Fig. 277. Uitsiloporktli, ill« Fire <>'k1 -if the Smith, Celestial G<»d <>f

the South. ( 'i-lev Borgia 50 ( “ Kin^nhorougb 65).

Fig. 27S. ’ mi«) ile maguey eepeea-'

C ‘odes Mi'Dilona 29, 77.

liands arc given in a dark shade, one running from tho corner of the mouth, the other from the

comer of tho eye across the face—two bands, however, which also stand out in a deep black shade

on tho otherwise dark ground itself of the face of the deity of the planet VenuB. Here, too. is seen

a flajxijtochf/i; but painted on tho upper half of the face below the eye- In both manuscripts the

hair is yellow, and the frontal bund resembles that which in the respective manuscript may be taken

as characteristic for the Fire God. Compare the figure in our manuscript with that of the Fire

God in the left division of tbo lower half of »Sheet. If», and the Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 277)

with the figure of the Fire God (.Fig, 279), ruler of the ninth Tona/avuUl division on Sheet 09 (*= Kings*

borough 46), which is a parallel figure for the god pictured on Sheet 57 of our manuscript. With

tho two Codex Borgia pictures specially striking is the agreement in the figure of the cotinga

bird shown on the frontal side of tho fillet. The attitude in which this birr! is depicted on

the frontal side of the fillet, in a sense of flying down, with head directed downwards, forcibly

recalls the bin! figure which is seen on the frontal side of the turquoise fillets on certain Chirhen-itw

figures. Moreover, the accordance between the two g<ids reproduced at Figs. 277 ami 279 is made still

more striking by tbo coavortli bird's bead, which with both is found figured before the mouth, anti

apparently represents an imminent inserted in the pierced nasal septum, an ornament which is reduced

to a simple volute in the pictures uf the Fire God as figured in Codex Borbmiicus. Hence it cannot

be gainsaid that this second of the four sky-bearers is to be regarded as related to the Fire God,
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notwithstanding its different body and face painting As hrcust ornament this Celestial God of the

South wears the square turquoise plate of the Fire God, and in our manuscript one cotinga bird, in

the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 277) two. attached to the long pendent necklace to which his breast-

plate is fastened. This, too, is a peculiarity of the Fire God's attire, as may 1« seen in the figure of the Fire

God, first of the nine lords, on Sheet 19 of our manuscript liefere the god in both manuscripts ir

pictured a bulging jar with round bottom, which is corded round with strings, ami recalls the honey-

pots figured in the Codex Mendoza tribute roll (cf. Fig. 27*s).

Ki*». 279. XimhUntUif the Fir# God. Ruli-r of the ninth ToHulatiuitl division.

Codox Borgt* tj® ( Kinjr*h«>rtuijjh Mi).

On Sheet 20 of our manuscript, and in the corresponding place in Codex Borgia, the l*cath God

MictlantccnHi is depicted (Fig 2n0) fronting tho god described in the above passage. He is figure*

I

in tho usual equipment, as a l*>ny skeleton, hut holding the mttle-siick chkauattli in liis hand, and

is accompanied by a red -blond snake on which is perched an owl.

In the third division, on Sheet 12 of

our manuscript, which must correspond to

the quarter of the E*i*f, there follows, below

the sign emttf, ‘ Wind,' the characteristic

form of Qurfznlrouafl, the Wind God (Fig.

281), He is figured in the typical way with

the red oral parts protruding like a beak

and enframed by a beard at the ttfi.su of the

beak; with the gouged eye, the cone-shaped

cap, to the latch of which is fastened a

black grouse wing (tiGeloco/iiUi rojeoliyo)

and in which are stuck the t»nne dagger

(owi/f) and the agave-leaf spike (\iitztli),

the implements of mortification
; lastly, the

breast nmametit sliced from a spiral snail's

shell (tcailacaUctmaU) and tho hook-shapod ear-pendant (ejxx/lofli) sliced from a mmtsel-shcll.

Facing QuetzaleouaU a god is seen figured as Earth God of the South, painted a light-yellow

colour, and also in Codex Borgia (Fig. 282) with flame-coloured hair ending off in variegated buds. In

one hand he holds a flowering shrub instead of the chiratutsUi, in the other a green bunch (tnttlinalli)

%—*0

Fi(f. 880. c«-nfh, Lon) nf tho Underworld, Earth (!>»d of the

South. tVnl#K BarjiM ftO ( - King-Ummch 0.%)-
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and an incense-pouch (copalriquipiUi), and in him wo roust doubtless recognise Xockipilli the

Flower God, who ia a god of food supplies and has boon identified with the coxcoxtii bird who
sings at dawn.

Lastly, the fourth division, which is introduced in the upper half of Sheet 22 in our manuscript,

must now demote the North. And here in fact below the sign mnfrtth 'Deer,' we Hud ilirtlanteniili

the Death God, the Lord of the North, represented as sky-hearer, and before him the Deer (vnofutf)

Fig. 2Nt. (jHfJzalcawttl, the Wind Uod, Cetntifll (»<«1 «*f tlir Rost.

Codex Bonn® öl ( — Klogabarouich fi4).

which is the sign of drought, and a rubber ball which symbolises the burut-offering, and consequently

fire also. The lk»nth God, who in our manuscript is designed in the usual way, only with the addition

of a gouged eye, is provided in Codex Borgia (Fig. 283) with a scops-owl's wing on his arms.

Before him, as Earth Clod of the

North, strides Cintrott the Maize God

(Fig, 2M), who, as always in tho Codex

Borgia group of manuscripts, is figured us

a male deity, of yellow colour and with

a peculiar block angular longitudinal Land

on his face, and on his buck bearing

his loud of maize-cars. The chifit luxzltt,

which ho curries in his hand, is painted

red. lu his other hand, strange to say,

ho holds a throwing-stick, so that it

tooks as if here tho chimunztli was

Fi«, 4M. .»•«***«.W of n.».« .nJM bit, «i.4 rf
n,“” t lo ",kcn “ ,h0 «“*'* throwin8-

tile Ea*t, fVales Birr^iM öl ( Kinjr’UKirmifjli ((1). spear.

Xow, when we survey the general distribution of these eight gewiß to the quarters of the heavens, we art»

at once struck by the fact that in this series the Death (»oil occurs twice, once in the North ns sky*bearer

or ns Celestial God, and again in tho South as rat tic*hearer, as the Earth God. This twofold part, however,

is also ohsorvod elsewhere in the manuscripts. While usually associated with the cjuartrrof the North, this

deity also indicates the quarter of the South in tho series of the four gods who illustrate the correction

of the length of the year 1 It also seems somewhat remarkable that ('i nJcotl, God of the Maize-fruit, is

1 Cwirx Bfilogn 12. IX; <’•*!«* Kcji'rmfj-llij'H &i, 34 < — Ktngslxirou^li 12, 1 1 *, Ittwer liult; t.’ud« Ititigi* l'J-ölt

( » Kingaborough IMV-GX). Cf. Codex KcjLttury-Mxyrr, ein« nUUxi by lit. K'iuard Siler. Kuril 11 find London, IHOl-ltMV, ]>]>. 1 .15. 1*0,
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placed oa Earth God for the North, which is elsewhere generally regarded as a region of drought. »Still this

is no solitary instance, and we shall see that in the series of the nine Lords of Night the Maize God in like

raannor indicates the quarter of the North beside the Death God. The other associations will be found

justified at the first glance. For the planet Venus and the region of the West this is self-evident, and not

less so for the god related to tho Fire God and for the region of the South. And if Qnetznlcouatl stands for

Fig. 283. ilUtlantecwtli, tbit l>culh God, < Vlv*iud God of the North.

Codex Notri* 52 ( - Kinptbonmj'h 03),

the East we inay still remember that ho was identified with Ce acatl, the Morning Star. But. X-ipe Tutre

is in quite a special sense to be rogardod us the Mirth God, and is therefore rightly placed in the West,

which is tho region of the Earth in the stricter sense. Hence farthor on wo shall find the god Xi-pr with

the guardians of the Venus periods everywhere associated with the quarter of tho West.

The circumstanco that tho scries of sky-bearers

begins with tho doily of tho planet Venus, as

representatives of the West, and also that tho

Celestial God of the East, Quetofaleouatl, is a figure

which probably possessed astronomic significance,

awakens tho suspicion that the four sky-bearers

aro to bo themselves understood as constellations.

Four stars at the four ends of the firmament, as

guardians or sustainers of the heavens, was un-

doubtedly a notion generally current amongst tho

Mexicans. It is an interesting fact that amongst

one of the few Mexican tribes to this day living in

primitive conditions and dominated by primitive

conceptions,—the Huichols of tho state of Jalisco—

the traveller Lumholtz found the same notion still prevalent On a sort of celest ial chart brought by him

from these Indians wc sec figured in the West facing tho Morning Star, by them called tondami, the

‘Singur,' a large solitary orb, ntuvi or minimi, which is supposed to he always visible in tho sky, and after

an annual revolution to come into conjunction with tho Morning Star. And in the adjacent cross, in the

North and South stand two other large stars, which according to one local authority were simply called

ruldve, ‘Stars,’ and were one of those 4 that at times fall down and break to pieces on the rocks when they

try to kill a (cloud )-snako’: but according to another authority they stand there motionless as ‘ (putnlianti

of the world’ one being called tho tevali ZciuUsawi, ' the Southern Grandfather,’ the other tfotdi

yodwi, 'the blue Grandfather.*

M

Kir. g*l. I'ntltofl, tW Mitjxi* li'id, Kurth God of tin- Nurlb.

Oxfox Borgt* ÖS ( - Kiotpbonngb f*3).
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In the Chronicle of Tczozotnoc, where the building of the great temple is spoken of, repeated mention

is made of the Tzitzimime. In one place we read that to finish the temple there were still wanting the

Tzilzimimec Uhuieatzitzquique ' angele* de aire, sostenodores tlcl cielo,’ which were also called PetlanAzitz-

quique * tenedores del tapete <le cafia/ the six ‘tenedores y sustcntadorcs del cielo,' 1—the Tzilximimi, the

‘dieses do loo aires que traian las lluvias, aguas, trueuos y relampagos y rayoo, y hahian do cstar ä la redonda

do Ilnitzilopochtli,’* and that afterwards these 'dioses, signoa y pianolas,’ called Tzitzimime, were brought

up to the temple and set in their place round about the idol Uitzilopocktli.* These ‘ tenedores y susten-

tarlores del cielo ' must correspond in their fundamental conception with the sky-bearers of our manuscripts,

with our Figs. 275, 277, 281, 283. But by the Tzitzimime wo are undoubtedly to understand stellar deities

who became demons of darkness only because during a solar eclipse the stars become visible, in the day sky.«

At the fifteenth Tonalamafl division, whose ruler is a female demon in butterfly form called Itzjmpatirtf, the

interpreter of Codex Tellcriano-Remensis remarks:—‘this Itzpapalotl lielongs to those who fell from heaven,

namely the following: Quetudcoiuttl, Uitzilopocktli, Tezcatli/toca, Tonacateeutli, Youalte*-tttli and Tlauizcalpan

tecutlL* These aro the sons of CiUalicue and CitUdlalonac.’ And in another place, on the occasion of the

Quec/utUi feast (which was kept in honour of a god who is to be regarded us related to the Morning Star),

the same interpreter (Pedro do Rios) remarks that this feast is properly to be designated the full of the

demons, of whom it is mid that then are stars, and that there are stars in the sky still called by thoir

names, and they are the following: Yacatecutl i, TlauiscalpantccutU, Ce acatl, Quetzaleouall, Achitometl,

Xacopancalqui, Mixcouatl, Tczcatlipooa, Tzontemoctli. As gods, and before they fell from heaven, they

had these names, and now they are called tziizimilli, which is as much as to say something monstrous

and frightful.

As wo see from these various passages, it follows with certainty that by tho ‘ upholders of the sky,’ the

Tzitzimimf, ore to lie understood stellar deities. But 1 think we may go further. It seems to me that

iheso two just-quoted lists of the Tzitzimimf or stellar deities are to lie brought into relation with each

oilier and with the quarters of the heavens, and that they also agree fundamentally with the sky-hearers

figured in our manuscript. Of course, in this case, it must be admitted that in the second of the above

lists the names are grouped together in pairs, and that of the two lists one comprises six regions

(quarters), the other five. On this assumption tho two lists might, be paralleled in the following way, where

tho agreement is seen to extend even to tho sequence :

—

I. II.

Tlauizcalpan terutii
C

Yaeatecudi

\ Tlauizcalpan terutii

West

Quetzalcouatl
f
Ce acatl

I Quetzalcouatl

East

Uitzilupochtit 1 Achitometl

1 Xaenpan rttlqui

South

Tetcaflijtora
|
Mixcouatl

[ Tezcatlipoca

North

Tonacatecutl i above

Youaltecutii Tzontemoctli below

1 la thu anil ttia following quotation tlie forma of the Mexican name* art reproduced corrected.

1 Cninica Mexican*, «hap. xxxviii.

1 lb. chap. lix.

* lb. chap livi.

Cl. CUiiaalpain. VIP*. Rrlacina : X tocktli rikuitl, 1478 aflo« . miA ro no lArwu- vn ntnior tonnkhnh . aiorhi mnr/uf yu

ririiln/tiu . .
anti fa no pkenae yn nttqme yn ttcuasim* fa txinimimr. 'And in thi* same year M 10 Kidd.it " = 1478 A.D.
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If, now, these two lists of the TzUzimitne. or stullur deities, as here paralleled with each other, he

compared with the sky-beurers figured in our manuscripts, we see that the accordance is complete in the

West and in the East, and likewise in the fifth quarter, for the figure pictured on Sheet 23 of our

manuscript und in Codex Borgia reproduced at Fig. 274 is without doubt a Tzontemoctli, ' one tumbling

head foremost downwards.' But in the North, where our manuscripts picture the Death God, the lists

of Pedro de Rios have TezcaUipttca. In the South the interpreter's second list has two little-known names.

Achitometl is mentioned by Torquemada as second king of Toilan. Xacupan calqui I have hitherto met

nowhere else, and I have a strung suspicion that the correct modern form should properly be Xopav calqui ,

' he in the House of Summer/ a name which would be suitable for a southern stellar form. Hence I cannot

get much out of these two names. On the other hand, the name given in the first list, the familiar name

of the tribal god of the Mexicans of Mexico City usually indicated os ‘ War God/ is really the name

of a god of the South, as I had already occasion to explain in my elucidations of Codex Fej^rvary-

Mayer. For Opochtli means the ‘ Left/ and for the Mexicans the region of the Left was the region

of tho South.

—

omjKi in imaopuchcopa flail i mihtouaya uitznaacailaipan, 'the land on the left hand,

which is called the land of the Uitznaua' ( ic. the South), occurs in Sahagun's Aztec text.
1 The

brothers fought and vanquished by UxtzUupochtli arc the Cenizon uilznatut, the ‘four hundred

Southerners.’ The uitzifzilin, also, tho humming-bird, whoso name is contained in the name of the

god, and whose form served him as a disguise, has certainly us much to do with the uitznauac, the region

'of the Thorns/ ie. the South, us we know it hud with Summer, the rainy season, the season of the

South.* Towards the South was also turned Uitzilopocktlis great temple in the capital, Mexico. Now
with this UittUopochtli it seems that the sky-bearer of the South in our two manuscripts has also to be

brought into association. Certainly this god, as we have seen, shows in a general way the devices and the

dress-badges of the Fire God. But he differs in his colour and his painting. And the colour and painting

which ho has in Codex Borgia—blue with longitudinal stripes on arms and legs—point decidedly to

Uitzilopochtli, who after all is likewise a Fire God. Like tho Fire God, he wears tho xiuhcotuinauaUi, the

* turquoise snake disguise/ His feast, which comes to a head with the descent and burning of the snake

xiutu'ouall, is decidedly a fire feast. And in Codex Borbonicus the great fire feast, tho solemn drilling

of the new fire before the beginning of the new cycle of 52 years, is even deferred till the Panquelzalistli

feast, the feast of Uitzilopochtli. It is of course not to be exacted that the god UiUilopockUi should

be conceived and represented in these pictorial writings of the Codex Borgia group in exactly the same way

as in the city of Mexico and in the paintings of the god executed after the advent of the Spaniards. But

that a more general significance than that of a mere local fcli&h was attributed to this god must be at once

inferred from the consideration that, however powerful they may have been at the time of the conquest, the

inhabitants of the city of Mexico were nevertheless merely the heirs of an earlier culture, and felt that Buch

was their status. This was the culture which bore tho name of the Toltecs, to which a real historical

existence must l>e assigned, and with which these pictorial documents of the Codex Borgia group were more

closely connected than with the civilisation of a later historic period which came to the knowledge of the

Spaniards in the city of Mexico.

Hence it was astronomic notions that created, or else appropriated, the beings which we see exhibited

in those sky-bearers of the manuscripts, and also created or appropriated the beings which acquired a

dominating position in the cult of the various (Mexican) tribes. How these notions themselves arose, and

there waa a «olar eclipse, all »tarn were vUihlc. ami at the muh« tim« the <tovour*m, the Tii/iimiW, appeared. 1

Cf. Sabagtin

vili. chap, i.: *Y Umbien eu *u tUimpo (del dtebo Anitu.i-»a) aeonteem muy grand« eelipae del aol a medio dia: ca*i por eapacin,

d« ctaco bora* balm may grande obteuridad, porque apareewnm Ua eatrellaa y loa gentea tuvieroo grande mied», y decian

quo babian de doaornder det cicto nnoa luonatrno* rjae ee dicen, ui/iimi* qua babian dc comer ft loa hombrea y 4 la» mugerea.'

1 SabaguD. booh IX. chap. tii.

* According to the Mexican notion, in the dry aeaaon, in winter, the humming-bird baoga from a tree dead and fcatberleaa, and

only awaken* to new life in tba rainy aeaaon, in rommer. Cf. Sabagun, book XI. chap. ii. § 2.
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in what form they Iwcainc crystallised and handed on to luter generations, we have no longer any certain

means of knowing. Dut it is an interesting fact that these forms of the sky-bcurcrs in our manuscripts

FI 28-5. Male Caryat i'i of TltutaUim- Is mi lii^h. Philip .1. Becker Collodion.

I.K, Natural HixUiry Cuurt Muarum, Vienna.

Fi«. 2W1. Female » aryatid «*f Tfaunlla*, *| rm lii|>U.

Philip .1. Becker < olloction.

I.R. Natural IlinUHJ Court Museum, Vienna.

Flft. 287. Qmthalcouall < 'aryatid.

Found in Mrxi<o during the excavations

in the Calle de la* Hacalmllaa.

occur also, it would seem, amongst tho extant stone edigies. These are the statues in the form of

Curyatidos, which in my opinion are to bo placed in the same category as the sky«bearers of the

manuscripts. Such Caryatides have been found in the ancient prehistoric cultural centre of the city
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of Tula. Ono of those, a malu figure whose face looks out from the open jaws of a snake, has been figured

by PoiVafitil in his Monumentos del Arte Mexicano Antiguo, vol. i. plates 14b- 150. In the Tlaxcala district

thu late Philip J. Becker procured two stone Caryatides which are now preserved with the whole of his

valuable collection in the Imperial Royal Natural History Museum, Vienna (Figs. 285, 286). And quit©

recently, during the excavations on the site of the Great Temple in Mexico, there was brought to light such

another Caryatid, which represents the god Quetzalcouatl, that is, ono of those figures which are everywhere

included amongst the Tzitzimimr (Fig. 287). All these stone effigies are of decided archaic type. In fact,

they convey the impression that they arc the embodiment of notions which in an earlier cultural epoch

were specially dominant. And one is here again all tho more readily inclined to think of the legendary

Toltecs, since a whole series of Caryatides, in appearance strikingly like ono in the Bockor collection, have

been found by Teobert Maler and others 1 in Chichen-itza, Yucatan, that is, in tho very region whillier the

Toltoc8 are supposed to have gone, and on the very spot In tho coastlands whoro the emigrant Nahua

tribes appear to have left behind them some imposing monuments.1

VIII. The Nine Lords of the Night Hours.

Suects 19-23 (aKiXGSBonouGH, 67-71). Lower Hau*.

In tho Tonalamatl of the Auhin collection and of Codex Borbonicus, in tho Tonalamatl of Codex

Tcllcriutio-Rcmensis and of Codex Vaticunus A (No. 3738), both arranged ou the sumo principle, as well us

iu the Tonalamatl disposed in columns of five members which is exhibited on the first eight sides of Codex

Bologna, in all these documents arc seen, partly beside the compartments in which tho 20x13 days of the

Tonalamatl are ligurod with ciphers and signs (or with their signs alone), portly in the same compartments

with thorn, rows of nine heads of deities or else symbols of these deities, which Accompany these 20 x 13

days in continuous repetition. The authors who have treated of the calendar of the ancient Mexicans

—

Leon y Gama, who drew his information from the historical work of CrislowU de CastiUo (an Indian of

distinguished Tetzcucan descent, who is said to have died 80 years old in 1600); Jacinto de la Serna, who

flourished in the second half of the seventeenth century ; and Boturini, who in his turn drew upon

Jacinto de la Serna—call these nine gods the nuevr Acompaikados or the nueve Seiiores 6 duefton de Li

noehe, and give their names, which substantially agree with the names which are found inscribed with

these heads in Codex Telleriano-Kctnensis and in Vatican A (No. 3738). They are the following:

—

I. XiuhtecxUli, The Fire God.

II. Itztli, Stone Knife God.

III. l*iUsinUxutli, God of Princes ( — Tonutiuh, Sun God).

IV. Cinteotl, Maize God.

V. Mictlanlecutli, Lord of Hades.

VI. Chalch i uhtlicuc, Water Goddess.

VII. Tlafoltcotl, Furth Goddess.

VIII. TepcyoUotli, Heart of thu Mountains, God of the Mountain Caves.

IX. Ttaloc, Rain God.

* (Jlobu*, lniii., Oct. 1896, pp. 279-281.

* Cl. Scler, ‘ (jactuleouatl-Kiikiilcna in Ync*Um.' Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, ut. (1S98), p. 388 *(•), Goenramelte Abhand-

lungen nur nm*rik*ni*chen Sjirnch- und Altertliumekumie. Berlin (A, Aebrr ft Co.), 1902, vol. i. pp. 668-705.
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The expression the ‘nine Lords of the Night' current amongst tho specified authors seems so far u>

hit tho mark that, as 1 have endeavoured to show in my commentary on the Tonalamatl of the Aubiu

collection,' these nine gods seem to have been regarded as Gu<t rdiawu of the nine Night Hour» in

contradistinction to thirteen oilier gods and figures pictured in bird form who arc in like manner shown

accompanying the 20 x 13 days of the Tonalamatl in continuously repeated sequences, and appear to have

represented for the priestly savants the guardians of the thirteen hours of the day.

In tho manuscripts mentioned at the opening of this chapter, these nine gods, the Lords of the Night

Hours, are everywhere introduced only us associulos of tho 20x13 days of the TanaUmatl in the name

compartment with the sign of the days, or in a side compartment of u like somewhat reduced size. Hence

here tho heads alone might luive been figured if it was really the intention merely to exhibit the

cliaructeristic devices of tho various gods. But the editors of the Codex Borgia group of manuscripts have

preferred to assign to these nine lords a special place for themselves. They were thus enabled to display

the various persons in better and richer array and in full figure. For this purpose they have used tho lower

halves of Sheets 19-23 ( — Kingsborough 62-71) of our manuscript. And to them corresponds in Codex

Borgia the Sheet 14 (= Kingsborough 25), where these nine lords are introduced three each in three

cross rows one above the other, and in such a way that tho reckoning begins in the lowest row, running

in this row from right to left, then in the middle cross row from left to right, and in the upper again from

right to left. In both manuscripts, licsido the figures of these nine lords, are given the pictures of the

first nine day-signs, as it were to help in counting. A still larger space is occupied by the group

of tho nine lords in Codex Fojervary- Mayer, whore wc find them not only distributed towards the

five quarters of tho heavens in the resume. Sheet 1 (= Kingsborough 44), (cf. Fig. 265 suftra, p. 77 ), but

moreover see them further represented in larger figures and accompanied by all kinds of symbols on

Sheets 2-4 ( = Kingsborough 43-41).

In all these places the figures arc characterised as the guardians of the night by the fact that with

them is always pictured a bundle of firewood (tlatUitilguauhyuetzaUi) with a rubber ball (olteiolotli) on

which is attached a single quetzal feather, hence representing a bvmt-offe ring, and this is ciLhur simply

shown either before or beside them, or else is presented hold high up (oviauu) by the gods themselves.

Wc know that in ancient Mexico stacks of wood blazed up at night on all the temples, that it was a special

charge of tho priests to feud these fires, and a chief duty of the young men, the bachelor warriors gathered

in tho teipoduxiili, to collect the fuel required in large quantities for these fires. In Codex Fejcrviiry

the pictures of these gods present several peculiarities, which I have fully described in my elucidations

of this manuscript.
2 The figures in our manuscript are more closely related to those of Codex Borgia, aud

in the following remarks I will briefly set forth what seems most noteworthy in these pictures.

In our manuscript the first day-count ( cijxu-tli,
'Crocodilo') and tho first of the nine lords,

XiuhteciUli, the Fire God, are shown on the loft side of the lower half of Sheet 19 ;
in Codex Borgia,

as just stated, on tho right side of the lowest cross row of Shoot 14 = Kingsborough 25 (Fig. 288).

In both manuscripts the god is figured standing before a temple with u bundle of firewood and a

rubber ball in his hand In the temple in Codex Borgia (Fig. 2»8) is seen a second bundle of fuel,

from which the flumes flare out. In our manuscript the ridge of the temple roof is surmounted by

pinnacles (>nwu;otf, mixoyuU, that is, cloud effigies), and within it lie the implements of war (yaoyotl):

—

shield, bundle of spears, and throwing-stick. For the Fire God is also the God of War. In both

manuscripts the god himself is painted red (motlauhoptc) with the lower half of his face block—

a

painting which we are to conceivo as executed with heated rubber (motenotcopi nticac)—and a similar

1 Berlin am] London, ItMHMSUl, pp. 21-2Ö.

* B«rUn ami London, 19U1-19U2, jip. 32-47-
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black cross band at tho level of his uyc. Tho fillet, a strap set with jewelled disks (ckalchiuhtefeUi),

is in the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 2SS) ornamented on the frontal side with a eotinga bird (riuktoiotl)

in that downward attitude, os if Hying down, that we have already seen with the figure related to the

Fire God (Fig, 277 sapra, p. *6), and which is also shown in a strikingly similar manner with certain

figures of the reliefs at Chichcn-itza in Yucatan. In the fillet are stuck two arrow-shafts which

represent the ome quammajnafitli
,
the two wooduu drills, the fire-drill,—an ornament which in the

descriptions of cost,innos appears to be indicated by the names mitxonili, tlacochzonUi, ‘arrow-wig,’

‘ spear-wig/ And lastly above this towers a tiara (&t/Motoanuuttll

i

) broadening upwards. In Codex

Borgia the god wears, attached to a long pendent necklace, a square plate, which is blue, hence executed

in turquoise mosaic, and is the usual breast ornament of tho Fire God, such us we hare also met

with the above-mentioned figure (Fig. 277 supra, p. Hit) related to the Fire God. On the other hand,

in our manuscript to the necklace is fastened a disk-shaped breast ornament, but which is likewise

painted a blue colour, hence executed in turquoise mosaic, and set with golden liells. Moreover, in our

manuscript, on tho necklace is shown a blue birtf icith pointed hill (ft eotinga? a humming-bird?).

Fig. 2S8. Xuthtn-Htli, the Fire God,

First of ibi* Nine Lord*.

<Vm1px H'irgiit 14 ( KiRgKiximugh 26

X

Fig. lizlh-Tt.zrMUptKn,

rlw Stone Knife Got!, Skomi of the Nine Lord*.

(%h|px Borg« 1-t ( - King»li«»n>ugh 26).

exactly as wo liavo seen it with the figure related to tho Fire God in tho loft division of tho upper

half of Sheet 20 in our manuscript. With the t.’odox Borgia figure tho loin-cloth is red and edged

with eaglo feathers; in mir manuscript wo find a similar loin cloth frequently given with the Sun God.

Tho second day-count {cccatl, ‘Wind*) and the second of the nine lords Iltili. the Stone Knife

God, stand in our manuscript in the right division of Sheet. 19, in Codex Borgia in the middle of the

lower cross row of Sheet 14 (Fig. 2S9). In our manuscript the god is recognised as liztl'u tho Stone

Knife God, by the fact that his face is looking out from the open jaws of a stone knife which, as

is usual, is designed with teeth and the socket of an eye al*ovo them. In other respects both in

our manuscript and in Codex Borgia tho god js pictured as a black (Yitynultqui) Tczmtlipora, with

the yellow cross bands on his black face, the ixtbxn tlatlaan, tho children's facial painting (pihmk iualli)

made with child's dirt (coutruitlttll), w'hcrchy this g<xl, like the Mexican UitzilopoektH, is characterised

as a young god. In Codex Borgia the god is represented with his hair brushed up on one side over tho

brow, tho warriors’ huir-drossing tsotxocolueyae, and the forked hemn-feather ornament (attaxeUi) in his

hair, this being part of the warriors’ dancing attire, but w'hich, owing to the slono-knifo mark, could not

be given in our manuscript. But in both manuscripts the smoking mirror at the temple, the special

device of tho god Tescatlipoca, is reproduced boldly and distinctly. In our manuscript the clouds of
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smoke attain a somewhat extravagant height, ami are set with featherwork. In both manuscripts, in the

hole pierce«! in the nasal septum, is further soon the blue real (xiuhyncamitl ), from which a little plate

falls over the mouth, an<l should have properly been shown in profile, hut, like the eye, is drawn in

full. In both manuscripts also he wears on his breitst, fastened to two strong red -leather strap, the

white ring, the teocuUlaananatl, an ornament which in Codex Fejdrvary, and not rarely also in our

manuscript, is drawn simply as a large round eye, ami is without doubt also intended to represent

such an eye with its pupil and the conjunctiva in the inner angle standing out in a red colour. For

Tezcailipooa is above all the observer. Of him we read in tho toxin rul teitic fUvmati, nuiti, ‘y sabia

loa secretes quo tenian on los corazonos.' In the Sohagun manuscript he carries the tlackieloni, the
* seeing implement,’ which possibly represents nothing more than this eye or tho ring anauatl set up

on a pile. On his hack, as a hack device (tiamamalli), Tescatlipora, as indeed this second also of

llio nine lord«? (Fig. 280), wears a largo imposing feather adornment, which in the descriptions of

costumes takes the name of quetzalcomitl, ‘quetzal-feather pot.* Lastly, the most striking distinctive

mark of tho god TezetUlipoea, tho renderl f«>ot replaced by a smoking mirror, is clearly recognised in

both manuscripts. In the Codox Borgia figure (Fig. 280) tho lambent flames at the stump of tho leg

are combine«! with a largo water-vessel, and tho mirror from which issue tho clouds of flamo or smoke

is in our manuscript painted the colour of water. This is a proof that, here also, as may be more

distinctly seen in tho TVzeattipoea figures of Codex Tolleriano-Ilcmensis, it was intended to represent

water and fire, ntl-tlackinoUi, that is, tho symbol of war, that the so-called smoking mirror which is

shown at the temple of the god's head, ami in diverse mortifications at the stump of his leg. is itself nothing

more than a symbol of war. It is further remarkable that, in the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 289)

the second foot of tho god is also missing, and is replaced by a stone knife from which green and

yellow feathers run down. In tho Codox Fejervary picture of Jtzfli, second of the nine lords, the one

foot exhibited as missing or torn off is stuck in tho throat, of a stone knife. It would therefore seem

as if the Codox Borgia figure (Fig. 289) were intended to exhibit simultaneously the two ways in which

it was usual to figure Tezintlipom'* severed foot in tho picture-writings.

Like the preceding figure, this second of tho nine lords likewise presents with uplifted hands u

burnt-ofi'ering, a bundle of firewood and a rubber Imll. In our manuscript tho bundle of firewood is

wrapped in a black material answering to tho colour and the nature of tho god. Tho first of the nine

lords, the Fire God, was pictured standing before a toinplo. But the places of worship of Tezeattipoca,

the dark, the nocturnal, tho wizard in a pro-omiuont sense, wore tho crossways (rVmowio). In our two

manuscripts we acconlingly soo such a crossway figured before this second of the nine lords. On it we

notice in Codex Borgia a burnt-offering, a bundle of firewood and a green bunch from which the flames

shoot up. By the green hunch are probably meant pine-branches (nexoyntl), to defM»sit which on the

altars (earth pyramids, mwnnzil £) of the god was a favourite act of worship paid especially to Tezcatli-

p<tca. In our manuscript a jaguar (ocdotl) hit by a spear crouches on tho crossway, by which the

werewolf, the magician (naualli), was doubtless meant to be indicated. For in the popular imagination

these magicians were wont to indulge in their uncanny practices by night in tho form of jaguars.

The third «lay-count (calli , 'House') and the third of the nine lords, PUizinitctUli, that is, TovatiuJi,

the Sun God, stand in our manuscript, in the left division of Sheet 20, in Codex Borgia on the left

side of the lower cross row of Sheet 14. In this instance the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 290) is less

characteristic. Wo see a warrior with his hair brushed up on one side (tzoitocolutyac) in tho same

way as we have just had to notice it with Trzcatl ipoca, representative of tho second of tho nine

lords (Fig. 289). But here body and limbs are painted red, his face on the lower half also re«l, on the

upper yellow. In the original the part aliout tho corner of the eye is encircled by a line, which how-

ever stands out rather faintly. This is a device which in other places, too, of this manuscript is given
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with the Sun God, but likewise with XochipiUi (the god with the butterfly form on his mouth). A

small square field, which is still perceptible Ixdow tho oyo on the yellow upper half of the face, is

properly a badge of XochipiUi, Tonacatccuili, and the Maize Gods. We also see it on the cloth, which

the god, after tho manner of the Maize Gods, has wrapped round his hips. In the pierced nasal

septum the Sun God wears everywhere in Codex Borgia a rod which is formed from tho elements of

the hieroglyph chaUkiuitl, ‘Green Jewel,’ hence is a chalchiahyacamitl. His nape and hock ornament

is formed by a largo disk or rosette and a wrap falling over the buck, both similarly painted in the

colours of tho hieroglyph rhnlchutUl

;

and the same design is also shown at the ends of tho loin-cloth.

For as with tho Mexican nobles tho ends of tho loin-cloth were ornamented in accordance with the rank

and position of the wearer, so also with Lho gods. Lastly, on his breast the Codex Borgia Sun God wears

a large gold disk (tcocuitiaconwll

i

).

In our manuscript the third of the nine lord« is painted simply red with flame-coloured hair. On the

frontal side of the fillet we see tho conventional bird's head, which is in fact of very frequent occurrence with

pictures of the Sun God. On his hood lies a feather decoration (iuitcnmlli) whose chief constituent is

Fig. 200. TWtf •uA -
•, Ui« Sun God,

Third of the Nin® Lunlx.

Codex Borgia 14 ( = Kingnborongh 25).

Fig. 291. CinteoÜ, the Maim God,

Fourth of the Niue Lords.

Codex Borgia 14 ( = KUtpdwrouifh 25).

formed by two oagle's feathers, hence it is a qwmkfcmnlli, ami from it hang out two long bands which are

hairy on one side, as if consisting of skin. This also is a characteristic mark of the Sun God in this group

of manuscripts. Tho nasal rod is provided, liko that of Tcscatlipoca, with a plate falling over the mouth.

On his breast the god seems to wear an ornament similar to that shown in this manuscript by the

Fire God, first of the nine lords.

In both manuscripts this third of the nine lords is figured stauding before a temple ami presenting a

burnt-offering, a bundle of firewood and rubber balL In our manuscript the various structural parts of the

temple are painted quite in the colours of the jewel (chalchiuitl), and on the roof-ridgo (painted in the same

way) are set a row of jewelled disks as pinnacles. In the temple with the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 290) is

seen an incense-burner set with jogs which resembles the vessels figured at p. 30 mpni, and contains a

rubber ball. In our manuscript, on the contrary, tho whole of tho usual burnt-offering, bundle of fuel

or rubber bait, lies within tho tomplo, before which is scon a small human figure presenting a burning

rubber ball.

At sunrise tho Sun God, ns Sahagun relates,1 was invoked with incunae-burning, and blood and quails

were presented to him with the words:—'The sun has risen, the burner (tonamctl), tho turquoise child (the

* book n. Appendix.

N
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young Fire God, fiuhpiUontli), the soaring eagle (quauhtleoanitl). We know not how he will end hiß

course
;
wo know not whether any harm may not befall the people.’ Then turning to the god they prayed :

—4 Lord, do thy work unto a blessing for us.’ Moreover incense was again burnt to the Sun, altogether four

times during the day, and five times at night as to the YounUrcuHi, the Lord of Night

Tho fourth sign (cuettpalin, 4 Lizard ') and the fourth of the nine lords, dnteotl,

4 the Maize God,' stand

in our manuscript on the right side of Sheet 20, in Codex Borgia in the left division of the middle cross row

of Shoot 14. In the manuscripts of the Codex Borgia group the Maize God is in most cases a male deity

who is painted a yellow colour, and distinguished by a peculiar angular black longitudinal band on his face.

The picture drawn by Codex Borgia of this god as the fourth of the nine lords (Fig. 201) is clearly

recognised as the Maize God by the maize-ears and the maize-bloom which he wears on his fillet or on

his head. In other respects his adornment resembles that of the Sun God in its flame-coloured hair,

the jewelled hood-strap with the conventional bird's head on tho frontal side, the large gold disk

(Uocuiilacomaüi) on his breast, and on his nape the rosotto paintod in tho colours of tho groen

jewel (chalchiuitly

The god in our manuscript is more specialised Here he wears on his head a notched crown (amacaUi)

like that of the Earth, Mountain, and Rain Gods. But it is painted green and yellow, the colours of the

maize, and fastened with a tie at the occiput (tiaqruchpanyoti), which is painted in like colours, and again

somewhat resembles that of the Earth, Mountain, and Rain Gods, and ns with the Rain Gods, shows the

long dark hair hanging down from under it. On his breast ho wears, attached to a chain of jewelled beads,

an ornament, which is painted in the colours of the green jewel (chatchiuitl), and from which hang jewelled

thongs. The loin-cloth is again in the colours of the maize, showing alternate yellow and green cross bands

Like the other meml>ers of this series, the Maize God also presents with upraised hands a burnt-

offering, bundle of firewood and rubber ball, which in our manuscript is again put up in a wrap painted

green and yellow, the colours of the maize, and studded with jags. Instead of a temple, before this god is

drawn a flowering tree which at tho tips of the two upper branches bears large sunflowers, while the root

end has the form of a reptile’s jaws biting into the ground. At tho stem of the tree are again introduced a

burnt-offering, a bundle of firewood and three largo yellow feathers. In our manuscript, the stem of the

tree is formed by a large head of TUtloc (that is, the Rain God), above which shoot, up maize leaves

and inflorescent maize-ears. Before it a burnt-offering is suggested by a rubber ball surmounted with

a bunch of variegated feathers.

The fifth day-count (eov/itt,

4 Snake ’) and the fifth of the nine lords. Aiictiantecutli, tho Heath God,

stand in our manuscript on the loft side of the lower half of Sheet 21, in Codex Borgia in the midst of the

middle cross row of Sheet 14. In both manuscripts is drawn a skeleton with a skeletml thorax and a skull

for its hew! But in our manuscript at arms and legs the bony structure is merely indicated by a yellow

colour and n black design, whereas Codex Borgia paints both arms and legs a bone colour— white with yellow

spots picked out in red. The ornamentation consists of a large rosette at the occiput (cutrcoehteekimalii)

and a flag curved round (pantoyauail i), both painted in alternate white and red cross lands, a painting

shown also by the ends of the loin-cloths and by the ends of other bands und stripes. In our manuscript

the skeleton is further clothed, as generally in this manuscript, with a jacket of green malinalli blades,

and wears in its ear a strip of unspun cotton. To all this is added as back device a pot in which three

flags are stuck.

This god, too, presents his burnt-offering. But his places of worship are naturally those ceric sites, the

crossways ('nruurac) where hoots the scops-owl, the bird of death. Both crossway and death-bird are

accordingly figured before the god in both manuscripts, the owl being set round with paper flags, the

decoration of corpses jacked up for cremation. The burnt-offering, consisting only of a bundle of fuel.
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lies in a dish which in Codex Burgk k painted black with white crosses. For tho cross, originating

with tho cross-bones, a symbol familiar also to tho Mexicans, was for them likewise an emblem of

death. As Mictlnntecutli is the God of Cremation, this dish containing the burnt-offering is moreover

set round with two additional bundles of firewood.

The sixth day-count (mujuiztli,

'

I>eatk ’) and the sixth of the nine lords (Chalch iuhtlieue), Goddess of

Flowing Water, stand in our manuscript on the right side of the lower half of Sheet 21, in Codex Borgia

Fig. 282. ChaU&ifhllietu, the Water Goddess, Fig. 203. Tkfofiroli, ttie Rarlh Gothics*,

Sixth of the Nine Lord*. Seventh of this Nine Lords.

Codex Borgia 14 { = Kiiij^borough 25). Codex Borgia 14 (= Kingsbunnigb 25 1.

in the right division of the middle cross row of Sheet 14. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 292) the goddess is

figured iu the same characteristic and typical way as everywhere in this manuscript—face overtopped by a

snake’s throot which forms her helmet-mask ; faco itself painted yellow, the colour of women, but with two

short broad bands of a deep black colour on the lower edge of the cheek, which are also met on Mexican

stone effigies of this goddess indicated by sharply rectangular edged carvings. In Sahagun s chapter on

tho attire of the gods this stylo of painting is not assigned to Chalckiuh*

tlicue herself, but to an apparently related though otherwise unknown

goddess, TzopoUan tennn, * Mothur of Tsapotlan

*

who passed for the

discoverer of the terpentine salve (axitl), and is designated in tho

text os utm quipiUo, J she has two (drops) bangmg down.' Iu her

nose tho goddess of Codex Borgia (Fig. 292) wears on ornament of a

blue colour which ends off on both sides with a snake's head, but

is here not very distinctly drawn. The goddess is clothed in a hip

Covering (cuSitl) whoso lower half shows the colours and design of the

hieroglyph of tho green jewel (chalchiuitl\ From this is in fact Kir. ao*u nafJiwU, th« K.rtli

derived her very name Chalckiuüticue, which menus 'of tho green Gedde», Seventh of the Nine Lord*.

. . Codex Vtitlcanus 3773, iHbcet 22
jewel (chairhmitl) consists her euugua (icui). The same elements of ( = Kin^boiwißh 70).

the hieroglyph rhatchin if

l

are also shown hy the wrap which covers

the kick of the goddess. lastly, on her breast she wears h large gold disk (Uocaittacomalli) attached

to u jewelled string falling low down.

The goddess is not drawn i|uite so cluimctcrktically in our manuscript. Tho enogua certainly appears

to be painted with the dements of the hieroglyph chulchiuM. But the faco is simply yellow, and the nasal

plate, blue and step-shaped, is in form and colour like that with which the goddesses Xorhiqucftal, Chantico
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and others are figured. We also miss the helmet-musk formet! of a snake's throat, which gives such

a marked appearance to the Codex Borgia goddess, and is also found with the Chalchiuhtlicue figure

of Codex Fejervary- Mayer. The crown worn by the goddess of our manuscript somewhat resembles the one

which wo have met with the Fire God, first of the nine lords in our manuscript In particular the two

arrow-shafts which in the crown of the Fire God indicate the ome quamnuimalitti, the two sticks of the

tiro-drill, seem to bo here likewise given. It is jxissible that this Ckitlchiuhtlicue figure of our manuscript

has keen equipped with functional badges that properly belong to Cluivtico, the Fire Goddess of Xwhimilro.

But |>ossibly also this intermingling of insignia has taken place beeuuse the (lowing water (dtl), of which

this goddess was regarded as the expression and embodiment, suggested the all tlachinolli, the ‘ water

(
properly spear-throwing) and conflagration,' tho symbolic indication of war, the expression ami representative

of which is this very Fire God, as will be seen.

In Codex Borgia (cf. Fig. 292) a water-vessel is displayed liefere this goddess, who like the other figures

of the series also brings her burnt-offering. The fluid in the vessel, painted the colour of water, is enclosed

F%. 204. wu&nuiN, tbe Huaxtw Scrrant* of Telto innan, who form hrr cortoge at tho OchpanistU,

the Broom Knut Codex Borbimicuj* 30.

by a wide red and a narrow while fringed bonier, so that the blue fluid again forms the nucleus of a

chaUhiaxtl (' Green .Jewel *) hieroglyph. And in order to give still more distinct expression to this intention,

the chafrhiuitl hieroglyph is once more exhibited in the fluid as a half-disk and on a thong projecting from

it upwards. This is doubtless to be regarded in the first place as the simple expression of the real value of

this element for the existence of man, but may again have also the hidden meaning that at the sight of

water tho pious should think of tho jewel-water (chulchluhafl) which, as we shall boo, denoted tho blood

which they drew from themselves at the religious exorcises,and presented to the gods. Then in our picture,

floating on the foaming surface of the wulcr, is again seen the burnt-offering, a bundle of firewood and a

largo rubber ball. In our manuscript the goddess stands right in the water, whieh is painted in the usual

way, and surrounds two sides of the compartment. Into it descends a feather-snake (qtutsalcouaU) which

receives the burnt-offering in its open jaws.

The seventh day-count (martxtl, ‘ Deer') and the seventh of the nine lords, the goddess Tlafolteotl,

stand in our manuscript in the left division of the lower half of Sheet 22, in Codex Borgia on the right side

of tho upper cross row of Sheet 1 4. TUifoUeotl means ‘ Goddess of Dirt,' and to this name corresponds tho

other, Tladqumxi, tho * Filth-eater,’ the “Sinner/ For this goddess was the representative of women and of

sensual pleasure. Her protection was invoked by the adulterer, who wished to be rid of his sin and of the

punishment imposed upon it. And he obtained this protection by going to confess his sin to the priests of
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this goddess and performing tho pcnanco enjoined on him by them. The obscene character which clings

to this goddess also finds expression, os we shall see, in several pictures in our manuscript ; but above all

in the large picture which Codex Borbonicus presents of tho fe«wt which was celebrated in honour of tho

goddess at tho end of the rainy season, at harvest time, which bore the name of Ochpanistli ,
‘ Broom

Feast,’ and at which the followers of this goddess, her ‘ Huaxtec Servants’ (icwzxuin), are seen moving

about with huge phalluses (Fig. 294). This remarkablo goddess, who was moreover honoured and feared

as tho great Earth Goddess (Tlnlli iyollo), perhaps oven as tho Earthquake Goddess, who received tho

names of Toci, * our Grandmother,’ and Teteo innan, * Mother of tho Gods,' honco was looked upon and

worshipped us tho All-begetter. Mother of (hsls and Mon,1 appears to have hod her home amongst the

tribos of tho Atlantic soaboard. At least Sahagun expressly states 3 that she was venerated especially by

the Cuextecn, the Huaxtecs, the inhabitants of the north coast of Yora Cruz, and by tho Mixteca and

Ulmcca, who, according to his nomenclature, wore tho inhabitants of the south coast of Vera Cruz. On the

other hand his nativo authorities were unable to toll him whether this goddess was also known amongst

tho western tribes, the peoples of Mechoacan, whilo ho distinctly denies that tho Ckichimeca, that is, tho

hunting tribes of the North, paid her any worship.

In the songs the goddess is hailed as the cogauic xochitla, * tho yellow Bloom,’ and istac xochitla, ' the

whito Bloom,’ the tonana teumechaue, 4 our Mother, the goddess of tho thigb-skin-faco-painting,'* or as the

ti nod tenmechaue,
‘

thou, my Grandmother, thou goddess of tho thigh-skin-faco-painting,’ 4 she who dwolloth

in tho Tamoancknn, * the House of the Descent/ which, perhaps, properly means * tho House of Birth,' the

Xochitl uracan , ' the place whore are tho flowers,’ that is, tho paradise of food supplies, tho homo of maize,

tho Wost, whore of hor there was born tho Maize God (Cinteotl), the god Ce xochitl, ‘ one Flower

—

yecoc ye innan, ye tend tlagolteutla

oayu, (xjvayayt.

Our Mother, tho goddess TtoQoUeotl, did arrive.

otlacatqxii genUntil tamiyoan ichani

xochitl icncani (« yxochilli

yantala, yanlala, ayyao ayyaw-

tiliU yao ayiuvc uayyave

The Maize God is born in the House of tho Dosceut,

in the place where are the flowers, the god ‘one Flower.’

otlacatqai cententl, atl yayaoicani

tUtcapiUachiixiloya chalchimichvaean

yyao, yantala, yautanta, oyyao ayyave

tilili yao, ayyave oayyave

The Maize God is bom in the place of water and of mist,

where the childron of mon are made, iu the dowel -Micfauuan.

TlagoUcott, seventh of tho niuo Lords of Night, is in Codex Borgia quite naked, and pictured with a

snake bcaido her (Fig. 293), just as at Figs. 35-36 »upm, p. 19, we found the penitent, adulterer pictured

1 Sahagun, book l. chap, vii.

1 The identity of the goddess bearing the names of Toci sod TeUo mitan with the TlafoiUotl of Sahagun and the interpreters

nf the Calendar 1 lint pointed out in my paper; 'die Tageslicht?« der oztekischeo und der Maya Handschriften ’ [Zeitschrift

fur Ethnologie, xx. (
1 8H.HJ, p. S8. Cf. Gesammslte Abhandlungen zur amerikanischen Sprach und Alterthwuskuude, Bsriik

(A. Asher A Co.|, 19t»2, vol i. p. 435.

* I -‘antares que dacian a bourn de ln« dinnes rn los tempi'« v fuera «leilos. (Sahagun MS. BlbL del Palocio) IV. i.-iv.

* 10. XIX. h-Ü. 4 10. XIV. L-iv.
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naked and with a snake beside him. The goddess has the facial painting peculiar to Thtfolieotl, a rubber

patch in the region of the mouth {motendcopinticac), which stands out in deep black from the yellow

colour of the rest of the face. But in the pictures of the Codex Borgia group there is generally lacking

another distinctive mark which is prescribed for the face of the goddess in tho chapter on the dross of the

gods in the Sahagun manuscript, that is, a disk similarly maile of liquid rubber, a kind of plaster (‘como

un parche redondo ’) on her cheek, which in the Aztec text is called tlastijtoehtli in conllalUictic ycamapan.

On the other hand, the fillet of unspun cotton (ichats.ochiU), with tho inserted spindle which Sahagun

describes with the dress of Teieo innan, is quite regularly given, as hero also in Codex Borgia (Fig. 293),

and, as is usual, a similar baud of unspun cotton hangs out of the hollow plug which the goddess has stuck

in the lobe of her ear. Over tho nape of the goddess hangs a feather ornament, which as a rule consists of

yellow feathers projecting far out, and described by Sahagun as foyatenuilli, ‘ palm-leaf-/tHiM«*-&«ncA/ The

blue feathers shown in our picture (Fig. 293) in tho nape ornament of the goddess arc meant for feathers of

the quail (frön), who is the Earth bird and the bird of the Earth Gods. Lastly, in the pierce« 1 nasal

septum tho goddess wears tho golden nasal crescent (yacameistli), the Huaxtec ornament which, besides

hor, is likewise worn by the Pulque Gods, these being also regarded as Huaxtec deities.

The shoot in our manuscript also shows us a naked female figure and beside her a snake, which winds

out from between hor legs (Fig. 293a). But the body and face are painted white, only with the yellow

longitudinul stripes, which are similarly shown on other figures of our manuscript, who are, properly

speaking, supposed to be painted white. The eye has the narrow slit form without pupil, as is usually

given with tho Xipe pictures, in order to indicate the slit for the eye in tho mask of human skin worn by

this god before his face. And in tho nasal septum, too, tho TLapAleotl of our manuscript wears a rod, which

by its ends, forked swallow-tail fashion, shows itself to be a part of Xipe Totec'e dress and adornment.

Xipe Totec, ‘ our Lord the Flayed,’ who is undoubtedly to bo regarded as an Earth God, and TlafoUaotl are

in fact two closely related figures. The other docorationa, fillet of unspun cotton {iefu'axochitl) with tho

inserted spindles, the band of unspun cotton banging out from the car-plug, and the fan or wing-like nape

adornment, resemble those of tho Codex Borgia figure.

Like tho othor members of this series, TlofoUeotl also presents with her hands a burnt-offering, a

bundlo of firewood and rubber ball. But as her place of worship before her is again figured a crossway

(utlimaxiu), as with Tczcatlipaca, the second member, and with the Death God, fifth god of this series.

On tho crossway is scon a black vessel, and in it a second bundle of firewood. But in Codex Borgia

the latter bears a packed corpse studded with paper bannerets, the decoration of the dead. For the

Earth Goddess is also she who takes the dead to her bosom. In our manuscript two arrow-shafts,

symbol of tho fire-drill, seem to be figured on the bundle of firewood
;
and beside it are seen other

bundles which arc meant to represent faggots or perhaps also bunches of grass. For this goddess

wears ais her badge tho broom ( izquistli or pojtotl). 1 Her feast is called tho ochjxmiztli, the ‘Sweep-

tho-way,' end her attendants

—

ca pzcatl ca popotl yn immac fetenl ink kcepj tlaezoilli, ‘grass, broom,

blood-sprinkled, have they in their hands.' *

Tho eighth day-count (tochfli

,

‘ Rabbit’) and the eighth of the nine lords, Tepeyollotli, the ‘Heart of

the Mountains,' stand in Codex Borgia in tho middle division of the upper row of Sheet 14, in our manu-

script on the first sido of tho lower half of Sheet 22.

Tho name of this god is unknown from other sources. We learn of no place where a god of this name

has been honoured. Farther on we shall also meet him as lord of the third day-count and of the third

TonalamtUl division. As wo shall see, there he presents himself in tho form of a jaguar, and with badges

1 Sabugtin, I. uhsp. i. MS. BtbL del Paliido.

1 SkbaguD, 11. cb«p ut ms Bibl. del Paisciu.
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of Tcseatlipoca, and by the interpreters he is explained as ‘lord of the animals’ (‘sonor de los animales’),

anti as the ' Edit) in the Mountains

'

(‘el returnbo de la vox, cuando retumba an un valle do an cerro

al otro’). And it is added Unit this name of jaguar is given to the Earth, because the jaguar is the

wildest of beasts, and this echo in the mountains 4 dates from the Flood ’ (‘ quedd del diluvio that is,

the god of this name is declared to be one of the primeval gods.

It would really appear that in order to understand and explain this figure we have to start from the

jaguar (acelofl). It in but natural that this strong, wild, and dangerous beast, especially in the regions where

it abounds, in the woods of the Tiorra calionto, enjoyed a superstitious worship, liased essentially on fear and

blended with fear. Thus it is related of the Indians of the Vera Paz district (Guatemala) that, when they

met a jaguar, instead of attacking him or running away, they knelt down and began to confess their sins,

whereupon the jaguar naturally devoured the unresisting simpletons.* The tribes of the uplands came into

leas direct contact with the jaguar. But not so the itinerant traders, who brought the products of the great

Fig. 285. Ttf/eyollotli, Heart of the Mountains

God of the Cares, Eighth of the Nine Lords.

ChkL'I Buraia 14 ( = Kingsbowngh 251.

Fig. 295a. TtpeyalloiU, Heart of the Mountains,

God of t)w> Craves,

Eighth of the Nine Lord«.

CVales Vnticnnu* 3773, Sheet 22

{ = Kin^sborongh 70).

industrial centres of the uplands to A nauae, that is, the coastlands, in order there to exchange them for cacao,

ornamental objects, gold, precious stones, and slaves- Accordingly the jaguar plays a conspicuous part, at

least in the imagination even of the Mexicans proper. And it was no doubt the experience, real or

imaginary, of the travelling merchants that directly inspired what wo find in Sahaguns fifth book, where

the roar of the jaguar in the mountain* is given as the first of ominous forebodings*:

—

in iquat aea quicaquin

in tequani ehoea

teqwtni tpait choen:

in iukqui tecr.iztli quipilza:

tepetl q ninanq n il ia :

tehcuim tla »rdanü i

:

iuhquin ilamapul choea

:

whon one heard,

the jaguar roar,

a roar as of a jaguar,

as whon one blow» a shell- horn,

the mountains answer (rc-ocho),

bellow,

os an old woman bawls.

It should here lw noted that the roar of the jaguar is distinctly brought into association with

the Echo wi the Mountain*, with the tej>eyollotli. And we shall presently sec that in tho pictures of

our god TepeyoUotli expression is also given to yot another trait in this description the comparison

1 I.m Curui. Hiatori* Apologetic«, cb«p. cicis, <ef. UcuicmI 7. 4- p. 3741 *nd Florrera 4 . 10. chftp. xiii.

* Sohagtm, r. chap. i.
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with tho sound of the conch (Ucciztli). For tho Mexicans the jaguar was pre-eminently the tearing,

tho 'devouring' beast. T&ptani, a familiar name of tho jogunr occurring in this very passage,

means properly 'ho that devours tho pooplo.’ For tho Mexicans tho jaguar was likewise the animal

that devours the Sun,—when tho tonat itthqtudo appeared, tho dreadful timo when in broad daylight

the Sun was eclipsed. And thus tho jaguar became an emblem of night, and of darkness, and of

the Earth. And wo shall presently see that especially the mouth of tho Earth, tho curt, was brought

into relation with this god, was regarded as tho seat of his worship.

The pictures of this god, oven whoro he is not exactly figured as an animal, a jaguar, are always

stamped with a wild, brutish expression. This is shown especially in the prominent eyebrows or

superciliary arches, in the long board and hair and the mouth opon

to roar. As eighth of tho nine lords ho is depicted in Codox Borgia

(Fig. 285) with black limbs and a peculiar face-painting, which in the

posterior half consists of tho alternating yellow and black cross bands

\ixtlan tbdluan) of Tezcati 'tpoca's facial painting, in the other half (the

middle of the face) shows the colour of ordinary human skin, but with

jaguar-skin design round about tho whole mouth. Tho latter unfor-

tunately is not clearly reproduced in Fig. 295. In tho nostrils a button

is inserted on both sides, this being an ornament which appears to

have been peculiar to tho tribes of the Pacific Tierra caliente, the region

of Tehuantcpoc, Soconusco, and the Pacific side of Guatemala We
soe it picturod with the figure which in Codex Mendoza serves as the

hieroglyph of tho city of Xochitlan in tho vicinity of Tehuantepec (Fig.

( c, c\ r\ 297). And I have met it quite frequently with the clay figures which

I have collected in these districts (cf. Fig. 29H). and also farther

v inland, in the district of Nenton on the frontiers of Chiapas and

Guatemala 1 The hair of Fig. 285 is arranged on top of the head in

two separately pleated tresses, and moreover hangs far down at the Bide

of tho body. Tho ear ornament is a square plate with projecting band,

like that of the Rain God TUdoc. The rest of the array, the ends of

the loin-cloth and the stripe hanging down over the back, also recalls

the Rain God TUdoc, being painted in the same colours—alternately

green ami olpiyauac, that is, spotted with Huid rubber. Lastly, l>efore

its mouth the Codex Borgia figure has a marine snail’s shell (tercidti),

that is to say, the god blow* the (Jirtldwrn (tecciztli guipitzn),

Tho figure in our manuscript, on the right side of the lower half of Sheet 22, is not quite so

dearly drawn (295a). With this figure the ground colour is rod
; but a cross band at tho level of tho

eyo is painted yellow. The mouth open to roar is also surrounded by n yellow line. I was formerly

of opinion that this, combined with the band running above tho oyc, produced the ixtlnn tlatlaan,

Le. Texatlipoca’i facial painting. Now, however, it seems to mo more probable that the yellow

line about the mouth is to be taken os a jagiutr-skin design, as with tho Codex Borgia figure

(Fig. 295). On the whole tho facial painting of the Tepeyollotli in the Vatican manuscript decidedly

recalls that of tho Bat God, who is tho next to be described, and in our manuscript is likewise painted

a rod colour. Tho above-mentioned head-like plug in the nostrils appears to be also shown with tho

Tcjftryollotli of our Vatican. Still it is somewhat in keeping with the blue disks which aro attached

to tho frontal strap of tho god. Tho hair stands high up above tho fillet in separate locks, liotween

le« DejMrtanjtnb* HueliuelenaDgo ii*-r lirpablik Goat* nisi»

Fiji. 2D6. TtjtyoUotii,

Eighth rtf the Nino Lord».

Ckwlox Frj^rvary-Mayor 4

( = Kinjptborough 4 1).

1 Sclor, Dio alten Aumfilclnngon vo

Berlin. {Dietrich Botoaar.) 1901. Pp
i Cbaculn irn DUtnktc Nent«»i

M. 7 *2, I MU, 117. 149.
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which are drawn jewelled strap«— the ends of the head-bandB? A further lock falls down by the

side of the head, and is perhaps to be supposed hanging down behind. This lock is distinctly shown

drawn at the huso through a ring or a disk. It is a peculiarity of the frimtro which is found

still more clearly indicated with the Codex Fejervary figure (Fig. 296) presently to be described. As

alroady stated Lhe mouth is open as about to roar. The shell-horn about the mouth is missing, and

instead of it ho wears a snail's shell or a shell-horn (tecciztli) as a breast ornament. And a second

horn lies !«foro him at the threshold of the temple, so that with this Codex Vatican figure also

conch-blowing receives the fullest expression. In one hand the god holds a bone dagger (mnitl), in

the other a bunch of grass and something that. looks like a round fun, hut might |>cr}mps also be a

ring set with bells.

With tho Tepeyollotli figure of Codex Kejervary (Fig. 296) body and limbs as well as the ends of

the loin-cloth are painted white and blue, that is, presumably in the colours of TUiloc. But the face

is red as with the Vatican figuro, and like this also a yellow cross baud is shown at the level of the

Fir. 297.

Hieroglyph .YofAULin.

fttdfx Mtixloia.

Fig. 29S. Clay Figuren from the Finest Pontpcya *4 Antij.mii in Uunteinula.

eye which Is overshadowed by the prominent frontal ridge, Horc the nasal ornament is a rod which

Has a rosetto at one end. Characteristic is the lock of hair hanging fur down at the sido of the

howl, properly no doubt at the back, and this lock, as with the Vatican figure, is drawn at the

base through a ring or a disk, but falls down so far that tho god is obliged to hold it like a train

in his liand.

In the pictures of tho Codex Borgia and of Codox FojervAry the god, like the other figures of tho

seriös, presents a bumt-offeriug—in Codex Borgia a bundle of firewood and a rubber hall, in Fejcrvdry

a rubber bull only. And another burnt-offering, bundle of fuel and rubber ball, lies at the threshold of

tho temple, which is figured opposite him. This templo of Tepeyollotli has a most remarkable form, at

least in the Codox Borgia and tho Fojtfrviiry pictures (Figs. 295,296). It shows a high, pointed, cone-

shaped roof thatched with grass or strips of palm-leaves, as is in fact still customary with the Jacules

(thatched cots) of the rainy Atlantic Tiorra caliente. And this roof is surmounted by another small conic

pointed one, set with jags and mado of a different material (clay ? stone ?), to which in tho Fojt'rvjiry

picture is given a shape bent backwards, almost recalling the itzthicoliuhqai—hat of tho Clod of Stone,

of Cold, anti of Punishment. In Codox Borgia (Fig. 295) the doorway of this temple is formed by the

o
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jaw of a large reptile (a snake's jaw f). This can surely bo merely a decoration, an architectural

peculiarity of the district which the designer of these figures had in his eye. 1 recall the fact that in

Chichen-ilza and other places in the Maya country, the posts supporting the lintel were worked in the

form of snakes, the tip of the tail forming the upper end of the post, while the snake's head with its

open throat lies extended on the ground beyond the base of the poet. But it is also possible that this

snake’s throat forming the doorway is intended as an indication that we have to imagine the house of

Trjteyollalli as a cat* tcmjd*, or at least as connected with underground recesses.

The ninth day-count (off, 'Water’), and tho ninth of the nine lords, Tlaloc, the Rain Clod, stand in

Codex Borgia at tho left end of tho upper row of Sheet 14. In our manuscript this figure of the ninth

of tho nine lords fills nearly the whole space on Sheet 23.

Tlaloc moans ' he who makes (things) sprout,’ being derived from tlaloa, a verb which combined

with tho reflexive has certainly tho general moaning of * to hasten, run, race,’ but properly and originally

doubtless means * to sprout.' At least tho verb used reflexively is found in combinations where it cannot

possibly be translated save by ‘to sprout-’ 1 The god who boro this name was one of the most popular

figures in ancient Mexico, and is found quite frequently pictured. In the exclusively highland parts of

Mexico common experience taught that the peaks and crests of the mountains gathered the mists and

the clouds about them, wens saturated with moisture, and bright with verdure oven when the plains at

their foot, especially the depressions lying at their wost foot under the wind, were parched with drought.

It was but natural that these mountain |>eaks and crests should be thought of as the abode and the

house of the Rain God, as tho Halocart. Not of course the very highest peaks towering above the clouds,

ice- and snow-clad, but the slopes rising to a moderate height and still clothed with verdure. And the

notion of the rain-bringing deity was associated more or less consciously, and more or less fully with the

deity that was thought, of as the guardian, tho protector, tho living principle of these uplands. Thus

the beautiful cone-shaped mountain rising in tho oast of their territory, and draped to the summit with

vegetation, was regarded by the Tluxcnltccs as the seat and embodiment of the rain deity, whom they

thought of ns a female deity, and designated as Matlalcaeye,
' tho Lady of the Blue RoIkj.’ * But for

the inhabitants of the Mexican tableland the same port was played by the lofty ridges which separate

their domain on the oast from that of the neighbouring Tlaxcaltocs, and above which farther south the

two giants Jzfac ciiutll, • the White Woman/ and Ptipftculcjictl

,

* the Smoking Mountain/ rise far into the

region of everlasting snow. To this ridge, over which the way led from Tctscoco to Ucxolzinco and

Thuvallan , was specially appropriate the name of TlaUr or Tlahtcan. These uplands were looked on as

the seat of the Rain God, and here was seen a very old idol of the god mode of white lava, facing east-

wards, and laming on its head a vessel in which was yearly placed a handful of all kinds of ediblo seeds

garnered in tho district. The mime Poyanktlan, which frequently occurs iu songs to 'Tlaloc und in tho

worship of the Mexican Rain God, appears to have been merely another name for the same upland

region. The Tlaxcaltee historian. Diego Munoz Canmrgo,3 gives us a description of these * mentunos

y sierras dc Tlalooan' which he himself saw and visited, and found very high and shady, so high

that both hemispheres could be overlooked, for it is the highest puss in Now Spain, covered with timber

of immense height, with codare, cypresses, and pine groves, of such hcauLy that, won Is fail him worthily

to describe them.

1 Of tbe moirtpua or moUt^w. to. the juggler culled tbe ’ Mlf-mutiUtor,’ w« r»*d in tbe Sxhxgun MM. o ( the Academia da U
Hittori* in Ma-trid :

—
* in omotttrt, mutau quitlapuch'Mi tbittnpaUUmiH&i, yuic i»(>/>/*• nv.eeof«». tnotfaloi' i\i, mo/uritttm—after

cutting liimtelf in piec«* be cover* everything with « pxrtiatriped cloth, wherewith it grow* agtin, begin* ti> sprout, begin«

to riee up.

* Motolioi* III. chop. xvi. (Jo*r)uin G«rci* Icaxhtlccta, L'oleeeion de Docutne&U* par« la Hinton* dc Mexico, voL i. ]>. 288).—

Tomar, Kelaeion <U Teaoooo. (Ju*<|uin G»rvi* Icexhftlcetn, Nuev* (oleccion de Hocuraento* ]<*r* I* Hi*tori* <le Mexico, *ol. ill.

pp. U. 15.)

1 Hl«ton* d« TUxcxU, Lib. t. chop. iv.
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Tho god, who was conceived by the inhabitants of tho Mexican plateau as dwelling on this mountain

pass, but enjoyed veiioratiou throughout the land, is also everywhere represented in a somewhat similar and

very remarkable manner. His face, as is very well shown on a sLone effigy in the Elide collection, which is

contained in the Royal Ethnological Museum, Berlin (Fig. 290), is properly speaking entirely formed of the

coils of two snakes, which being entwined spirally develop a kind of nose in the middle of tho face, then

Fig, £00. Tlalof, th« Rain GoJ. Stone Effigy in the Glide Collectkm.

Royal Kthikolugical Msineum, Berlin.

Pig. 300. Clay Figure with

the Rain God’* Face.

1 naL eiao.

Ulule (Collection,

Royal RthnologUaJ Museum,

Berlin.

Fig. 301. Clay Figure with

the Rain Cod's Face.

1 nat. si«».

Royal Ethnological Miueum,
Berlin.

Fig. 302. Tlalor Figure

of green stone,

| nat. «ixe.

Royal Ethnological Museum,
Berlin.

with a circular convolution encompass the eye on both sides, while their heads at last meet together with the

snouts, so as to represent the upper lip of the god and his long teeth projecting downwards. From this

fundamental design the form usual with sculptors and in the manuscripts hits been evolved by a continuous

simplification of the drawing. Transitional forms are represented by the figures (cf. Figs. 300-302) where

the nase at least is produced by spiral windings. As a rule, however, there still survive on Iwth sides of the

serpentine bodies nothing but u ring about the eye, a spirally convoluted Bind forming the upper lip and
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hanging downwards from it, this band lieing in tho manuscripts pointed a blue colour, like the

ring encircling the eye; lastly, tho long teeth, and oven these occasionally, as, for instance, in stone

effigies from the district of Atlixco (cf. Fig. 304), end by becoming nothing more than three straight

strokes turned downwards and looking more like falling rain-drops than teeth. Ultimately only one or

another of these surviving elements remains to suggest the notion of the Rain Ciod, us, for instance, the

blue lip band on Fig. 30(ia, which is given ns a picture of rain in the Sahagun manuscript of the Biblioleca

del I’alacio of Madrid.

In the latter picture the remarkable crown which is there worn by the god on his head, is explained

to he an image, of the cloud by Fig. 300b, which is found on the .same sheet of the Sahagun manuscript.

From this it might purhaps he concluded that the notched crown with which the Rain God is quite

frequently represented, notably in stone statues (cf. Fig. 303), is probably to ho understood as u series of

ascending jugs or pinnacles, mixxail, that is to say, images of the clouds.

Now it is precisely in the Codex Borgia group of manuscripts

that the typical Tl<U**c picture receives a further transformation.

When in pictures such os Fig. 305 we see the lip band above the

mouth on the Tlalue face turning high up, this arrangement may

roully correspond to tliot of Figs. 300-302, that is to say, it may be

tho transition from tho lip Land to a noeo formed by the twisting

of spiral coils. But it cannot ho deniod that tho arrangement

almost produces tho impression us if horo the intention were by

tliis baud turned high up on the anterior side of the face to

reproduce* the posterior end of tho lip hand which in tho profile

picture is not exactly visible. Now in the Codex Borgia group

of pictorial writings—not indeed in Codex Borgia itself, but in the

Vatican, in Codex Fej6rvt'try, and in Codex Laud—in the very

picture given of the ninth of the nine lords (Fig. 308) in our

manuscript (Sheet 23), as also in the corresponding figure of Codex

Fejervory (Fig 309), in the prolongation of the lip band is socn

an ornamentally treated object involuted at. the end and trans-

formed to a kind of snake’s throat by being furnished with

teeth and with au eye introduced al»ove. Although this object

may perhaps permit of quite a different interpretation, still at

the first glance one is really tempted to explaiu it as an orna-

mental modification of the posterior end of the lip band which is

not properly visible in the profile view. 1 will therefore leave it a moot question whether such an

explanation he at all possible or permissible. But 1 thought it here incumbent on me to direct

attention to these effigies as being a socially remarkable and characteristic development of the typical

Halve face.

The ninth of the nine lords is in Codex Borgia (Fig. 307) painted with a green body, although he is

elsewhere as a rule quite black (mofufiitte (idlieu in intuayo). But the face is half black half yellow, os is

usual in this manuscript. The ring about the eyes and the lip bond, that is, what remains of the two

cloud-snakes forming tho face, are, as always, painted blue. The plate representing the broad ond of the

car-plug has regularly a square form in Codex Borgia, as frequently also in the stoue effigies. On stone

effigies and clay figures this plate is seen to l»e disposed in four fields by diagonal grooves. This very form

of the ear-plug points again to the four quarters of tho heavens whence comes the rein, and where tho Rain

God is at homo. A thong with a bell at its end hangs out Iwlow this plate, for tho ear-plug, os usually with

the figures in those manuscripts, is thought of as a cvyolnacochtl », hollow in tho middle. We saw a similar

Fig. 308. Fig. 304.

St«mp Figure gtomt Figur»?

«f Ttalfr of TfaJor.

Ctuniktin*A<»n. H licit-mU,
Sjui Agrwtin

nmr AUitea.

Becker OulUictiuD,

LB. Nut. HUt Court Museum,
Vienna.
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The Nine Ixird* of the Nlifht Hours. 109

ear- plug with TepeyulloUi (Fig. 295 supra, p. 103); and it is also frequently met with the Pulque Gods,

On his head the Tlntoc of Codex Borgia (Fig. 307) wears a crown of white feathers. This is doubtless

the aztatzuntll, the heron-feather crown, that is» mule of the feathers of the aquatic bird which in

Sahagun's chapter on the dross of the gads is proscribed for the Rain God. 1 This part of his attire is also

shared by the Pulque Gmls with the Rain God, Under it at Fig. 307 the head is seen adorned with a

fillet in which is introduced at front anil hick a rosette projecting forward in two points, and fron» which

at front and back two largo rosettes hang out. This front and tack is doubtless really to be understood

as ‘at the four corners.' Here the Rain God is obviously provided with a four-cornered head-dress, tho

comers of which answer to the four quarters of the heavens, and are specially indicated by thosu very

rosettes. The head-dress with the bands and the point* of the rosettes, and in fact tho whole attire of tho

god, arc painted in alternate cross stripes green and Upiyatuie, that is, white sprinkled with black liquid

rubber. In othor pictures of the Rain God tho covering hanging over tho Lack shows a diagonal disposi-

tion, which is exactly like that soon on the back covering of Tcpcydlotli (Fig. 295), and is undoubtedly again

Fig. 30**1, iptiyautiS,
4
Haiti,'

Fig. 306li. Cloud.

&ihA£tiu Ms. liibl. <ld I’nlnciu, Madrid.

an expression of the four quarters of the heavens. Hut here in our Fig. 307 the back covering shows on an

olpiyauuc ground a white tie, which in its form corresponds to the avuiiusti/ktiuiUi, tho paper shoulder-tie,

with which the offerings and also the dead were wont to be decorated

In our manuscript (Fig. 30H) tho ninth of the nine lords is figured with black-coloured body and

anterior part of tho face black, posterior yellow. The face differs strikingly from that of the Codex Borgia

figure, both by the large beard enclosing the chin, and by the ornamental design which I have above

described as forming a prolongation of the lip band. Moreover, before tho mouth is pictured a stone knife,

from which a streak of fire seems to issue. The garb of the god and his decorations ore likewise diversely

painted in alternating cross bands. But the colours hero chosen are Mack and green sprinkled with rubber.

The fillet is properly that of tho Sun God, while the iuUemalli, the bunch of feathers lying on his head,

similarly recalls the Sun God’s head-dress by the pliant hairy hands which hang far out and look almost

like strips of skin.

Like the other tnonitars of this series, this ninth of the nine lords also presents his burnt-offering,

a bundle of firewood and rubber ball, which in the picture in our manuscript (Fig. 30H) is further wrapped

1 MS- Hiblsotcc* del I’tUcio. Cf. Vor<iffmUioliung«» auk dent KmilgUcbon Museum fur Vnlkcrkund», voL >. part it. (tWrlin,

1890), J>.
1 34,

Fij;. 905. The Kain God Tlaluf.

Pictorn) Ms. Florentine BiUliidocu National«'.
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in a peculiar envelope painted in alternate bands black and green spotted with rubber. As bis place

of worship, liefore the TlafiK of Codex Borgia ( Fig. 307) is pictured a sheet of water in which a large fish

is seen swimming, and which on its surface 1 »ears ft second burnt -offering (bundle of firewood and rubber

ball). We know that offerings wens made to the Rain God not only on the mountains, where ho was

conceived to be in his proper home, but also at any appropriate place in the middle of the water; for

instance, in the PantUlan, the place set round with flag-staffs in the brackish lagoon ul Mexico, where

amid the still waters a whirlpool betrays an underground outlet On the sheet in our manuscript also,

before Tlahtc, ninth of the nine lords, is pictured a sheet- of water in which are seen fishes and snails. But

the savored arm, which is further visiblu near the upper end of the water surface, has nothing to do with

this sheet; it belongs to the representation shown on the next following sheet. The eorrusjxmding picture

in Codex Foundry (Fig. 809) deviates somewhat, os here wo we in the water a crocodile into whose thront

Fig. 307. Tialnr, tbi; Ruin God, Fir. 30H. Thilo,-, tb<- Ruin Got), Ninth of the Nine Lord«.

Ninth of tbi* Nine Lord*. (.'ode* Vaticumi* 3773, Sheet S3 I - KinRsborough 71

K

Codex Rorgiu 14 ( = Kinptb'irough 2.
r
>).

the streak of fire passes which issues from thn mouth of the god. This may lx) an illustration of the flash

of lightning passing from the clouds into the earth.

Such is the interesting series of the Lords or Guardians of the nine Night Hours. Here in our

manuscript, and in corresponding places of the two other related manuscripts, they are simply displayed

one after the other. But in reality, as appears from their very number, they arc to bo distributed to the

five regions of the world—the middle und tho four cardinal |>oints—in such u way that with the middle

shall correspond mio of the nine, and with tho four quarters two each of thu eight others. And in truth

the first of tho nine lords, XiuAlccuili, the Fire God, indicates the middle, as may Lie seen on Sheet 1

of Codex Fejorvary, which is reproduced at Fig. 265 supra, p. 77. For us in tho house tho hearth-fire

forms the central point, so also tho Fire God stands in the centre of the world, which thence expands

towards tho four quarters. Ho is :

—

in Meu innaa, in tdeu into, tn tlafekvo once

•the mother, the father of the gods, who dwells in the navel of the Earth.' 1

1 S*b*guo, Vi. obap. xvti.
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The trader prays to him :

—

nut Ftmen tltitle itu»cel4Mjuichils Ttiü.r bteut ictie ifttnhyttlenciie

* Sit still on thy throne, noble Lord.

Thou that in the navel of the Earth hast thy scat, Lord of the Poor Quarters.’ 1

And tus here the god, as the Lord of the Middle, is also called 'Lord of the Four Quarters,’ ho in

Jacinto de to Serna'« Manual do Minixtr»« do Indios* * Lord of the Nine Quarters' is given as a current

and much*used name of the Fire Clod. Wherever mention is marie in the prayers of—

in totmrin, in tl<Kjiu> iwuutjur in Uhuiea uil in tlallt

'our Lord, the I/>rd of the With and the By (of the immediate neighbourhood)

the Lord of Heaven, the Ixtnl of the Surface of the Earth "

—

the Firo God is always meant, even though the prayer be formally

addressed to a god of another name. For, as the Ixird of the Middle

of the tlfxjxuf naiuxqiu, tho ‘ Lord of the With and the By (of the

immediate neighbourhood),' mul fts the Lonl of tho Fifth Quarter of the

world, ho is both Lonl of tho Above and the Below, that is the Ukuicaud,

the ‘ Lonl of Heaven,' and the llultfrjjaquS, the ‘ l>ird of the Surface of

the Earth.' And if we find those designation» uxod also in the naming

of other gods, tho reason is because it was just the worship of fire, in

which warmth and life wore thought of as emlmdiod, that was the most

primitive and universal cult in ancient Mexico.

Of the remaining eight of the nine lords, the second ami the

third, Itztli, the Stone Knife God, and Piltzintenitli, that is Tonatiufi,

the Sun God. are on the ftbovo-müntioned Fojörvdry sheet (Fig.

365 supra, p. 77) assigned to the region of dawn (llapeopa), indicated

by a rising sun, that is, to the quarter of the East. Tho fourth and

fifth, CinUotl, the Mai/e (tod, and Mirtlantecutli, Ix>rd of Hades,

arc ascribed to tho reulm of the deoil (miftlomjm), symbolised hv

the yawning jaws of Earth, that is, to the quarter of the North

The fetnalo deities, Chtib'h iuhtlicuc, Goddess of Flowing Water, and

TlafoUeoÜ, the Earth Goddess (sixth and seventh of the nine lords) are

ascrilxsl to the region of sunset and of spectral women {eiuatlampa.)^

indicated by the figure of a descending «lemon of darkness (tzitziinUl),

that ix, to the quarter of the West. Lastly, tho eighth and the ninth

of the nine lords, TepcyoUotli, Heart of the Mountains, and Tlaloc,

the Rain God, stand in the quarter of thorns (uiiztlamjtn), that is. the

region of the South, indicated by a rubber ball aud the implements

(amiil

)

and ag»ve-leaf spike (tttfetft).

Fi f. 30ft. Tint*», the Knin God.

Ninth of the Nino Lord«.

(VkIm FcjiTwry-M»)« 4

( = Kin|pb<>roti|>h It).

of mortification, bone daggor

1 Saha^nin, IX. cb»|*. iii.

1 Ch*p, i S 8.
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IX. The Four Forms of the Deity of the Planet Venus.

Sheets 24-27 (=Kinosik)ROügh 72-75).

In tho second and thinl chapters of tliis manuscript, following next after the Tonalamall, the six

quarters Irnvo boon treated, in tho fourth the three realms, in the fifth the Above and Below, then in »

tho sixth tho four quarters of the heavens, in tho sovonth the four ends of the heaven and the four

ends of tho earth, lastly iu tho eighth tho five rogionB of the world, with the nine Lords of the Night

Hours. Now coines tho ninth chapter, in which once more are exhibited tho four quarters, in exactly

tho same way os in the sixth chapter, by the initial signs of the four quarters of the Tonalamatl

disposed in columns of five members. The fresh matter introduced by this ninth chapter must therefore

lio in tho figures that are brought into relation with these four quarters. And in fact, if in the sixth

division we found the four quarters illustrated by their trees, and moreover by the third, fifth, seventh,

Fig. 310. The Bat Uod, <m a painted day rcud from Cfcamd (Alta Vera Pax). Erwin P. Dieatldorf (VJlpctiun, Cuban.

Cf. VeriuuMiluugen «( the Berlin Anthrop. Society, December 15, ISM.

and ninth of the nine Lords of tho Night who aro fully discussed in the preceding chapter, so here

on each of tho four shoots tho observer is shown a large figure or a group of figures which have

nothing whatever to do with any of those in the sixth chapter, or with any in the series of tho nine

lords. Moreover, amongst them wo shall moot with some altogether remarkablo forms, which in fact

occur nowhere else in this group of manuscripts. Their identity cannot everywhere be established

with certainty by means of our manuscript alone. Fortunately, however, for these groups of figures,

parallels are also presented by tho other manuscript*. And in fact such are found to be, in tho first

place, the figures (Figs. 313, 315, 317, 313) pictured on the upper halves of Sheets 41, 42 ( = Kings-

borough 34) of Codex FojervAry; and next to them tho four groups of figures (Figs. 314, 316, 318.

320) occupying tho upper right comer in the already frequently mentioned lower halves of Sheets

40-52 ( = Kingsborough 66 to 63) in Codex Borgia, figures which in a measure constitute on encyclo-

pedia of all that is worth knowing regarding the four quarters of the heavens.

Tho first of these four figures, which stands in the first of the four Tonalamatl quarters, hence must

indicate the East, reveals itself as T'lnetttzinacnntli, the lint G*xl. It is a form winch occurs nowhere

olsc in the Mexican picture-writings; nor is it mentioned in the texts and traditions of tho Mexicans,

but appears to have played a great role in certain parts of tho Maya domain, and perhaps also

amongst some of tho other primitive tribes, 1 See Fig. 310, which is taken from a fine painted vessel

' Cf. Seler, 'Der Fledermatugolt der Maya Stamm«.' Verband I . Berliner Antbropol. (••aeUseJia/t, 15 December 1894

[Zeitschrift f. Ethnologie, xx*L pp. (577M&K5)!
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unearthed by Erwin P. Düsseldorf at Cbamä in the province of Alta Vera Paz. We know that

one of the annual feasts kept by the Mayas of Yucatan bears the nAtne of zotz, ‘Bat/ and is hiero-

glyphically indicated by tho head of this animal. But elsewhere also the bat’s head occurs with surprising

frequency in the series of hieroglyphs on the large stone monuments of Copan, QuiriguA and other

places (Fig. 31 IX and indeed almost invariably combined with the two elements which are usually

denoted us the Aeen-ii group, but should more correctly be called bren~k
rak (t,e, ‘ Keed and Fire

')
group,

this being also one of the essential element« in the hieroglyph of the Sun God. Lastly, perhaps tho

Pig. 311. lUorogljrpbg of th* Hal. Fig. 312.

a. Copan. Stet* A 32. a. Dresden Maonscript lTlx

b. „ Stele A 42, U. „ „ 17c.

t. „ Stele N 2”.

d. „ Stele I 20.

e. „ Stele D 13.

Pig. 313. The Rot God. Fig. 314. The But God.

Codex Fq&vÄry-Moyer 41 ( = Kingaborough 4). Codex Borgia 4» { = Kiugaboraugh S6>.

initial hieroglyph of the groups in tho Dresden manuscript which is reproduced at Fig. 312, and seems

to denote hieroglyph ieally tho bird there figured, is to be brought into relation with the bat.

Amongst the figures of our manuscripts that of Codox FejervAry (Fig. 313) enables us distinctly to

recognise tho bat, with its hairy extremities, tho extended wing-membrane between the arms, tho claws

corresponding to thumb and great-toe nails on arms and legs, and the animAl head with tho small

sharp toeth, and the erect, skinny, nasal lobe. The colour is, strange to say, green, and on tho wing-

mombrano are shown two eyes which correspond to tho white crescents on the figure at Fig. 310 which

are also undoubtedly meant for eves. Tho dark hair of tho head sot with eyes, the occipital shield

(cucxc<KhUcfiimalli), und the littlo paper flag with tho fluttering streamers are all symbols of death,

F
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badges of the Death God. In one hand the god holds a ronded human head, and seems with the

some hand to grasp a dragon, whose body trails along the ground, developing a kind of vessel before

which the god stands. With his other liaud this Fej6rvAry god holds a human heart torn from the

breast.

In our Vatican manuscript the figures in this division are drawn on a remarkably largo scale. The

bat (on Sheet 24) is shown with a red colour, all but a part ubout Lhe eve and the posterior and under

edges of the limbs, which Are painted a yellow colour, answoring to the lighter ventral side of the skin.

The god appears here distinctly as a tlacatzinacanUi, as a man disguised as a bat, inasmuch as the

human hand is seen protruding at the arm» under the animal claws. In other reapects the animal

is sufficiently characterised by the wing-membrano outstretched and sot with claws, by the large claws

above the feet corresponding to the great-too, and by tho animal head with its small sharp teeth.

Here the skinny nasal lobe is missing; instead of it is figured a stone knife, perhaps by mistake, but

perhaps also to let the figure be recognised as a Death God. The wing-membrane, which is filled all

over with black spots, is not depicted here (as in the Codex FejdrvAry liguro) with an eye, but with a

skull, the symbol of death. As head ornament the god wears the usual fillet decked with a jewelled

disk and with the conventional bird's head on tho frontal side. But above it arc worn tho half-black

half-red cone-shaped hat (copiUi) of the Wind God Quctzah'ouatl, tho same god's fan-shaped nape

adornment eutfdluiioncatt consisting of black and a few red feathers, and, stuck in the hair, the bone

dagger (omitl) and the agave-leaf spike (uitztli), tho implements of mortification, where the picture of

the flower symbolises the blood drawn from the Penitent. In short, the Bat God is here arrayed as

Quetsalcouatl . But, like tho Bat God of Codex Fej&wAry, in his hand ho holds the rendod head of

a man, and in fact one in each hand. And tended arms are to be soon in tho upper left corner of

the sheet and on the adjoining Sheet 23. Lastly, on the sheet is further pictured a jewelled disk

with all kinds of ornaments and a large breast adornment, a gold disk (teocuitlac&malU ), and a chain

of stone beads (cJialrhiuhcozmpetlatl) with the leather strap belonging to it

Manifestly this Bat God of Codex Fej^rvary and of our manuscript is conceived as the cama

zo'tz, the * Head-rending Bat.,' who in the Poped Vuh, the Saga l»ook of tho Quiches, is mentioned

as one of the demons who play a part at the destruction of the first created mortals, the men carved

out of wood (poy aham ckf)
1

:

—

quehecut qui camisaxic—in tho following way were they slain,

z* but ir—they wore submerged,

xpc nima Ic’ol chila chi cah—there came a great copal (dense darkness) from heaven,

xcot cot vach* u bi xc’olin ulok u bak qui vach—tho eagle gouged their eyes out,

xpe c'ama zo'tz s xcopin ula qui holom—the (hcad)-render, the hat, tore off their head,

xpe cutzbalam xtio qui tiohiJ—the Cotzbalam (a species of jaguar) devoured their flesh,

xpe tucumbtdnm xtuJcui'ic xquichouic qui baJcil qu-ibockil—the Tucumbalam (another

species of jaguar) crunched their bones, their sinews.

In this instance the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 314) is the least characteristic, that is, is the most

conventionalised. The animal claws ami the animal head are distinct, while the skinny nasal lobe is

indicated by a style-like curved prolongation at the nose. But the artist has drawn no continuous

wing-membrane, which is rather suggested merely by a pair of appendages at the arms which have

jaggod edges and look almost like butterfly's wings, and a similar tail-like appendage hanging down

1 Papal Vuh I. cliap. iii.

* Amended for jrcr^eovaeh.

* Amended for ramaloti.
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from the girdle bohind. Tho colour of tho figure is again green, and, like the Bat God of our manuscript,

it is also equipped with the Sun God’« jewelled fillet, and the two-coloured conic hat (ropiüi) and

fan-shapod nape adornment (rue^aluitonraU) of the Wind God Quetzalcouatl. Here also the god is

distinguished as a camazotz, since, although he does not hold a rended human head in his hand, like

the Bat God of the two other manuscripts, he wears such a one as breast ornament. His left band,

raised to throw, is brandishing a throwing-stick (atlatl ), while with his right he is taking the heart

from the breast of a red yellow-spotted Death God standing before him.

The second of the four figures of this division, which stands beside the second ToimUnnull quarter,

hence must denote the second quarter of the heavens, the North, is in our manuscript (Sheet 25) and

Fig. 3l«k MüccovaU.

Code* Fej^rviry.Mujer 41 { = King«bacrough 4).

Fig. 316. Miztouail.

Codex Borgia -
r
iO ( - Kingvbomagh 66).

Fig. 317. XorkipiUi.

Codex Fe)4rv4rj-M*yer 42 ( = Kingsborough 3}.

Fig. 318. Drily of lie Evening Sur.

Codex Borgt* Al { m. Kingsborough 64),

Codex Borgia (Fig. 316) characterised as Mixeovuttl, God of tho Hunt, and of the Hunting Tribes

of the North, by the white red-striped colour of his body, by tho black half mask -like painting about

his eye—the ‘stellar-face painting,' m ixeiUalhu it uxtc, nujUmwi, tlaymu.illi—by the locks curling up

above his brow, by his hair set with white downy feathers, and the forked heron-fcathor tuft, (aztcuxelli)

on his head.

In Codex Fejcrviry (Fig. 315) he is represented somewhat difforently, not with a white red-striped

but with a half-blue half-rod bodily colour, but in other respects with similar characters, black half mask-

like painting about the oyc. tho locks abovo his brow, and the warrior's adornment in his hair. The

half-blue half-red painting of his body, which is given in another part also of Codex Fej4rvAry with

tho same god, is merely a hoinologue of the white (rod-striped) colour, indicating, like it, the feeble

twilight, the lime of gloaming, of the transition from day to night. This God of tho Hunt is without

doubt to be n^jurdod as Lord of the Gloaming, as Tlaxiixeatpan tecutli, that is, merely as another form
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of the deity of the Morning Star, since he is one with it in nearly all of the above-mentioned characters.

As God of tho Wild Tribe» this god is shown in all three of our manuscripts with naked exposed penis,

and the hunter is recognised in the peculiar form of the ear-plug, which with the figures of all three

manuscripts consists of a deer's foot.1

in all three manuscripts the god, as becomes him, is armed with throwing-stick and spear, and

ho hurls his weapon against a jaguar which in our manuscript and in Codex Borgia is standing on a

man lying on the ground. In Codex Boigia the man’s body and face aro painted like Mixcouatl, the

God of the Hunt himself.

The third of the four figures, who stands with the third Tonalamatl quarter, hence must denote the

third quarter of the heavens, the West, is in all three manuscripts depicted above or before a sheet of

water. In the water we see a snail's shell, arid a singular half-fish half-reptile creature, which in our

manuscript (Sheet 26) and in Codex Fejcrväry (Fig. 317) has a black fish-like body set with spines, a

shark-like heterocercal tail, but a reptilian or cipa/'Ui- (crocodile) like head. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 318)

it is drawn and painted entirely like a crocodile. As wo see in the illustrations, this shark- or crocodile-like

creature has torn off the forelog of the chief person.

Tho chief person himself is in our manuscripts and in Codex Fejervary (Fig. 317) concoived as

XoekipiUi, as God of Flowers and Food Supplies, that is, he is painted a light-yellow colour, light hair

with a strap set with jewels and on the frontal side bearing a conventional bird's head, the Sun God's

fillet wrapped round and decked with a tuft of feathers, and on his breast wearing a largo gold disk

(Uocuitlcux/malli) attached to a broad jewelled necklace set with bells (ckalchivkcoscapetiatt). In his

hand the Codex Fejervary figure (Fig. 317) holds a dish with ornaments—upper-arm bangle (machoncotl),

neck-chain (ehalek iuhcozrapetlatl), and tuft of feathers (queizalli). In our manuscript a bunch of grass

is soon in the right hand of the figure. But his left hand holds a staff which is painted a blue colour

that is, encrusted with turquoise mosaic and set with flowers, and at the upper end is hollow, hence

is doubtless intended to represent a chxeauaztli, a rattle-stick. On tho water are furthor pictured in

our manuscript tho implements of mortification or sacrifice,—flint knife (tecpatl), bone dagger (emitI),

agave-leaf spiko (uitzlli «<«). and bunch of grass (malmall i). And on the upper margin of the

sheet wo soo the symbol composed of a bright sun and the eye-studded darknuss, the picturo of night,

which illustrates the parting between day and night, tho twilight time, the evening, or here presumably

tho region of tho evening, the West.

Tho third of tho four figures of this division differs in Codex Boigia from that presented by the

two other manuscripts, being distinctly depicted (Fig. 318) as tho deity of the planet Venue, with

body and face of a dark colour, the quincunx of white s|K>ts (the hieroglyph of the planet Venus) on

its face, the locks curling up above the brow, and in the fillet and feather decoration falling over its

back showing tho devices of the typical pictures of the deities of tho planet Venus.* Tho only

peculiarity is the nose ornament, which agrees with that of Xochiquetzal on Sheet 17 ( = Kings-

borough 22) in Codex Borgia, and in a measure also with that of the Maize Goddess which is figured

on Sheet 57 ( = Kingsborough 58) in Codex Borgia In his hand this third figure of Codex Borgia

holds throwing-stick and throwing-spear, which again presents a striking deviation from the picture

shown in the other manuscripts.

In the fourth Ttmalnmatl quarter, which corresponds to the South, we find in all three manuscripts

a group composed of an eagle and a snake. The uaglo (tjuauJitli) is pictured in Codex Borgia (Fig. 320),

1 Unfortunately in the Codex Borgia Fig. 3 Mi the draughtantan baa not reproduced thia correctly.

1 (X n»y trealiae on 1 Die Venuaperlode in den Bilderacliri/teii der Codex Borgia-CJruppe.' Zeitschrift fur KthnoJogie, xxx.

I ISOS), pp. (332) and (362)-(3C4). Gesammelte Abhandlungen atir amertkaaiachoii Sprach- und Alterthnmakunde, L pp. 1127

and 841-044.
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as always in this manuscript, with black and white plumage, bristling head feathers, and the beak of a

bird of prey, and at the tips of tho head, wing, and tail feathers is set with stone knives, which conveys

a further Bpccial impression of tho predatory, rapacious character of the bird. In our manuscript

(Sheet 27) the eagle has a somewhat heraldic look, and the feet might rather be taken for jaguar

claws, as the body also shows the spotted pattern of tho jaguar skin. In Codex Fej&rvdry (Fig. 319)

wing and tail feathers are variegated, painted in the four colours, but head and beak resemble in form

and colour the head and beak of the typical eagle figures.

Tho snoko is certainly to bo taken as the feather-snako (quctznlcouatl). As such at least it is

cloarly pictured in Codex Borgia (Fig. 320). That here a feather-snake is meant there is, however,

nothing to show in tho two other manuscripts except the feather decoration on the head and tuft

of feathers at the tip of the tail, and in our manuscript perhaps also the two flower-like objects that

shoot up from the noslrils. Iu the Codex Borgia picture and in our manuscript we seo a rabbit (tachUi)

emerging from the throat of tho feather-snake and pounced upon by the eagle, all exactly as with

the feather-snake which we shall again meet in tho following division with Xipe Totec, ruler of the

fifteenth day-sign.

Fig, 310,

The Eagle and the Feather-snake.

Codex Fe^rvAry-Mnyw 43

( — Kin^sborough 3).

Fig. 320.

The Eagle und (Ike Feather-snake.

Codex Borgia ft*

( = KingalKSreiugh 63).

In Codex Fej4rväry (Fig, 319), on Lho contrary, a lizard (ruetxpalin), painted blue, crawlß out of the

snake’s throat, and is seized by tho talons of the eagle, who tho while laps with his book the copious

stream of blood gushing from the anako's throat (or else from tho captured lizard).

On the exact moaning of this group I will not venture to offer a positive opinion. 1 will merely

remark that tho same combination of «agio and feather-snako which we seo hero in our fourth picture is

also displayed with the feather-snako above montionod os pictured opposite tho ruler of lho fifteenth

day-count Xipe TtAec, for this very fifteenth day-count is quauhtli,

'

Eagle.’

If, now, wo sock for the meaning of these four groups so uniformly pictured in the three manuscripts, I

believe that a vory valuable clue lies in the fact that in the third group corresponding to the quarter of the

West Codex Borgia here shows simply the deity of the Evening Shir instead of Xochipilli, God of Flowers,

pictured in tho two other manuscripts, and that in the second quarter also, that is, the North, we find

a god figured

—

MUmuatl, God of tho Hunt and of the Hunting Tribes—who is to be undoubtedly regarded

as merely a particular form of the deity of the planet Venue. I believe I am justified in conjecturing

that the Bat God also, depicted in the first quarter, the East, is nothing but another form, a special

conception, a particular material embodiment or allegorical expression, os it were, of the Lord of the
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Gloaming, of the Lord in the House of Dawn, Tlauiscalpan tecufli, who is thought of in this form

because the bat is the barrier, the portal through which the young Sun God shall reappear:

—

tz’apal ca ru chi ri Tulian xoh pc vi

And barred was Tollan gate, whence we came,

xa Attn chi fo’ts tz’apibal ru chij ri Tulian

a l«it was the bar of Tollan gate,

XoA nlax vi ul xoh cahulax vi pc

where we were born and begotten,

rya vi ftc ri k-ikan

where to tis our bundle was given,

chi k'ekum chi a’ka

in the darkness, in the night, 1

Having by anticipation drawn the some inference also for the group of the eagle and the fcather-

snako in the fourth division, the quarter of the South, 1 have given to tko whole of this division the

gonoral title of ‘ The Four Forms of the Deity of the Planet Venus.' And that this designation is

justified, 1 think 1 have a proof in a sheet of Codex Borgia.

Right in the middle of this manuscript, filling the last ten shoots of one side and the first eight on

the other side of the strip, are found a series of intricate representations, which in the whole style of

composition of the pictures, us well as in the execution of tho several pictures, differ altogether from

the contents of the other sheets, and moreover find no parallel anywhere in the other manuscripts

of this group. Nobody has hitherto undertaken to interpret these pictures, nor will I venture to give

a detailed explanation of them. But at the same time I think we may form some idea of the general

contents of these sheets. They follow immediately on Shoot 28 (=Kingsborough 11), where are exhibited

tho five years that correspond to about three Venus periods (with a difference of 73 days), the initial

of the first period being the day 4 oliii, which, according to the Dresden manuscript, seems meant

to indicate the day when the planet in the superior conjunction disappears in the solar rays.* The

Sheets 29*40, which follow this Sheet 28, and are those that contain the just-mentioned intricate

representations, seem to be entirely devoted to the mythology of the planet Venus, that is, to the

exposition of the remarkable phenomena presented by this star to the observer— its disappearance and

its reappearance in the opposite region of the sky, phenomena here illustrated in a series of pictures,

which give proof at once of a remarkable poetic and a very peculiar artistic fancy.

As I understand them, tho four first sheets deal with the time of the planet’s occultation during its

inferior conjunction, that is, before its rise as the Morning Star. We see four houses or enclosures open

on one side, all of which are formed of night and darkness, and the head and limbs of a death or earth

deity; and to those enclosures is joinod a fifth, which is doubtless meant to denote tho inmost or most

central, being destitute of ttcccss, and enclosed round about with darkness and rows of stone knives

Immediately thereafter the fourth sheet ends with the figure of an earth goddess {Couatlicue or Itzcucyr)

which occupies the whole width of the sheet, but in tho tniddlo of tho body shows a great fissure from

within which issues between two stone knives a black god who has the face-painting of (Juetzalcinintl one]

tho lambent frontal locks of Tlauiscalpan tradii, deity of the Morning Star. This 1 believe is tho heart

of yutfzuUtJuaU, which after sojourning eight days in tho underworld shall rise again in the sky as

tho Morning Star :

—

quitoaya j/n ievac mir

they said, when [Qudzalcowtll] died

* Cakcbiijuri Annalu, | 6.

* Ct. my Abhtndlang ‘di« Yeniupenod« in den BUdenchnften der Codex Borgi-*-! »nippe.' Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, ni.

(1S9S), pp (307) »nil 1332) ; 0«mubcu«IU Abluuid1uDg«o, i. pp. 643 nod CM.
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ca nahuUJiuiU yn amo nez

four days was he not visible;

ijuitoaya ynuic micUan vevxitu

they «aid that ho then tarried in tho underworld;

auA no nahuilhuitl imm.it

i

and four days more he was bones (was lean ?)

;

ye rhieueylhuitica yn nedco hwty ritlaUt

after eight days at Iasi appeared the great star (tho Morning Star),

yn quiiotiya Quetsalcouatl

whom they called Quetzalcouatl

;

quiioaya yeuac moUnhllali

they said that then he mounted the throne, as god.

Fig. 321*. Tamllipoea und QvttsnleounU on the Way
to the Underworld.

Codex Borgt* 3&(- Kinysborough 4).

Ki,. 321b. QurfatkoMaif (a* Morning Star?)

L-«uiing from the Wind (lad's Throat.

Unless I err, after the representation of tho conflagration on tho first shoot (29) wo have also on the

socond sheet (GO) this heart of QiutsalamoU figured in the form of u largo ckalchiuitl or groeti jewel

enframed by QuetzalrnutiU’

8

feather ornament and unclosing two entwined Quttzah'inuiU snakes.

Hence, as at the end of tho fourth sheet (82)

tho god was shown between two stone knives, and

issuing from tho body of the Earth Goddess, so the

next following sheet shows him as Morning Star

on the throne, in a temple painted in luminous

colours, decorated with stellar eyes and ontwined

by a large dragon. Or, more accurately, on

the throne is, strictly speaking, seated a form

of Quetzoif'ttuaU

,

but before him appears a figure

in the act of greeting, and also wearing Quetzal

-

ctnuitTn decorations, but hi» face painted with the

hieroglyph of the planet VenuB, and this figure

must naturally represent the Tlauizmlpn n tecutli,

tho Morning Star.

I must forego the attempt to explain the details of the next following sheets. Amongst other things

we find, shrouded by night, a ball-court (tlaehtli), whose central point is formed by a dpactU (crocodile)

dis^fuisc of Tunaoatecutli, herd of Life, whoso abode is in tho uppermost thirteenth heaven. Then on a

blue path wo meet the god Quclsalcowatt, accompanied by tho warrior TezratlifXK-a (who however has on

Fig. 322. QtutnJfomatl uurrifici*» ibt* 0**1 of the Underworld

on th* OuU(kiukU]MtL

dales Buryi* 48 ( = Kinyiborouyfa 73).
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his foe© tho bird’s beak d Quelzalmuatl), both descending below (Fig. 321a). And now on Sheets 30-42

have to bo represented the occurrences during the much longer occulution of the planet at the time

of tho superior conjunction. In this series we meet amongst other things a group (Fig. 321b) in which

we see QueUaicutu»U (transformed to the Morning Star ?) with his eye enveloped in darkness, with the

image of night or of tho starry sky on his howl, and issuing from the throat of the Wind God.

Kin- 32.T QiulzalcoHall i&aita from the (>|ieuutg nf tlu* Kurth in the Nurtb. Codex Borate 44 ( = King«borough 71).

On Sheet 42 wo recognise a ball-court, in the middle of which, between rubber balls and playing-bats,

lies the figure of tho Doath God, who is also decorated with QuetealcouatT« ornament. But on this same

Sheet 42, immediately above the ball-court, Quetutlcotutlf himself is also seen performing the sacrifice to

this Death God, while his associate Tetmflipocti drinks the blood gushing from the wound in the breast

(Fig. 322). Honco this moans the victory ovor the powers of death. And thus Sheet 42 concludes with

the four ways which, according to my view, denote the ways that lead from tho under to tho upper world.

Then Shoot 43 again begins with the figure of the Earth Goddess, which occupies the whole side

of the sheet. In the middle of the figure there opens a broad fissure enclosed only by a thin ‘night-bow.’

from which the form of the god Qu*tz<nl*-*matl issues forth. Sheet 44 begins with a similar figure of the

Earth Goddess, with the same fissure, the same slight enclosure, and the same QuefzalntwtU figure

i

i
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(c£ Fig. 323). On Shoot 43 the god roaches an enclosure formed of elements of the solar picture and

of maize-ears, which wo must therefore call CintnUl, the 'Maize-house.' On Sheet 44 he reaches an

enclosure which, however, is garnished within with stone knives, hut outside enframed with rows of

Howont, and must therefore be correspondingly designated as Xochimlli, the ' Flower-house.' Both the

Maize-house and the Flowor-houso are, strictly speaking, names of the West. These shoots must accord-

ingly indicate tho beginning of tho period when the planet Venus is visible in the sky as tho Evening Star.

Fig. 325a. quattki/Uh, tho Eagle- how*'. Pig. 325b, ua the «Utsornding Eagle,

Codex Borgia -16 ( = KiagHborough 70). . denoting the Fifth Quarter.

Codex Borgia 45 (» Ktngsborough 70).

But within this region of the West a distinction seems to have been again drawn towards the quarters

of tho hoavons, and Shoot 43 seems intondod to illustrate the East, Sheet 44 the North, of the western

region. For on Sheet 43 within tho Maizo-houso opposite the entrance side, wo first of all see lying on the

ground an Earth Goddess who is painted blue and studded with eyes, hence in a measure dopictod as

CifUdin icuf, ami maize-cars are soen sprouting all

over hor body and limbs. But above her rises a

figure which is drawn with outstretched arms and

logs (nuimaftntJitiau-), and in its bearing and the

structure of its members resembles the Earth-tuad

ejecting tho atone knife from its throat, this Earth-

load being figured on the lowur side 1 of the

sacrificial- blood vessel (yuaufctintili), and in the

Tonalamall of Codex Berbonicus denoting the second

hour of the day, that is, Sunrise.'1 Hore this figure is

drawn with protruding oyu (after the maimer of

Xolotl), and with snake's throat inserter! in the

human mouth, hut moreover will» the Sun God's

head adornment, and on its back it hears a

dink, tho core of which is formod by a jewel (chal-

chiuiil ) enclosing a human heart (Fig. 324).

On the other hand, on Sheet 44 in tho Flower-

house facing the entrance shlo a Bgumcf
Fi .. „ i».„ins sur™l Knl.-r

is drawn, lying on the ground ( cf. Fig. 331 infru, p. 1 24 1. «f the West, rhdn Borgi* 15 ( - Kingsborough 70).

This is tho form of the Earth Goddess who, according

to tho traditional conception, is the representative of the warriors. Of her we must doubtless assume

that hora within the West she symbolises the stone knife region, the North.

1 Kthnologiache* Xofcixblalt, »ul II. parti. |1SW}, pp, 14 21. and wl. Ill part L pp. 135 139.

1 Tonaiamnt! of the Aubin collection, Karlin and London. 1900 I Bo l, pp. 27 and 35.

U
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Lastly, after Sheet» 43, 44, come still two other »heut» (45 and 46), which in the samo way as Shoots

43, 44 show at the entrance side a figure of the Earth Goddess, with a fissure jn the middle, wlioro a form

of Qiuttz*ih-*>wti ascends from under a slight enclosure.

The first of these two sheets, Sheet 45, contains. <li»tril*utoil in the four corners, four houses, the walla

and roof of three of which are formed by an eagle (Fig. 325a), those of the fourth by eagles’ down, hence

these must be called Eagle-houseB (qwitiAcaUi). With them corresponds a descending eagle (cf. Fig. 325b),

Pig. 347. and tin* Four and the Nine Form* n# tbi* )>#ity «4 the Kvrning Star.

t*«d«x Borgia 46 ( — Kiiigslx'n>ugh *fl).

Pig. The Western I)r*gDn-hmM with

the Uod* r'ltnVoporAdt and I'amtitpoca,

('ul« Borgia 46 ( ~ King»bnrough 66).

Fig 32Sb. (Jutl^xIsoK'ttl in *h«* Ttragmi |Xi*hcinuutUl

i

)

of the Mi'I'll*’ Cod«** Rnigin 4**{ Kingulnirntigh 68).

denoting the fifth quarter or region of the world. On this same sheet, which within the region of the

West denotes tho West, is also seen Hauisralpanferutl i, as deity of the Evening Star, that is, the god

depicted with the hieroglyph of the planet Venus, hero represented as Ruler (Fig. 326) And below him

Qwizalcouatl, as bearer of the four and of the nine forms of the deity of the Evening Star (Fig. 327).

The fourth sheet, Sheet 46. may be designated as XiuhrouMtalU, the ' Dragon -house.’ It contains,

distributed at the tour corners, four houses in which are seen seated Xiuhtecutli, the Fire God, Tezmtlipuca,

Uitzilopochlli with TezratlijHJcn (Fig. 32Ho), and a fourth deity that can no longer bo clearly made out.
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a

At least with thu lust house walls and roof are ioruu-d out of a dragon ixiuhomaU). And opposite these

tour houses the fifth quarter is represent«! by a square consisting of four dragons (rLuhrouatl), (Fig.

828bV This sheet symbolises within the region of the West the quarter of the South. On it, facing

the entrance side, is seen the Fire Goddess lying on the ground (Fig. 1129Jt She is looking out from the

throat of a dragon (xttdomaff) equipped with arara-wings and arara-tail, and on her body Qmtzalerruatl

is drilling Hre.

Thus the lour houses figured on these four sheets—the Maize-house (cinntili), thu Flower-house

(xiM'hicxilli), the Eagle-house {qua aheatI i), ami the Dragon-house (xitthetnuiraUi)—wliich within the region

of the West aymboliso the four quarters, seem at tho same time intended to be an expression of the four

day-counts

—

xnchitl, ‘ Flower,' etoutil, 'Snake,' Uzcnintli, ‘Dog,’ t/uauhtli, ‘Eagle’—which in the Tona-

Uimatl disposed in columns of four members form tho liegin nitty t*f the fourth of the five section«. Only

they seem to display these four day-counts in tho reverse order

—

emuttl (Snake), x<«h ill (Flower), quauhtli

Fig. 380.’ tyt<iudrov<itl il rill in j* Firr on tlie Body *>f the Fin* findd»-**. Codtx Bonn» 4fi { - Kinjnihoruugti fiU).

Fig. 33o. (Wlsa/roti/itf asneodlllg tit the Kvoning Sky. Cod«>x Borg in 4 ft ( - Kingybormiph 89).

(Eagle), itseuintli (Dog). In this division of Codex Borgia these four day-counts are giveu on Sheet 32

with the Stone Knife-house, on Sheet. 44 with the Flowor-house. In the old religion they appear to have

played a conspicuous part, and to have been associated with tho deity of tho plunct Venus, in his form

as Evening Star. Even in the late expositions in tho Chilam Balaui books it is for the days named

with these signs that a direct ritual is prescribed. In tho Muya language of Yucatan they boar the

corresponding names ckiechan, (than, mm, »*'. And thus it runs at 1
:

—

8 chicftaiu, unfit
.

iifniti it rli a leak ah tor

(Snuke) (Dog) (liaSlo) (Flower) ' tho Burner takes the tiro
’

10 ckiechan. or, men, ahtiv. u ko’fKil u k’a'k ah toe

‘ tho Burner's tire begins

'

4 chirchan, oc, men, nhtut tjai kuhti alt toe

• the Burner says the name ’

11 chicrhnn. ac. men. ahau a tap kWk ah toe

' tho Burner puts out the lire’

1 Chilam tUUtu <»f Maui jca, (according to Ur Hermann Heicndt'a copy, now in th* Uniraraity Library, Philadelphia).
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course he now ascends as a real star, as the Evening Star, to the fifth course in the sky. For, as we learn

from Sahugun 1
:

—

mitint, in icotw mneuimn wUchUuu Vftlquifa

* they say, when ho rises anew,

mtppan pulici, pojutliuhlivefzi

' immediately thereafter four times he again dies out

•nth futepan ttcl cuejioni, curjMrittimutialia, •'ue/wntica

' and not till then he really expands

tht nrztifu-a iuht/uin mdzUrtia ic lianeztia

' he appears with a brightness like that of the Moult.'

1 S*b«gun, book TIL chap. iii. M«. UlLI. Laumuian»
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It is not impossible, it is even very probable, that in this remarkable statement, as well as in the

representation on Sheets 43-40 of Codex Borgia, an expression is given to the actual observation that

the Evening Star does not in fact rise at once in its full splendour, doos not attain its greatest brightness,

till it has moved away from the Sun, when its upparont diameter has waxed to 40 inches, its luminous

'

form is reduced by \ of its diameter, and it has reached about yj, of its western elongation.

Now, it is on one of the bore-described sheets, in fact on Shoot 44, where the Flower-house (xochicaUi )

is picLured with the goddess Xwkiquetzul, that we also moot the four figures which I have described

in the first part of this chapter (cf. Fig. 331). Those are the groups which aro co-ordinated with the four

quarters, which are represented in our manuscript, Vatican 3773, on Sheets 24-27. and which in the

heading of the chapter I have designated as the four forms of tho deity of tho planet Venus.

For, as already above stated, on these sheets within the xochicaUi, the enclosure set on the outside

with rows of flowers, which has openings on its four sides and at the four corners is inscribed with the

four day-colints xoehitl (Flower), eouatl (Snake), itaemntli (Dog), yuauJuU (Eagle), opposite the opening

which (according to the sequence of the sheets) is indicated as the entrance opening, we see lying on

tho ground a figure of Xochiqustzal, Goddess of Flowors and of Womanly Artistic Skill, who is at the

same time the patroness of the mar/ ui, tho courtesans, the female associates of the bacholor warriors.

On her body rusts a solar disk, whoso chief surface is formed by a jewel (chalckiuitl), which encloses

a human heart as a core. Out of this grows a tree, whoso branches are painted in diverse colours and

und in flowers, and on whoso summit is perched a Quetzalcouatl disguiseil as a humming-bird (uitzitsilin ).

This humming-bird in a sense denotes the Middle, or the fifth quurter of the heavens. In the cross

disposed about this group the four quarters are displayed by means of four figures or groups of figures:

—

At the entrance side (above), which must denote tho initial quarter or tho East, we see tho bat-man

Tlacalsiiuxcantli, or, more correctly, Quetz<Ucouati in the disguiso of a bat. Hero the bat is drawn

quite analogously to- the Tlacatzinacautli, whom wo were able to study on Sheet 49 of Codex Borgia

(cf. Fig. 314 sujmi, p. 113). He descends, as it were, on the wing from above, and in his two fore-

claws holds a human heart from which gushes towards two sides a broad stream of blood, which is set

on tho surface with jewels (cluilchiuitl), and at tho end of tho ramifying currents with flowers {xoehitl).

One of the currents runs out before the face of Xtuhiquetzal, and at this end is seen a second human

heart, which is in a similar way seized by Xoehiquetzal, whose anna instead of hands have likewise

jaguar claws. Lastly, the llaeatzinamntli is further surroundod by four strange winged creatures which

combine a humming-bird's bill with a worm-like footless body, with insects* antenna-, and with wings

in their main part formed like booties' wings.

At tho three other entrances, which must consequently correspond to the North, West, and South,

we see in a similar manner a jaguar («jcdotl), a quetzal hint (quetsaltototl), and an eagle (quauhtli)

defending from above. Here the jaguar obviously denotes the God of tho Hunt, Mi&couaÜ, who is

accompanied by this animal, und is figured on Sheet 25 of our manuscript (cf. Figs. 315, 316 sujmi, p. 115):

The eagle in tho same way corresponds to the eagle of Sheet 27 of our manuscript (cf. Figs. 319, 320 supra,

p. 117). And the quetzal bird may with the fullest justice he regarded os a representative or a personifica-

tion of the god XochipiUt, who is shown on Sheet 2C of our manuscript, and is also figured in Codex

Fejervary (cf. Fig. 317 sujmi, p. 115) in the third Trmalamatl quarter, hence in tho quarter of the West.

But of the four figures which aro pictured ou Sheets 24-27 of our manuscript, and form tho subjoct

proper of this chapter, the last alone, the eagle, is shown in combination with a dragon, whereas here

ou Sheet 44 of Codex Borgia the throe last figures—jaguar, quetzal bird, and eagle—are each combined

with a snake in a single group, and indeed the jaguar appropriately with a red dragon (xiuhetauUl),

the quetzal bird with a snake painted in tho colours of the green jewel (chalchiuitl), lastly, the eagle

with a snake which is doubtless to be taken as a feather-snake, its body being painted white (and

red-striped), and its arms black with white spots, that is with stars (cicitlalld).
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These four figures—bat, jaguar, quetzal-bird, and eagle—are here represented on a sheet which, as

wo huvo soon, denotes the North within the region of the Went. Hut this is also the sheet on which are

figured tho four day-counts

—

xochitl, cinuill, itscuintli, guauhtli—to which we must presumably ascribe

a more general significance for the whole of this region of the Evening Star. And similarly those four

animals, hence also the four groups of figures depicted on the Sheets 24-27 of our manuscript, will

have a general meaning for this same region of tho Evening Star. This very Sheet 44 of Codex

Borgia, where tho four animals—bat, jaguar, quetzal-bird, oaglc—are grouped round the figure of

Quetzalcmuitl disguised as a humming-bird and occupying tho central space, is a proof that those

four animals, and consequently also the four figures exhibited on Shoots 24-27 of our manuscript, are

to be regarded only as different forms or particular conceptions of the deities to whom the whole of

this seriös of shouts in Codex Borgia arc dovoted, that is, as sjKcial forme of the ileily of the Evening

Star. And withal one understands how the Tlacatzinacantli, the bat, tho animal of tho twilight,

appears as the first of these forms, since in tho above-quoted passage (p. 118) of tho Cakchiquol Annals

of him we road :

—

xa hun chi fo'tz ts'apibal ru ctiij ri Tuilan

u bat was the barrier of Toll&n gate,

xoh alax ft ul xoh caholax ct yc

where wo were bom and begotten

xya vi ye ri k-ika it

where to us our bundle was given,

chi k'ekum chi aka

in tho dark, in the night

(i.<. in the primeval time, before the birth of tho Sun that

now shines on man).

For the Tollun whence the Cakchiquels claimed to have come was the western Tollan, us is stated

in tho fourth paragraph of tho same Annals, just before tho quoted passage:

—

tAu kahilxU ea kih xoh ye tri Tuilan ch'ac’a palouh—
out of tho Tollan lying in the Sunset we came, from beyond the sea.

ea c’o vi ri Tuilan—that is the Tollan,

chivi ca xoh alax vi ul xoh caholax vi pc

where wo wero born and begotten

ruma ka tee ka lata <yuc cha

of our mothers, of our fathers, so they relate.

Heucu the singular fact that the bat is ascribed to the first T<mala mail quarter, therefore to tho East,

is simply explained by the circumstance that the l»t was set apart to represent the first of the four

quarters within the region of the West, within the region of tho Evening Star.

I must decline to enter further into the symbolism of those figures, nor do I think it necessary,

since lor the other figures and the other animals the relation to the quarters of the heavens is

clear, for them tho combination seems natural with the heavenly quarters for which they were the

chosen images. This holds undoubtedly for the jaguar and hlixcouatl and the North, as also for tho

quetzal bird and Xochiyilli and the West. For tho West is indeed tho region of water, of costliness,

of bloom, of increase, and the home of the maize. But it holds presumably also for tho eagle and

the South, since the eagle is the emblem and image of the warriors, while tho South is tho scorching,

the fiory region.

Thus after the first twenty-three sheets of our manuscript have exhibited the calendar proper,

and after the six sheets have dealt with the four and the five regions of the world, Sheets 24-27, where
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for the second tiino tho Tonalamati appears distributed to the four quarters, introduce the special

relation to tho nUir of the evening, of the planet Watts—a star which in the science and belief both

of the Mexicans and tho Central American peoples takes the foremost place, the knowledge and

cult of which was the common inheritance shared in alike by the ancient Mexicans and the ancient

Central American peoples.

X. The Twenty Day-counts and their Deities.

Sheets 2K-32 («Kikusbokouoh 76-ho).

Sheets 87*94 ( = Kikosdorouoti 10-3).

The ancient Mexicans, like most of the native American tribes, had a vigesimal numerical eyttem,

which takes the number twenty as the find unit of a higher onlor. This system lies in the very nature

of man. In order to realise certain numbers man had recourse from the earliest times to tho fingers

of his hand. And for peoples dwelling in wann lands, unaccustomed to wear any shoes, it was but

natural, as soon as the ten fingers were used up, to fall back on the toes of the bare foot, in order

to carry on the reckoning to the end. Hence in the Maya languages of Central America Vinak. * Man,'

has become tho expression for ‘ twenty.’ But whon the numerical system was thus developed on the

twenty, it was again but natural that for tho measurement of time also a count of twenty days should

form the first unit of a higher order.

Now the special feature of the Moxican and Central American calendar was that, within this

unit of a higher order, the several «lays were denoted not simply by ordinal numbers, but by the

names of certain objects perceptible to the senses, for the most part names of animals. These names

are not only much tho same amongst the various branches of the widespread Mexican linguistic

family, bnt are also met amongst all peoples of the Mexican and Central American cultured zone

in like form and meaning, or at least in variants easily recognised and for tho most part easily

brought into agreement. In the appended table I give tho names of these twenty days as sounded

by tho tribes of Mexican speech. Hero tho first list shows tho names ns formerly current amongst

the Mexicans of the region of the central plateau. The second list is taken from a report written

in tho year 1579 on the Meztitlan district bordering on the Huaxtocan territory. The third, which

contains some very interesting variants, is found in a ms. chronicle which belonged to the library

of the former Franciscan convont at, Guatemala. Lastly, the fourth is the list of the twenty * Gods ’

which were mentioned to the preacher Francisco do Bobadilla in tho Nicaraguan village of Teoca as

thoau in whoso honour feasts were kept in regular order within a year of ten (should be thirteen)

Qempunle» or * Twenties.’

1. Mexico II. Meztitlan III. Guatemala IV. Nicaragua

1. cijMictii 1. rochiquefal 1 1. eipaetli 1. fipat

Crocodile Earth Goddess el espadarte,

pojo ospnda

6

2. ficatl 2. era t! 2. ehecatl 2. erat *

Wind ol viento

3. ixUli 3. oalli* a raUi 3. tali

House la ca&a

1 Corrfcttd f. .r uuehi Amain/«. * extracted for acni. J Correct«! for caili.
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128 Olivf-rw Sid«*,

1. Mexico II. Me2titlan III. Guatemala IV. Nicaragua

4. cuetzpalin 4. xiloti 1
4. qileizpalli 4. qiiespal

Lizard young Maize- el lugarto

ear

5. couatl 5. coatl 5. cohuatl 5. coat

Snake la culobru

6. miquiztli 6. tzunteccnnatl 6. miquistli 6. misiste

I>cath Skull la muerte

7. mofatl 7. 7. masail 7. -nuifat

Peer el vonado

8. tnchtli 8. tochtli 8. toOctli 8. taste

Rabbit el conejo

9. atl 9. atl 9. ntl, h quiahuitl 9. at

Water el nguaoero

10. itscuivtli 10. izenin 10, ytzruintli 10. izq-üvndi

Dog el perro

11. upmuXtli 11. ofoma 11. ozumatli 11. tqamate

Ape la mona

12. malinaUi 12. Ulan 12. malinalli 12. nuiUnal

Twisted his Tooth la escobilla

13. acuti 13. acat/ 13. acatl 13. agat

Reed la cana

14. actlotl 14. ozdatl 14. teyollocuani 14. rnWof

Jaguar el hechiccm

15. qnauhtli 15. cuixtli 15. qnauhtli 15. oalc

Eagle Bin! of Prey ol aguila

16. cozcaquautli 16. ttntl ytonal 16. tecalotl 16. co&oagoatc

Vulture the Sign of the

God

el bubo

17. Uin 17. naJmi oUi* 17. tecpUanahuatl 17. olin

Motion ‘four Motion’ ol temple

18. terjMtU 18. teepail 18. tccputl 18. tiipectU

Flint Knifo cl podernal

19. quiauUl 19. quiyaJiuitl* 19. nyutl 19. quiaüit

Rain la tortuga

20. xochitl 20, tone xockitiauil 20. xochitl 20. «ochü

Flower the sign ‘two

Flower

'

la flor ö rosa

On the hieroglyphs of these twenty signs, os they appear in the Mexican picture-writings, 1 have

given a detailed account in my essay on the ‘ Day-counts of the Mexican and the Maya Manuscripts,'*

which first appeared in voL xx. of the Zeitschrift für Ethnologie
;
and there also I advanced the proof

that the saine pictures or pictures akin in meaning underlie the Maya hieroglyphs which seem to be

quite differently constructed. Ami in a second essay, On Mexican Chronology,’ 6 contributed to

vol. xxiii. of the same periodical, 1 have made a special study of the peculiarity of the Zapotec names

* Corrected for ailotl. * Corrected for neAiu oUi. 1 Corrected for tjutmikull. * Selcr, Ueeammette Abhandlungen xur

amerikarjiachen Sprach- und Altertbumakuoiie, Berlin (A- Asher A Co.) 1902, vol. i. j«|> 4l7 *>03. * Ctmatmnelui Abhandlungen,

vol. i. pp. »17 554
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of the day-counts. I may here also refer to a short comparative treatise on the various forms of these

lists and hieroglyphs inserted in my elucidation of the Tonalaruatl of the Aubin collection. 1
1 have,

moreover, already pointed out in the first chapter of the presont work that these twenty counts were

precisely designed to become an instrument in the hands of the soothsayers, aineo they both directly

awakened definite conceptions and were in a jKwition indirectly to interpret them. Hence for this

very reason TimaljmuJiqui, ‘ he who counts the day-signs/ i.e. weighs, considors them according to their

value, has become the technical designation of the soothsayer in the Moxicnn language. But the very

circumstance that these names of the days, taken from twenty natural objects, inevitably give rise to

certain definite notions, had the further consequence that, in the sphere of thought at least of the learned

classes, these twenty days became linked up with the names of special deities, whose nature seemed to

accord or be one with the nature of the objects or the animals from which the several days wore named.

This series of the twenty deities corresponding to the twenty day-counts is in our manuscript

represented in two different places, on Sheets 28-32 ( = Kingsborough 70-80), and on Sheets 87-04

(

m

Kingsborough 10-3), but will here be treated at once in thoir due connection. And they appear

also in quite analogous form on the five Sheets 9-13 («Kingsborough 30-26) of Codex Borgia In its

proper placo I have shown * that this series

resembles a second series of twenty deities, the

guardians of the twenty Tonalamatl divisions,

with, howevor, one remarkable exception :—the

god holding the eleventh placo in our series has

been omitted in the seriös of guardians in the

twenty Toualanuftt divisions, anothor god re-

placing him at the end of the series. I shall

have later to return to this second series which

is treated both in our manuscript and in Codex

Borgia, and also in Codex ToUeriano-Kemonsis and

the other Mexican manuscripts proper—Codox fid.

Borbonicus and tho Tonalamatl of the Aubin

collection. As for them, interpretations are available in Codex Tolleriano-Rcinensis and in Vaticanus

A (No. 3788); these, as well os the related series of the gods of the day-counts, afforded me at the time

tho first firm ground for determining the deities figured in the Codex Borgia group of manuscripts.

The first day-count and its deity stand in Codox Borgia in the right half of the lower division of

Sheet 9, in our manuscript in tho left half of the upper division of Sheet 28, and on the right side of

Sheet 87.

Tho first day-count bears tho name of cipactPL The word is evidently connected with tsipactli,

tsiuoi'tli, tho name of a prickly plant which grows in the northern steppes, and is always mentioned with

nequavmtl, being, like it, probably a species of agave. At least such a plant is to be seen distinctly

drawn in the hieroglyph Tziuaelepetl on Sheet 25 of Codex Telleriano-Hemensis. Now the day-count

cipactli certainly indicates not a plant but an animal, one. however, which is similarly distinguished by a

row of spines. Duran explains it* as ‘cabeztt dt nerpe,

1—
'
pues la pintan asi y la etimologia del rocablo

lo declaro.’ In point of fact in Codex Telleriano-Rutnensis, and in the other picture-writings coming

from the district of Mexico City, tho animal is figured with a snake’s tongue (cf. Fig. 333). which, however.

ig. 334. TxiuaeUptU

hieroglyph,

x TpIkriano-RetnunaiK

(= Kinj{Bborou}di III. 1).

Fig. 333. riparil i

hieroglyph.

Cudex BnfUinn m ]N.

1 Berlin »ml tandon, 1900-1901, pp. 6-18.

I * Die TageMeiehen der «xtekinebeo und der Mnya-Hamlvchriften and ihre Gottheiten.' Zeitenbrift für Ethnologie, xx. (1838),

pp. 10-33- (Uewniatdte Abhandlungen xur *«neriUaniecb«rn Spruch- und AlUrthunwkimd*, Berlin (A. A«her 4 t’-o.) 1902, voL L

pp. 417-447.1

* Tratedo 3*, chnp. 2*.

R
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is doubtless merely to be ascribed to some kind of heraldic representation. Sahagun translates ciqxutti

with 4
ttpetdarie (swordfish), que es tin pez que vice cn la mar.' 1 And this explanation is again supported

by the better executed pictures of Codex Borgia, which append to the tip of the animal's snout a design

which, at least in this series, is curved, blit is on both sides sol with spines like those of a swordfish (cf.

Fig. 394). In Xapotcc the first day-count is called ckijllu, while the name of the crocodile is piho jnchijlhi

or pi-ckijUa pi<*>. And this, 1 think, we shall have to take us the roal meaning of the word. To it best

corrosjsmds the usual design of this animal head. And if in tho Codex Borgia group of manuscripts we

find the dpactli head invariably figured without lower jaw, we should perhaps cull to rnind the upper

jaw of tho crocodile, which has an independent action. Hups upwards, and gives such a characteristic

apjKuimnce to this animal. In the second chapter of tho ‘ Hisloria de los Mexicanos por sus pinturas,’ 5

it is related that after the gods had made the underworld, tho various heavens, and the water with

its deities, they made in the water—‘tin pexe grande epic se dice eipaevaeli, que es como cayman’

—

and that from this fish they made the earth, which is called TUUtecli, and that this fish ‘is usually

figured as Clod of tho Earth ’—
' tendido «obre un pescado por se aver hecho del/

As ruler of this sign there appears a god

painted a light -yellow colour, and in Codex

Borgia (Fig, 334) figured with Iztac Mix&matV*

white heron-feather beard,3 and with tho ring-

shaped appendage below the upper lip, which is

probably a mistaken formation arising from the

contracted corner of the mouth of old gods, and

in any case in this manuscript is characteristic

of old gods. He wears the fillet with tho con-

ventional bird's head on the brow, and a rich

feather adornment occurring in this style else-

where in our manuscript only with Xoekiquetsal

and Xockipilli
,
and a flowering tree on his head

both on Sheet 2s of our manuscript and in

Codex Borgia. But on Sheet 1*7 of our manu-

script he is arrayed in the two-colour«! cone-shaped cap, copiUi, and the god QuctzaUouuH'» feather

ornament, cuefuluiUmcntL Hemark able with the latter figure is further a long flame-like beard waving

down to the feet, which is figured in liko manner with the god Quetnihtmafl next following on this shout,

anti in a similar way, but differently coloured, seven sheets farther on with Tonaiiuh, the Sun God, rider

of the fourteenth day-count.

In the series of gods of tho TonaltunaU division the name of this god is given as Tonacatecatli by

the interpreters of Codex Telleriano- Kcmcnsis. * Bios, sehur, criador, goveruadnr do todo, (loqttf, uauaque

ItaUu'jiOqM, teotlaU, TnaUautf,, trjtetui— ‘ all these names had been attributed to this got! TonaeotenctUf,

who was the god of whom it was said that he had created the world, and so ho ulono was {minted with

a royal crown as Lord above all.’ And the second interpreter (Pedro de Bios) ud<ls that offerings

were never brought to this god because he wanted them not. All the others to whom offerings were

made bad been men or times (cakndric dates' forces of nature?) or demons.

Mure fully speaks the same interpreter (Pedro de Bios) in his remark-s on Codex Vaticanus A :

—

Fig- 334. TvmuxiifsatI*, l/m! of Life.

Ruler of <l»c Pint Day-roust cipastliy "Crocodile/

Codex Botfia D ( - so)

1 Ub. nr. obsjx i.

1 Jo*.|Uin Garcia InxIiUcct*, Nucva Colccciou il*? DucuntmO» [t»r* I* H Uluru di Mexico, vol, iii. |«p. SK!M, 231.

* Codex Poj<rviiry-Mayer. Beilin aud tendon, I £H • I - 1 90-, |>- 159.

* Codex Telturi*»io-R«n»enaU, foL 8 (
— Kingtliurougb ll. 1).

* Codex Vatican u* ». 373S, fuL 1- v*r«u I Kingabornugb I").
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4 TonaeatUcotle, that is, Lord of our Itodies, others say that it moaus tho find man, and perhaps it means

that the first man was so called- . - . This is the picture of the firet Lonl that the world was said to

have had, and who, as it pleased him, blow and divided the waters from heaven and from tho earth,

which before were all intermingled, and he it is who disposed them os they now aro, and so they

called him Lord of our Mir*, and Lonl of the overflow, and that ho gave them all things, and there-

fore ho alone was pictured with the royal crown. He was further called
' Seven Flowers’ [Chieome

xochitl], because they Raid that he divided the jwivcipalilie* of the world. Ho had no temple of any

kind, nor were offerings brought to him, because they say ho desired them not, ns it were to a greater

Majesty. . . . They called him TonacniectAle, and by another name Cifallatovali, and they say ho is

tho sign that appears at night-time in the sky, which by the people is called Via di Sau Giacomo

or the Milky Way’

Hence Codex Vaticanus A (Nr. 3738) pictures him squatted on a carpet made of maize-ears, and gives

os the hieroglyph of his name a royal Mexican crown, which is fillod with maize-ears (Fig. 335), that

is, it expresses the word teeutli,
4 King. Prince,’ by a royal Mexican crown

{riuhmtzaUi), and tho word tonaca, which properly means ‘our flesh,’ ‘our

body,’ by mnize-ear* (cintli). For of maize is made the flesh of man. There-

fore the abstract form tonacayotl is the very term used for food supplies, or in

a narrow sense for maize. And TmuuatecuUi is often simply translated by

Lord of food sup/die* (' diot* de la* mantonimientos ’)•

Lastly, Vaticanus A pictures the same god in the some colour, garb, array,

and likewise squatted on a maize-car carpet, and with the same royal crown

tilled with maize-ears as the hieroglyph of his name—so on the reverse side

of Sheet 1 (
« Kingsborough 2) in tho Omeyocan, the

4 Place of the Twofold,'

tho uppermost, tho thirteenth heaven
;

that is, this document identifies him

with Ometecutli,
4 Lord of tho Two.' who is the shaper of man. the God of

Procreation. When the midwife sprinkles the new-born babe with water, she

prays to the Water Goddess 1
:

—

4 Here is come into the world thy bond-slave whom

our Mother, our Father, Omeciuati, Ometecutli, have sent, who dwell above the

nine heavens, that is, the abode of these gods.’ And when after the dip she swathes the child in its

swaddling-clothes she prays further:—‘Thou hast been formed in the place where bide the great God

and the great Goddess who are above the heavens. Thee have they formed and begotten, thy Mother,

thy Father, Omeciuati, Ometecutli, the celestial woman, the celestial man.’—And so also speak the kinsfolk

after the happy delivery of the child :
—

* Thou hast ljccn fashioned in the highest place, where dwell the

uppermost gods, above the nine heavens. Thoy have moulded and cast thee like a golden bead, they have

pierced thee through and sliced like a jewelled bead, thy Mother, thy Father, the great Ludy, the great

Lord, and with them TopiUsin Quetzalcmuitl.’ Lastly, this is likewise tho god of whom Sahagun relates in

the chapter on the Toltecs, that he, too, was already known to that earliest of cultured peoples, that there

are twelve heavens, and that in the highest heaven above them reside the great Lonl and his wife,

whom they call Ometecutli, ‘Twice Lord,’ and Omeciuati. ‘Twice Lady,* and that they were so called

because they held sway over tho twelve heavens and over the earth. ‘ From these great Lords, say they,

hangs the essence of all things, und that at their bidding and from thence came the influence and the

warmth, whereby the children were begotten in their mother* mnnb.’ 1

Therefore, to sum up, we have scon that in the ‘ Historia de los Mexicanos por sus pint liras’ the

liret day-count cijMctli is set beside the earth itself, which was created by it, and that the god also of

1 Stkh&gun, vi. chap, zxxii.

* ' Y >|«ae pi it »u n.oii.Uilo, d« all.! venia la inltuvncia y calor, con ijue ms eDgcmiravan lot niAoa y oiftaa rn el vientrv «1« an*

mndrea.' Sabagiin, X. chap. mis. £ I.

Fig. 385. Tona^atftulU

himijjiypti.

Coibx Vaticanun A
(Nr. 37») fcl. IS hack

(
- Kingslmnwigh 1").
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this day-count TonacaUcbUli, as the ' Lord of Food Supplies,' the ' Lord of Superabundance, of Wealth,' who

gives maize and ull things to men, is in a sense thought of as one with tho earth : hence in any case

is also called Chiconu zochitl
,
‘Seven Flower,' that is, is identitied with XachipiUi, God of Flowers, the

male counterpart of the goddess Xochiquetzal ;
but that at the sumo Lime this god is supposed to

dwell in the uppermost heaven, to send children thence into the world, und to shino by night as tho

Milky Way in the sky: that lastly this god is tho thxjue nauaque, 'the Lord of the With and tho By,'

that is, the Lord of the immediate neighbourhood, tho tlalticjMque, the Lord of the surface of tho earth,

that is, the Lord of the Middle, of the fifth region of the world, of the Below awl tho Abovo, coining in

this relation into contact with tho Firo God. But while the Fire God was an object of living worship,

to whom offerings wore daily modo at every meal, beforo every serious business, this
4 Lord of life/ the

Creator Tonacaiecutli, is merely an outcome of philosophic speculation. Like the god of our theosophical

systems, he arose from tho wood of a principle of causality
; he is tho first, cause placed at tho beginning

of all things, and also original source and reason of tho daily renewed, as well as of all individual life.

He is no doubt mentioned in prayer, but no prayers are addressed, no offerings made, no temple erected

to him. Of the king and priest of tho people in tho olden time, of Quetzalcouatl, Lord of the Toltocs,

of him alone do we read in the already once-quoted passage from the Anales de Quauhtitlan :

—

auh motennut mitoa And they say,

ca ilhuicatl iitic that in tho inward heaven

in tl<itlafinuh t iaya,
iv motcohuaya he honoured as gods,

auh in quinotzaya ho invoked,

Citlalin will Citlallatmiac tho goddess of tho starry robe, the

stellar Sun God,

TouacaciuiUl Tonacatrutli the Lady and the Lord of our flesh,

tecnHaquenqui yezthiquenqni who are clothed in charcoal,

iluUumacac 1 tlnllichcatl * clothed in blood,

rruA utnpa ontzatzia and he shouted,

ink quimatia Omeyvcan as they (tho old people) learnt, to the

Ozneyooan,

chiucnauhnepaviuhcan fete man« to him above the nine times en-

ilhnioatl chained resting heaven,

auh in ink quimatia and, as was told to them,

yehuantin ompa chancque who there had their dwelling,

in quinofzaya, in quitlatlauhtiaya them he invoked, them he honoured.

huel vomattincnca Uaooooctinenca in lowliness and in sorrow.

To Tonacatecutli, as the god of the primeval time, of the time when the tribes still lived as

Chichimec« clothed in skins, without fixed abodes, as hunting tribes, arc also referrible the above-quoted

names mentioned by the interpreters of Codex Telleriano-Hemensis: teotlali, ‘Lord of the Steppe' (or

'Lord of the North’); mntlaua, ‘ Lord of the Net’; and tepeua, ‘Lord of the Mountains; which

collectively are meant, to designate nothing but the hunter, the Chichimec.

Beside Tonacatecutli, Lord of the First Day-count, the first human pair are found pictured in all

the above-mentioned places, and also on the reverse of Sheet 12 of Codex Vaticanua A (No. 3738).

By this the god in question is characterised first as the primeval god, the creator of all things, and

secondly more especially as the Ometerutli, the Lord of Procreation, who sends children into the

world from the uppermost thirteenth heaven, where is his dwelling. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 336) this

first, human pair are represented simply as man and woman. Only the flame-coloured hair and

1 Corrected (nr tlaUanuinac,
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lambent frontal locks of the man enable us to recognise that he is in a measure to be regarded os

one with the Celestial God, with TmiacaUcuili, and his wife with the Earth Goddess. But on Sheet

28 of our manuscript (Fig. 338) both are distinctly characterised as gods by the frontal band and

feather adornment, and doubtless also by the oar-disk, the teanacochtli, a rosette painted in the colour

of the turquoise, from which a jewelled strap ending in gulden bells hangs out or down. Here also the

man or the god has flame-coloured, the woman or the goddess black hair. The hair of the former is

bound up by the usual thong bearing a conventional bird's head on tlio frontal side. To the fillet of

the woman or goddess is attached a cotinga (xivhMoU) on the frontal side, in the form of a bird flying

Fy. 33B. Ki^c- 339. Fig. 3-10. Tit* First Hitman Puir

Th« First Human Pair. The First Ruuiuit Puir. re|w*.wi»t«I with XfxhvfVttial.

OodfX Vutieanus B (Nr- 3773), Shwt 28 Codrx Vaticana» B (Nr. 3773), Shwtt H7 Lady of the Nineteenth Tonal*matl

( - Kingsbtrruugh 76). (
= King0Wouj?h 10). Division. Cadet Horlmniciw 1».

down, and similar to what wc have already seen on the fillet of the Fire God. - But tho step-shaped

nasal plate is a female ornament, and distinguishes the goddess Xachiqueteal, a goddess who in point

of fuel is by the interpreters identified with Tonaoaeiuatl, consort of Tonaeateeuili

Atl nyavivau ni xochiqwtsaUi tlacya nivitzaya

Out of the land of water and mist 1 come. A’.oehiquetzal

the Goddess of Ixive

nwts»wlxv<n> tanvancha oay

out of the land where (the Sun) enters tho house, out of

Tumoanekan

ye yu.it u’htA'itya tlamacazecaUa pittzintecvtla

weepeth the pious IHltsvntocuili

yu iyntemanya ye xochi lUjuetzaUd

lie seeketh Xochiquetsal

xoyaviti ay Urpa nias >*iy

dark iL is, ah, whither 1 must go.
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Thus runs the ninth of the songs of the ‘ Cantares quo deeian a honra do los dioscs en los

temples y fuera delloc/ 1 from which it follows that for the Mexicans the divine pair of lovers were

represented by Xochiquetuil and Piltxiniecutii, the latter being given as another name of the Sun God

in the series of the nine Lords of the Night, but in the ' Historia do los Mexicanos por aus pinturas'*

is mentioned as the name of the male member of the first or of the first but one human pair.

In Codex Borgia and on Sheet 28 of our manuscript (Figs. 33d, 338) this first human pair is drawn

in a lying position, that is, transversely to the long axis of the chief figure of the division, and under

a common coverlet painted in the colours of the jewel, over which a jewelled chain hangs down. It

is therefore dear that the pair are intended to be represented in sexual intercourse. In a similar

way, but in somewhat more simple design (cf. Fig. 340), we see the first human pair figured with

X*\ckiqnelxttl, ruler of the nineteenth Tonabimatl division on Sheet 10 of Codex Borbonieus. In Codex

Borgia and on Sheet 28 of our manuscript (Figs. 336, 338) there further rises between the two a

ckimuaztli, the rattle-stick which is carried by Xipe Tutec and in general by the earth, maize, and

water deities, and is a symbol of fecundity (cf. mipra, pp. 82, 83). In the picture of the first human

pair which is accompanied in Codex Vaticanus A (No. 3738) by Tanaeatectdli, ruler of the first

Ttmalamail division (Fig. 337), wo see instead of the rattle-stick a stone knife set up between the

pair, while above each of them an arrow-shaft shoots upwards. The two arrow-shafts are doubtless

intended to symbolise a fire-tlrill, and the stone knife set up between them ßre, so that the whole

scene is meant for u symbol of sexual union.

On Sheet 87 of our manuscript (Fig. 330) the group is further increased by the picture of a

ci/tartli, tho ‘cayman-like fish, of which t.he earth was made.' :l the symbol of the fertile soil. The head of

the male member of the pair (of the figure to the right) can no longer be recognised. But, to judge from

the design of tho other, the female figure, a kind of stream of blood seems to have issued from the mouth

of lx>th—a symbol of the commingling energies, as we shall learn in a later section of these elucidations

(with the first human pair figured with Tovacatecutli, ruler of the first T*m<damail division).

The second day-count and its ruler arc pictured in Codex Borgia in the loft section ot the lower

half of Sheet 9, in our manuscript in the right section of the upper half of Sheet 28 and in the

central column of Sheet 87.

This second day-count, boars the name of Ucatl, ' Wind
' ;

and i'k, the Maya name of the second

day-count, has a like meaning. But I have already had occasion once above to point nut that the

verbal forms quij and laa, by which this sign is called in the Zapotec language, has quite a different

meaning, that of ßre. We shall doubtless have to assume that the underlying notion was that of

' breath, renpiratitrn, life* With this also seems best to correspond the nature of the remarkable deity

who was regarded as the embodiment of this sign. Neither the one nor the other of these concepts

wore easy to bo reproduced in hieroglyphs. The expedient was adopted of drawing the head of the

god of this sign, of the Wind God, whom we shall have presently to discuss. For this purpose the

Maya peoples iuvented a special hieroglyph which in the more severe typos of the monuments takes

the form of a T (cf. Fig. 341). I might venture to suggest that this was originally intended to

represent the open mouth and the breath issuing from it.

The god who rules this sign is the renowned Quetzalcouatl, King, Priest, and Lord of the Toltecs,

that mythical cultured people who, prior to all other tribes, was said to have inhabited the Mexican

hind, whence being expelled by the machinations of the magicians, they migrated eastwards, to tho

coastlands. In the historical period Quetzalcouatl was worshipped especially in the groat commercial

city of ChtJnla, and in general throughout tho whole land of tho TlatejM.ttzca
r
that is, of the tribes

* Saba^im-v* . BiMintcca <lcl Palacio.

* JoBi|nin Garcia Ica/.b*lo#ta, Nu**a L'olecdon Je IkooumeMion port ta Hiatoria da Mexico, vol. iii, pp. 230-232,

3 ‘ Hiatoria Je loa Mexican«» por aua pinturm*.' i f. nupra, p. ISO.
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inhabiting the elevated tableland at the east foot of tho range dominated by Popocatejtdl and

IztaccixuUl-, but is also mentioned, for instance, as tribal god of the city of Mizquie situated on the

Xochimilco lagoon, and ns god of one of tbo wards of Mexico City, In prehistoric times his effigy

accompanied the migrating Nana tribes spreading os traders, conquerors, and colonists to the remote

Central American lands, where we meet his name in the translated forms of Ktikul ran, Cuchul chav,

or K'u cunvitz, in the languages of the Maya people« sottlod in that region. But in Yucatan the god

was known to have come into the country from the West, and withdrawn again by the CJiampoUrn

route, being lookod upon afterwards by the Mexicans as one of their local gods and being colled

Cehalcoiutii (read Kegalkouati, ie. Qustsakouatl) by them. 1 And in Guatemala the Papal Vuh, the Saga

book of the Quiches, also attests that :— YtJcual Quitzalcuat u hi tt c'abauil ytufui vinak, ' Yolcouatl ( ?

)

Quotxaleouatl is tho god of the Mexican*.’ And the Relat ion of tho Licenciado Palacio* which is the

only hitherto published report containing any particulars on the religion of tho Aztec-speaking Pipit

tribes of Guatemala and San Salvador, also mentions the god QuetzalcouaU ami the goddess Itzcueye

as the idols to whom worship was paid in the district of Mitla bordering on tho beautiful Gdija lagoon.

The name Qxuizal&matl is composed of the

words quetzalli and round, the latter meaning

'snake,' the former donotiug the rich metallic

green tail-feathers of the well-known bird belong-

ing to the family of the Trogonidtr. Both words,

like the mythical lioing itself denoted by the

compound term Quetealeouatl, were doubtless origin-

ally symbols of water, or of the moisture which is

caused by rain, and after the long drought quickens

vegetation to now life. So also tho learned Chia-

panec priests explained Cwthulchan as * the feather-

snake that lives tw the unter,'* and was the

patron of the seventh sign. This means, as we

shall presently see, that these priests identitled the

feather-snake with the Ruin God Similarly the K'veamatz of the Guatemultec myth appears

altogether as the principle which has its life in tho water. U cue eh« tt e'ltr jtaUt,
‘ Heart of the

lake, Heart of tho water,’ ho is called in tho Popot Vuh : xa pa ya .rtt col vi ri,
' in the water is his

sphere of action/ is the expression in tho Cukchiquel Annals. And when Sahagtm tolls us 1 that the

offerings presented by the Mexicans at tho beginning of their year were, according to the statement of

some, intended for TUduqwf the Rain Gods, according to others for ChalehiuJttlieui tho Water Goddess,

according to others again for the High Priest and Wind God, Quetzalcuuatl, here also expression seems

to lw given to the same fundamental notion of this god. Still it must withal appear somewhat

strange Llrnt in tho Mexican tradition proper the god is everywhere characterised as distinctly the

Eicatl, the Wind God.

In all this I believe we have the outcome of a priestly speculation similar to that which, as a

philosophic teaching, was attributed to Thales of Miletus. The fertilising power, which was recognised

in the efficacy of w'ator on vegetation, caused tho god representing this eluniunt to appear as tho Lord

of Life absolutely, as the Und of Creation, and the juxtaposition of 4
life, breath, respiration,’ and of

"respiration, breath/ and ‘wind’ seems then to have further cau&ed the wind to be exhibited as

the special sphere of activity of this god. As a matter of fact, to Quetsalcvuatl as Gcal of Creation the

1 Lamia, RobcäoB da laa Coaaa tie Yucatan.

1 (xilcecion de Document«» iovdiU» rulatiro* al daecubt miento y a la cor«|Mint* de America, voJ. ri, p. 2H.

3 Nubas da la Vtga, Conatitndon» dioaceaanaa, vol. ii. p. 132. * Sabsgao, book ti. chap. i.

abed

t / £T

Kijj. 341. Hieroglyph i’k.

n. b. Drf&dcn Manuscript.- e. Codex Prrer.

il. Code* Tm.—*. t raUiu/H* Altar Tablet*,

g, Cedralo-wond Tablet at Tikai.
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same function is ascribed as to Tonacatrculli. This is expressed in the words to which the kinsfolk

give utterance in the above-quoted passage, after the happy delivery of the child:—'Thou hast been

formed in the highest place, where dwell the uppermost gods, above the nine heavens. They have

moulded and cast thee like a golden bead, they have pierced thee through and sliced like a jewelled bead,

thy Mother, thy Father, the great Lady, the great Lord ( i.e. Omeciuatl, Omeiecutli), and with them Topiltzin

QuelzaleouatV And this is also expressly stated in a passage of tho Sahagun manuscript in the

Academia do la Historia:

—

oea yviui in quiloaia in tolavan in toculhuan

'and thus said our fathers, our great uncles.

atilt inte quitoaya tech[rh]iuh, techyocux, tech[rhJimo

* they said that we were made, shaped, and formed by

titlayucuyalvan in topiltzin in quetznlcoatl

* him whose creatures we are, Topiltzin Quetzalcouatl,

a ah quiyoeux in ilhuimtl in tonatiuh in tlaltccutli

* and ho created tho heaven, tho sun, tho God of Earth.'

And. according to tho Anales do C^uauhtitlan, it was on this very day chicome cecatf, on tho day 'Seven

Wind.' that Quetzalcouatl created man. In the history of creation also, which is related in the Popol Vub.

the Saga book of the Quiches, it is Tqtni JCucumatz, ' tho Lord Quetzalevuatl
,* who is in tho strictest

sense the real operating party. We therefore understand how, as I above stated, Tunawtecutli, the god

creator, the ruler of the first day-count, is on Sheet 87 of our manuscript simply pictured in the garb

of Quetzalcouati, with his two-coloured cone-shaped cap, and his fan-shaped nape feather adornment

> ue^alv itoncoil.

A speciality of Quctzalnauttl is further the priostly character that clings to him, and that to him were

attributed the invention and the conscientious performance of the penitential exercises and mortifications,

of the blood-letting and the offering of ones own blood, which were amongst the most universally and

regularly carried out religious practices of the ancient Mexican and Central American peoples. This is in

intimate connection with his role as Lord and King of the Toltecs, since these very Toltecs were the

reputed iuvoutors of all cultures, and consequently also of religion and priestcraft. It may, however,

he also understood in the sense that in the remarkable figure of this god the part of the Rain God was

assumed by the rain-charincr, who by his prayers and his practices ensured for his people tho rain required

for tho growth of their crops. At the same time by a later transposition this idea was brought into

connection with the naturo of the god os the Wind God by the device of explaining the Wind God as the

forerunner and rood-sweeper of the Rain God (ynteyacancauh ,
yntlachjtancauh yv tlalaque, yn avaque,

yu quiquiyauhti). Before the rains begin great gales and dust-storms spring up, and therefore they

said that Quetzalcouatl, tho Wind God, swept the ways for the Rain Gods that they might rain.*

It is merely a side issue of this priestly character that the same god is also mentioned as soothsayer,

as wizard, as the wise priest, and especially os inventor of the Calendar, of the Tonalamatl, and, lastly,

lhat he is declared to he one with tho Morning Star, that is, with tho orb which was specially observed by

the learned Mexican and Central American priestly class, whose periods, as we above saw (p. 4), were

presumably also of influence in the construction of that very Calendar, the Tonalamail.

Lastly, with scarcely any other god is it so clearly seen as with this deity that beneath the chaotic

polytheism apparently presented to us by the Mexican and Central American cult there still lay a purer

ideal, moro closely approximating to our standpoint. In the above-quoted passages, where Quetzalcouatl,

blended with Tonaoilecutli, is worshipped as God, the Creator, a purer spirit is already breathed. But

still more palpable proofs aro at hand. We know that, after his kingdom was overthrown by the

machinations of the magicians, and he himself plunged into guilt and sin, Quetzalcouatl with his people

1 Sftlugun, t. ch*i>, iii.
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forsook the city of Tollan where ho had hitherto dwelt, and wont forth tonatiuh iixro, * before the face

of tho sun,’ that is, towards the Elast And when ho reached the TlUian tiapallan, the ' land of the black

and tho rod colour' (ie. the land of writing), tho Tlatlayan, tho 4 Place of Burning,* a place which is

identified with the district bordering on Tabasco, there ho mounted tho pile, and was burnt, or according

/> .<

Fiji. 343. The Deities of the Four Quarter* a. XiuhUtuÜi, the Fire God b. tlic War God <•. TIalfr.

the Rain (fol ;—d. (Jutt-xilcouatl, the Wind God. Pictorial Cudov of the Florentine Rililioteca Nstuonale 77.

to others, disappeared in tho Eastern Sea, but before his death or before bis disappearance wo* said to have

foretold that ho would return and resume his sway. Now when Cortes with his limo-fnced yellow-haired

associates (ioUetrnecrtiqve, tzanevztique), carrying thunder and lightning in their hands, landed from the

Eastern Sea, tho Mexicans were naturally convince«! that their god Quetznicouatl had returned, and

Motewhpmn. (Montozuma) sent him as a guost-ollering ‘tho dress that was appropriate to him.' 1 Bui he

1 Sahagwn, xii. chap. i*.

S
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sent hin», as such, not merely the typical Qtutenlcauatl costume, as it is known from the picture-writings

ami stone effigies, ami as it will be described below, butfour kiwi# of attire, the costumes of the four doities

dominant in the four quarters of the heavens, which were thought of as embodied in this ono deity.

As the first was sont that of Qvcluilcouatl—the turquoise snake-mask (xiulicmuuayacatl), the quetzal -

feather adornmont (quetzalapaneeuyotl), and the turquoise throwing-stick (xiuhatlatl) shaped in the form

of a snake—a costume which is really that of the Fire God ; as second the garb of Tezcatlipoca
;
as third

that of the Rain God TIaUtc
; as fourth that of the Wind God Quetzalcouatl. Hence these four tleities,

tho Fire God Xiuhtecuth, then Tezcatlipoca. the Rain God Tlab>c, and the Wind God Quetzalcouatl, were

thought of as ombodied in this one deity, in Quetzalcouatl.

These four costumes, that is to say, these four deities, which for the Mexicans represented tho four

sides, tho four aspects of the one deity QuHzalcfruatl, are in fact shown on a sheet of the interesting

pictorial document in the Florentine Biblioteca Naztonale. Sheet 77, of which I here give a reproduction

of liko size at Fig. 1142. Both in itself, and as an illustration of the accompanying text, this sheet is

of supreme importance.

Lastly, it is intorostiug to note that tho Quetzalcouatl as ho appears in tho ToUan myths, though in

tho later ropresontations, for instance, in Codex Vatieanus A (No. 3738), he is figured quite in tho style

of tho Wind God of tho picture-writings, with the devices that I shall have to describe below

(cf. Fig. 344 infra), yet in the early text of the Anales de yuauhtitlan is said to wear as his special

paraphernalia tho turquoise snake-mask (xiuhcouaj'ayacatl) and the quetzal-feather ornament (quetzal-

afxinecnyotl), that is, the decorations of the Firo God:

—

ye yjtan yn xihuitl ce acatl—lastly in the year one Reed*

moleuehua mitoa—they say

yn yquac ouvito—when he had arrived

teoajHin ythuicaatcnco—on tho shore of the sea

ninutti vusjuetz chocae—then he began to weep

eoncuic yn itla/qui mochichiuh—put off the garb with which ho was arrayed,

yn yapnnecayouh—his quetzal-feather ornament,

yn ieivJurayac—hia turquoise (snake )-niosk, etc.

auk yn iruac trmocencauh—and when ho had made himself ready,

niman yc ynamatca—then of his own accord

motiati motlecahui—he burnt himself

yc nudocayotia yn Tlatltiynn—whence the land is culled the burning place

yn ompa motlalito yn Quetzalcouatl—whore Quotzalcouatl burnt himself.

His ashes became dust and changed to all kinds of bright-feathered birds, hut his heart was converted

into tho Morning Star.

In the picture-writings and on the monuments Quetzalcouatl is represented sometimes with simple

human features (cf. Fig. 342d and our manuscript Sheets 28 and s7), sometimes with oral parts peculiarly

elongated like beaks or trunks, which are probably meant to symbol iso the act of blowing (Fig. 343). The

latter form, as well as tho whole conception of the god as the Wind God, seems to mo n later development.

If, however, Duran can bo believed, tho famous idol of Cholula had this form ; and the great bulk of tho

small clay antiques also show him with this mask. Tho body of the god is black, while tho face, whether

tho simple human or that with the oral parts elongated like a bird's beak, is painted in two colours. The

autorior half, that is, the middle of the face, is yellow, the posterior half (the region of the temples and the

liack part of tho cheeks) black, while the border between the two colours is formed by a deep black line

which runs from tho upper edge of the forehead just above the eye downwards. The parts about the

mouth, lips, and chin, as well as the Wind God’s large beak, are red. As a rule the red l>eak is surrounded
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at the base by a beard, which being drawn out in single tufts produces quite the effect as if the base of

the beak were feathered (Fig. 343). But even where the god is depicted with human features, mouth and

chin are very often enframed in a long beard (cf. Sheet 28 of our manuscript).

In the attire of the god specially prominent is a cone-shaped hat (a/pUli), which is sometimes

painted in the design of the jaguar-skin (occktcvpUh), sometimes is vertically parted into a dark (black or

bluo) and a light (red) field, with an eye in the middle. Where this cone-shaped hat is absent, it is as a

rule replaced by a large eye encircled by eyo-studded darkness—probably an emblem of night, or of the

dark sky which wo lind similarly pictured with the Rain God Tlaloc. Below this hat the hair is tied

round with a bund which often takes the usual form of a loathor strap set with jewollcd disks bearing a

conventional bird's head on the frontal sido and olsewhere simply coloured rod, but in Codex Borgia

(cf. Fig. 343) regularly shows a peculiar pattern of black step-meanderings on a white ground. Instead

of this strap in other pictures is shown a bow artistically tied with ends rounded off (Fig. 344), and as a

Fig. 343. tyteteaUouail, Lius Wind Und, Ruler uf the Secuud Day-count.

Codex BoruU 9 { = Kingsbomugii 30).

Fig. 343«. 'tilmatl u uuuitw «aminof/

o tofiiUpof».' Pictorial M«ntt»ri|it in the

Flunrntiiie Hibiioteca Niuionulr, fol. 3 beck

(ctactozcaii corrected for eatcumitf).

rule docoratod with one or two large jewelled disks or with the hieroglyph ckalehimtL Lastly, on Sheet

62 of Codex Borgia (=Kingsborough 53) the hair is bound up with two intertwined snakes.

In tho picture-writings this cone-shaped hat is invariably combined with a fan-shaped napo ornament

consisting of black feathers, and from which radiate separate rod feathers. In tho chapter on tho attire

of tho gods in the Sahagun manuscript this feather adornment is introduced under the name of

cwBfaluiUrncatL But in the description of the Wind God's costume sent by Mufecuhrovia to Cortes us

a hospitable gift, 1 this ornament is called coccoliio m iiepul, * his large grouse-feather nape appendagu,’

and in tho Spanish text described with tho words—* una capilja grande hecha do plumaa do cuervo,’ that

is, * a large cape made of crowds feathers.’

Characteristic is further the white ear pendant bent like a hook, and as a rule very distinctly

drawn. In tho chapter on the attire of the gods it is callod tzicoliulujui Uocuitlatl in inacoch, ‘ his

thorny bent golden ear ornament,’ but in the description of tho costume sent by Mofecuhpmia to Cortes

t&xuitlorejfculolli, * the involuted golden ornament of muscle-shell.’ and in the Spanish text is described

* SfcbAguo. xn. «hap. i<r.
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with the words—‘un garabato do oro quo llaniaban ccacozcall' No loss characteristic for the god is

also the necklace of spirally volutod snail -shells (ttncuitiaacuech-e<K<;atl)
t and the ornament sliced from

the shell of a largo screw-shell worn by tho god on his breast, and in Sahagun's chapter on tho attire of

the gods designated as eeailaeatzeosoatl,

'

the spirally voluted wind-jewel.’ (C£ Fig. 343u).

The picturo is completed by the rounded-off ends of the loin-cloth usually painted in two colours,

brown (jaguar-skin colour) and white, more rarely red and white; by the throwing- stick spirally

involuted and painted with a * stellar design ’ (dcitkiUo). that is, with while circles on a black ground

;

lastly, by the implements of mortification, the bone dagger (omitl) and the agave-loaf spike (uitztli),

which are usually stuck in his fillet, or olso hold by the god in one or othor of his hands, and on

wliich the trickling blood is symbolised by a flower, or a chain of feathers and flowors.

Fill. 344. VHttuilrouaU
,
th« Penitent of TulUn.

Codex Vaticanus A (Nr. 3738) fol. 7 buck.

Fiji. 34.V iiuaxtec Stone Figure fruui Tanyuian. 8elcr

Collection. Royal KUmdogicai Museum, lleriin.

These dress peculiarities may be partly traced back to the notiou that to Qiufzalcouatl as the

Wind God was appropriate tho round and whorled, or the spirally involuted, and that os priost ho

should be furnishod with priestly implements. As we know, even tho very temples erected to this god

were round. And they brought him offerings of round fruits, such as melons, as is stated by thu

interpreter of tho pictorial document in tho Florentine Biblioteca Nazionale. The moat conspicuous

parts, however, of his attire must bo referred to some particular local origin. The cone-shaped cap

(ocelncopilLiy, tho fan-shaped napo adornment (coocoliio vci fepolli), and tho hook-shaped ear pendants

(rpcoloUi) sliced from a muscle-shell, are undoubtedly Huaxtec insignia.

At Fig. 345 I reproduce the photograph of a stone statue, which 1 have brought to Europe from

the district of Tanquian in tho Huaxtec country, and at Fig. 346 drawings of figures which I saw

during my joumoy through tho Huaxtec country in the year 1KHH. Here QurtxalcmiatVs cone shaped cap,

and in somo of the figures the fan-shapod nape ornament, as well as the hook-shaped bent ear pendant,

are everywhere easily recognised. In point of fact, in his ethnographic chapter on the Cuexteca, i.e. the
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Huaxtecs, Sahogun 1 also tells us that they wore at tho sides of the head fan-shaped feather ornaments

(quetzalmanaUi), and on their back large adornments which looked like fly-Haps and wore made of

orara- feathers (cuefallofoucUli), or strips of palm-loaves disposed wheel-fashion (pjyatlapniaUi). We
are forcibly reminded of QtieUalcouatt's head-gear by tho stono effigy from Tepezintla in tho district of

Tuxpan, State of Vera Cruz, of which Chavero has published an illustration in tho Anales del Museo

Nacional, and of which I here give a half-sized

copy at Fig. 347. It is obviously a picture of the

Earth -toad, coruparablo to those which wc mo
figured on the lower side of tho Mexican sacri-

ficial-blood vessels (quaukxicnUi), and like these, is

clothed in a female garment (auitl) set at the

lower edge with rattling snail-shells, only the draw-

ing is reversed, us is not rarely the case elsewhere.

But here tho head is not that of the monster

adorned with the rufflod hair of the Death Uod, as

in the pictures on the lower side of the Mexican

quauhxictdlL It is a kind of demon face with

large canines and snake's tongue, above which

tower the peaked Huaxtoc hat and nape feather

decoration, and which is fiauked by disks as ear

pendants, below which hangs a hook-shaped orna-

ment exactly like tho epeololli of tho god Qurtzal-

eoutUL Lastly, I think it altogether probable that

Quetzakouatl'a typical broast ornament, the ecu-

ilocatz-cozi-ati
,
sliced from tho shell of a largo

screw-snail, is likewise an article of Huaxtoc attire.

For I have myself collected such ornamental objocls

amongst tho objects taken from Huaxtecan graves,

and have also found them pictured as breast orna-

ments on ancient figured vases, as, for instance, on

a clay jug from Ailapexco, in the Huojutla district,

State of Hidalgo

Now, how have we to explain the fact that

this god, who, so to say, occupies the central point

in Mexican mythology and in the Mexican notions

of the deity, is, if not actually clothed ns a

Huaxtoc, nevertheless depicted as adorned with < /

typical articlos of Huuxtec attire? From my point Fi«. 346. Hn»xtrc Some Efllgiea.

of view sovoral considerations present themselves * taiackö. K TangmUw.—c. e*. l^icaude feuiwawa.
1

t —d. ( ofnull* lie Tnmjriwin.—e. TaH^vtan.—
as possible replies to this question. Quetzalcouatl f. Tamparaijal.

was held to bo the lord and prince of the earliest

inhabitants of the land, that is, from the Mexican &tand]H>inL, of the first immigrants. And according

to a widespread belief, this first immigration followed the route through the Huaxtoc territory.

A tlan uralt ica in vallatfue niiec tlumanili

* Over the water in »hips came numerous tribes,

1 S*b»giiD. x. ob«{*. xxit.
jj

8.
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nuh oncun atencu quifoco yn mictlatnjja aUnco

'to the coast they came, to tho coast situate in the North

unit yn uncan atcauacu yn ivaeal,

'and where with their ship they landed,

mutualyoti . jianutla .</./>. jtanuvaya . axea n mitoa /tautla

' that was called Pnnutla, i,e. “ where they go over the water,” that is

now called Pontlo.

nimav ic utcntli ijaiivcatiaque

'then they followed the coast

quitstiri in tepctl occen yehmin in iztac tetepe yuan in popoeatetepe

' they behold the mountains, especially tho Sierra Nevada and the

Volcano (Popocatepetl)'

hacito yn quauhteniallan . eatentucativi

' and came, still following the coast, to Guatemala

. . . . Niman yc vallaque uncan hacico .

' thereafter they came and reached

yn itucayucan tamin'anchan
. q. n. temuva hx/uin

'the placo culled Tainoanchan, ie. "we seek our home"

Then in Tamoanchan takes placo tho liret

• j>arting of tho way#.’ The Uamatinime amor-

ixufite, the wise people, tho learned in lxx»k lore,

separate from them and go eastwards, taking with

them the black ami the rod colour (tlilti . tlajMtUi),

ie. the script, the l>ooks (amoxtli), the picture-

writings (tlacuiUtU i), knowledge (tlanuitilixtli), songs

(niiatamatl), and Hutes (tlapitsaUi). Of course,

these people were the mythical Toltecs, who moved

eastwards to the TliUan Tlapullan, 'the land of

writing’; they were the ‘emigrants’ (yaque ), that

is, tho Yaf/ui vinak of the (Quiche sagas.

Tho place callod Pnnutla or Pantla in tho

above • quoted passage is the present Pdnuco in

Huuxtoc territory. There is good reason why this

district should bo mentioned os the place where the

tribes lauded. Panutla or Pantla is just equiva-

lent to pa nuuaya, ' where they git over the water*

Hut when the ancient men of lore placed the first

immigration of the trilies in Huaxtecaland, it

becomes quite inteiligiblo that the god who was

regarded as tho leader of tho first immigrants, that

is, (Juetzalcouatl, should bo clothed as a Huaxtec,

or depicted with articles of Huaxtac costume.

A second ]M>ssibility may also present itself. This equipment with articles of Huaxtec dress we

find with the god who is designated as the Wind God, with whom other dress peculiarities, such us

the rounded -off ends of tho loin-cloth and of the head tie, the snail-like involuted end of the throwing-

nuh uncan vecavtu/ur

'and there they tarried long.’

Fiji- 347. The Kurtli-t< ail. Stoat1 Fi^urr fruiu Te/trzitUla

in tli* Tnxpan district, Stntc of Vrnt Crux.

(After the illustration in the Anales <lel Museo Nsiciomil

dr Mexico.;
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stick, seem to give expression to the peculiar nature of wind as the circling, whirling, rotating element.

But under those latitudes the prevailing winds arc the trades, that is the north-castors, and in the

n/rrth-msl of Mexico lay Cuexilun, the land of the Huaxtecs.

Lastly, the view seems to be not at all excluded that the whole cycle of myths which turn on

T'Man and Quefzalot/uatl had their origin in the Huaxtor territory, or should Ikj referred to that region,

llie districts inhabited by Huaxtec peoples

—

Titxj*in and Papuntlu and the conterminous coostlands,

the land of the Tutonaes and of the Olmem Uixtotin—wore the seat of a very ancient and highly

developed culture, and from early times carried on an active intercourse with the Mexicans of the

central tableland. By the Moxicans the Huaxtecs were also called Toueyd, which in his ethnographic

chapter Sohagun explains with the term tawwipd, ‘our next/ ‘our neighbour.' But in reality toueyA

means 'our greater/ probably in the sense of * our elder brother,' and by Molina is translated ‘stranger/

‘alien* (advened izo, estrangero), only bocausc those designated by this term belonged to a foreign

population of different speech. In the stories which Salmgun relates nl»om Tottaw the Tmiey/r certainly

Fig. 316. Ttie Fire Goddess ittsl the Priest

mortify inj; hin flesh,

f'odtx Fbiiyin
(
- Kin^xWin>U|;h Sfl'i.

Fig. 349. tittfJyuani, thr ' Filth-ruler/ the ' Sinner,'

and MftHli, the ‘ Moon.’

of thr Earth Goddvfc» TJacoiteotl.

play a part, however subordinate it may have been. But in the mythology and tho religion of the

Mexicans there is quite a multitude of things which point to Ciuxtlmi and tho Cuexteca—Huaxteca-

land and tho Huaxtecs. We cannot, however, acquire a deeper insight into these obscure relations

until archaeological research has made better progress in tliose regions.

In tho three parts of the manuscript under consideration, beside Quetsalcouatl, ruler of the second

day-count, we see pictured a snake, which is hit by a spear in the middle of the body. On Sheet 87

of our manuscript tho snake is painted yellow with shield-shaped black patches, while on Sheet 28 of

our manuscript and in Codex Borgia (Fig. 343) it shows a pattern somewhat tike that of a coral snake.

Snakes showing markings of this kind I have hitherto as a rulo designated as dragons, but they really

seem intended to denote or to symbolise blood (eztli). We found it. figured above (p. 19) with the penitent

adulterer. We see it also issuing from tho rim of the priest's ear gashed by tho bone dagger (cf. Fig. $48,

taken from Shoot 59 = Kingsboreugh 5fi). It is depicted with tho warlike Earth (ioddess Hofolteotl, and

jointly with tho scops-owl with tho L>outh God. It is soon issuing from the mouth of the skcloton,

which is seizing with its tooth a man tumbling head foremost into its mouth. In a word, everywhere

tho explanation os * blood ' seems to give a more satisfactory meaning than the interpretation as dragon.

On the groat colossal image also of tho Cmuitlirue, of tho so-called Tcoyivnniqui, tho two snakes starting
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up from the surface of the neck without doubt also indicate the blood. And this very image, where the

two snakes undoubtedly symbolise the blood spurting from the two aortae, 1 might adduce to explain the

occasional duality with these blood-snakes, as for instance on Sheet 1 of our manuscript (cf. Figs. 17, 18

supra, p. 13X In Father Juan dr Cdnlnba'e Zapotcc Vocabulary the ‘red snako
’
(culebra colorada) is

translatod by xicaa pitda mani, * the animal of the god’s dish/ which of course can only mean the

animal of the solar vessel, of the solar dish, i.e. of the quauhjieaUi, the sacrificial-blood vessel. But for

this very reason it is a very characteristic symbol for this god, the reputed inventor of mortification

and of blood-letting, while on tho other hand it was in a measure possible only by ingenious explanations

to make the representation of a dragon beside Quetzalsmail at all intelligible.

Tho third day-count and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the right division of tho lower half of

Sheet 10, in our manuscript in tho loft division of the upper half of Sheet. 29, and in tho left sido-column

of Sheot 87.

This third day-count bears the name of calli, ' House/ and is hieroglyphically symbolised by the

familiar picture of tho Indian house, with its basement, the white walls built of stono or adobe, the

woodon doorposts distinguished by their red colour, with which corresponds an upper lintel in liko colour

;

lastly, tho more or less steep roof consisting of straw or palm- leaf thatch, with its ridge often further set

with a row of pointed stones apparently embedded in a mass of clay.

The Zapotec and the Maya names for this sign, da, gueela and akbal, have a somewhat different

meaning, namely 'Night,' and moreover something different is expressed by the term tvutan, by which

the Maya pcoplos of Chiapos named the third day-count, and which is to bo translated * Heart,

Innormost/ It is evident that tho notions that the word ‘house’ at once suggests have here been

further develop«! in a special manner. The dark house was thought of into which the atm enters in the

evening ; and that is the innermost (part) of the earth. Now, this series of notions which is clearly

presented by the names Imme by the thin! day-count amongst the various tribes, enables us also to under-

stand the nature of tho deities who are entered in the picture-writings as rulers of this sign. There are

first of all TepeyolliAli, tho ' Heart of the Mountains/ whom wo have already met as eighth of tho nine

Lords of the Night Hours, and about whom I have above given full particulars (pp. 102-105). Here he

is represented on Sheet 10 of Codex Borgia anil on Shoot 87 of our manuscript simply as a jaguar, anil

in fact on Sheet 87 of our manuscript crouching in a mountain cave enveloped in darkness. For the

Mexicans the jaguar was the animal that devours the sun, at the time when tho sun was devoured, that

in, when a solar eclipse occurred. Honcc for the Mexicans ho denoted darkness, and his image, the god

TepeyvUatli, is a god of eaves, of the dark interünr of the mountains. He accordingly stands by right

as ruler of the sign which in its metaphorical sense moms ' night,’

The second deity which is presented with this sign, and indeed in all three places under consideration,

is not here figured in person, but only in a measure symbolised by the hieroglyph of one of its names.

This is Ttafolfeotl, the old Huaxteo Earth Goddess, who bears this very name of Tlafoltentl, 'Goddess of

Hirt,’ or else TUieUjuani, the ' Filth-eater/ that is, the ‘Sinner/ because she is the representative of woman-

howl anti of sexual intercourse, and is the goddess who likewise in a measure protects the adulterer,

as 1 have above stated (pp. 100-102). And here, in all three places, or at least on Sheet 29 of our

manuscript and in Codex Borgia (Fig, 849). we see distinctly figured a tlaelquani, a filth-eater, a person

eating his own ordure. On Sheet 87 of our manuscript the corresponding figure merely holds tho

filth (tlarlli, cuitlatl), tho symbol of sin, in his hand, without being hero represented as convoying

the filth to his mouth, us in the two other places. But that no ordinary ‘ filth-eater,’ no ordinary sinner

or adtiltoror is mount, but the very goddess who bears this name, is again clearly exhibited in tho two

above-mentioned places. Sheet 10 of Codex Borgia (Fig. 349), and Sheet 29 of our manuscript, since

hero with the tiaetli, tho filth, is combined the picture of the moon
(
metztli ), which is indicated in
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the usual way by a nasal crescent of bone with a rabbit seated in a watery Held. For the ancient

Mexicans, like the Hindus of Sanskrit speech, saw in our 'Man in the Moon' a rabbit, and explained

the present fainter brightness of the moon by the myth that the gods Hung a rabbit in the face of

the moon, which originally shone as brilliantly as tho sun. And clsuwhcre also in the picture-writings

the moon is figured beside TUqnlteotl. But this goddess herself is an appropriate representative of

the day-count here entered in the third place, because Tlttfoltcotl is just tho representative of the

rogion of the evening, of the house in which tho sun disappears, of tho interior of tho earth. Tlaili

iyolla, ‘ Heart of the earth,’ is given as one of her very names.

The fourth day-count, and its ruler stand in (Vnlex Borgia in the loft division of the lower half

of Sheet 10, in our manuscript in tho right division of tho upper half of Sheet 20, and in the right

column of Sheet 88.

Tho day-count bears the name of euetejHtiin. 4 Lizard,’ and is symbolised by an animal as a rule

painted a blue colour, or olso black or half blue half red, with lizard-like head and long tail. Strictly

speaking, the largo odiblo lizards, tho Leguane, are intended, which by the Mexicans were called mccuetz-

paliii and acttecueispalin.1 The first word presumably denotes tho Centosaura coinploto, the black,

or moro correctly the black speckled loguan. the second the more aquatic true loguano, of a shim-

mering green or half-bluish colour, tho Iguana tuberculata and allied species In Codex Vaticanus A

(No. 3738) tho sign is given us indicating * segno d’aogua/ as ' Vabbotula nut tie acqutu This is scarcely

intelligible when wo think of tho ordinary lizards, which gambol in the vory hottest, sunniest places,

on walls and rocks oxposod to the glaro of the sun
,
but it might have some meaning if those toguuno

are intended which live in trees by tho water. Tho interpreter of Codex Vaticanus A (No. 3738) relates

that when no rain had fallen for four years in Tvllan , and the people were dying of hunger, Quetzula/uatl

apjieused the wrath of the gods by his mortifications and penitential exercises, and then—-‘apparve

supra la terra una lacorta raspando dandolo ad intondoro, ehe gift cessava il flagcllo dal cielo, et ehe la

torra fruttificarobbo con alogrezza, ehe presto ora per venire; ot cosi dicono che subito venno in tanta

abondanza, ehe la terra, quale ora stata tanti mini sterile, ha prodotto molti frutti.'* So a lizard

scratches on the ground, and lo l the earth is at once fruitful, as the interpreter here relates. But this

is just what the Mexican popular belief ascribed to the lcguano, of which I>r. Hernandez reports:—‘in

quibus omnibus illud videtur mirabilo, terrain roptatam oorutu abdomine. ventreve pingucsccre, ac fieri

longe sapidiora.’ 3

With this another special relation appears to bo connected. In the pictures where tho various

day-counts are assigned to tho parts of the body of a man, of Tezratlipoca, or of the god Xttchifrilli

disguise« l as a deer, the sign aietzjtaliii is sometimes entered beside the penis,4 sometimes beside tbe

womb of the women (‘ Logartixa nclla madrice delle domic l.
6 Hence the sexual instinct and the sexual

act seein to be represented by this sign. Hero is at once an interesting parallel to Old World notions,

since throughout mediaeval times, anil doubtless from the remotest antiquity, a species of Old World

lizard, the common skink, was regarded as a most potent aphrodisiac. Moreover, Conrad Owner reports

that the flesh of the specified animal ‘ is also thought to have a special efficacy in err it log to inctm-

tinence.* And with this tho popular Mexican belief is again in accordance, since Hernandez relates,

not indeed of tho common lizards, nor even of the legunno. but of the nocturnal sluggish crustaccous

1 Correct«*! for the word« ami <u/v*ujutttt*tHin given by llernajidex. Tbe find should undoubtedly bo written

And that O'/Mai/tutzpaJliu «Would be corrected to ai/uequttz/m'tiM in UtlWMilM' way of «pelling ia *t once evident from

hi* designating the >j>uqmUpailin a* » ‘genua tiriMtlt’ of tli* a-/*<u{n<t:f al/iu (* Sunt eliam in hoc guner« terreatn*,

vocata'I.—Hern ander, Hialnria Keptilium Novae Hiapaoiae, chap, iv.

i Fol. 7 and 7 bark (— King*borough 10, lit
s Hiaturia Reptil ium Novae Hiapaniae, chap. iv. <*d. 1, Koma» 1081, Appendix, p. 60).

* Codex Borgia 17, S3, and 72 ( — Kiogahorough 22, 62, and 43).

* Codex Vatican ua A |Nr. 3738), fol, 34 ( = Kisgaborongh 78).

T
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Helodertna anuod with venomous fangs, which the old Mexicans called ncultetcpoi\tli, the ‘oecorpion* of

the present Spanish-speaking Mexicans :
—

‘ Luinlxiruui caro ingests duorum obolorum ponderc, venerem

mirum in moduin dicitur excitare, neque oa in ro Scincis cedore.’ 1 What this belief rests on is difficult

to say. Tho interpreter of Codex Tellormno-Remon&is * brings sin into association with the lizard and

says—
‘ y como la lagartija anda desnuda.’ But the common lizards are not exactly suggestive of naked-

ness. But that for tho artists of the picture-writings incontinence or the incentive thereto was the

self-understood meaning of tho animal cuetzjtaliv, we have an eminent proof in the two little pictures

n

Fiji. 3.VJM. A'otkipiUi-llaiHactizqHi and the two l LuMps«* of |»vr

— A'orA fjHctial, Kepre*wntativf nf Wedlock,

and Xoekiqmffanit Patrxjowu of the (‘onrteaawi (awiaai),

tli* Female Aiwocintpü of the Warrior» (maqvi).

CihIh Bobrin Mi [ = Kinjrsl>otxiu^li Mi)_

b

Fig. 3S0th<-. XtyhipMi-tlnmni-azqvi with the

I.ixnrd Sijrn of Incontinence.

. iind Xofhi'fHttsul, IhdiUw of Love.

Codex L»ud 37

(Kirtjfsbormijth's notation)

;

0«»dcx Viitinintm 3773, Sheet 33

( m Kinsflbarnuph SI).

Figs. 350b and 350c, which in Codex Laud and in our manuscript stand for the picture at Fig. 350a of

Codex Borgia. Obviously in Fig. 350a an obscene incident is represented, as I shall have more fully to

elucidate in the twelfth division farther on. It is a picture under which one is templed to put tho title

of a well-known subject by Titian. Hut in the pictures at Figs. 350b and 350c this olwcene incident the

artist has expressed by the simple device of placing a lizard (cuefzpaliv) in the arm of the male person.

It is doubtless clear enough that with the sign rurtspalm wo have to look upon this meaning of inconti-

nence or of the incentive thereto, tho sexual impulse, as tho original, and that the other, the fertilising

power which was ascribed to tho sign, appears as a sequel.

i Urrum M«ii>canim Nova® Hiapaniae, Liber IX (Roma* 1661, j*. 316|i

* Pol. 16 IimIi ( = Klog*borough it. 18>.
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This view is confirmed by the very names {</hanan t Jbm) which the fourth day-count boro amongst

the Maya peoples, since these terms may be translated ‘ present in superabundance,' ' plenty of food

supplies.' And so in the Maya manuscripts the hieroglyph of this sign is put simply for ' maize-'

In the series of tho Tonala mail divisions a god named Ueuecoyotl, ‘ the Old Coyote/ is mentioned

by the interpreters as ruler of tho fourth sign. And in truth in all three parts of the picture-writings

undur consideration with the fourth day-count we see an animal figured with a rather long head of a beast

of prey, pointed ears, and long tail, which as a s|HJciaI character shows a yellow field about the eye, such

as is really seen, although not of such a largo size, with the Canis lalrans, the coyote or prairie wolf. On
Sheet 88 of our manuscript the animal lias no kind of adornment, but on Sheet 29 is figured with a

tuft of feathers on its head, and in Codex Borgia it wears a fillet with a cotinga bird on the frontal side

(like the Fire God), three extended bands (like the Sun God), on its nape a large urara bird, and an ear

|>eudant consisting of ring and ray, elements of the solar picture.

Wherever in the other series, that of tho guardians of tho Tonalamatl divisions, this god stands as

ruler of tho fourth Tonalamatl division, ho is distinctly figured as the Dance Qod
;
in Codex Borbonicus,

for instance, with tho gourd-rattle (ayaoachtU) in one hand, a Hower in the other. But on Sheet 88 of

our manuscript instead of these objects we find a kind of staff, with a jaguar head at the lower end, at the

upper a jewel or a flower enclosed by yellow feathers. It seems to me not impossible that this was

intended for a dancing-rod, a baton, which was struck on the ground in beating time at the dance, as is

rupeatedly described with the dances that accompanied one or another of tho roligious feasts.

On Sheet 10 of Codex Borgia from the coyote’s mouth is seen protruding the toil end of a snake

coloured in tho stylo of the conil adder, which, as we huvo seen, must denote Uoutl. And beside it there

issues a narrow streak of blood which passes into the open beak of a bird which is figured above, and here

in Codex Borgia has tho appearance of a small bird of prey. On Shoot 29 of our manuscript we miss the

blood and the coral adder, but opposite the coyote is figured a bird which here also has the look of a bird of

prey. On Sheet 88 of our manuscript wo soo, as in Codex Borgia, the tail end of a coral snake protruding

from the mouth of the coyote. But tho bird which is figured above might rather be taken for a turkey.

Lastly, on the Codex Borgia sheet and on Sheet 29 of our manuscript, below the coyote is further

pictured a man who is lying on or darting on to the ground, but is missing on Sheet 88 of our

manuscript.

The Canis lalrans, with whom, as with all the members of that stock, the sexual feeling is

strongly developed, and who in the rutting season is in an extraordinary state of excitement, appears

os an appropriate personation of the sign cueUpaitn, whose special significance, os I have above set

forth, lies in the efficacy attributed to the lizard on the sexual passion and on reproduction. That

this relation was thought of with tho Ueuecoyotl, is at once inferred from the fact that the

interpreters bring this animal into association with the guilt of Adam, with the fall of the first man.

But I am further of opinion that tho wu*uuf act itself was intended to be denoted by the coral snake

and the narrow stream of blood which is here seen issuing from the mouth of the old coyote. At

least with the first human pair figured on Sheet öl <
= KingsWough 54) of Codex Borgia beside

TonacaUcutli

,

ruler of the first Tonalamatl division, a stream of blood is similarly seen issuing from

the mouth of both persons
,
who are obviously thought of as in the sexual union, and here doubtless

the stream certainly expresses the union of blood, the intermingling of the vital energies. If this

explanation be allowed, then it will necessarily follow further that the bird, which in Codex Borgia

is muted with the coyote by tho line of blood passing from mouth to mouth, is the second member

of the pair, that it corresponds to the woman Imextli, who, as we shall see below, is figured facing

tho Ueuecoyotl, ruler of the fourth Tonalamatl division, in the series of the guardians of the

Tonalamatl divisions.

I will not venture to decide whether the man is to be brought into this connection who is
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to bu seen pictured with the coyote and darting on to the ground, Possibly we have really to think

of the ‘ i'uula del primer hombre,’ that is, of the old myth which we shall have again to discuss with

the sixteenth sign, the myth of the Tamonnekan or Xochitl team» land, where dwelt Tonaoatecutli

and ToMietw iuull, and from which the children of this primeval god were expelled and came to the

earth, because they hail broken a flower.

Lastly, the role which, as we shall see, is played by the old coyote in the series of the guardians

of the Tonatamatl divisions, where he is represented as the God of the Dance and of Mimic, has

jterhups boon brought about by a further development of the notion which properly underlies this

sign mid this god, the impulse by which man and woman are brought together being completed by

the general notion of pleasure absolutely, of indulgence in worldly enjoyments of all kinds. But it is

also possible that the musical qualities which the coyote decidedly possesses, and for that very reason

is called Canis latrans and howling wolf, may have had its weight in this connection. At least this

is suggested by the circumstance that amongst other tribes, too, the coyote or the wolf plays a

similar part. The Dance Gods of the liopjs of Arizona, the Katiiva*, wear the coyote's tail; and

Xevuutacoa, the Dance God of the Chibcbas, who is at once the God of Feasting and of Industrial

Crafts, appears as a fox (To or Fo) with long tail trailing on the ground.

The interpreters identify Ucueeoyotl with Tataoeula, the (fod of the Otomi, and it is possible, even

probable, that the Otoiui did worship a god in the form of a coyote. But it is also no doubt possible

that tbo Otomi, rude and boorish by nature, immoderate and unbridled iu things sexuul, and fond of

wasting their moans and the yearly harvests in continual carousing, may have appeared to tho

Mexicans as tho genuine children of this coyote god.

When, lastly, the interpreters further call this god the * tuolsin,' that is, the stirrer-up of strife,

the mischief-maker, and tell us that this is the real meaning of his name, it may be that here again

a natural observation of the quarrelsome habits of this animal was the occasion for calling a disturber

of the peace an ‘old coyote.’ But this does not appear to stand in direct rotation to the character

u&crilxjd to this god as ruler of the fourth sign.

Tho fifth sign and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia on the right side of the lower half of Sheet 11, in

our manuscript in the left division of the upper half of Sheet 30, and iu the middle column of Shoot S8.

The fifth day-count is called couail, ‘Snake/ and is hioroglyphically symbolised by the picture of

this animal in more or less realistic, or more or less horaldic representation. Its ruler is Chalchiuhtli

-icue,
‘she whose enagua consists of green jewels

(
chalchiuitl

)’
the lady of fiououj tttiter. And rightly

so, for at all times the moving flowing water 1ms ever been compared with the snake. Religious

sites which are dedicated to the water deity, such, for instance, os the Pilon de aziicar visited by

Hermann Strebel, are crowded with images of snakes together with those of frogs.

In Codex Borgia the goddess is figured exactly in the same way as wo have already met her

(cf. Fig. 292 tmpra, p. 99) as sixth of the nine lords—with the snake's throat as helmet-mask, the two

short, black, rectangular bands on the lower edge of the cheek, and the garment painted in the coluurs of

the hieroglyph chalehiuitL Only here the nosal ornament is more distinctly drawn as a two-headed snake,

and her hair is bound round with a chain of shell disks, as is also appropriate to hor as Water Goddess.

In our manuscript the ruler of this sign is reproduced in less characteristic and in divergent

form. In the first place it is no female but a male god, no Chalchiuhtlirue but a Chalchiuhtlatonac,

It is a god who in a general way recalls XochipiUi, an we shall later make the acquaintance of this

deity, and is obviously represented as merely a particular form of this god so often figured in the

manuscripts of the Codex Borgiu group. In his pierced nasal septum is inserted h jewelled rod. His

hair is bound up with the usual head-sirup which bears a conventional bird's head on the frontal side.

On Sheet 30 of our manuscript this ruler of tho sign couatl, Snake.' also wears like Xoehijnlli an
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apparently crest-like adornment of white feathers at his nape, and his hip-cloth bos a border below

painted in the colours of the hieroglyph ckalckiuitl ('Green Jewel'). But oven more than XochijnUi

himself ho is the Chudckiuhtlatonnc, ‘he who is resplendent with jowels.’ and the TUqopiUi, the

'Noble Prince* (a byname of XochijnUi). For on his head lies a bunch of feathers (imtevutlli)

which encloses a flowering stalk. The head of a quctzalcoxcuxtli bird is set upon the tczcacuitlajnlli,

i.e. tho disk covered with turquoise mosaic, which fastens the posterior bow of the hip-cloth ;
and

below it hangs tho posterior end of the loin-cloth in the form of a broad band painted in the colour

of tho cJutlchiiiiU hieroglyph. The god of Sheet 88 of our manuscript further wears on his wrist tho

four jewelled beads disposed as a cross, which we shall again somewhat frequently meet in this

manuscript as the special adornment of Xochipilli and the related figures.

Above the Chtdchiuhtliciie, ruler of tho fifth day-count in Codex Borgia, is seen a vessel with a

burnt-offering (bundle of firewood and rubber ball). Beside it is a number of grass stalks apparently

strung together on a thread, or fitted together to form a cover. And lastly a bird which resembles

tho small bird of prey which was figured with Ueuecoyotl, but above the wings is furnished with two

human arms, and in one of these human hands it holds a number (three) of stalks or culms. The

identity of the underlying motive Iwtween the ruler of the fifth sign in Codex Borgia distinctly

drawn as Water Goddess and the Xae&i/ritti4ike mate deity in our manuscript in my opinion finds

very cloar expression in the circumstance that with our male deity the same accessories are drawn as

with tho Chalckiuhilicue of Codex Borgia. Certainly the dish with the burnt-offering is absunl; but

tho blades of grass arranged to form a cover are shown, os is also the motvtotl, the little bird of prey

furnished with arms and here. too. holding three stalks or rods in one hand. What these secondary

figures or symbols exactly mean I cannot state with certainty. On Sheet 88 of our manuscript wo

miss the gross stalks disposed in form of a cover. But the motatotl has not been forgotten: except

that instead of two arms only one hand is visible above the wing.

Tho sixth sign and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the left division of tho lower half of

Sheet 11, in our manuscript in the right division of the upper half of Sheet 30, and on Shoet 88 in

the column forming the loft third.

Tho day-count is miquiztli, ' Death,* or toonteeomatl, * Skull,' as it is drawn in tho Moxtitlan list,

and is everywhere symbolised by a dead man's skull. Its ruler, strange to say, is not the Death

God, but the god who wears tho marine snail's shell (Ucciztli) on his brow, that is, Teccizttcatl, tho

Moon God. Tho Moon God, as I have already above stated, bears this name, perhaps on tho one

hand because he has his phases, at times withdrawing half or altogether into his shell. But on the

other hand—and this is what the interpreters lay stress upon—it seems as if he owed this namo to

the relation in which the moon stands towards women, to tho influence which it exercises on the

bodies of women. For as the interpreter of Codex Telleriono-Remen&is says,
—

‘asi como sale del

hueso el earned, asi sale el hombre del vieutro de su madre.*

As in the preceding sign a female deity was given in Codex Borgia, and a male in our manu-

script, so here, too, the Moon God is represented as a female in Codex Borgia, os a male in our

manuscript. But in both documents the moon is conceived as an old deity, as a grey-haired man or

woman, and is figured in our manuscript with the corners of the mouth contracted as with aged

people, in Codex Borgia with the curious ring-shaped appendage below the upper lip which seems to

have arisen from a mistaken repriduction of that contracted comer of the mouth.

The Moon Goddess of Codex Borgia is painted yellow, the colour of women. With her the duller

light of tho moon appears to be expressed by the simple plain white colour of tho clothing. The gloom

in which the moon shines is symbolised beside it by a kind of open throat, which in its entire breadth

consists of darkness studded with eyes, the symbol of night With the Moon God of our manuscript
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tlic duller light seems on the contrary intended to be indicated by the colour of the body itself,

which on both sheets of our manuscript is blue, that is. dark. The face is likewise painted blue

on Shoot 30. but on Shoot 88 of our manuscript half blue half rod, os with the Codex Fojervory-

Mayor MLtxouutl (cf. Fig- 315 supra, p. 115), who indeed also symbolises the gloaming or fainter light.

Moreover, on Sheet 30 of our manuscript he is figured with a long beard enframing the chin. The

adornments with which this god is arrayed seem, strange to say, to bring him into relation with

XtrhipiUL On Sheet 30 of our manuscript he wears XochtjnUi's jewelled breast-plate hanging from

a jewelled chain, for which, however, on Sheet 88 he shows the Dance God’s rattle ornament

oyotudli sliced from a muscle-shell
;
and in both places of our manuscript ho is furnished with the

apparently crost-shupud nape ornament of white feathers which in our manuscript is characteristic

of XiM-LipiUi, and which 1 have just described with the preceding sign, with Cku(chiuMU tUrtuu-, who

is manifestly merely a form of XttchipiUi. In another place we shall make the acquaintance of the

Moon God os God of tho Dunce and Music. Hence it seems that here, decked with Xockipilli* orna-

ment, he uppears only as another form of XochipiUL

As secondary figures in </odex Borgia are given a vessel entwined by a dragon with a burnt-

offering (bundle of firewood and rubber ball), and a quetzal bird which holds in its claws a black

object bent like a hook and jxiinted like a thorn. Tho burnt-otfering is in liko manner further to

be seen in both parts of our manuscript here under consideration. As with the nine Lords of the

Night Hours, this object is doubtless intended to indicate the tires that during the whole night flared

up on the upper platform of the temple pyramids. On Sheet 30 of our manuscript before the burnt-

offering is likowise figured, though quite small, the bird with the bent black thorn in its claws. 1

cannot, however, say what this picture is meant to signify.

The seventh day-count and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the right division of the lower half

of Sheet 12, in our manuscript in the left division of the upper half of Sheet 31, and in tho column

on the right sale of Sheet 89.

The seventh day-count bears the name of mOfaU, ' Deer/ and is symbolised by the head or the

whole figure of this animal. Codex Borgia reproduces him rather true to nature with his Iongiab

head and iucisors only in the lower jaw, but never draws him with antlers. In Fejerviiry, too,

tho deer is, as a rule, figured without antlers. In the other picture-writings he has one antler,

but only with two tines turned forwards, and painted a blue colour, like all the skinny and horny parts.

For the Mexicans the deer was the emblem of dmugld, of the waterless sun-parched soil.

Where reference is mode in Codex Vaticanus A to the Quetzalcouatl and Tultan myths, 1 the

four ‘ segni della loro superstitione ‘ are mentioned, there having obviously a distinct relation to the

quarters of the heavens (Fig, 351):—ma^atl, ‘Deer/ teil, ‘Stone/ cueizjxdli, ‘Lizard/ and eintli, ‘Maize/

The maize is naturally a symbol of plenty of food supplies, of wealth; tho stone of barrenness. But

with the deer the interpreter explains :
—

' fingono ehe cosi diventano li huomini tngrati.' And in

another port of the same manuscript, where mention is made of the duy-counts answering to the

quarters of the heavens, the interpreter says of the picture of tho doer:—
*
per la quale significant) la

dUigenzn de li huomini in cercor if. bi«ogmt per »jstentarui.' Therefore drought, rainlesanctui,

famine are what the sign of the doer denotes. Wo have even aliove seen that with the picture of

the deer flame, fire was indicated (zee Figs. 28 and 111 su/mt, pp. 17 and 37). So, too. in the ‘ (listeria

de los Mexic&nofl por sus pinturua,' tho doer is identified with the Goddess of Fire herself, that is, the

goddess of Xorkimilat, who is a goddess of fire, as 1 have shown in my elucidation of the TonalanutU

of the Aubin collection.* With the deer—that is, with him as his back device or disguise

—

1 F*L 7 (
m Kiogaliurougki 11).

* Berlin *i><i Lawton, 1900-1001", jt. 115. Cf. •!•< infra the •Utcmont iu xiv. with ibc I»tb /'on.ifumutl Uivi*i.,n.
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Mixcmuitl, t.he Fire-driller, tho god who first kindled fire with the sticks, plains his victor}' over

the enemy.

Now, as ruler of this sign which donotes drought, roinles&tiefis, famine, there

appears, strange to say, not a figure related to the Fire God, but Tlaluc the

Ruin Qad, whom in fact wo likewise meet in other parts of tho picture- writings

(cf. Fig. 351a, p. 152) associated with tho deer. This is not, as 1 formerly

supposed, the result of an effort to give expression to contrasting concepts;

nor yet the expression of the fact that the Rain God is also the god that strikes

with lightning. But, as I first set forth in my elucidation of the TonalitnuUl

of the Aubin collection, 1
it is to lw attributed to the circumstance that the

ancient priestly sages supposed that with the word t/uimtitl, ‘ Rain.’ we should

in the first pLice think of the q^iauhtonatiuh, the ‘ Rain-Sun,* which was one

of the four pro-historic, or, so to say, pro-cosmic epochs of the world, but was

not a time of the deluge, but tho fieriod of the rain of fire. ‘ when fire rained

from heaven and volcanic ashes, when the scoria,* and hailstones wore strewn

about, when the foam-stone (bubbling lava) foamed up, and tho red (lava)

rocks arose.'

On the Rain Gcal I have already above given full particulars in the suction

on tho nine Lords of tho Night Honrs (cf. pp. 105, 100). Here he is again painted

a green colour in Codex Borgia, in our manuscript black. Both in Codex

Borgia and on Shoet 31 of our manuscript, he shows on his head a looped

band painted in the colours of the Rain God—alternately green and olpiyauac,

that is, a white hue spotted with black dots of liquefied rubber, or alternately

black and a greon hue spitted with rubber. And on the top of this is seen

the symbol of darkness, or of night, or of tho night sky, the eye enveloped

in eye->ttldderi darkness, to which I have already referred in connection with

Qudzalcountl, and which is figured in the pictures of QueUalounuUl where this
*

god does not wear his usual cone-shaped cap, the Iluaxtoc ropilii It is strange hnnroiiii ingrrti.

that in tho third of tho places hem under consideration, Shoet 89 of our manu-

script, the Rain God is figured without this eyo enveloped in darkness on his

head, but instead of it with a peaked cap, which in its form resembles that of

Quetzatomnil, but is painted in cross bands with the above-mentioned colours of

the Rain God. This cap, however, has presumably a different origin, being a

remnant of tho hieroglyph of the year with which tho Rain God is often depicted.

Above or before the Rain God, in Codex Borgia and on Sheet 31 of our

manuscript, is seen a burning house, on which lies a flaming axe (symbol of

lightning?), and beside or below it a stream of water with snails or fishes,

tidently look on as a kind of hieroglyph of the Uequiauitl, the fiery rain, whose representative is

the Rain God himself. Instead of this composite picture, on Sheet 89 of our manuscript is shown

nothing hut a burning house, and within it a tailed animal armed with the claws of beasts of prey,

which, however, owing to tho small size and incompleteness of the picture, I cannot venture to identify.

Obviously hero, instead of tho fiery rain, it is intended to represent fire alone.

Tho eighth sign and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the left division of tho lower half of

Shoet 12, in our manuscript in the right division of the upper half of Sheet 31. and in the central column

of Sheet 89.

h. trtl, p^Iru, wenn di

sterilitA

C. ftwfapofli, Lipirtiai »-

gSO di

d. renUi, trigo aegnn d'ftb-

ImitdatiM.

Codex Vatican»» A
(Nr. 3738) fol. 7 Uwk
( = Kinjpdiorough 1 1 y,

This we may con-

iUrliu anil Ixindon, 1 INI], p. S3.
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The eighth day-count bears the name of Utchtli,
' Rabbit,' and is symbolised by the head or the whole

figure of this animal, which is always pictured with long ears, round eyes, and incisors hanging long down.

The rabbit, the animal that burrows in the ground, was for the Mexicans an emblem of the eartft.

On the day ce tocktli, ‘one Rabbit,' according to the interpreters and the text of the Anales de ljuauhtitlan,

the earth was created.

In a special manner the rabbit was held to be an image of the Karth Gods, of the Harvest Gods,

of the CentSimtatucJuin, tho ‘ Four Hundred Rabbits,’ that is, of the Pulquo Gods, whom wc shall have

more fully to discuss below, for whom, whon the crops

wero garnered, feasts and carousing* wore held. But as

ruler of this sign appears, not tho Pulquo Gods thent-

selvcR, but the personification of the plant, from tho sap

of which was obtained by a natural process of fermenta-

tion the intoxicating liquor, which is now called ' pulque,'

a word derived from the language of tho natives of Chile,

hut by the ancient Mexicans was named ••cili. This plant

is tho maguey, tho agave americana, which, after the dis-

covery of America, was transplanted to the Mediterranean

lands, where it has become a characteristic feature of the

laqdscapo in many districts. The ancient Mexicans called

tho plant »teil, and the goddess who personified it Mayanel.

According to the interpreter of Codex Vaticanus A, Mayanel

was a woman with four hundred breasts, who on account

of her fecundity was by the gods transformed to the agave plant. In Sahagun Mayand is simply

called tho discoverer of the pulque extract:

—

yc achtopa quUtac tlachiquilizÜi t/om Mayaml ca civatt,1

* era nmgor la quo comenzb y supo primoru ahugorar los magueyes para sacar la tniel de quo so batt-

el vino, y llamabase Maiavel.'

Tho goddess is everywhere figured seated before or on the agave phml, which tho artists of the

picture-writings always understand how to reproduce tolerably true to nature, with its still' leaves curved

slightly outwards, and furnished with spines at the tips and along the edges, and with its tall spike of

bloom. On Shoot 31 of our manuscript above tho root of tho plant is further -soon a snake, while in Codex

lauid 1) {Kingsborough's notation) the plant rises above a turtle which rests on a dragon designed in the

form of a coral snake The goddess herself is hero in Codex Borgia pictured with a white garment, but

which is edged with a broad band painted in the colour of tho green jewel (clialchiu itl), hence to a certain

extent resembles that of tho Water Goddess. In her nose she wears a blue plate which tapers step-fashion,

and resembles Xn<ckiqtutzal‘$ ytiwjMijndttll. As with the Sun God, her flame-coloured hair is bound up with

a jewelled chain which bears a conventional bird’s head on the frontal side. The tuft of feathors also

(imtemaUi) on the head of the goddess is like that worn by the Sun God, for instance, on Sheet 15 ( = Kings-

borough 24) of Codex Borgia. Doubtless, by this device it was intended to give expression to the * Her)’

drink.' The same fundamental elements are likewiso presented by the display on the figures of our manu-

script. On Sheet HO of our manuscript the goddess holds in one hand a bowl from which the flower-studded

liquor foams out, in the other a dish full of stono knives, for pulque is the ‘ sharp ’ drink.

Above or beside the goddess in all three places under consideration is figured the /ntlque juy

(nctect/nuiU), a large bulging vessel with round bottom, with the flower-studded liquor, the pulque foaming

out of tho spout. In Codex Borgia round the neck of the vessel is wound a teteuUl, a paper painted with

acute-angle« l figures similar t<> those we find used for the dress and array of the Ciuapijnilin and

other Barth Goddesses, as well as with the bodies packed up for cremation. In the Mexican text papers

1 Suiiugun, x. chap. xxis. 8 12, ttjl liibliotcca AcudemU de tu Union*.

Fitf. 351,1. Tlalot, the Kam God,

und nutfuf/, the Deer.

Codex Kejerviiry-Muyer 20

(= K tajtfsboruujch 1 0).
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painted in this way Are called tiaitzcopinUi or tlmtzcupeualli. Little paper flags painted in a similar

way also stand out at the sides of the jug. The jug itself is pierced by an arrow, and as if in con-

sequence of tlio wound thereby causoil blood issues from behind the vessel. The piercing arrow and

the blood are likewise figured with the pulque jug on Sheet 29 of our manuscript. A noteworthy

peculiarity is shown by Sheet 31 of our manuscript, where the head of a Httlo man and of a little

woman are seen in the pulque protruding from the mouth of the jug. The face of tho first is painted

rod, the colour of mon; that of the woman has a yellow colour, and below the noso hangs the blue

step-shaped nasal plate yacafMfxxUAl of the goddess Xttchiquet&d. Obviously by this picture, as

doubtless also by the Hait&copintU figures decorating the pulque jug, wine and tvornan are brought

into relation. Even now, for instance, amongst the Indians of Vera Paz, the marriage ceremony is

officially concluded by tho bridegroom handing tho brandy-bottle to the bride.

Sheet 31 of our manuscript has still a few other repre-

sentations which are lacking in the two other places hero under

consideration. Above is seen an animal painted a white colour,

which has a pointed snout, a long tail, and before its eyes

a black design tapering to a point tewanls the snout, hence

in all essentials like the animal which we have met in the

lower half of Sheet 9 of our manuscript as indicating the

lower region of the earth. In uiy elucidation of Codex

FejfovAry* I have pointed out that this same animal is also

to be recognised in the animal-headed priest who, on the

famous Sheets 25 to 2H of the Dresden Maya manuscript,

introduce« the representative of the new year (cf. Fig. 352V

It is certainly remarkable that here on Sheet HI of our manuscript this animal holds in one hand

indeed a pulque bowl, but in the other the same object looking like a fan or a bell-studded ring (it is

probably the latter, a musical instrument), as does the animal-headed priest of the Dresden manuscript

Lastly, on Sheet 31 of our manuscript before the pulque jug are further to ho soon, leaning back

to book, a man painted a red colour and a skeleton painted a blue colour, each holding in his or its hand

a dish from which a snake's head is issuing. The snake's head naturally has reference to tho nAture

of the drink which forms the subject of this section. The whole group recalls the largo double

group Qiictznlcouatl-Miethwtectttli, which is seen on Sheets 75, 76 of our manuscript, which seems

to symbolise the contrast between heaven and earth, between life and death, and will have again

to be discussed below.

The ninth sign and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the first division of the lower half of

Sheet 13, in our manuscript in the left division of tho upper half of Sheet 32, and in tho column

on the left side of Sheet 89.

The ninth sign bears the name of ail, ‘Water/ and is as a rule symbolised by a vessel with water.

In the water is not rarely soon, us in those parts of our manuscript hero under consideration, the

hieroglyph ehalehiuiU, 'Green Jewel,' which naturally indicates to the observer the precious nature

of this element so valuable for tho welllojing of mankind. In Codex Borgia tho vossel is regularly

conceived as the open bill of a bird whoso head and feather crest are formed by tho water tilling

the vessel and flowing in separate streams. Thou, in order to make tho comparison more complete,

an oyo is figured just as regularly in tho water. This interpretation of the waiter-vessel explains the

reason why in our manuscript and in other related picture-writings the lower and outer rim of tho

vessel is garnished with teeth.

• Berlin and London, 1901. 1002, |>f>- 140, 141

17

Fig. 302. Hie AniiuaMweuksl Priest

introducing the God of the Aon Sign,

I range of the aV/ai Year.

Dresden Maya Manu#cri)*l 27.
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As ruler of this sign there again Appears a god who apparently represents the very element that is

opposed and hostile to the nature of water, namely fir*. But. os I have first shown in my elucidation of

the Tonalamatl of the Aubin collection, this remarkable fact is simply explained by the consideration that

with atl they thought not of ’water,' but of the teoatl, the ‘real, the true atl,' of ail-tlachinolli, ‘ Water

(Spear- throwing) and Conflagration,' the metaphorical indication of war. Atl, the designation for

4

water,’ is perhaps a later derivation from a root n, ‘ to throw', hurl, shoot.' and means something like ' the

shooting,' that is, the swiftly flowing by. Compare adta-tl, * wherewith one shoots,' i>, the throwing-stick.

As lord, not of the atl, * Water,’ but of the atl , shooting, of the teaatl, of the nUdUu-hinotti, of shooting and

burning, t>. of war, tho Fire God may well be named, since he wields the ‘shooting implement/ the

throwing-stick, the blue throwing-stick ziukatUitl, fashioned in the form of a snake. This meaning the

Fire God unquestionably had in tho belief and in tho sphere of thought of tho Mexicans, as appears from

numerous statements- And thus also is it explained by the interpreter of Codex Vaticanus A, since he

took for the name of the god himself the word xiuhatlntl, which the commentator of Codex Telleriano

Remensig or of its original had ontored beside the throwing-stick which the god holds in his hand—
1 questo xiwiüatl ehe qui resta dipinto chc era 1‘artvocatn della guerra.’

Fitf. 353. ivlotl. Scorpion,

wul t«oatl-tlaehinoU%,
4 WnU*r (Spear-lhrowitifO

nnd (Vnflat^ution ' • 1 War.’

Cr»1ex Horjji* 13 ( *- Kin^boMo^h S3).

By the Mexicans the Fire God was called Ixcoptuhqui, ' bo of tho yellow face’; Xiuhterutli.‘ Lord

of the Turquoise or of tho Year,' or else the ‘Turquoise Lord,’ the ‘Blue Lord'; and Cwfaltsin, 'the

Flame'; but also Ucaeteatl, 'the Old God/ and Tata, ‘Our Fathor.' Wo mot him above as first of the

nine lords, and there also I have described the chief articles of his attire.

As lord of the ninth day-count he is figured in Codex Borgia in exactly tho same way as we met

him above, and as he is reproduced at Fig. 288. p. 95. Only tho lillot. to which is attached on the frontal

side tho cotinga bird flying downwards, is still more distinctly seen to be quite covered with mosaic work

as a rhalfhiuMeUUiv Similarly on tho two sheets of our manuscript he is on the whole pictured as in the

other places whore wo have mot him in this manuscript. Only the part of his face which is not black, and

in ('ckIox Borgia is painted a red colour in harmony with the rest of the body, and as it was likewise

shown on Sheet 19 ot our manuscript, is here on Shoots 81 unci 81) painted yellow with slender thread-

shaped longitudinal stripes of red colour; hence here the god is an Irropi ithqvi, a 'yellow-faced one/ as in

Telleriano-Remensis and in tho Sahogun manuscript

In all three plac«» a scorpion (cobdt) is given beside or above the god. The scorpion’s sting causes

a burning pain. Hence doubtless this boast is compared to the Fire God. Nonr by in Godex Borgia

(Fig. 858) and on Shoot 82 of our manuscript are figured a burning house with a man inside lying on tho

ground, and a stream of water, which in our manuscript again swoops along the hieroglyph ckalchiuitl,
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‘ Green Jewel,’ and all kinds of aquatic animals (snail-shells), while in Codex Borgia (Fig. 353) in it are

seen objects like tongues of flame painted yellow and brown, which are evidently intended to show that

we have horo to do, not with the ordinary water, but in fact with teoatl, with atl in its proper meaning.

Fig. 3W»b. tluchtHulU. ( lalcx Dorbonicas 9.

Pef. 360. frottU-tUuhtmJIt, ' Water (Spear-throwing)

und tunflugrulion '
-

- ynoyot/,
1 War/ and Otouoi

Warrior* fighting.

Pictorial Manuscript fn«u HUsman ll* ^Territory

«t Tluaealn). Alexander von Humboldt'» (.'«dlcctiun,

iii. iv. Cf. Scfcr, OraaimiMdte Abhandlungen zur

uincriluuiiscbwi Sprach- und AUerthumakuode.

Berlin, 1902, voL i. p. 227-248.

Without doubt the whole group is merely a form of the hieroglyph ati-tUichivoUi or taxitl-tfackivolli,

* Water (Spear-throwing) and Conflagration ’
; tho above-mentioned metaphorical indication of war, whose

representative is the Fire God lmnself. 1 This form certainly deviates somewhat, from the usual style,

1 Here t should like once mom emphatically to demur to tbe view advaoi-ed by Dr. Prcuaa that thxrhimolli nuDi ‘ Iwrut earth.
1

*a<l that thU hieroglyph is ao expreerion of the nature of the deities of the earth. Certainly is Molina tlarhinou u translated
4 qoemar loa campen 6 maotea '

• the applicative verb llarkinalkmit ' quenmr i atro In« carapoe 6 uiie*ee,‘ but anrely only because the
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as this phrase is hioroglyphicolly expressed in the Mexican picture-writings proper (cf. Fig. 356). But it

contains the same elements that these do, while certain transitional forms of this hieroglyph occurring

with the Fire Clod, ruler of the ninth Tonalavuitl division (cf. Figs. 354 and 355), leavo no doubt that

Fig. 353 is merely another hieroglyphic embodiment of the same phrase. This very representation here

given with the ruler of the ninth day-count has served as a proof for me that I have rightly interpreted

the day-count nil.

The tenth day-count and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the left division of the lower half of

Sheet 13, in our manuscript in the right division of the upper half of Sheet 32, and in the column on the

right side of Sheet 90.

The tenth day-count boars the name of Uzcuintli,

'

Dog,’ and is symbolised by the head or the whole

figure or else the oar alone of this animal. Dogs wore found both in ancient Mexico and in ancient Peru,

Hi#. 3S7. ptk, the D««.

Dresden

Mar» Manuscript 7a.

FSg. 3AN. Muiuiiiy-]NH'k »•'* Up for the l>rjul Whittor*.

(Pictorial Manuscript of the Florentine

Bibli»teai Naxionule.}

and several varieties wore even distinguished—the hairless {tmlu-itu uintli, the pko-xolo of the Zapotecs,

called bil in the Maya language), the hump-backed turnspit-like (itemtntepotuAli), and the common, called

techichi by Hcrnamlez, the of the Vucatocs (which presumably means the lazy (dog] lying on the

ground), the tz‘i or ch’i of the other Muya languages. In Codex Borgia and in Tellerianc-Bemensis he is

depicted white and black spotted, and so he is also painted in the Maya manuscripts. In our manuscript

ho is likewise painted yellow and black spotted, in oLhers simply red. In most cases the tip of the ear

is missing, having been torn or cut off. In tho Moxican picture-writings the edge of the wound is indicated

by a ragged or jagged bordering and a yellow colour (the yellow colour of the dead flesh).

Tho dog was kept by the Mexicans os a domestic animal and eaten by them. Hence in Yucatan and on

tmrnlug of the lieIJa, «.*. of the sprouting wf«]«, <i> tbe moil frequent cm# of Iho Ifathhiolttfli, of burning or firing. There ia

abeolntely nothing in the ckimoa itoelf to connect it with thr earth ; nor arc tbc Seid» the earth. The intenaiTe ekkhmoa, «ban it

refer* to a material object, ia by Molina trto*lat4«l 'toaUr varaa »erde« 6 crwa aai'; when tbe reference ia to a peraonal objoct

:

• chamuacar •» quemar i otro,’ and when uaed refleairely. * cbamnecarae w qtiemarae
1

; hence »imply ' to 6re, to buro, to temper in tbe

fire.
1 And passage* occur, aa r.g. where that eancy young fellow who ia chaffing the girla taking tbe »red.corn to the temple, in

tanntod by the women telling him bo had bettor have hia boyiab carta dipped amt get hie hair dreaaod like a warrior—amo fot,

limocimpA aean mothtshimm* moe*iU, * you are no woman like me, you don't get your rear arorobed
1

(».«. alway» sitting at the tire like

tbo women), whioh in the S|uutiah test Sahagnn eomewhat more decently translate* :
' tan muger ere» tu cono yo, ta nnnea h»» »»lido

<1# detria del fnego.'
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the coostlunds he was often used as a sacrificial animal as well. But he played a chief part in tho cult of

the dead. Tho Mexicans held the belief that four years after death, when the soul had ulready experienced

<livere dangers on the road to tho underworld, it reached the banks of a river, which was called the

Chk'unuttJutjMtn, the 1 ninefold stream,’ and flowed round the underworld proper. But tho souls could not

get across this rivor unless they were expected by their little dog, who, on recognising his master on tho

opposite sido, plunged into tho water to bring him over. 1 Therefore at his burial the dead person at once

roccivod os companion a dog who was killed by the thrust of a dart in its neck, but had to be of a

red-yellow colour, and have a string of utispun cotton tied round its nock, this being the kind of string

appropriated to the region of earth, to the underworld. And when a warrior had remained in the bands

of tho enemy, hence though dead could not bo buried (by his friends), instead of him they set up a false

mummy-pack, to which they offered funeral rites, and did not fail to equip this efligy of the dead with a

little dog, which was painted a bluu colour and suspended at the paper band brought over the shoulders

of the pack. In the case of kings and magnates tho dog was doubtless worked in turquoise mosaic

or carvod (cf. Fig. 358) out of green stone, and was called acolocozcatl, ' the neck-band consisting of the

servant, the personal attendant’ (properly the monstrosity), because amongst the Mexican grandees it was

customary to koop xulame, * monstrosities
'
(dwarfs, hunchbacks, and the like), as servants for their pastime.

From this close relation in which tho dog stood to the cult of the dead I can also understand why the

Maya hieroglyph of this animal (cf. the first hieroglyph to the left above at Fig. 357) contains as its

chief element the reduced form of a skeleton. This hieroglyph is perhaps to be explained as ‘ the

ferry-man to Hades.’

Whence arose this belief and this custom it is not easy to say. It may be that, as with tho dead

of both sexes their effects wore deposited in the grave, with the prince his wives and ministering slaves,

so also with his master was placed the dog, his house companion, his friend and watcher, and that the

persistence of this custom created tho belief that tho dog stood in some special relation to the realm

of the doad. But possibly also another notion may have had influence in this connection. The dog as

the * biting animal ’ seems to have boon regarded as an emblem of fire, and the name ch‘i, tx’i, which tho

dog bean in the Maya languages, is connected with a homophonous root meaning ' to bite.’ Sahagun *

designates the day re itzcuintli , ' one Dog,' precisely as ' signo del fuego,' though for this, as we shall see,

there may perhaps still be another reason. But we further find the day yet itzcnivtli, * three Dog,’

mentioned as a foast and doubtless also as a name of the Fire God.* And Codex Vaticanus A (No. 3738) 4

puts tho day ce itzcuintli, * one Dog,' as the end of the Ecatonatiuh, of the Wind-Sun, and as the beginning

of tho TUquiauilli, of the * Fiery Hain,' i.e. of the pre-historic or pre-cosmic epoch designated by the name

of Quiauhlunatiuh '(Fire)-Rain -Sun.' Lastly, in the Maya domain, both on the monumonts and in the

manuscripts there occurs with extraordinary frequency an animal’s head, which wo must doubtless

explain as that of the dog, and which is spewing fire from its throat. But if tho dog really was a symbol

and image of fire, then merely on the ground that it was customary to cremate the dead, the dog might be

indicated as amveyer to Hades, and then be later regarded as such.

But, however this be, that tho dog had this special relation to Hades is beyond question. Hence

it can only be regarded os reasonable that here in our manuscript we find as ruler of this sign the

Death Got/, the ' Lord of Hades,’ Midlantecutli, or, as is distinctly shown on Sheet IK) of our manu-

script, Mictecaciuatl, the ‘ Lady of the Dwellers in Hados.’ In all three places these Death Gods are

figured with a skull for their head. This skull is, as usual, furnished with a round eye, and above

it a superciliary arch, and with tousled dark hair studdod with eyes, that is, black like night, and

mostly shows an opening in the region of the temples. For the Mexicans were familiar with the

1 StbagUH. til. App- chip. i.

* Hahagaii. 11 . A|*p. six : rr. cha]«. uv, xxvi.

3 Cod«* TrlSrruui‘.' K*m«<u*iii, ful. 28 back t
— Kintal* rough li. S3).

* Pol. 0 (» Ktngxboroiitfh 8).
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sight of the skulls of the dead from the tsompantli, the wooden scaffold, where the skulls of the

victims were set in rows on stakes driven through their temples. The body of the Death God is

either drawn as a skeleton, as on Sheet 32 of our manuscript, or at least with the white colour of

bone showing yellow, red-speckled spots. On Sheet fK> of our manuscript the skull is, us stated, borno

by a female body which is paintod a yellow colour, and is figured with a mamma and a blooding

vulva. As decoration the god wears in Codex Borgia an ear-plug consisting of a human hand, at the

nape a feather ornament of an owl's plumage, and at the wrist and ankles bands of black eye-studded

hair. The figure on Sheet 32 of our manuscript has a girdle of nudinaili grass resembling u woman's

frock, and an occipital rosette (cucxatchteckinutlU) painted a white und red colour.

Above the Death God in Codex Borgia (cf. Fig. 359) is figured a sick man, who holds in his hand

a bunch of malinaUi (herbs, drugs ?), puts out his tongue, and makes water and is voiding much fioces,

hence doubtloss is intended to be represented

as dying. Beside him on the right side

the burning of the dead is symbolised by a

bundle of firewood and a little paper Hag, on

the loft the burial by a reptile's open throat

receiving a packed and corded body. The

patient making water and ejecting faeces is

also figured in both places of our manuscript

here under consideration, and on Sheet 90 is

further shown the reptile's throat receiving

the packud body. But on Sheet 32 the patient

is reproduced in the form of an ape, which is

perhaps intended for an expression of the

facie» Hippocratica. For the upo, whose face

with its deep-sunk socket resembles a skull,

is the image of death. In the sculptures it is often very difficult to say whethor we have before us

a skull or an ape's head.

The oleventh sign and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the left division of the uppor half of

Sheet 13. In our manuscript this group occupies all the lower half of Sheet 32, while on Shoot 90

it fills the central column.

The eleventh sign boars the name of afomdtii, * Ape,' and is symbolised by the head or by the

whole figure of the ape. As a rule the animal is clearly enough designed, with its sparsely haired,

differently coloured, prognathous face, its sunken orbits and somewhat Laml>od forehead where the hair

projects forward. But as a mythological being he is always furnished with an ear ornament, and

indued the OjfOuaUi-shaped ear ornament of the Dance Gods. A peculiarity of Codex Bologna and of

Codex Borgia is the displacement of his hairy coat by malinaUi grass, the ends of which with their

little heads of bloom shoot forward above the brow.

The ape is the animal of pastime and diversion, of the dance, of sport and mimetic representa-

tion
;
but as a consequence was likewise hold to bo in some relation to all that contributed to the

joy and adornment of life, to art and artistic skill. Of the two brothers Hun balz and Hun rfunxen,

both of which names may lie translated 'one Ape,' it is related in the Popol Vuh that they were

later changed to apes, and about them the Popol Vuh also says:—« uhzu uhbix, e ahpub ahtziben

naipuch ahc'ut , e. aJucit, e ahpuvttic, • they are flute-players, and singers, blowpipe-shooters, besides painters

of picture - writings and sculptors, workers in jewellery and the precious metals.' Hence in this

respect the sign OfomdtU comes in contact with the sign xochitl, 'Flower.'

Kig. 350. The Sick Man with the Symbols of

Cremation unci Burial.

Codex Borgia 13 ( Kingsborougb 26).
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As ruler of this sign a god is figured who is not named by the interpreters, because he is not

included in the aorios of the guardians of the 1\malnmtitl divisions, a series which is otherwise

exactly like that of the guardians of the twenty day-counts. The consequence is that from this place

forward the members of the two series show a displacement towards each other; the guardians of the

Ttnudtumtl divisions correspond to those members of the series of the rulers of the day -counts

who in the order stand one unit higher.

I have reproduced the Codex Rorgia picture at Fig. 360. Here a god is figured behind the ape

and before a chair which is carved of wood, covered with metal (copper, gold), and inlaid with

jewelled disks, anti is further indicated ns a royal throne, a itoitpaUi, by tho jaguar-skin thrown

over tho seat. This god is painted red all over hiR body, red also on tho lower half of his face, but

yellow on tho upper, and about his

mouth shows a peculiar design of a

white colour which may bo recog-

nised as half of a butterfly (jntpttlntl),

whose head falls exactly on the tip of

the god’s nose. Compare tho full-

face picture of the butterfly in the

upper left corner of the figure of

Fig. 362b (p. 162), and that about the

mouth of the clay figure at Fig. 361

(p. 160). Reside« this butterfly face-

painting, the god exhibits, on the

yellow upper half of his face, a small

rectangular field, which is painted a

half-red half-white colour, and in this

manuscript is elsewhere given on the

face of TonoonUttUli and of the Maize

Gods. It doubtless corresponds to the

parti-coloured rectangular fields in the

upper right comer and the lower

leftcornor of Fig. 362b (below, page 162),

which, us I think, arc intended to give

expression to the diverse-coloured, tho

bright, the joyous, the HopapaUu

Tho god so painted and designed is decked with the usual hollow blue ear-plug (xiuhc(fy»l nncurktli),

out of which hangs a jewelled thong. In the pierced nasal septum ho wears a rod painted in tho

colours of the green jewel (•-h»lrhialtl). His hair is hound up with a strap decorated with two large

jowcllod disks, bearing a conventional bird on the frontal side and from which four ends branch off,

and above (on the heat!) is seen the eyo enveloped iii darkness, tho sign of the night sky (or of a

star’) which we have already met with Quettafanmil, and with Tbtloc; At his nape he has a

feather adornment, of which, however, judging from the drawings in the picture-writings, one cannot

say whether it was intended to bo worn horizontally, after tho fashion of Qnr1zolc<*miV* cutfaluitoncatlf

or vertically like tho so-callod crest-shaped potutetli feather ornament; 1 its head and end part consists

of pure white feathers blended with a fewr single longish n*d plumes. On his breast he wears a largo

golden disk {nrfumtlix mnntiuh teocuUlaeomaUi) fastened with strings of groonstonc beads (
clutlchiuk •

1 Cf. my Ahlwuuiliing ‘ UnWr Altaiexik*ni«c8i<-ii P«d»r»ehuniek und miliUri»cb<i )Ungfthc*i«h«fl.' V*rhwwtl B»iliner Antbm|>©].

OaMlIteh, 17 Jwn. 1891. (Zeitschrift far Ethnologic, xxjii, p. (186}.)

Fig, 360. Tlte Eleventh Diiy -«-mint ttymtilli, ‘Aj*-,' und it* Euter,

XnrhipiUi, thul of Flower* mid nf K<*»«1 KiippUr*.

{’mil's llnrgiu I3a(— K(ng«l>onHigh iß).
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anoupetfatl). Around his hips he has wrapped a cloth which is likewise set with jewelled disks. To

the back bow of this cloth is attached the head of a cuxcoxtli bird as 'mirror-tail* (tezcacuitUtpUli)

or back-mirror. The ends of the loin cloth are also partly painted in the colours of the green jewel

(chalchiuitl). Lastly, before his mouth is shown a flower, out of which project two jewelled thongB.

In our manuscript the ruler of tho oloventh day-count is not figured quite so characteristically,

but still agroes with tho Codex Borgia figure in many essential points. The most striking difference

is that in our manuscript the god is painted blue, on Sheet 32 blue even on tho face, whereas on

Sheet 00 tho faco is pictured of a yellow colour, and tho posterior corner of tho oyo encircled by two

rod linos, a facial painting, which is otherwise tho spocial distinction of the Sun God (cf. Fig. 200

au/mi, p. 97). And noithor on Shoet 30 nor on Sheet 00 of our manuscript does tho mouth of this

god exhibit tho white butterfly figure, which nevertholcss appears to l»e one of tho most ossential

Fi«. 301. Xoekipilli, Und <if Firmer* anil <>f Kmd Supplies. Painted tint KlUgy fn«m Toot it lan del oomino

(Hute of Onxoui). Holer Collection, Royal EthiMdiyunl Museum, Berlin.

peculiarities of this ruler of tho oloventh day-count The identity with tho Codex Borgia figure is

established amongst other distinctive marks, especially as would appear by tho crest-shape nape adorn-

ment consisting of pure while foathers and the jewelled chain before his mouth. Another (teculiarity

likewise frequently observed with other pictures of this god iu our manuscript is tho wrist, ornament

with the figure on Shoot MO consisting of four stouo beads set on the leather strap so as to form a cross.

An identification of this figure 1 first attempted iu tho report of the eighth session of the Inter-

national ('engross of Americanists held in Berlin in the year 1H88 in my first elucidation of the

TtnuihmuiU of tho Aubin collection, which I there published. Conclusive for me was at that, time,

and indeed still is, u parti-eolourcd painted clay figure which I had shortly before acquired at TeiUitUm

del Cumin«, just within the State of Oaxaca, and had brought with me to Europe. I have published

this figure in colours in my work on Mitla, 1 and hero give (Fig. 3G1) an autotype reproduction of a

photograph taken of tho clligy. As we soo, or at loast may clearly see in tho coloured original, the

1 Dwi Wandmalereien der Pollute von Mitla. Berlin (A. Aefaer & Co.) 1893. Plate xiii.
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fat« of this clay figure might, so to say. have been copied from the face of the Codex Borgia figure.

Here are tho same yellow upper hnlf of the face with its rectangular field painted alternately red and

white, and the same red lower half of the face, with the same white butterfly figure about the mouth

and tho white tip of the nose formed by the butterfly's head. Only the rod inserted in the pierced

nasal septum, which in Codex Borgia is painted and designed in the colours of the hieroglyph

(chalchiuitl ), is here simply painted blue, therefore as a jewelled rod.

Now, this identity between the facial painting of the clay figure from Teotitlan del Camino ami

that of our Codex Borgia picture is of great importance. On the one hand 1 am convinced that this

figure alone supplies strong proof that we have to look for the source of the picture-writings of the

Codex Borgia group in this district. But on the other the clay figure of Teotitlan del Camino has a

few marks which carry us beyond what we find in the Codex Borgia picture. For the face of this

clay figure—whose body, however, is painted a red colour like that of the Codex Borgia picture—looks

out from a bird's open beak, which thus in a sense forms tho helmet mask or the disguise (navalli)

of this god, the bird itself being distinguished by a generally blue plumage ami a high erect feather-

crest on its head, hence can be identified as coxcuxtli or qucttalcaxccxtti. For the name coxcoxtli was

also borne by a king of Colhuucm t, who in the picture-writings of an historical character (Codex

Boturini) is hicroglyphically denoted by the head of such a bird with feather-crest standing high up.

But a god whose face looks out from the beak of a bird with such a tall and erect feather-crest

is likewise seen figured in tho pictorial document of the Florentine Bihlioteca N nationale, on the one

hand as god of the eighth yearly feast ttei lecuilhuitl (Fig. 303), and he there receivos the name of

Tlap/jrilli, ‘prociado sonor '

;
on tho other hand us god of the xockilh u ill, of the Flower fcasL (Fig.

3ti4) which was kept by tho Mexicans on tho days chicome xochitl, 'seven Flower,' and ce xochitt,

‘one Flower’; and in that document tho name of the day Chicome xochitl is mentioned as his name.

But from Sahagun we know the names of tho deities who were honoured at the Flower feast. They

are Macuilxochiti and XochipiUi
;

and Sahagun says of them:—pen neucuhque, y a ic ncteotUoyo

Ucpantzinca ynteouh, ' they were worshipped in the samo way, and are the gods of the people who

live in the houses of the princes.’ The name XochipiUi seems specially appropriate to the deity

pictured at Figs. 3(53 and 3(54, as well as to the god with the butterfly design about his mouth, who

is mentioned in Codex Borgia os ruler of the eleventh day-count, and is reproduced at Fig. 359. For

in the same pictorial document of the Florentine Bihlioteca Nazionule, under the name Macuilxochiti,

a somewhat differently garbed god (Fig. 3(35) is figured as patron of the paioUx game. And wo shall

see farther on that the god to whom is given the special name of Macuilxochiti is really pictured in

Codex Borgia with a different facial painting, with a white hand about his mouth. In fact, of the

pictures of XochipiUi and MacuU xochitl (Figs. 3(3(5, 3(57) given by the Sahagun manuscript of the

Bibliuteca del Palacio, one only, that of Macuilxochiti (Fig. 367) is furnished with the design of

the white hand about his mouth, a design which in the text is described with tho word vwtcnuic

palhuiticac. But the kinship of tho two gods is illustrated by a slight detail of their attire given

both in the pictorial manuscript of the Florentine Biblioteca Nazionule and in the Sahagun manu-

script. In these two documents both gods wear the yoUotopUli, tho start' with the heart.

In the Sahagun manuscript these two gods are designated ns teepantzinca intetnth. * the deities

of the people of tho king's house*—‘era mas particular dios de los quo moraban cn las casas de los

Scnores, <) en los palacios de los principal«*/ 1 That is to say, they are tho gods of the persons who

served for tho amusement or pastime of the great—hence first and foremost the players, dancers, and

singers. As we havo seen (Fig. 365), Macuilxochiti is in fact represented in the Florentine pictorial

document as presiding over the patolli game. And stone effigies of him are said to have been set up

in the ball-courts. In the Museo Nacional de Mexico there is an interesting stone statue of XochipiUi

1 b»h»£ue, I. ebajt. xi*.

X
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(Fig. 308), which presents this god with » mask before his face—that is, no doubt, us it dancer, a

player. Am! stone images of Mocuthochitl, such as may have been erected in the ball-courts, in the

attitude of a spectator, crouching, with arms crossed and resting oil the knees, are found in considerable

numbers from the uplands down to the coast (cf. Figs. 369-371, pp. 164 and 166). With their aid one

Pig. 363a. loiuiU •!<> un sdu mSjot <'* dr qnco U**sa»,

Pictorial Maimwript in the Florentine

JKblioUca Nubui]«, foL 5 bück.

Kip. 368b. manta <lc ^inco RattUk

Pictorial Manuscript in the Florentine BiMiotoca

N«zi»iwilf, to!, 5 knick.

Fig. 383, Xarhifiilh'» Eftigy on the Eighth Yearly FwL*t I'ei UmilhuiO. Pictorial Miuniscript in tin* Florentine

Bthliotcca NarioimU', fr*l. 23.

may study every’ stage of transition from the distinct et&etixtli helmet-mask to a completely

misunderstood or incomprehensible crest or pyramid surmounting the head.

But this god was honoured not only’ by players, singers, and dancers, but also, as Sahagun relates

with the Flower feast,1 by painters and artisans of all classes. Ami industrial arts, as the realm of this

god, are indicated by the patterns on the mantles, which are described in the pictorial manuscript of

the Florentine Biblioteca Nationale as 1 manta de un solo sofror* A de r;inco Rosas,’ and as ‘manta do

cinco Rosas' (Fig. 362a, Id; For the elements which are there met are the flower, xvchUl (the lower

1 Sahagun, u. chap. six.

3 * un tulo wftor ’ i« p.uhalily ;% wrung tranalatiuu of CrnUull, a name which really niraoa ' Maize Ibid
"
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bonlor in Fig. 362a); tho butterfly,pnpnlotl (Fig. 362b. upper loft corner): the many-coloured, liapijtalli

(Fig. 362b, lowor loft and upper right comer); tho tnruUlo, or solar emblem (tho four balls or t>eads in

the centro of Fig. 362b), which we find likewise given on tho shield and the flag of Macviilxochitl in

tho Sahagun manuscript (Fig. 367); lastly, tho sign ilkuitl (tniddlo of the upper half of Fig. 362a. and

lower right corner of Fig. 362b

X

Fig. 364. XothipUli, God of the jnrhMuifl, of the Pig. 3<lö. ifaruilxtrkül, God of tlir pUolli Game.
Flower Fowl, thr Feast ce whiti, ' one Flower,’ Pictnriid Mumii*cri|rt of iIm> Fl«»rt>ntine

and ekUome roch ill,
1 *rrn Flower.* BibKntecn Naxionolc. fol. 4H.

Pictorial Mumi«ri|rt of the Flurentine Biblioteca

Nwiniuilr, fol. 35.

Fig. 3»WI. Xorhipilli, God of Flower*

anil of Food Supplies.

Kaliagun mh. Bild, del Puliicio.

Fig. 367. hfamilrochitl,

God i*f SportM.

Sahagun mh. Bibl. del Palacio.

Fig. JR1*. Xorhipilli,

Stone Kfligy

in the Miim-o Naeioiul de Mexico.

But in all these relations the god hero figured is without doubt the true embodiment of what the

Mexicans understood by the sign opnndlli, as I have above jointed out. And in this way this god

Xoehipilli is likewise the counterpart to the goddess whom we shall meet below as repre-

sentative of the sign mehitl,' Flower.' just as the sign or«nut tli itself is tho counterpart of the sign x**chitl.

Now this god Xorhipilli, ruler of the eleventh duv-coimt, is hero in I'odex Borgia, as likewise on

Sheet 32 of our manuscript, accompanied by a remarkable representation, which apparently scents
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totally foreign to his naiuro and to tho character of tho sign. For, l>oih in Codex Borgia (cf. Fig. 300)

and on Sheet 32 of our manuscript, wo find a fisher represented in a somewhat similar way in

association with this god, and «itching fish with a hand-net. In Codex Borgia a jewelled chain, or

chain of beads ending in a Howcr, is given before the mouth of the fishor. as it is before the mouth

of the chief figure. This group was long a puzzle to me. I thought of matin ml, ‘Lord of the Not,'

who might be called the * Fisher,’ a word which we found mentioned by the interpreter of Codex

Telleriano-Remensis as one of the names of the laird of Lifa I also thought that perhaps this picture

Fig. 361). Stone Effigy of Hilimek Collection. Imp. R. Nntural History Court Museum, Vienna.

6 6 a b

Fig. 370. Two Stone Effigies of Sfaeuiixochtll.

a. Hili melt Collection. Imp. R. Natural History Court Museum, Vienna,

b. Becker Collection, foilml nt Tr/ioun, State of Puebla- Imp. It. Natural History Court Museum, Vienna.

might symbolise for us the const as the land where this god had his real home. But it will bo easily

understood that neither explanation quite satisfied me. Now I behove I have found the solution of the

riddle in a passage of the Songs to tho (Sods which Sahogun has handed down to us. Of these songs

one is dedicated to Alncnilxachitl, and one also to Xochipilli. But in the latter the god is nover

mentioned in tho text of the song by the name of Xochipilli. but always designated as Cinteotl, the

• Maize God’:—
Tlach ii t icpHcaya, vel in cuicnyn, queizedcuxcavnytt

‘on the hall-court sings the Ouctzalcoxcoxtli
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qainnnqailin finten tin otiy

‘him oomnth the Maize God.* 1

ye cuiatya tocniuuya uvaya yeu

‘now singcth our friend

ye ruictiyo ye quctsalcoxciuco

‘ sings the Quetzalcoxooxtli

yoaltimtlao fintculla oay

‘ Lord of the Twilight, the Maize God.’

The Maize God, the Lord of Food Supplies, tho Lord of Affluence, such is assuredly the deeper meaning

underlying this figure. In another song which was sung on the feast of Atnvutlqualiztli, the ' Water-

frittcr-eating ’ feast, a foist held every eighth year, ostensibly for the renewal of foot! supplies, allusion

is also made to this same Maize God. Here, too, he is identified with Ce xochitl, 'one Flower,' that is. with

the Lonl of the Flower feast, our Xochipilli, and is stated to have been born of Jla^oltcutl in the Paradise

of the West, in Tumuanchan :

—

itthimtqn i gentent

l

‘ born is the Maize (rod
’

tamiyoav ichann i xochitl icaeani

‘in the House of Doscent (or of Birth), in the place where the flowers are.'

ce yxockitli ....

'(the God) one Flower’ . . .

OUttmfqui centcutl

the Maize God Is bom

atl yayavicani tlacupitbickitviloya %

in tho place of tho water, and of mist, where

the children of men are made,

]>chi*ir(i n

in the Jewel-Michoacan (the mythical region of the West).

Now, it is this ‘ Jovccl-Michoticav ’ which, like the earthly Michoacan, lay in the West, but was a mythical

land, that, as I believe, is symbolised by this picture of tho Fisher with the hand-net, which wo sum? beside

XochipiUi in Codex Borgia and on Sheet 32 of our manuscript. For Mic/umcan menus nothing but

‘ the Place of the Fisher,' while Chalchimmichoacan ,
as the homologue of Tanutavckan and of Xochitl

icacan, can assuredly mean nothing but the mythical West, the region of the Earth Goddess, the home

of maize.

Divergent is the picture which is given in the central column of Sheet 90 of our manuscript above

XochipiUi, ruler of tho eleventh day-count. It is simply a water-vessel into which sinks a fiery axe. I

would venture to suggest that this picture is the hieroglyphic expansion for atl ayauican, the ‘Land

of Water and Mist' (i.e. the Land of the Rain God), which we found in the above-quoted passage from the

Can Lures employed as another synonym for Tamoanckan and Xochitl icacan, that is, for the mythical West.

The twelfth day-count and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the right division of the tipper half of

Shoot 13, in Codex Vaticanus in tho right division of the lower half of Sheet 31, and in the column on the

left side of Sheet 90.

The twelfth day-count bears the name of malinaUi, that is. literally, * the Twisted.’ And exactly

the same roeauing is reproduced by the Zapotec name of the sign—pija or chijn—whereas the Maya names

1 T«w atroph«?, which io the manuscript ta introduce- 1 the laat atrophe «f th* song to the Mimirtmui preceding the aoeg to

XocM/ttUi, belongs without dmibt to the aony to XochipiUi a* its tint strophe.
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eb euab, er arc presumably to be translated ‘set of teeth.’ The interpreters explain malinalli us ‘a spocies

of herb.’ In the 106th chapter of book XII. of his Historia Plnntarum Novae Hispuniae, Francisco

Hernandez introduce« a mulinalH with the remark:—‘ Herl«i est vulgaris ex qua Indi pamnt retia . . .

Nascitur ubiquo.’ According to PcAafiol 1 it is a grass which is now known by the name of * zaeate del

carbonero.’ The eluircoul -burners use it for making the sacks in which they bring the charcoal down from

the mountains, and also for the cords with which they tie up the .sicks, MolinuUi is translated ‘ escoba,

escobilla.' that is, ‘ besom,’ hoth by the interpreter of Codex Borbonicus, and in the list which I have above

printed (pp 127. 12H> from the manuscript chronicle of the former Franciscan Convent at Guatemala.

This, too, may be a correct translation. Fora hard dry grass is even still used for making the ‘eseobilla,’

the broom or poncildiko article universally employed by the Indian women for brushing their hair and

clothes. The pictures of this sign show us everywhere a greet» bunch, the several stalks of which

are os a rule crowned with little yellow heads of bloom,

or else out of them project two panicles painted a yellow

colour (cf. Fig. 377, p. 16ft). Where, however, this herb

stands as image of the twelfth day-count, it is seldom depicted

alone. Combined with it is usually seen a dead man s skull, or

it* lowerjaw : and it is disposed either in such n way that the

green bunch forms the cover or the posterior vault of a skull,

or else the green bunch projects from above the row of teeth

of a lower jaw drawn in full face or in protile. In the latter

ease beside it is not rarely scon a protruding eye, which may

even stand alone with the cranial lower jaw for the sign matin*

allL For nutlinuUi, the ‘Twisted,
1 may also be translated ‘ the

gougod-aui*

This sign has an evil reputation. Sahagttn and Duran

explain it— 1 do not, however, know whether altogether uninflu-

enced by Biblical tradition—ns a symbol of evanescence—aicut

foenum—the grass of the field that soon withers away, In this

connection Duran dwells upon the evanescence of evil. As the

grass of the Held perishes annually, and again springs up fresh

every year, so those born under this sign similarly fell into

a heavy sickness, but soon recovered. Sahagun, on the con-

trary, lays stress ori the Heeling nature of happiness. Those

born under this sign wore at first favoured by fortune, but wore

always at last plunged back into misery. They would have

rould die one after the other. Therefore, he adds, this sign was com-

I'is*. Ä7I. Sfanv Klfijjjr oX MaeniDothill.

I’hilf CaUrrtiön, Koval Ethnological

Miio.mii, lierlin.

many children, who, however,

pared to a rapacious beast

As ruler of this sign the picture-writings figure the Pulque G&l, and in fact here, too, evanescence

seems to yield the third term of the comparison. Above (pp. 127, 123) I gave a list of the names of tho

day-counts from a report which was drawn up iu the year 1579 in the district of Mezfifbin on the border

of the HuaxLcc territory. In the same report some particulars are likewise given about the gods who were

there worshipped in t he olden times. The informant first of all mentions six pictures (whose names, how-

ever, an 1 partly mutilated in the impression of the manuscript in the Documentor! ineditos), which evidently

represent the gods of the six quarters of the world. Two of them arc designated ns female deities: Xoehi

•

tbu'bjutu and TVc/nuw’l : while the four others were males: Izcuin, flucytccpatl, Teufctetnic, Xttuacafl

1 NumWe « grugrfcticuii il* ilf'XiüOL
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/nittin. I heu the writer continue« :
—

‘ They relate another table, that they iudl two oilier eifigie$ M gwU,

one ended Ometochtli, who is the God of ITine ; t he other Tezcatlipoca, which is the name of the most

exalte«! idol worshipped by them. And with these they had painted the figure of a woman named Haey-

tonnntsin, that is, “our great. Mother,” because t hc*v said she was the mother of all these gods or domous.

And those four above*mentioned [mule] demons, they related, had killed this great Mother, founding with

her the institution of human sacrifice, and taking her heart out of her breast and presenting it U> the Sun.

Similarly they related that the idol Tescatlipoca had killed the foal of Wine with his consent und concur-

rence, giving out that in this way ho gave him eternal life, and that if he did not die all persons drinking

llll 1)iimri
1! 1 II in i mu
uni in LI III

Fig. 372. * aianu 4«; d« oofu>jos
'
[omttodUiluMÜi],

Pictorial Manuscript, Florentine KiblioWcu

N«2 ioni»le. fat. .V

Fiji. 373. ‘ duoiU 4i* coiwjo

’

Pictorial Manuscript. Florentine Bibliotccu

Xaziutult. ful. 1 buck.

wine must die; but that the death of thw Qmetttchtii was only like the. deep ofone drunk, that he afterwards

rotxjvered und again txvaine fresh and well,'

I have already above referred to the Pulque Gods, stating that they wen* called Centv>n totochtint the

4 Four Hundred Rabbits.' As may be inferred from a statement of the interpreter of the Florentine

Hi blioteca Nazi«male, these gisls were essentially Harvest Qtritt.* For when the crops are gathered, when

there is again plenty of foiul supplies, then is the time again t«» brew pulque or other intoxicating drinks,

and celebrate the new harvest blessing with wild carousing. But since the Pulque Gods are Harvest Gods,

they arc therefore in truth the proper expression of the dying out and everlasting renewal of life, the

emblem, as l have just staled, of what the Mexicans really understood by the sign malinaUL

1
* y «imuatn 1a> yndins laaiao »egado y cojidu» »as uuliiui ccnboirocbatian v haitavan iiivocacdo » este d«moiiio y k otroa

tie* tot <juatro cientoa' i Pictorial Mail uteri pt of the Flor*dime biblioteca Naxiooale, lot. 36 back).
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The Mexican tribes were mainly husbandmen. Hence the Harvest God, the Pulque God. must have

everywhere been worshipped after this fashion. But a whole scries of these deities were distinguished and

were generally named from the locality where they were held in honour. In the pictorial manuscript of

tho Bibliotoca Nationale the names are given of no less than twelve I Nil quo Gods, ten of them males

—

Tcpoetecatl, Papaztnc, Yauhtecatl, Toltccatl, Pafratfl, Tezeatzoncatl, Tlaltcenyotui, ColhuaJzincatl, Totoliecatl,

TitUma—and two females—MayauH and Atlaeoaya. And in tho Sahagun manuscript we, moroover, meet

with tho names A coUma, IzquiUattl, Ch inulljKi ncrtttl, besides Owe fnchtli,
‘ two Rabbit,' which appears to

have been tho name generally applied to the Pulque Gods, and which we have already above come uj>on

in the report on the district of McztiUan. The Ufauatpitti, too, one of the tour deities honoured by the

stone-cutters of Xochimilco, is without doubt to be regarded as a Pulque

God. Tho name which is given by the interpreters for the Pulque God,

ruler of tho eleventh TonalamaÜ division, who is like the ruler of the

twelfth day-count, is Pätecail, and this is a porson of whom it is stated

in the Sahagun manuscript' that he

—

in qu itfar tlacotl tianelvutl inic

moehiva imctli—‘found tho stalks and tho roots of which pulque is mode/

that is, what was added to the pulque to enhance its intoxicating narcotic

strength. Thus the interpreter of Codex Telleriano-Remensis more accu-

rately * :
—

‘ esto paUoatle es senor desto» treze dias y dc unas rrayses quellos

echavan en ol vino, porque sin estus rrayzes no so pod tan enl>ornichar

uunque mas boviesen.* These roots, as we are told both by Motolinia* and

by tho interpreter of the pictorial manuscript in the Florentine Bibliotoca

Nazionale,* was called oc-pdtli, ‘ pulque physic/ And this explains the

name P&teeail, which must accordingly bo translated ' he from the land of

the [pulquo] medicine (the pulque drug).'

Of the Pulque Gods the most striking personal distinctions are first a

two-coloured face-painting {mixckicllnpanticac)* the anterior half of tho facial profile, that is, the middle

part of the faro, being {minted a reel colour along its whole length, the posterior part, that is, the sides of

both temples, black (or dark green), or block with yellow spots ; and secondly, a crescent-shaped nasal plate

(yaeametztli) often involuted at tho ends, an ornament which the Pulque Gods have in common with the

old Karth Goddess TUtfoUtotL With this are often combined the cone-shaped cap (ctqtilli) and the god

QuttzalcoaatCs nape ornament (cuefaiuiioncatl), consisting of black and a few red feathers. Lastly, the

square ear-plate of the Rain God Tlcdoc and the nock adornment colled rlmyauac cozoatl, hanging far

down, of looMi texture, and mode of mtilinnUi grass.

The first two distinctive marks ore so constant and general that a juxtaposition of rod and block

on a shoulder-wrap (Fig. 372) in the pictorial manuscript of the Florentine Bibliotoca Nazionale is

forthwith expluinod to be tho ‘manta do los conojos,’ i.e. the ometjeht ilmatli, the Pulque God'*

shoulder-wrap. Similarly tho nasal crescent ynranwtztli, on a red field Hanked by two black longi-

tudinal bands (occurring in the Sahagun manuscript), gives the pattern of tho ometochckimulli, ‘ the

4 Pulque God's shield ’ (cf. Fig. 376), just as the ometocJUlauistli shown on a jar furnished with two

largo wing-like attachments give the ‘device of the Pulque God' (Fig. 374). Lastly, the nasal crescent

yacametzUi on tho shoulder- wraps (Fig. 373), on vases and bowls (Fig. 375a) alone suffices to indicate

their relation to ihr Pulque God, to show that such vessels and bowls are pulque vessels and pulque

fotoHpfi'n.

Fig. 3"C, The Pulque (awl.

•Sahagun ms. Bibliotoca del

I’jiliwiu {Madrid).

1 Sahagun. 1 . chap, xxix. § 12.

* FoL I ft back (— King»biuoagb It. 161.

s HiatorU de loa Indio* de la b'uera EUpafi*. Tratodo III. cbnp. xix,

* Fot. 73.

* Veröffentlichungen ana dem K<wiglijben Museum fur Völkerkunde, l. part it. p. 1211.
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bowls. So formal, «»conventional has this element become, that in the Maya manuscripts nothing at last

survives of the yacametstli save the involution of one end. But in those manuscripts this mark appears

with equal persistence on such jars as are intended to be indicated as mulse jars (Fig. 375b), and seems

likewise to have entered os on element into the hieroglyph of the Maya day-count cib, which corresponds

to the Mexican <vzcaquauhtli, and whose name is manifestly connected with the word ci, mulse.

These two chief marks, the two-coloured facial painting (mixchictktpantieac) and the golden

nasal crescent (yammetztli), are likewiso everywhere given with tho Pdtecatl, who is the ruler of the

twelfth day-count. Similarly we evorywhore see drawn the god QuetsaUuuatta nape feather adorn-

ment cuepduitoncatl, consisting of black feathers with a few red plumes standing out from them, and

also (with the god of Sheet DO, Fig. 377c) the half-blue half-red cone-shaped cap, copilli, of the same god

QuetzalcouatL But therewith in all three

places is combined a very peculiar kind

of fillet—a band which afl'oets the form of

the Moxican royal crown (xiukuitsuUi)

and on Sheet 31 of our manuscript (Fig.

377b) is moreover painted in the colours

of this crown, blue (turquoise mosaic) with

red leather edging, in Codex Borgia (Fig.

377a) obviously consists of white fur with

an ape’s head set on the frontal side.

Evidently this is intended to denote some

barbaric ornament peculiar to the district

whoro the Pulque Gods, or this particular

Pulque God, was supposed to have his

home. Of the other articles of his attire

there remains only to be mentioned the

breast adornment, which on Sheet 90 of

our manuscript consists of a black leaf-

shaped obsidian knife, but on Sheet 31

and still more distinctly in Codex Borgia

(Fig, 377a) of a cross-banded ornament

curved like a comma, and apparently also

mado of stone, such as wo shall find re-

produced in quite a like way with tho

old Earth Goddess TluQatten/l, evidently a territorial neighbour of the Pulque Gods.

Above this ruler of the twelfth day-count wo see a kind of grass matting which is stuck with

little paper flags, and at Fig. 377a is raisod on ono side somewhat like a hill bearing on top a couplo

of blood-stainod agave-leaf spikes. Hence this matting answers perhaps to tho fomtnpnyolli, the grass

ball which was platted round with a band of closer texture, and into which, after the mortification,

wore stuck tho agavo-leaf spikes on which was collected tho blood drawn from the pierced ear or the

pierced tongue. Before or on this grass matting stands an animal of coyote-liko appoaranco, whose

special distinction seems to bo a dark field enclosing the eyes and stretching over the whole breadth

of tho head, and in Codex Borgia painted with white circles on a dark ground. The animal has

strips of paj>er tied round him and carries paper flogs, so that he is evidently docked for tho sacrifice.

Facing him are seen in Codex Borgia (Fig, 377a) the implements of war, which are likowise given, reduced

to tho smallest size, with the god of Sheet 90 in our manuscript. Manifestly this whole representation,

like that which wc shall moot with the Pulque God, ruler of the eleventh TonaLimail division, is

Y

Fiß. 377n, P&Urail, the Pulqne God.

Ruler of the Twelfth Day-count matiiuaJ/t, ‘ Twisted.'

Codex Borgia 13 { - Kingsborongh 20),
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intended to contain an indication that pulque is the drink of strong persons, of the warriors, that is, of

those who arc destined ono day to be immolated in the Socrificio gladiatorio. 'Hie coyote-like animal,

which in both places of our manuscript has a string coiled round its arm, may be meant to represent

the cuetUtchHtuJ, the old kinkajou, who is the ‘undo’ of those destinod for the Sacriticio gladiatorio

and who lashes them to the round stone where they have to tight.

Fiif. 377b. PitUeati, the Pulque God.

Codex VnUainuM B (Nr. 3773), Sheet 31

(
= KinRBborougb 79).

The thirteenth day-count and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the left division of the uppeT

half of Sheet 12, in our manuscript in the left division of tho lower half of Shoet 31, and in the

right half of Sheet 91.

The thirteenth day-count bears the

name of acntl, 4 Reed/ and is universally

symbolised by an arrow-shaft or a bundle

of arrows. For of tho reed is made the

shaft of the arrow. For tho Mexicans

tho arrow denoted the Jtuliciid jxnetr.

In the 56th chapter of his Crdnica

mexicana, Tezosomoc tolls tis how the

newly elected king is arrayed in his

royal robe and seated on his throne.

This was made of a jagunr-skin, and

stood on tho ground spread with a

jaguar-skin which was furnishod with

stuffed head, teeth, and claws, and

artificial eyes made of glittering stone.

And on tho right side of this throne

stood a quiver with gilded arrows and a

bow-— ‘quo signifies ia justicia quo ha

de guardar.’

That the thirteenth day-count and

its rulor are also concerned with crime

and punishment, hence with magisterial

authority, is at once clearly expressed in

tho secondary representations. For in all three places hero under consideration, above or beside the

rulor of tho sign is figured a man eating his ordure, a tluelrpuini, that is, as I have already onco

above stated, a culprit On Sheet 91, however, we have, strictly speaking, not a man eating his ordure,

Fiji. 378 Tcxniiipoea-i&jvtinUK, lit* HUiidfulil CM, the God
of Punishment, Ruler of the Thirteenth Day-omul, attrfl, * Reed.’

Codex Borgia IS ( = Kingsborongh 25).
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but a tiuut producing ordure. So also, in the previous place, with this third sign, in this second series

of the Vatican, was to be seen a figure not exactly eating filth, but only one producing it, and in his

hand holding the sign cititlatl, 'Filth, Ordure.’ In the previous place, with the third sign, this filth-

eater, tladqtuini, was in a sense merely the hieroglyph for a goddess, the old Karth Goddess TlafUteotl,

who was there intended to be represented facing the jaguar, that is, Tepeyolloili. But here with the

thirteenth sign the filth-eater is intended to represent a real criminal. This is shown by the com-

parison with the figures of the stoned adulterers which in the Mexican manuscripts propor aro seen

pictured with the chief figure in tho twelfth Tonalamatl division corresponding to the eleventh day-

count. Wo may infer the sanio from the fact that here beside the tlnelquani expression is given to

tho concept of retributive justico. This is effected in Codex Borgia (Fig. 37b) by a royal throne on

which lies a flaming axo; on Sheet 31 of Codex Vuticamis by the figure of an arrow.

The ruler proper of this sign is a person with bandaged eye*, who in Codex Borgia (Fig. 378) is

simply paiuled and designed as Tezcatlipoea (cf. Fig. 3h2a, b infra, p. 17C), but in both places in otir

manuscript has another, and, strictly speaking, a less characteristic appearance. Still even here, at least

on Sheet 91, Tezcatlipwa may bo recognised by his cross-striped face, hair Btuck with downy feather

halls, and tuft of forked heron-feathers on his head. The influence of an elementary thought may be

discerned in tho fact that the regent of the sign acatl is here depicted blindfolded. Wo know that our

sculptors, too, are wont to represent the Goddess of Justico with bandaged eyes. It is less easy to

understand the significance of tho quetzal bird, which both in Codex Borgia and on Sheet 31 of our

manuscript is seen stooping down over the head of tho blindfold god. On Sheet 91 of our manu-

script this bird is replaced by a tuft hanging far down over the face, and painted block in the

colour of tho hair, and, liko the hair itself, set with little downy feather balls. It seems as if by

this tuft was moant a kind of veil of hairs hanging far down over the face, hdneo was another

expression of the blindfolding process. And it is not impossible that tho quetzal bird stooping down

over the face may be merely an emblem of tho same veil

For tho MoxicanH Tezcatliju/ca. passed os tho invisible being, who is only as night and wind, who, when

ho spoke to mortals, spoke only as a shadow, and knew the inmost (thoughts) of men (a el teitic tlamati,

mati).* Hence for the Moxicans he was the God of Avonging Justice. His effigy in Totzcoco, as Duran*

tells us, hold in its hand four arrows—
*
quo le signifiesvan el castigo quo por los pecados dava a los uiolos,

y asi el ydolo que mas temian no les descubriese sus pecados, era este.' And when during the ten days

before his feast the effigy of this god let the sound of his flute be heard, 'such a great fear and

compunction fell upon tho thieves, the adulterers, tho murderers, and all other classes of evil-doers, and

some gashed themselves (at their penitential exercises and blood-letting) in such a way that they could

not hido that thoy hail in some way trespassed, and on all the days (till tho feast) they prayed for nothing

else savo only that their sins might not be revealed, with the shedding of many tears, and in great

contrition and repentance, ottering great quantities of incense to appease the god.’ The great feast of this

god, hold every fourth year, effected, os Duran relates, a remission of punishment (a plenary indulgence),

and that was just what those sinners implored with their penances, that their offences might not so far

bo brought to light

Tho name Moyucnyatziv, tho 'autocratic ruler,' and the various statements that according to bis whim

and fancy ho loworod the mighty ami raised the lowly, even tho slaves, to power, rank, and wealth, are

perhaps merely an expression of the unlimited authority enjoyed by him as supremo judge.

The fourteenth Bign and its rulers stand in Codex Borgia in the first division of tho upper half

of Sheet 12, in our manuscript in the right division of tho lower half of Sheet 30, and in the left

half of Sheet 31.

1 Nehajpin, it. ahap. iii. 1 Hittori« «1« Im Indies de Naere KeptiU. Trmlad** 2“, 4.
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The name of the fourteenth day-count is ocelotl,
4 Jaguar,’ and it is accordingly symbolised as u rule

by the somewhat realistically designed hood, or by the whole figure of this animal, occasionally also merely

by the round spotted oar of the jaguar furnished with a block point.

With the jaguar, ns I hod abovo occasion to point out with Tepeyolivtli, the old sages thought of the

animal which, in the imagination of the Mexicans, devours the Sun, and threatens to swallow it whenever

the solar disk suffors eclipse in the daytime (efi Fig. 379):—

auk pri no iheutte yn cuuUk tonaliuk

and the same year tho sun was darkened

inochi nezqitt yn cicitlaltin , . .

all stars wore visible in the sky, . . .

unk no yheuae yn nezqtte yn tecuunime, tsiizimimc

and at the same time appeared the jaguars, the demons of darkness,

hualtetnoqve yn nuiahtla

down came the flock of eagles.1

Therefore the jaguar was for the Mexicans a symbol of darknehk, and furthermore of tho dark

interior of the earth, and of tho earth itself. In his form appears 7'ejteyoUotli

,

who is a god of the caves.

And in this connection tho interpreter of Telleriano-tteiucnsis remarks that

‘ this name jaguar is applied to the earth.' That particular pro-historic or

pre-cosmic epoch of the world, which was designated by the namo of

uceluionotinh, ‘Jaguar Sun,’ undoubtedly represents in contradistinction to

tho three othors—the atonatiuJi, qiiiauktimatiuh, eoatonaHuh, that is, the

Water Sun, the Fiery min Sun, and the Wind Sun—the fourth of the classical

elements, the region of Earth.

Hence as ruler of this fourteenth day-count appears the vory goddess

who was designated as Thtlli iyolio, ‘Heart of the Earth/ ‘Interior

of the Earth,' the old Huaxtcc Earth Goddess who is otherwise known

by the name of TinpiUcoU, 1 Goddess of Dirt/ but also by the name of Tuet, ' our Grandmother/

and Teteo in»«», ‘ Mother of the Gods/ and is without doubt also identical with tho goddess

of the district of Meztitbu, tho Uel Omantsin, ‘our great Mother’ above mentioned in connection

with the deity of the twelfth sign. Wo have already above (cf. pp. 100-102) met with this goddess

as seventh of the nine Lords of the Night Hours, and thoro, too, I have given full details on

her dress and hor array. Here also she is represented in tho typical style as ruler of the fourteenth

day-count, with the yellow, or else white, yellow-Btriped, colour of her Ixxly and face, the black rubber

painting about the mouth, the golden nasal crescent of the Pulque Gods (yucamefztH), the fillet of unspun

cotton (ie/tcujcock itl), in which the spindles are stuck, tho ear-plug of like material, and the yellow feathers

in hor nape feather ornament, which in Sahagun's description of tho costumes is called foyaienudli,

' bunch of palm-leaf strips.’ As a peculiarity there need only be mentioned that on Shoot 31 of our

manuscript the goddess shows on hor cheek the small rectangularly edged and parti-coloured field which

is otherwise tho budgu of Xockipilli, TonacattcuHi, and tho Maize Gods. With the Codex Borgia figure

on the cheek are drawn only two short cross rubber strokes. According to the chapter on the dress of tho

gods in the Sahagun manuscript, she should strictly speaking have on her chock a tlampocktli, a round

patch of liquid rubber. It is further noteworthy that with the figure of Sheet 91 of our manuscript tho

nape feather ornament resembles the god Quetzaicou nil's cuefttluitoneafl, while it seems to consist of

qtui U-feathers with tho Codex Borgia goddess, as well as with the finely drawn large figure of Codex

Borbonicus (of. Fig. 51 sujtrn, p. 24V Lastly, the Codex Borgia goddess, again like the above-mentioned

1 Chimal pain. ad. Rem; Simeon, 139.

Fig. 370. toaotiuh qualo,

Solur Eclipse.

Codex Tdlerianu-Reuiensis,

f»l. 40 back

( a Kingabaroutfii ,v- 22).
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Codex Borbonicus figure, is arrayed in on mnetoehcueiti, an enagus painted in the colours of the Pulque

God» (nxl and black) and docoratod with the golden nasal crescent of the Pulque Gods; and on her

breast she wears the same remarkable white and blue striped ornament, which is curved like a comma,

and was above mot with the Pulquo Gods of Codex Borgia. Herein we have an expression of the (real

or assumed ) common territorial origin of those two deities, the goddess Tl<u;ulteutl and the Pulque God,

as well as an undoubted essentia) kinship lietweun the deities themselves. For Tlafolteotl, like the

Pulque Gods, is likowist- a Harvest Goddess. Her great feast, the ochjxxnizUi, the Broom feast, which

fell in the first half of our September, was undoubtedly a harvest feast.

Beside this ruler of the fourteenth day-count, and thoroughly corresponding with the nature both

of tho goddess and of the sign, is figured a house at the threshold of which stands an owl, that is, the dark

Aoute of Earth, tho dark interior of the Earth. In Codex Borgia and on Shoet 30 of our manuscript is

seen leaning against the threshold a bundle of v\alinatH grass, while on Sheet Ola stream of water runs

down at tho threshold. It may not be impossible that in the first we should recognise medicinal horbs, in

tho second medicinal drinks, since Tlafolteotl or Teteoimiart was indeed the great patroness of medicine:

—

qaimoteotiaya yn tilici—she was honoured by the physicians,

yn teytzminque tetsinanque—who let blood, who heal diarrhoea,

tetlanoqtiUique, teyxpatique—who constipation heal, tho eye-doctors

aah y n citia tcmixiuitiqne—and the midwives,

tepillulilique tetlaUaxüiqux—the ‘ abortionists,'

tlajMmhqtie atlan teyttnni—tho soothsayers, those who in tho water the future sec,

tlaolchayauhquc mccutUtpouhque—the casters of maize grains, the tiers of threads,

tetlacuicuüüjuc—thoso who draw something from one's body,

tetlanocuilanque teyrocu.Uunque—those who take the worms from the teeth and from tho oyes;

no yehvantin quitlatlauhtioya yn temasealeque—honoured her, too, those in the vapour-baths.

yjHimjHi yn quitlulutya yn uijttla—because her image was set up

yn ttmazoalixquac—at the front of the vapour-bath

quitocayotiaya temazmlUsci—they called her ‘mother of tho vapour-baths.’

Tho fifteenth sign and its ruler stand in Codox Borgia in tho left division of the upper half

of Sheet 11, in our manuscript in the left division of the lower half of Sheet 30. and in the right

half of Sheet 92.

The fifteenth day-count bears tho name of qumthUi
,
'Eaglo.' It is indicated by the head or the

wholo figuro of this animal, which is figured with white and black or brown and black striped plumage

and bristling foather-crest. Like the jaguar, the animal of the preceding sign, it is set with stone

knives on all the prominont parts of tho body or of the head, by which the rapacious, comtuitive nature

of this bird is symbolised.

For the Mexicans, as for other jtooples, the eagle was the warrior. Quauhtli-occlotl, ‘Eagle and

Jaguar,' was in somewhat more choice language the usual expression for yaotl, ‘Warrior,’ quauhjtetlatl-

ncelopetiatl, ‘tho Eagle Mat, the Jaguar Mot,' 'an office administered by persons of military rank.’

Qua uhpilli, ‘ Eagle-bom,' denoted those persons of military rank themselves by contrast with UapfpiUi,

the prince of royal blood; quauhtlato, a military captain, by contrast with tlAtouani, the king of a

country. For the Mexicans tho eaglo was in a special sense the heavenly warrior, the Sun, which was

called tho Umutiuh or tonametl, the illuminating, xiuhpilli or xippiUi, ‘ the Turquoise-bom,’ tho ‘Prince,’

the ‘young Fire Got!,’ and quauhtleuanitl, ‘the rising Eagle.’ Quauhxicalli, ‘the Eagle-dish,’ is the ‘ vuso

del Sol,’ tho dish from which the eagle drinks, the sacrificial-blowl vessel. Quuuhnocktli, ‘the Eagle

Cactus-fig,' the fruit that thu eagle relishes, that is, the heart of tho victims with which the Sun is

nourished- And Quanhciuatl, ' the hen Eagle,' or Yaocivatl, ‘ the female Warrior,' was the name of
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the warlike goddess of Oolhuacan, CiuacoaaU or Quilasili, who perhaps received this name, boeau.se

she was originally thought of as consort of the Sun God ; but as a warrior had, according to Mexican

notions, to yield to tho warrior's fate, henco had to end her days on the sacrificial stone, lienee the

widely diffusod story that tho great goddess, knuwu now by one, now by another name, and merged in

the popular imagination with the all-nourishcr, the all-begetter, the Earth, had suffered the death of the

warriors, that she was the first victim that hod been offered to tho Sum* And when a warrior made a

capture, and was consequently about to present a fresh victim to the Sun, he daubed himself with

eagles’ feathers (quouhiuiti), or more correctly with eagles’ down (qanuhUttchcayoti). At least the

nobles did so, since for ordinary warriora eagles' down would doubtless havo been too costly a material.

As image ami ruler of this sign there, however, appears, not the sun itself, but a god who stands

in the closest relation with war and the warrior’s death. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 380) amt on Sheet 30

of our manuscript it is a god who in the

painting of his laxly and face, and in

his dress and equipment, reveals himself

as it Teznittipoca, but as u red one, a

TUtflotthqui Tezmtlipoca, and with the

human fore-arm which he holds before

l»is mouth even resembles the black god,

tho Yttytuifiqu.% TezaiUijMicu, the magician

who on Shoet 44 ( = Kingsborough 1) of

Codex Fojerviiry - Mayer (of. Fig. 381)

stands in the centre of tho signs of the

twenty Tonalamail divisions. In fact,

io thi-s connection tho human fore-arm

is presumably a part of his equipment

belonging especially to the god TezcaUi-

pticn, a symbol of tho boue flute on which

Tescatlipoou plays. Wo know that the

mythological records of the Mexicans give

particulars regarding both a black and a

rod TezctUlipoca. And in the two halves

of Sheet 21 (
= Kingsborough 18) of Codex

Borgiu (Fig. 382a, b, p. 176) we see both of

them pictured »vs perfectly parallel figures,

almost alike in sixo, dress, and equipment.

Only in a small but important point the

god who is figured on Shout 30 of our manuscript os regent of the fifteenth day-count deviates from

tho typical Tezcatiipoea pictures. For this Tezcailipucu of Sheet 30 of our manuscript, who is there

seated ou the shield and paper flag, the emblems of war, or rather of the Sticrificio gladiatorio, is not

arranged with tho simple white loin-cloth, such as is worn by tho god of the Codex Borgia sheet

(Fig. 380), nor yet with tho variegated one like that of the Sun God shown on tho Tezcntlipood figures

at Figs, 382a, b, but tears the ends of the god Xipe Totev'a loin-cloth ptinted in white (or rather light

pink) and rod colours, tho colours of the tUtuhqueekui, the red spoon-bill, and at the end forking oft’

swallow-tail fashion. And if this be already an indication that under this red Te&callipoca is here

concealed another deity, the supposition becomes a certainty from tho simple fact that on Sheet 22 of

1 Cf. «irpru, p. 167, the report on the l'ritänaHtsiti, the great godi)«M of the «lirtrict of Jlrztitlun ; alio tbe HiitoHa da loe

Mexiceno* par rae pinto roe, chap, vi, and the etorice ahont Civarovail of CWAuaca».

Fig. 380. Thitlauktjtii TaealUpota, the UtnJ Ttstnlliposa,

a# RcprfJwntntiTe »if Xijx Tolee.

Hiller of the Fifteenth Diijr-rotint quanktii^ ‘Eauli*.
1

Coin Borgia II (= KiiigKbamu^h 28).
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our manuscript -V \pe Totec alone is figured as ruler of the fifteenth day-count, and that, too, in his typical

stylo, with the mask of human skin before his face, leaving only a narrow slit for the eyo, draped in

the skin of the Hayed victim, its hands hanging down below his hands, and in tho picrcod nasal septum

wearing tho white and red striped start', at the ends forked off swallow-tail fashion, from which a plate

in the form of the yopitzuntii, A'ijie'a peaked cap, hangs down over his mouth. In like manner, as we

shall see in the fourteenth Tvnulaiiuitl division, which has tho same ruler as the fifteenth day-count,

the real Xipe Totec is everywhere exhibited as ruler, and is so explained by the interpreters.

Xipe Totec, ' our Lord the Flayed,’ was tho god in whoso honour the great foast of human flaying,

tlaeaxipe\udiztli, was held in the early spring in Mexico and, if wo are to boliovo tho reports, throughout

Fig 381. Trvntlipocn, the Wizard, *nd the Twenty Signs of thr T'msilamatl.

Codex Fcjen'jiiy-Mnyßr -44 ( = Kinic*l**r»ujrh 1).

the whole of the Mexican domain. And it is of this very Xipe that Duran 1 and tho interpreter of the

pictorial manuscript in the Florentine Biblioteca Nationale 8
tell us that, he was also called Tlntlauhqui

Tezcatlipoca, and was also without doubt the Totec Tlotlnuhqu i Tezcatlipoca? who was honoured by the

Yopi or Tlappanectt, a tribe of Zapotec connection; for his temple in Mexico was called Yopico, ‘in Yopi-

land,' and his cap was known as ynpitzontli, * Lhe Yopi-hair,’ or ‘ the Yopi-head.’ In a work devoted to tho

yearly feasts of the Mexicans 4
1 have advanced proof that this foast of flaying was essentially one kept in

preparation for seed-time, that tho god himself, according to his proper nature, is to bo designated as a god

of the Earth, that he therefore likewise carries the rattle-stick, tho chieumtttli, like tho other gods of the

Earth, of Maize-fruit, of Water and Rain, and that on that account also the victims at his feast were flayed,

while he himself went clothed in tho skin of the victim. For the same thing took place at the feast of the

1 Daran Le. Tratodr? 2° ebap, * F*»l. 17 bark. * Sahagtin, x. ch*;i. sxis. § 9.

4 V«*>fTcnt]ichnng«n mu d«ui Kiiniglkben Mtueum fur Völkerkunde, vol. tj. part* IL-i*. p. 8S tq.
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Birth Goddess at the Broom feast Ochpaniztii, and the Earth Goddess Tlafolteott, too, u shown by the

picture in Codex Borbomcus reproduced above at Fig. 5), p. 24, is dothod in a human skin taken from a

victim. The only ditference is that at the TtucaxipewßUztii people were offered and flayed in masses, whereas

at the Oekpanittli on the whole only one representative of the Earth Goddess suffered this fate. Now, we

have abovo already seen that the Birth Goddesses were designated us the female warriors, and that the

notion universally prevailed that the Earth Goddess was the first, who ended her flays on the sacrificial

stone. The Mexicans acre an agricultural people, and the feasts celebrated at various times of the year

Fid. 382«, 1». The licit *n»i (Hack (77<tfbttiAyiu nti<l T«itpiuA'/ifi) T*zntilii}**ca. Borgia SI {
- Kinpsbofuuifh 18).

ha*l always some relation to husbandry. The various sacrifices were offered to make the fiold fertile, and

to obtain the min required for the growth of the seed. Hence the chief and the must numerous sacrifices

took place in the first quarter of tho year. But in order to enrich the soil with the blood of the

victims, to make it productive with the blood of the victims, the victims had first to lie procured, and

they were obtained by war. In the Mexican tradition the institution of war is traced precisely to the

necessity of being able to nourish tho Sun with the hearts of the sacrificed. Hence it is not at all

surprising that both tho Earth Goddesses anil this Earth God appear in warlike form equipped with tho

implement» of war. Now, the peculiarity of the feast held in honour of Xipe Tötet was that on this

occasion the war which had to provide thu necessary victims was carries! out in dramatic Cushion, one
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of the captives being liuthed by one foot to a round stone (temalacatl), where he had U» defend himself

against warriors attacking him with -sharp weapons. Not till ho was wounded and exhausted, and could

no longer word off the blows, was he seized and sacrificed in the regular way. Such was the Sacrificio

gladiatorio which formed one of the chief and most essential parts of the TUtcaxipeualizUi feast

One understands that the god of this feast was suited in a pre-eminent way to serve as an image

of the military sign of the eagle
; since for the Mexicans ho symbolised, not only war, hut also the fate

of tho warrior, which was this very death on the sacrificial stone, as is stated over and again in the

texts on the most diverse occasions.

Beside this god of tho fifteenth day-count, in ail throe places under consideration is figured a snake from

whose throat a rabbit is issuing. In Codex Borgia (cf. Fig. 380 supra, p. 174) it is dearly drawn as a fcathor-

snake, as quetzalcmwtl

,

and on Shoot 31 * too, of our manuscript it is set with curling feathers along tho

whole length of the body, like the feather-snake which wo see in the waters before the Water Goddess in

the lower half of Sheet 21 of our manuscript. On Sheet 92, on tho contrary, tho snake is figured only

with large black spots on its body, like the largo snake on Shoot 27, which, however, we had likewise to

identify us the feather-snake, as quttzalcotmtl. Similar snakes are also pictured in the series of the rulers

of the Tonalamail divisions, with Xqte Totec, ruler of the fourteenth Tonulamatl division, which indeed lias

tho same ruler as the fifteenth day-count, only there a rabbit is not issuing from the snake's throat, btit

a man is seen disappearing head foremost in the snake's throat.

'Hie occurrence of the feather-snake in the water before Chnlchiuhllicue, sixth of the nine Lords

of the Night Hours, is for me a proof that the feuther-suake is intended to denote water, or the fertilising

property of water, that thereon Sheet 21 of our manuscript it stands os a homologue of the green jewel,

the ckalchiuiU, which wo sou in the water before the Water Goddess in the corresponding Codex Borgia

figure. But for the Mexicans the rabbit was a symlxd of the Eart h. Below, with the fourteenth Tonalamail

division, I will consider the other symbols there pictured, and discuss this wholo question connectedly,

and hope thus to make it credible that this feather-snake with the rabbit in its throat is intended to

signify nothing else but that the Earth, fertilised by the new ruin, clothes itself in fresh verdure.

The sixteenth day-count and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the right division of tho

upper half of Sheet 11, in our manuscript in the right division of tho lower half of Shoot 29, and

in the left half of Sheet 92.

The sixteenth day-count bears tho name of coscaquauhtli
,
which literally means Neckbice Eagle.’

Molina translates the word * aguila do cabeza bermeja,' by which was designated the great (king) vtiUure,

the Sarcurhamphus papa Dum„ which by the present Spanish-speaking Mexicans is called
1 Hey tie

zopilotes.’ The sign is as a rule symbolised by the head alone, seldom by the whole figure of this bird.

The book is not painted yellow, as with the eagle, but white; and above the eye the featherless red

skin of the head is shown distinctly. But to it is further normally attached a human ear with

a pendant inserted in it. This is here doubtless nothing but a hieroglyphic denotation of the

cazcutl, the 'Jewel, the chain of beads,’ which is contained in tho name of this animal. Occasionally

also tho bird is further figured with a kind of hairy wig, and in other places with a bow-like

head adornment.

The vulture has a bald head, ancf therefore became for the Mexicans tho emblem of long life, of

tho shortcomings and advantages of age. Of those bom under its sign it was said that they would

reach a great age, and that they would liehave like old people, readily proffer advice gather listeners

as pupils about them, and so on.

As regent of this sign we meet a remarkable form, which in Codex Borgia (Fig. 383) and on Sheet 29

of our manuscript is depicted as a woman, with jaguar claws at amis and legs, in Codex Borgia with a

skull for her head, on Sheet 29 of our manuscript with an ordinary human fuce, but in both cases with

z
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a facial painting which row] Is that of the Fin." God. But the most striking feature of this figure

consists of a kind of collar or qaerhq ue.mitl, which has the form and colouring of u butterfly's wing, and

is set with atone knives at the prominent points. With this the Codex Borgia figure further combines

a bluck enagua with a pntteni of stone knives on its surface ami act with stone knives all along the lower

edge. In Codex Borgiu.ua we shall no, quite similarly pictured is the ruler of the fifteenth Tonalamatl

division answering to tho sixteenth day-count, while on Sheet 92 of our manuscript, and on the sheet of

our manuscript devoted to the fifteenth Tonalamatl division an<l its ruler, is depicted a very fantastic

being furnished with human teeth, but. maiuly an animal form, which is evidently thought of us an

insect, und even displays a kind of butterfly's wing edged round with stone knives. Hence the interpreters

doubtless correctly give Itzpapalotl, ‘ Obsidian-knife Butterfly,' as tho name of this creature. Beside

this obsidian -knife butterfly, in all the places, those whore the sixteenth day -count and its ruler

are figured, as well as those showing the

fifteenth Toitalanuzil division und its

ruler, we liiid the picture of a flowering

tree which is broken in the middle, while

Mood flows from the two wounded

parts. On Sheet 11 uf Codex Borgia,

anil on Sheet 29 of our manuscript, on

this tree is further designed an animal

of rapacious aspect hut difficult to de*

termine zoologically. For this broken

tree tho interpreters give the uuiue

of Tammwhan or Xochill icarnn.

Both names, ItzjmjMdotl and Ta-

moandiait, uro known to us also from i

other sources. In tho text of the

Anales do Quauhtitlun Itzpapalotl is

repeatedly mentioned in association

with Mixemtl, the Chichimuc god, God

of tho Hunt anil of Hunters, or else with

the Centum mimijxotia, tho 400 hunt-

ing gods, the gods of the North. Shu it

was—ce tlaeatl eihuatl itorn Itzpapalotl

—who foundod the oldest Chichimec

kingdom in Xequutnew.M.wn, tho ‘ Place

of the Wild Agave.' In the song to Tefco innan, fourth of the * Cuntares quo decian a honra

de los dieses on los temple« y fuern dellos,* a few strophes arc introduced, which obviously have

no longer reference to the TeUo inturn, but to this very Chichimec goddess. Here we read :

—

ahuiya ahoya teail—there came the god,

ca tcncmitli paea—on t.he melon cactus,

tuna aya itzpapalotli—our Mother, the obsidiau butterfly,

ao, ava ticyaitaca—you give her food,

chicnnavixtiavatia—on the nine steppes,

nuiyxtl yyollo, yea—with deer hearts,

nwzenltizqai tima n tloHecwtli—is our Mother, the Earth Goddess nourished.

And like the other Eurth Goddesses, this Chichituoc goddess, too, is regarded us the one with whom

Fi«. 383. Jt'.papalntl, Ur- Obsidian Butterfly,

Unter of the »Sixteenth Dav<o>mni <-orctK/Kn«A<f i, * Vulture.'

Ctxlex Borgia 11 {a Kingsborough 28).
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tho first siu.riiico is mado. Thus A/uiUc Camargo 1 relates that the tribes issuing from Chirrmoztoc,

the ‘Seven Caves/ first, ciune to Marateper, tho 'Door Mountain/ whero they leave ItztuUi and XivJmel

as settlers behind them. Then they move further to the province of Tepenenec—‘que quiere decir

‘*on ol ccrro dol Eco," y aqui mutaron k ItzjxijxdoU. al cual mat»i Mimick h flechnzoe/

If therefore Itijxtpnloil is the Ohichimec Earth Goddess, associate of Mi&ouall, the Chichimec god,

by Tainoitnchd n
,

'

tho House of Descent/ or Xnchitl ü'tiant, 4 tho Place where are tho Flowers/ is in its

strict sense to be understood tho Paradise of the West, tho abode of the Earth Goddesses and of maize.

But in the tradition this place likewise appears as the primeval home where the tribes still lived os

Chichimccs, hence it donotos tho primoval time, the Ckichimeo time. I have once already referred to

the story handed down by Sahagun about the landing of tho tribes in Pdnueo, and how they migrated

along the coast southwards till they reached Guatemala and Tanuxivehan beyond it, where the

thnnatinime, anuxraaqtU, tho Sages and the Book-lorists/ that is, the mythical Toltecs, separated from

them, and Umntinh »iw», went eastwards, taking the Toltec culture with them. For those that

remained behind, so the story continues, there in Tatnoaiu-han, tho four aged sages Q&mwco, Ciparhmal,

Tlidtete.ru.in, Xochirauacan , composed tho Calendar books (the Tottafamali and the 52-years cycle)

and the dream-books, and thereby were determined tho periods of Toltec rule, of Tepancc rule, of

Mexican rule, and of the various Chichiiuec rules. When again the Olincca Uixtutin, tho inhabitants

a A f rf e / 3

Kijr. 364. Tbi* Seventeenth Dtiy-count olin,
1 Motion.’ a. Sahagun ms. BiM. LuimMuisim. b. Codex Telleritino-Roncrwia.

c. Tmahmntl of tW Auhin Collectinn. d. Owl« Borbonicus. e, f, g. Codrx Borgia.

of the southern gulf coast, and the Cuertem, tho Hu ax tecs, separated from tho rest, these fared

further under tho lead of the historic Totters. And they came in their order to tho places of their

later settlements, first the Otomt, then the historical Tolteca, the inhabitants of Xorofitlav and T-oliav,

then the Teochiekimeca, those are the Tlaxcaltccs and their kindred, then tho MiehttatjuS, then the

ifaualteca, and lastly tho Mexico.

It is therefore clear that Tanwanehotn and Itzpajxdntl are intended to denote tho oldou time, tho

Chichiincc period, and the goddess of the olden time. And in my olncidulion of the Ttmalamatl

of the Aubin collection* l havo advanced the view that they stand as tho representatives of the

sixteenth day-count, of tho bald-headed vulture, because this bird, too, was regarded as an emblem of

age, although only with respect to the individual life of man.

The seventeenth sign and its ruler stand in (’«ales Borgia in tho loft division of the upper half of

Sheet 10, in our manuscript in the central division of tho lower half of Sheet 20, and in tho

right half of Sheet 93.

The seventeenth day-t?ount bears tho name of olio, that is, ‘Holling Motion/ derived from a

root ol, which means something round, and appears to bo common to the Mexican and the Maya

languages, and is without doubt also contained in the ordinary word for rubier (otti), the material

that supplied the ball for boll-playing. But the verb olini is used not only for a rolling motion, but

also, for iastance, for the esirthqiiako, and for the forward movement of a crowd of people. It was

rather difficult to express a sign of this significance hieroglyphically. Starting from tho circumstance

* lliatnrii <le TUictlt i. chap, ». * Burlin *n4 Lontleu, 1800- 1901. p. 104«
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that this duy naul olin,*

'

four Motion ’— on what grounds 1 leave for the present unexplained — the

day dedicated to the Sun, was in a measure it« hieroglyph, and hence was later everywhere figured

in the centre of the solar picture, c.y. on the bottom of tko sacrificial vessels, and oil the great

so-called Calendar Stono of Mexico, it was apparently sought to give expression to the concept olin

by endeavouring to give a picture of the course of the Sun. Therefore two fields were drawn side

by side, ono light and one dark, that is a red and a blue, one of which was intended to symbolise the

day sky, the other the night sky, or else one perhaps the southern, the other the northern half of the

Fig. 385. 1*ig. 38G*. Fig. 3Hflb.

Fig. 385. Hieroglyph ratxiu, ut the Kctrntmith May*
D*;-count.

Fig. 380«. Hieroglyph <>t the Woman (c£ Fig. 387).

Dresden Mujn Manuscript.

Fig. 386b. Hieroglyph of ilut Young Uoddrss (J* rhtM ya^:.

Dresden Mujii Manuscript.

Fig. 38“. «. The Woman's Head. Hieroglyph of the Numeral

OIK. Faltnqu< Alter Plate. 1*, p. The Woman mu! her

Hieroglyph. Dresden Munuseripc. d. Woman's Head.

I'altn^vr. Inscription Temple.

Kg. 388. Hieroglyph of the Fifth (fnarltr of Iht Heattut,
the «{Unrter from »lam* downwards.

Codes Tru, 35*, Codex Coric» S3.

sky. To the ends of the two fields was given a

sideward turn outwards, perhaps also because for

the greater part of the year the Sun climbs the

sky along an oblique curve, hot in the centre

was put an eye, the emblem of the Sun (cf. Fig.

384V To this in the Mexican manuscripts proper

in the median-line was further added a kind of

dart (cf. Fig. 384b, d), which is composed of a

ray ami an elongated eye, elements of the usual

Mexican solar image, hence more accurately deter-

mines the eye introduced in the middle of the

sign. A special form is also Fig. 384g, which is

also met in the picture at Fig. 389, which occurs

in Codox Borgia alone. Hero the two differently

colourod Holds are alone drawn with their ends

turned outwards. The fields arc not disposed side

by side, touching each other, with their curved parts

in the middle, as in the other pictures, hut on the

contrary are intertwined so that the curved parts

of the fields come to ho turned outwards. Hence

to the latter was given a kind of joint, exactly like

what we are accustomed to see on the outward

turned curvature of nasal crescents, and on the

contour lines of the familiar hieroglyph» of the

mountain (tcpell) and the rock (Ml).

Another notion is yielded by the Zapotec and

the Maya names of this
-

day-count, as also by its

Maya hieroglyphs. The Zapotec name xoo means

‘mighty/ ‘violent/ and 'earthquake’ (xbo, xixhoni,

• temblor do tierra’; turbo la you, * Usmblar la tierra ’

:

pitda echo, 'dios de los terremotos '). The Zo’tzil-

Tzeltal word ckie is 'to shake’; the (itiatomalu*c

nnh, ‘great, potent/ answering to the fundamental meaning of the Zapotec xbo. But the ^ucatec name

oibfui moans * what is brought down, what U below/ as much as to say the earth, the world.

Accordingly tho Maya hieroglyph of this sign (cf. Figs. 3m5-387) shows us the reduced form of a

woman's head, of the Goddess of Earth, a fact to which I first drew attention in a monograph

published in the year 1881.1 And we therefore find this hieroglyph as a chief element in the Maya

1 Zur di« *ikaaisehen Chronologie, mit bemmden-r BerUckwd»H*D»g <1m x»i*.t*ki»rlie!i Kniender», ' Zeitschrift fur EtblMkgfe, V«L

xxiii. Cl. 'Oeiantndte Abhandlungen x»r *nnrik»ni*chen Spruch» und Alartb»n»lninilr.' Berlin fA. A »her A (.«-) 1902, vol. i.

pp. 548-550.

<
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hieroglyph of the fifth quarter of tho hoavens (Fig. 388), tho quarter from al>ovo downwards. It

is evident that in all these eases the learnod must havu had in mind what the Mexicans called

tlal-olini, that is, earthquakes.

Hut, for the person who was chosen in our manuscripts as ruler of Lhis sign, no direct, considera-

tion was had either for the one or the other of the two notions which for the Mexicans and the

Central Americans were associated with tho seventeenth day-count Regard would rather appear to

have been paid to the original meaning of the root from which the name olitt was derived, that is to

say, ‘something round,' ‘hall,’ ‘rubber ball.’ For here, in the corresponding place in Codex Borgia

(Fig. 38Ü) wo see figured a god, who has the body and face painting of t.ho god Mneuilxoehitl, whom

I have already above referred to with the olevcntli day-count, and shall again hove later to deal with

more in detail. But with this body and face painting the god of Fig. 389 combines o jrrolrvding eyt

and distorted limbs, and on his breast he wears a human lower jaw, which jmrhaps with the green

band to which it is attached completes the hieroglyph malinatti. Lastly, at the corresponding places

in our manuscript no human figure at all is pictured, but simply a dog, which on Sheet 2!) of our

manuscript is decked with an axe-shaped ear-

plug and a broad collar with a ray-like pottero,

and in his nostril wears a peculiar plug exactly

like that whjph we met with the mummy- pack

representing the dead warrior (Fig. 358 supra,

p. 156), and which by the interpreter is there

called yarti.riuitl, ‘nasal turquoise,* or ‘blue

nose ornament.’ In the sixteenth Tonalamati

division corresponding to the seventeenth «lay-

count, it is likewise a dog-like creature, as we

shall see, that is there figured as ruler. For

this creature the interpreters there give the

name XotoU, and designate him as God of

Twin*—* Este xolotle era sonor desto» xm «lias

dizen quera sefior do los emclli^os y todas la**

cosas que nasyian juntas.* 1 Hence this name

Xolotl must also hold good for the ruler of our

seventeenth day-count. And the question mov

arises, what aro wo to assume as tho underlying

significance of this remarkable figure, and how

thin god has come to he accepted os emblem

and expression of the day-count (Ain. Now, as

I think, here two different. relations com«* into

consideration.

One is, as I first jtointed out in my eluci-

dation of the Tonotomotl of tho An bit» collec-

tion,* and which I there put in the foreground, that the root of the name cAto suggested to the

Mexicans the notion of the rubber hall {(Alt), and, as a consequence, of hall-playing (itlacktliX This

was the peculiar game which was widespread throughout the whole of Central America, and, as may

be inferred from the statements of Orirdo, was likewise known und practised by the aborigines of the

Great Antilles—the game which was called by the Spaniards ‘el juego de la pelota con las nalgas,’

and about which I have given some details in my book on CkaculA, where tot» I have described quite

* Co<lcx Tt’IUiri**io-llwi»wi*i«, fuL 11» l>*cit | Kingabormigb Cl|. J Berlin «DÜ Lomloo, llhtO-1901, )>. 1(19.

Fi«. 3S9. Xolotl, (rial of the Rill-eour«, of Twin-* au«!

Mourtrontim.

Ruler of th<* SoTMiicmth Pny-wninl oJih, ‘Motion/

« »«lex 10 (
- Kin^«tH»mii)di 29).
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ft number of old ball-courts. 1 Xolotl is expressly mentioned as god of this game. Thus the interpreter

of the pictorial manuscript of the Florentine Biblioteca Nazionale 1 calls the Wind God Qnetzalcouatl

the brother of a god

—

4 quo se llamava Xulotl el quäl ponian en los juegos de pelota.' And in

the song which was sung at the octennial feast of water-fritter eating (atanutlqualizfli) * in the ninth

strophe we read :

—

olhima, oUatint vive xolutl—4

Hall plays Xolotl,'

mivnllocheo ollamaya xolutl—‘on the bewitched ball-court ball plays Xolotl."

We may now assutno tho fundamental notion of that god to have been that, since at least

two persons or two parties are always required for a game of ball, therefore he became the

God of Twins, from which the other meanings wore then developed that I shall have presently

to examine.

But it might likewise be assumed contrariwise that the meaning ‘God of Twins’ was tho original,

and that, just because two arc always required for Iki11-playing, he ltecamu the God of the Ball-court.

In any ease, in the langunge the meaning ‘twin’ predominate«. According to Sahagun the word

xolotl itself denoted a double maize plant, mexoltdl a double agave plant, while tejeolotl is the stone

pestle rounded oft" like a ball at both ends, which in the Mexican kitchen is still a much-used

implement for grinding tomatoes, pepper-pods, and tho other things that are worked up as ingredients

for the numerous sauces and spices in which the Mexicans excel Now the Mexicans, like other

primitive peoples, regarded a twin birth, as well as any kind of doubling, tts something preternatural,

unnatural, uncanny. Hence immediately after such a birth tho Mexican parents killed one of tho twins,

But. from this notion with the word xolotl was further associated tho concept of a 4 monstrous birth .’

The remarkable well-known amphibian, tho larva of the Amblystoma mcxicauiiui inhabiting the

Mexican lagoons, has presumably for this very reason been called axolotl, the * water monstrosity."

The names xolo-ilseuintli, and {in Zapotec) jiteo-xolu applied to the hairless dog. have sprung from

the same mode of expression
;
and it was without doubt owing to this that the god Xolotl, too. came

to bo regarded as God of Monstrosities. Hoik* it is that at Fig. 889 wo see him pictured with

extruded eye and crippled limbs. The word xolotl, however, underwent yet another development. Like

the princes of our medieval and still more recent times, the Mexican nobles, too, found pleasure in

misshapen creatures, in hunchbacks and dwarfs, and were wont to surround themselves with the like.

In the accounts of Matscuhfonui, and especially in IVzozonioc’s Mexican Chronicle, there in constant

reference to the xolome, the hunchbacks and dwarfs, wlm wore in the suite of this prince. And in

Molina’s Vocabulary the word xolo is simply translated ‘palace slave, page
’

(paje, mo«;o, criado 6

esclavo). That the god Xolotl is met figured in dog form, is perhaps due to this custom; for the

thought, of thu hairless dog seems excluded since, here in our Vatican at least, the dog Xolotl is in

both places pictured ns hairy and even thickly coated. On the other hand we shall undoubtedly

have to think of the dog. who, ns I have above staled (cf. p. 157 ), was the attendant
, the helpful

rompanion , the servant (xolotl) of the dead. And in fact, as wo have aliovc seen, the helpful dog in

eftigy. with which tho dead were equipped, was called xotocozcatl. Ami I have above mentioned that

the Xolotl of Sheet 2ft of our manuscript does in fact wear the ornament of the dead, yacaxivitl,

in its nose.

But, starting from this concept, yet another relation to the day-count ttlin seems to follow. Wo
have above seen that with the Mexieans the sign Uin was held to bo simply a sign of the Sun. Now

we find a remarkable statement in 1*. Juan de Cordova’s Zapotec Grammar. Towards the end of his

1 * Die «Hen Ansiedelungen von Chacula im Distrikte Sen ton dr» Departement» Hnel.urtrnajign der Krpublik Guatemala. ' Merlin

(Dietrich Keimer) 1902, p|i. 20-29. Ä7. 108. - Fol. 21 back.

3 C'antart* <jue deciall 6 honrn de loa dioaea en loa tempi«« y fiiera delloa Nr. Xir. ISab&giin M«. Mild, del I’alacio.l
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book the author comes to speak, amongst other things, of solar and Umar eclipses, and there writes

as under 1 :

—

* When u solar eclipse occurred, then they said that the world is coming to an end, and that the

Sun God wanted war, and that they would kill one another, whoever was able first to do this. Likewise

they said that the dwarfs were created by the Sun, and that at the timo (of tho eclipse) the Sun God

wanted tho dwarfs as his property. And therefore, wherever dwarfs or undersized persons were found

in a house, the people fell upon and killed them, and they hid themselves in order not to be killed,

so that during that timo few escaped from their fate.’

This statement has its counterpart in a long-known mythological tale. In the second chapter

of his seventh book Sahagun relates how the gods assembled in Teutiuaean took counsel with each other

how Sun and Moon should bo created. They decided that ono of them should jump into tho firo and get

burnt in order thereby to become the Sun. The jump was risked by Nanauntzin, the little syphilitic

god, and after him Teeeisteeatl leaps into the fire, and both then ascend to the sky ns Sun and Moon.

But having risen above the horizon both orbs stand still, unable to move further. Thereuj>on the gods

resolved to sacrifice themselves in order to give life to the Sun. All are ready, and Quetzalcouatl performs

the sacrifice. Xolotl alone hesitates. Ho weeps h i* eyes out of their mtekets, hides away in the maize-

fields, changing himself to tho xolotl, the double maize plant, then flees to the maguey-fields, changing

himself to the moxolotl, the double agave plant, and eventually escapes to the water, there becoming

tho axolotl, the larva of the Amblystoma mexiennum, is, however, seized in the water and thereupon

immolated.

Tho draughtsman of our manuscript had tho God of Ball-playing in his mind, for ho has pictured

the god of this sign with the facial painting of Macuibeochitl, God of the game. But he had also

in mind tho God of Monstrosities, since he has drawn him with deformed limbs. But he had assuredly

Xolotl also in his eye, ho who is sacrificed to give life to the Sun. For in all three places (cf. Fig. 380 and

Sheets 20 and 93 of our manuscript) above tho god expression is given to human sacrifice, or rather

to the cannibalism associated with human sacrifice, as shown by a cooking-pot, in wLich a dismembered

human body is simmering.

The eighteenth day-count and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the right division of the upper

half of Sheet 10, in our manuscript in the left division of the lower half of Sheet 29. and in tho left

half of Sheet 93.

The eighteenth day-count bears the name of tecpatl, * Flint Knife,’ and is everywhere symbolised

by the leaf-shaped white flint blade which is painted dipped in blood on the upper half or at the

posterior end. Moreover, as a rule the sharp edge of the implement is represented by a set of teeth

enclosed by rod gums, or else across the cutting edge havo been introduced two jaws furnished with

teeth or designed as dead men’s jaws, and above it & dead eye with overhanging brow, thus transforming

the whole to tho face of a skull.

In all three places under consideration, as image and ruler of this sign, is figured a turkey, which by

the interpreters is hero called Cfuilch inhtotol

i

u ,
‘ Jewel-fowl.’ and explained ns the emblem of Tezvatlipoca.

I have already had onco occasion to mention (cf. supra, p. 75) that the turkey is the bird of Tlutoc, God of

Hain, and that we still meet with this notion amongst tribes living in primitive conditions and prepossessed

by primitive spheres of thought. Now the turkey denoted water : but here in these places obviously not

ordinary water, for in that case we could littlo understand how he could here be placed as image and

ruler of the sign teepatl, ' Flint Knife,’ 1 Sacrificial Knife.’ Hence the water here meant is the chnlchiuhatl,

the • Jewel-water,’ that is, blood. Moreover, this is made very clear by tho group which we see pictured

1 Arte del Idiom» ZapoUoo per eL P. Ft. Juan de Contort. Morelia ISSti, p. 215.
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with this bird on the Codex Borgia sheet (cf. Fig. 300), and in an analogous way likewise on Sheet 93 of

our manuscript (Fig. 391k For there (Fig. 300) we actually find the hieroglyph ehaUhiaitl^ Green

Jewel,' and the hieroglyph «//,* Water,’ whieh combined yield ehitlchitthail,
4 Jewel-water.’ And that hero

this * Jowcl-water ' is meant to denote blood is shown with equal clearness at Fig. 300 by the side picture,

with which Fig. 391 of our manuscript corrcsj>onds; for here, within an enclosure platted of green anti

white red-speckled (grass or reed) strips, a priost is seen seated, with the yeteevmatl, the tobacco calabash,

badge of the priests, on his back, und with a sharp-pointed I tone (omitf), a bone dagger, gouging out his

eye, that, is, sacrificing himself, drawing hlood from incisions in his own body, to bring it as an offering to

the gods. This is made still clearer by the picture (Fig. 392) which we find figured in the seventeenth

TonahttnaU division of Codex Tellcriano-Htinensis opposite the ChalchiviUoioli

n

,
the Turkey-cock,

anti which corresponds to the eighteenth day-count. Here is shown, not the priest, hut the young

warrior with the copal-pouch in his hand, and with the sharp bone piercing his ear, from which the

blood issues.

Fig. 390. iwjwisMi, the Mortification,

itml rhitlrkiuh-all,
4 the PreruHU Water (of Mortitiaitnm

Codex boiyw» 19 (- KlflgtlwfOttgl 29).

Fig. 392. The Penitent wuMMKvtxteyiiini).

Ci*lo.v Tflh'riano-Koriwn.'i.«, tol. 21 recto

(
= KiDir«buroii|;fa u. 27).

Fig. 391 . tin- Mortiflcfcllon.

Codex Vaticanna li 93 ( = Kingsborough 4).

The nineteenth day-count and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the left division of the upper

half of Sheet 9, in our manuscript in the right division of the lower half of Sheet 28, ami in the

right half of Sheet 94.

The nineteenth day-count bears the name of </u tots iff, ' Rain and is everywhere illustrated by the

Rain God 77odoc> head in more or less developed or more or less reduced form. Instead of it is given

the name uyotl,
4 Turtle/ in the above (pp. 127, 12N) list of day-counts reproduced from the Chronicle in

the former Franciscan Convent at Guatemala. This >iy»tl is an interesting variant
;

for in it—a point

which 1 havo already laid stress upon in my elucidation of the Tonalamatl of the Aubiti collection

—

a remarkable agreement is presented with North American Indian notions. Catlin was informed by

the Mandant that there wore four turtles, one in the North, one in the Hast, one in the South, and one

in the West. Each of these rained four days, and the water covered the Earth.* A hieroglyph, however,

corresjMmding to this name I have not yet found amongst, the hieroglyphs of the day-counts.

1 Cat tin, lllnsUatxxa* of the uiimcn, custom», au<l cubilittou of th*; Nofth-American India London. ls"6, i. |>. |K|,
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Now, as regards the astrological significance of this sign, I have already above remarked that, in

accordance with the priestly view directed towards special far-fetched relations not at once intelligible to

every lay mind, the word qwiauiU, ‘Rain,’ was associated, not with the notion of the rain that fertilises

the Holds, but with that of the tlcqniauitl, the Fire-rain, which brought to an end the third of tho four

pre-historic periods, tho QuiauAtonatiuA, the [Fire]-Ram Sun.’ Accordingly we find here figured as

emblem of the sign quiauitl, ‘Rain.’ not tho Rain God. but Tonatiuh, tho Sun God (Fig. 393), tho

expression and the ombudiment of the tire falling from heaven. In Codex Boigia he is portrayed in his

characteristic form, with red body and face colour and flume-coloured hair. Tho hair is bound up with

a chain of jewelled disks, in which a conventional bird’s head is inserted on the frontal side, while both

before and behind project two jewelled bands ending in eagle feathers, and forming the ends of the

fillet. On his hoad lies a feather ornament

(quauhtevw.il i) likewise ending in eagle feathers.

He wears a jewelled rod in tho pierced nasal

septum : ajewelled band hongs out of the Aperture

of his hollow ear-plug; and a solar dish forms

his collar. Not so carefully executed, but equally

recognisable is tho god depicted in both parts of

our manuscript, where ho also shows a red body

and faco colour. His flame-coloured hair is

bound up with a jowol-studdcd strap which bears

a conventional bird’s head on its frontal side,

and on his head lies the quauhtemaUi ending

in eagle feathers, from which here hang out

the highly characteristic strips of fur which

form the special decoration of the Sun God. A
speciality of tho figure on Sheet 94 of our manu-

script is the long flame-like beard rolling down

to the feet, and in its form quite like the loDg

beard with which are depicted the gods Tana-

catecutli and Qtutsalcouatl, rulers of the first

two day-counts, save that here with the Sun

God the beard is flame-coloured like the hair

of the head.

In all throo places here under consideration

above or olse l»eforo the Sun God a Fasting Man

(nuyattan i) is pictured in un enclosure similar

to that of the man sacrificing himself whom we met with the ruler of tho preceding sign (Fig. 390

supra, p. 184); but here he has a water-jug on his shoulder and he is blowing a conch (tomtfit)

(cf. Fig. 393). 1 have already mentioned above that, according to the belief of tbe Mexicans, the present

shining historical Sun wna preceded by four other suns or early epochs, which in the Anales dc

(Juauhtitlon arc set forth in the following order:

—

Fi^; 393. Tonntxuh, the Sun God,

and mopnNant, tbe Failing Man, Ruler of the Nineteenth

Day-connt yviauitt,
'
lUin,'

Codex Bonn» 9 ( — Kinjpdwruuprfi 30).

1. AtotuUiuh, ‘Water Sun.’ Its sign is natxi ait, 'four Water’; it came to an end with a

great deluge, whereby men were changed to fishes;

2. OceUitonatiuh, ‘Jaguar Sun,' ü. the Earth Sun (cf. supra, p. 104). Its sign is tiovi aeeloti,

* four Jaguar.’ In that epoch it happened that the sky fell down, the Sun no longer

wandered (on its course), in broad daylight darkness set in, and the jaguars canto

to devour mortals;

2 A
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. 3. Qu iaulitonatiuh, ‘ [Fmi]-Rain Sun.' Its sign is nam quiauitl, ‘four Rain/ In its tiiuo

Fire rained from, heaven, that the inhabitant« were burnt. And in its time there

ensued the volcanic stones, the bubbling lava (tefwit/ft), the bombs and the lapilli

(leciailt), and the volcanic ashes (xaltetl);

4. EetUunaHuh, ‘ Wind Sun.' Its sign iinaat beeati,
1 four Wind.’ It perished through wind-

storms and men were changed to monkeys.

Not till these four suns or four earthly epochs were ended did the present epoch begin: it began

in a year re toehtli,
* one Rabbit,’ and in it, 25 years ( hereafter, in the year nuttlaetli omei aeail

,

* thirteen Rood/ was born the present, the historical Sun, which we see represented on the great so-called

Calendar Stone in Mexico, with the date of its birth, the just-mentioned date matlaetli omei aeatl,

4
thirteen Reed.' This Sun is therefore the fifth, and according to thu same Anales de Quauhtitlan it

bears the name of:

5. Ol inimmHuh, ‘ Earthquake Sun.’ Its Rign in the day notii o(in, ‘four Motion' (which we

accordingly find given on the great so-called Calendar Stone in Mexico, and elsewhere

in the centre of the solar picture), and it is destined to perish by earthquakes.

Since, therefore, the Sun and the world were fated to come to an end oh the day miui olin » the

sign of the present Sun, the Mexicans looked forward to the possibility of the world perishing on any

of these mini of.in days, which recur every 260 days. In order to prepare for the event, at each of these

days there took placo a great four days' fast, which was called netonntinkpiuaUi, the * Fasting for the

Sun,' when everybody withdrew to their houses, the king to a special house called Quauhxicalco, ‘in

tho sacrificial-blood dish,’ to keep tho fast. At noon on each of these four days the concha were blown,

whereupon everybody, groat ami little, old and young, gashed tongue and ears, and presented tho blood

to the Sun—doubtless with the intention thereby to give it strength to resume its course in the usual

way. Quails and incense were also offered, and in the temple of Quauhxicalco four captives were

sacrificed, two being designated as tho Chachanme, the 'Houses,’ the others as ‘Image of the Sun’ and
4 Image of the Moon.'

This great fast, recurring every 260 days, was in any case inseparably associated In tho mind

of tho Moxicans with the notion of the Sun, and therefore it is that, in a measure as complementary

representation, we here see fasting exhibited beside the God of the Sun.

Tho twentieth day-count and its ruler stand in Codex Borgia in the right division of the upper

half of Sheet 9, in our manuscript in the left division of the lower half of Sheet 28, and in the left

half of Sheet 94.

Tho twentieth day-count is xochitl, * Flower.' The flower was, for tho Mexicans, an emblem of the

beautiful and of enjoyment Everything that, was beautiful and contributed to the enjoyment of life

—colour, fragrance, taste, art and artistic skill, music and sport, but above all love, and even soxual

indulgence—all was in the imagination of the Mexicans associated with the picture of the flower.

With this corresponds tho nature of the deity whom we find pictured with this sign.

In Codex Borgia (cf. Fig. 395) it is a female deity, for whom the interpreters give the name of

XttchiquetzuL. The goddess of this name was originally perhaps nothing more than the deity of one

of those mountains from which the life-giving water runs down to the fields. This is already pointed

at by the quetsalli in her name. And this seerns also to be inferred from a passage in Torquemada,1

who relates of thu Tlaxcaltecs, that amongst them children were sacrificed in larger numbers than

with other tribes, and, as with the Mexicans, to the GW* of Water—TUtloc, ilatlalcueye, and Xochi-

quelzaL This Is likewise implied by the fact that tho TlaUiuica, tho people of Mexican speech who

inhabited the low hot valleys on the south of the Mexican plateau, held a feast in honour of Xuckiquetzal

1 .Muo.iniffiu Indiana x. chap xxxi.
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in tho TepeiJhiiitl, that is, in the season which tho Mexicans had dedicated to the cult of the Moun-

tain Gods, and that in the representation of this feast shown in the pictorial manuscript in the

Fig. 394. . If<i Mitlijttahzlli, the Ffiist of Water- frit ter Rating. Kaliagim sis. Bild»»tee* del Palacio, Ma«lrid.

Florentine Hiblioteca Nazionalc, opposite the goddess Xochiqnefzttl. uns likewise exhibited the Mountain

Gods by means of a snake on a mountain, although the interpreter translates this * fiesta del pueblo,’

having mislakon tepetl^
* Mountain/ for aUepetl, ' Village.’
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It would further appear that in the concept of this goddess the dominant notion was that of the

young goddess, the beloved of the Sun God (Piltsintecutli), or of the Maize God (Cinteod), this being

doubtless conditioned by the mchitl occurring in her name. Thus sho is described in the song to

Xochiquetsal, preserved in tho Sahagun manuscripts, which I have above (p. 133) reproduced with

translation. And from this it follows further that she was regarded os the first woman, and

identified with TonacaciwtU, consort of T&iuuxtfecuUi, Lord of Life, God of Procreation, who dwells in

the uppermost thirteenth heaven. In fact. Coties Telleriano-Remensis pictures TonacaciuaU, consort of

Tonacniecutli, co-rulor of the first sign, with precisely tho same distinctive articles of attire and badges

as X‘>ch\qnetznl, ruler of tho nineteenth Tonalanuttl division. And contrariwise with this ruler of the

nineteenth TanafnmaU division, in Codex Borbonicus wo meet the first human pair figured in a way

exactly like that which we found with Totutruteruili, ruler of the first day-count (cf. Fig. 340

supra, p. 133). That this, however, was a

later development is shown by an inter-

esting passage in Diego Mn nos Camargo’*

Historia de Tlaxc&la. This writer 1
calls

Xoehiquettal “diosa de los enamorados,'

like the heathen Venus, and relates of

her ‘that she dwells above the nine

heavens in a very pleasant and delect-

able place, accompanied and guarded by

many people, and waited on by other

women of the rank of goddesses, whore

are many delights in fountains, brooks,

flower-gardens, and without her wanting

for anything, and that where she so-

journed sho was guarded and sheltered

from tho gaze of the people, and that

in her retinue she had a great many

dwarfs, and hunchbacks, jesters, and buf-

foons, who entertained her with music

and dancing, and whom she sent as her

confidants and messengers to tho other

gods, and that their chief occupation was

the spinning ami weaving of sumptuous,

artistic fabrics, and that they were painted

so beautifully and elegantly that nothing

finer could bo found amongst mortals. But the place whero she dwelt was called Tumohnan icAan,

Xochitl iAcatvtn, Ck ieuhna ult •nepan i

n

hm n , Itzehecuy(in, that is [the House of the Descent or of Birth,

the place where aru tho flowers, tho ninefold enchained], tho place of the fresh, cool winds. And every

year sho was honoured with a great feast, to which many people from all parts were gathered in

her temple.'—But after this, Munoz Camargo continues:—‘They say she had formerly boon the spouse

of the Rain God Tfaloc, but that TezcoUipooa had abducted her, and brought her to the nine heavens,

and made her the Goddess of Love. And then there was another goddess, Mntialcueye, the goddess to

whom were attributed witchcraft and soothsaying. Her Jtator had made his consort after TeseaiHpoca

ha«l carried oft’ his wife A”orh
i
quetzal,'

As Goddess of Love, Xochiquetsal became specially the representative anti incarnation of irregular

1 Hiahiria d« Tlaxeal* i, clutp xix.
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intercourse, patroness of tho courtesans (auinnimf), of unmarried women who lived with the unmarried

men of the Ulpochcaili, who took part in the warriors’ dance, and marched off with the warriors, and

were therefore called maqui, ' las ontremetidas,’ that is, * those entering (the ranks).’ Hence the

obscene character of the feast kept by the Ttalhuica in the TqxUhuitl, described by the interpreter of

the pictoriul manuscript of tho Florentine Biblioteca Nazionnle,1
at. which took part young men, half

boys, and girls of corresponding age, decked with the astaxdli, tho warriors' feather head-dress.

Hcnco also the so-called Quecholli feast, which was celebrated by the Tlaxcaltecs at the time when

the Mexicans sacrificed the personator of Mixcouatl, the hunting god, the Chichimec god, at which

feast many girls were sacrificed • en memoria do los amores,' and at which the courtesans, the maqui,

offered themselves for the sacrifice, cursing themselves, and with foul language dragging the honest

women through the mire.2

The goddess further became the representative of all revelry, of the song, danco, and sport, and

of everything tending to tho adornment of lifo; patroness of artistic skill and of artistic industry,

this again being conditioned by the word zachitl in her name. According to the interpreters, Bhc was

the deity w'ho invented spinning and weaving, on which account she was specially honoured by female

artificers and by all classes of handicraftsmen. In tho picture given by the Sahagun manuscript of

the feast ainmalqualistli hold every eighth year, where all tho gods are figured in rows, we seo

Xockiqtuizal in a rich garb seated at a loom, the upper cross-beam of which is attached to a flowering

tree (Fig. 394, p. 187).

As ruler of tho twentieth day-count, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 395) the goddess Xockiquetzal is

shown in rich array with a qneckqaevnitl of diversified pattern, edged round with a broad variegated

border, and a similarly figured cnagua with variegated edging and with a quetzal bird as helmet-mask.

From the pierced nasal septum over the mouth hangs a large plate which is painted blue (in the

colour of tho turquoise), and recalls tho outlines of a butterfly—a genuine yampapalotL Her special

badge, tho two largo hunches of feathers on hor head, which are so conspicuous with the goddess of

Fig. 394, and are likewise very clearly shown on tho numerous little clay figuros found in the col-

lections of Mexican antiquities, are here at. parts somewhat hidden by the quetzal bird’s head and

beak. Besides tho quetzal feathers, they should also contain a flower, since at the end of each bunch

is found figured the complement of tho flower, that is, the butterfly bending down into the calyx.

Over the back of the goddess is thrown a wrap painted in the colours of the chalchiu.it!, and out of

it hang a pair of dark-coloured strings which end in a flower, and are regularly figured in the Codex

Borgia XochiquHsnl pictures, but also with the Water Goddess Ckalchiuhtlicue,

Corresponding with this Codex Borgia figure, the ruler of the twentieth day-count is likewise

represented on Sheet 94 of our manuscript. Hero, too, the face is looking out from tho throat of a

quetzal bird. In the pierced nasal septum hangs the blue step-shaped nasal plate, the yat'tijMijMitutl.

A peculiar object attached to the cross is a iezcacuittapilU made from a large turtle’s carapace, which

we meet with of like form below, with a Xachiquetzal figure. Before hia mouth is shown a flower.

But the ruler of the twentieth day-count of Sheet 94 in our manuscript, thus arrayed like the goddess

Xochiquetzal, is evidently no ,Yochiquetsal, no femalo but a male god clothed with a loin-cloth. And

a male god is. too, the ruler of tho twentieth day-count on Sheet 28 of our manuscript. And, indeed,

here it is clear that with this day-count a XorhipiUi, the male god of flowers and of food supplies,

is intended to be represented. For in the most essential articles of its array, especially the head-dress,

this figure agrees with tho god who is given on Sheet 32 of our manuscript as ruler of the eleventh

day-count, the sign Ofumätli, and, as I have above {»ointed out, is the very god XochipiUi himself.

Tho god of our Sheet 28 differs essentially from this god of Sheet. 32 only in the colour of the body,

• PoL ia wk.
* ToNiuomiuU, Monnn^nm Indiana x. chap. xxxv.
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which with this god of Shoot 32 is yellow, whereas with the other it is blue. In other respects,

XoekipiUi is quite as appropriate a representative of the day-count xoehitl,
* Flower,' as was the

goddess XochiquctznL Of both, the .sphere of activity is doubtless much alike. The notions associated

by the Mexicans with one as with the other of those deities are about the same. At the xockilhuitl,

the feast of dowers, which was hold on the day ekinmut aoothiä, and, as we have seen, was the feast

of the gods Xochipffli and MacuilrocAiU, the mon, us Saliaguu relates, 1 worshipped, and sacrificed to the

god Chux/mexttch it!, the women to the goddess XockiqueizaL

Above, or else fronting the ruler of the twentieth day-count in all three places under consideration,

wo see portrayed the first woman, but boro not as the young goddess Xochiquetzal* but as the old

one, the Ilancueye or HanuUeenHi, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 395) garbed in a white robe, with white

(heron-feather) hair, and with the ring-shaped appendage below the upper lip to which, in the Codex Borgia

pictures, the contracted corners of the mouth have boon changed. The goddess is shown occupied at. the

Put 3!H>. Code* V.iticanus B ÜS Fij». 35)7. CVidex Vatieuiiuit B 94

(* Kingsliormigli 7Ö). ( = Kin^slv.ron^h 3).

Tlw Old Goddeat, the Fir*l Woman, nt the Mill-xtnnc (meilalt).

millstone (metlatl), preparing the maize-dough for the tortillas. But the hand -roller (rnetlapitli), with

which the cookod maize grains are ground, is broken, and blood issues from the surface of the wounds

(Figs. 395 and 390, 397). In my elucidation of the Toiudamatl of the Aubin Collection 1 have expressed

the surmise that it is intended thereby to denote the process as that of bygone times. Just in the same

way we see figured broken in the middle the flowering tree with the sixteenth dav-eount (cf. Fig.

3H3 mpra
,

p. 179), the tree which iB intended to denote the ‘place where the flowers grow,' the

Tauuxvnchtm, the long-forgot ten cradle of the tribes. On Sheet 23 of our manuscript, above this old

goddess, Is further pictured a scorpion (ntfoUj. It, is fKJSsiblo, even probable, that thereby this goddoss

is meant to Imj brought into association with the Uetirtottl, the old god, that is, the Fire (Jod, beside

whom we found a scorpion figured in a similar way (cf. Figs. 353, 354 *upm, p. 154).

XI. Tlie Four Times Five Guardians of the Venus Periods.

Sheets 33-42 (= Kingsborouoh 31-90). Upper Half.

It is well known and attested by diverse authors that, besides the motion of the Sun, anti the general

motion of the firmament
, the ancient. Mexican and Central American peoples paid special attention above

all to the changes of the planet Venus, its appearance now as the Morning, now as the Evening Star,

its disappearance during the inferior and the superior conjunctions, and the waxing and waning of its

1 Sahagun, II. «bap. xix.
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brightness. The remarkable figure of Qtietzalcuuail, god of Tolliw, as I have already hail occasion al»ovc to

remark, is intimately connected with these astronomic observations. The day or the year Ce omtl,‘ one

Reed,' when QuttznleoiuUl is supposed to have died, has become the name and the hieroglyph of the

Morning Star. With this hieroglyph on the fine Sheet 71 ( = Kingsborough 44) of Codex Borgia, we find

the Morning Star depicted boforo the Sun God and beside the hieroglyphic representation of the Moon.

In his elucidations of tho Dresden Maya manuscript, in the year 1886, Forstemann was the first to

show proof that the synodicat revolution of Venus (tho distance from one conjunction to tho next of like

order), which averages 584 days, or moro accurately 583 days, 22 hours, C minutes, and 40 seconds, was

known to tho loomed section of the American priestly class, that in fact the initial days of a considerable

series of such periods and of definite sections of such periods are exhibited in due order one after the other

on certain sheets of the Dresden manuscript. Aud in a treatise published in the year 1898* I was able to

Fig. 39$. Sun, Muon, »nil Mumiitg Stur. Codex Bürgin 71 ( - KingHborunj'h HI.

establish the fact that this period likewise forms the foundation of a number of different representa-

tions which in tho Codex Borgia manuscripts aro repeated in a like manner, aiul that one of these

representations even Itetrays an intimate relation with the shoots of the Dresden manuscript on which

the Venus period is set forth. This particular representation, which is also contained in our Mexican

manuscript, wo shall later have occasion to examine. On Sheets 33-42, which in our manuscript

now follow noxl in order, on the upper halves of the sheets is exhibited another series of figures

and day-counts, which is peculiar to the Codex Borgia group of manuscripts. But, besides our manu*

script, this series also occurs on Sheets 15, 16, and on the upper half of Sheet 17 (= Kingsborough

24-22) of Codex Borgia, and in tho upper halves of Sheets 23-29 ( = Kingsborough 22-16) of Codex

Fejerviiry- Mayor, and as I have first pointed out in my treatise of the year 1898, this series is like-

wise an illustration of a certain number of Venus periods.

1 ‘ Pi* Vflnu*ptriode >a d«o lülder*chrift«n d*r Codex Borgia-Uroppe.' Vorhxndluntfon der Barliuor Antbropotogieclien Gwelt

aehftft, July 16, 1S98. CL ‘ G«wmui«lte Alduuidluiigett cur &mcriJt»uteolieb Sprecb- und Altertbuiuakund».' Berlin (A. Asher A Co.)

1902, vol. L |»p. 618-667.
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In the number of 584 (lavs, of which the apparout average course of Venus consists, the Tonalanutil

of 260 days is contained twice, with 64 days over. From this it follows that, when one Venus period

begins in the first of the twenty day-counts (cipactli), the initials of the following periods fall on the

the fifth (couatl), ninth (all ), thirteenth (acatl), seventeenth (olln) signs, while* the initial day of the

sixth period again begins with the same sign (cijtactli) aa the first. Only the numerals combined with

the signs change. In other words, with the initial days of the consecutive Venus periods coincide five

only of the twenty signs which form tho basis of the TonalamatL This cireumstanco had the natural

consequence that five consecutive Venus periods woru grouped together to form a unit, and in the

Dresden manuscript this finds outward expression in the fact that five sheets of this manuscript are

devoted to the representation of the groat cycle of Venus periods. These five consecutive Venus

poriods are exactly equal to eight solar years of 365 days. And this equation, which I have more

fully set forth in the first chapter of these commentaries (cf. supra, p. 4), appears to havo been the

starting point for the construction of the TonalamatL

With tho twenty figures which are depicted in the upper halves of the here following Sheets

33-42 of our manuscript, the five initial counts of the Venus poriods are repealed four times. In this

way the twenty figures are grouped in four rows of five figures each. And to this grouping corre-

sponds the fact that in each of these four rows the figures seem to be all included in one and the

same subject, whereas the four rows themselves are disconnected in respect of the action in which the

artist has depicted tho individuals. Tho first five figures are with a sharp-pointed bone gouging out

tho eye of a head which they hold in their hand (in Codex Borgia it is a figure standing before

them). Tho second five figures, with a gesture of tendering or offering, are presenting a little figure

which proves to be their own effigy. Tho third five figures from tho body of a human figure lying

before them are drawing out a long strip painted a yellow colour, with a wavy edging, and ending in

flowers, jewels, and related symbols. The last five figures are women offering the breast to a little

mannikin. All four subjects may be designated as priestly, religious scenes. For the gouging of tho

eye is, as we havo already seen (cf. Figs. 390-392 supra, p. 184), a symbol of the offering of one’s own

blood. The tendering of the effigy is an indication of sacrifice. For it was a standing custom in

Mexico for tho men sacrificed to the gods to be dragged to the sacrificial stone in the colour and

garb of the gods to whom thoy were to bo immolated. The drawing of tho flower or tho jewel out

of the body is an indication of the tearing out of the heart And this is in our manuscript exhibited

in an unmistakable way, as with one of the figures, that in the right half of tho upper division of

Sheet 1)8, which, as wo shall sec, represents the Sun God, tho person lying before the god and having

tho jewel drawn from his body is depicted lying with opened breast on the sacrificial stone (cf. Fig.

416 infra). Lastly, the presenting of the breast on the part of tho goddesses denotes tho tiatlatlatputliztii,

the nourishing of the gods with the blood of the victims.

Concerning tho peoples of Tetniacan, Cozcatlan, and Tcotillan del camino. Pater Roman relates *

(herein presumably repeating the statements of MoUAhna in his book about the planet Venus) that on

the day when the Morning Star first became visible, they brought a human victim that tho king of tho

country had to offer, and that each day. when the Morning Star rose, tho priests greeted him with

incense-burning, while drawing blood from themselves at the very moment of his apj>earance. Similarly

Sahagun relates that in the court of the great temple at Mexico was found a tall thick column which

stood under a straw roof, and was called Ilhuicatitlan, ‘on Heaven,’ and on which was painted the

image of the Morning Star, and at the time when the planet again rose in the sky, prisoners of war

were sacrificed Injfore this column. When, therefore, in the twenty pictures which are to be explained

in what follows, and which by the accompanying day-counts reveal themselves as illustrations of

* Fr. Jerutaimo Rsmoo y Zxmora, lUjmblicM de 1m Indiu, Idolatri*» y Cobierno ea el Mexico y Peril 1 15751. book I. chmp. xt.
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consecutive Venus periods, when in these pictures human sacrifice is always exhibited to the spectator

in fourfold variations, the simplest explanation will be that by the human sacrifice it was intended

to exhibit the entrance of the new period, tho time wkon the planet for the first time again becomes

visible as tho Morning Star.

Since, both according to the day-counts accompanying the pictures, and according to the scene in

which tho porsons aro represented, the twenty pictures separate themselves into four groups of five

figures each, it is a priori probable that the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth members of these

four rows are interrelated, that in fact tho first, second, third, fourth, and fifth members of these

four rows represent the five Venus jteri<*ls, are here placed as images or guardians of these five

periods- And such in fact is the case. Therewith a relation to tho regions of tho heavens iR un-

doubtedly presented. The five disposed according to the five quarters of the world
,
the Quincunx, have

S'lEt
BUT Ht <55\}[/©

Fig. 390. Hieroglyph nf the

PUiu-t Venn*.

Dresden Maya Manuscript 46-50.

Fig. 'OX). Hieroglyph of the Planet Venus.

On (Vlcstiol Shields in

the Dresden Manuscript.

Fig. 401.

Hieroglyph of the Planet Venus.

(\tfum. Altar R.

Fig. 402. The Face of the Deity of the Planet Venus in her Impersonation of the Evening Star.

After Codes Borgia 19 ( Kingslmrotigh SO), but drawn full face.

become tho hieroglyph of this very planet Venus (cf. Figs. 399-401); ami tho five disposed according

to the five quarters, the Quincunx, are likewise worn by the deity of the planet Venus in her imper-

sonation of tho Evening Star, when the Quincunx takes tho fonn of five circular spots painted a

white colour, and standing sharply out on the dark surface of her countenance (Fig. 402). The

sequence which we have to assume for tho five regions of the world in this Quincunx, and in the

first, second, third, fourth, and fifth members of tho four rows at present occupying ua, is doubtless

tho same as that presented on Sheet 1 of Codex FujervAry- Mayer (cf. Fig. 2C5 supra, p. 77), and

with the nine Lords of Night. That is to say. we shall have to begin with the Middle and continue

by tho East, North. West, and South.

Tho first members of tho four rows, tho four guardians of the first Venus poriod, would, on my
assumption, correspond to tho fifth quarter of tho world, »>. to the Centre, the direction from above

downwards.

2 it
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Fig. -103. Cintfvtl, ibi* Muter l>uil.

First of liie Fmir (»uimlianH

of the Fim Venn» Period,

Cmlot KejtTviry-Mayer 23

(
= Kingalxirough 24).

The first member of the first row stands in our manuscript in the left division of the upper half

of Sheet 33, in Fejervary in the right division of the upper half of Sheet 23, in Codex Borgia in the

right division of the lowost row of Shoot 15.—In Codex Borgia and in our manuscript Ctnlcott, the

Maize Cod, is depicted in his characteristic form, with the yellow body and face painting, the black

angularly 1*ent longitudinal stripe on his face, and the innize-care and maize-bloom in his hair, exactly

as wo met him as fourth of the nine lords (c£ Fig. 201 «»/mt, p. 07, and the figure in the right

division of the lower half of Sheet 20 of our manuscript). As a

special symbol, lioside these figures is pictured a lecpttjuxh, a flowor

issuing from a stone knife.—In Codex FqjervAry (Fig. 40.3) the same

maize deity is obviously meant to be exhibited. For on the head

which this god holds in his hand while gouging itB eye out, and which

as well as the little figures of the second row is thought of as tho efligy

of the respective deity, on this hend we see the blue little tongue, the

breath, which ascends from the mouth ending in a maise-wr. In this

manuscript, however, Civter41, the Maize (rod. and XochipiUi, the Flower

God. who, as wo shall see, forms tho first member of the second row,

are so closely connected that here in Codex Fejervary the first member

of the first and that of the second row have exchanged their faco-

painling, the angularly bent Mack longitudinal stripe which the first

member of the first row (Fig. 403) should have, being given to

XwhipiUi the first member of the second row.

The first member of the second row stands in our manuscript in tho right division of the upper half

of Shoot 35, in Codox Fej6rviiry in the left division of the upper half of Sheet 24, in Codex Borgia in the

left division of tho lowest row of Sheet 1Ö.—In Codox Borgia, as second of the four guardians of the first

Venus period, here is pictured Xnchiquet&d, the Goddess of Flowers, of Love, and of Female Artistic Skill

(Fig. 404), her face painted yellow with patten» in a red colour, the blue stop-plate {yttcapap^tloil) below

the noso, and the two feather-tufts (onte tjitetmfli) on her head. She is not ijuite so richly garbed as tho

form which we met as ruler and emblem of tho twentieth day-count (uf. Fig. 335 Httpm, p. 188), and is also

without the quetzal-bird helmet-mask, her hair being hero merely bound up with the usual head-strap

with the conventional bin!'s head on tho frontal aidu. Before her mouth (or properly on her hand, os

required by the exigencies of space) is figured a jewelled chain ending in a flower, which, if we like,

may l>o read niacu.il xochid. In our manuscript (Fig. 405) and in Codex Fejervary (Fig. 400), instead of

this female deity her malo counterpart, XochipiUi, God of Flowers, has been depicted, as with the twentieth

day-count
;
but, as I have already aliove stated, lie is in Codex Fejervary by mistake furnished with the

painting of the Maize God. Tho god of our manuscript (Fig. 405) is, like the ruler of the oloventh day-

count, painted a blue colour. But, moreover, on the limbs are shown yellow longitudinal stripes, and on

the face a black longitudinal stripe, which somewhat recalls the red longitudinal strikte of the Xipe face.

Tho corresponding sheet of the manuscript has suflered a littlu from abrasion Nevertheless it still seems

clear enough that instead of the conventional bird's head on the frontal side of the fillet a pierced golden

disk is figured, and that instead of the presumable pateactU, i.e. crest-sluqxul nape adornment of white

feathers of tho typical XuckipUli figures, this figure lojars a shorter /emuffe-like ornament, but still in its

essential part consisting of white feathers. Before its mouth tho figure shows a chain of beads ending in

a flower, us with the Xochiquctznl of Codex Borgia. The ends of the loin-cloth are covered with yellow

longitudinal stripes, like tho body and the hip-cloth of the god, and moreover one end is drawn with a

black St. Andrew’s Cross (tho sign of the four quarters of the compass), the other with a spot odged round

with a circle of «lots, perhajw a symbol of the Middle or «if the fifth quarter of the worbt. Without doubt

thiR ropresents a special form of XochipiUi, God of Flowers, a form which perhaps should have another

I

I
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special name. The Codex Fejervury figure (Fig. 40G) holds in its hand a sacrificial knife, a bone dagger,

and a long-stalked Üower, which without doubt is again a symbol of blood. The same three objects are

seen with tho XwhiqwtxtU of Codex Borgia (Fig. 404), and with the god of our manuscript (Fig. 405)

inserted in a coil of rope, which is full of water and stands before the feet of the figure.

Tho first member of the third row stands in our manuscript in the loft division of the upper half of

Sheet 38, in Codex Fejervary in the central division of tho upper half of Sheet 26, in Codex Borgia in tho

central division of the central row of Sheet 15.—In Codex Borgia (Fig. 407) is figured tho real XochqnW,

Fig. 404. XmhiqMftxtl, Flower tiodde». Fig. 405. Xothijnlli, Flower God,

Codex Borgia 16 ( = Kingsbcrvugh S3). Codex Vaticanua B 35 ( = King8bo*t«U|?h H3).

Hecooil of the Four Guardians of tho Fin«» Vcmi* Period.

Fig. 406. XothipMi, Flower

G«h1 (with the Faoe-|wtntLag

iif the Maize God).

Codex Frjervirjr-Mayer 84
( s KioKiborough 81).

Fig. 407. X«tk ipilli. Flower God,

Third of the Four Guardian* of the First Venus Period.

Codex Borgiu 15 ( = Km^aborough £4).

Fig. 406. XoekipiUiy Flower God-

Codex Fojemtry-Mayer 3fi

{ = Kingsborough 19).

the god with the white butterfly about his mouth, the god of TndiUan del Camino, exactly as we have

met him os ruler of tho elevonth day-count ufomätli, ‘ Ape
'
(cf. Fig. 360 »ujmt, p. 15U). In our manu-

script (Sheet 38, left upper half) obviously the like deity is exhibited. Here body and face are painted a

yollow colour. In the contour on irregularly waved red line is all that survives of what in Codex Borgia

is carefully and distinctly drawn us a white butterfly. The Codox Fejervary figure also (Fig. 408)

undoubtedly presents the same deity. Here the white butterfly about tho mouth is degraded to a disk

which shows strokes at the edge, but stands out in a white colour from the rest of the yellow-painted face.

The first member of the fourth, the female, row, stands in our manuscript in the right division of tho

upper half of Sheet 40, in Codex Fejervary in the right division of the upper half of Sheet 28, in Codex

Borgia in tho right division of the uppermost row of Sheet 1U.—-This is the Mnyo iui, Goddess of the Agave
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Plant, whom we have already met as ruler of tho oighth day-count, tochtli,

'

Rabbit' (cf. ntpra, p. 152). In

Fejervary she is depicted before or in her agave plant, in a white yellow-striped tippet (qucchquemitl)

which, like that of tho Water Goddess, has a border painted in tho colours of the jewel (eholchiuiU), and

is clothed in a blue enagua and with a wreath of flowers in her hair. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 409) the

goddess has in general the aspect of TktpAteoU; like her she has her hair bound up with a band of

unspun cotton (ickcaxochiliy, a plug of liko material hanging out of her car, is in the same way painted

about her mouth with black rubbor, and wears tho golden nasal crescent
,

yammetztli But her face is white,

and the tippet-liko collar (guechtfuem HI) and the enagua (cueitl) are painted in tho colours and lines of

water, and hemmed round with white disk-shaped snail-sheila. Three such shells are likewise seen on the

surfoco of the enagua. And whereas the other goddesses, and even the Mnyaad of Codex Fejerv&ry, have a

child at the breast, this Mayauel of Codex Borgia is auckling it fish. Lastly, in our manuscript (Fig. 410)

instead of tho goddess we have only the agave plant {mdl), drawn with leaves and double spike of bloom

shooting up. But the interior of the plant forms a kind of cave, the mouth of which has the form of the

crescent-shaped golden nasal ornament yacumetztli of TlafvlUotl and the Pulque Gods, is set on the outside

Fig. 409. A/«JM,vfJ, Ifoldesj of the Agave PLuil.

Codex Borgia 16 ( = Kingxlmroiijrh 23).

Tim Fourth of the Four Guardians of the First Venn* Period.

Fig. 410. m*H, the Agave Phut.

Codex Vaticana» B 40 ( = Kingsborough 88).

with pendants ofjewels and gold ornaments, and inside is full of a liquid. From the roof of the cave hangs

a kind of peg at which a fish is sucking. We know that in the hole cut out of the heart of tho agave

plant is collected the clear sweet sap which is drawn off by means of a suction-tube (a longish gourd), and

after fermentation yields the pulque.

Taken together, these four guardians of the first Venus period aoeui intended to illustrate the feriiU

finsi-yielding E*xrth.

On my assumption the second members of tho four rows, or tho four guardians of tho second Venus

period, should represent the Etui.

The second member of the first row stands in our manuscript in the right division of the upper half

of Sheet 33, in Codex Fej6rvary in the central division of Sheet 23, in Codex Borgia in the central division

of tho lowest row of Sheet 15. It is a god who sooms to bo raroly found in this group of manuscripts, and

not at all in tho Mexican manuscripts proper. In all three manuscripts (cf. Figs. 411-413) he is portrayed

as «« old god with a long beard enframing the chin. The body is doubtless meant to bo painted green or

yellow all over, but in Codex Borgia the face, like that of tho Pulque Gods, is painted red on the anterior

half, that is, the middle of the face, on the posterior, that is, at tho sidos of the face, green, like

the rest of the l>ody. In our maimncript the face is green-yollow on tho anterior half, on the posterior

dark blue, which is doubtless meant to be taken as black. His special distinction is a helmet-mask
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which in Codex Borgia (Fig. 411) is dearly drawn as ci/taetli, but in the two other manuscripts (Figs. 412

and 413) rather resembles the feather-snake as it is designed in thoso manuscripts. At least the two

jewelled thongs, which both in the picture of our manuscript (Fig. 412) and in that of Codex Fejerviry

(Fig. 413) are seen projecting upwards on tho nostrils of the reptile forming the helmot-raask, are met

in exactly the samo style with the feather-snake figured with Xi]>e (cf. Sheet 30, lower loft half, and

Shoot 62), as well as with the feather-snake shown fronting the eagle on Sheet 27 of our manuscript In

my elucidations of Codex FejervAry-Mayer I have endeavoured to point out parallels for this in the Vienna

manuscript, but am now rather inclined to look ou this figure merely as a local conception of QiutzaicwmU,

perhaps os tho very QutLuUctnuttL of Toltan, or as the (JwtZidcoiuUl of the tonatiuh iixco yaqwc, of the

tribes that went eastwards, as the local god, say, of the districts on tho Gulf Coast or of CtmaUaciudco*

Both in Codex Borgia and in our manuscript, os a special symbol with him is givon a rubber ball with a

single quetzal feather fastenod on it, henco a burnt-offering,

The second member of tho second row stands in our manuscript in the left division of the lower half

of Sheet 36, in Foj6rv4ry in tho right division of the uppor half of Sheet 25, in Codex Borgia in the left

division of the central row of Sheet 16.—The Rain God is drawn with his characteristic distinctions,

Fig. 411, God of Ui« K«xL

Codox Borgia IS f — KingsUirmigli 48).

Fig. 412. God of the Rnut.

Codcx Vuticamia B 33 ( = Kingsborough 81).

The Fint of tho Four Guarduuv« of the Second Venus Period.

Fig. 413. God of the But.

Codex F*j«rv4rj-Major 23

( * Kiog*borough 22).

as they havo boon fully described above, pp. 10B, 109, with the ninth of the nine Lords of the Night Hours.

Specially interesting is tho picture in Codox Borgia, as hore wc see the head adornment figured with

special care—the heron-feather crown (aztatsemtii) and tho rosettes similar to thoso which wo already

met with the picture at Fig. 307 (eu/mi, p. 110), but are here dearly depicted as four, and without doubt

correspond to the four quartors whore tho god is housed. Hore, too, it is more distinctly seen at Fig. 414

that on his head the god wears the ring (or else the trapeze) and the ray, tho elements of the solar picture,

as Lord of the Four Years and of the four Toimlamntl divisions, whose initial days are in the Zapotec

caloudar called by the very name of eocijo, that is, ' Rain God,’ Tlaloc. Lastly, at Fig. 414 tho god is

seen, bearing on his breast, as an ornament, tho two-hoaded blue cloud or water-snake, in form and

colour perfectly like the two-headed snake which forms the nasal adornment of the Water Goddess

Chulehiuhtlicue,

The second member of the third row stands in our manuscript in the right division of tho upper half

of Sheet 36, in Codox Foj£rv4ry in the left division of the upper half of Sheet 26, in Codex Boigia in the

right division of tho central cross row of Sheet IS.—Everywhere is portrayed the Sun God, recognisable

by his red body and face painting, and flamc-ooloured hair, which is hound up by a jewelled chain, or by a

jewel-studded strap with a conventional bird figure on the frontal side. In Codox Borgia (Fig. 415) he

further wears the bunch of eagle feathers ((junuhtcmaUi) on his, head, and at his nape a solar disk.

Different from the other members of this row is here the figure which is depicted lying on a sacrificial
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stone with the jewel or the flower, that is, the heart, being drawn out of its hotly. Thus it is at

least in the picture of our manuscript (Fig. 4M). But in the Codex Borgia picture also (Fig. 415)

a block sacrificial stone (Uchratl) is at least shown liesido the figure out of whoso body the Sun God

is drawing the heart.

Fig. 414. Ttaloc, tli<- Kitin God.

('»Mir* Borgia 16 { = KingMlxirough 23).

Second ofthe Four Guardian* *»f the Second Venus Ftnod.

The second member of the fourth, the female,

row, stands in our manuscript in the left division

of the upper half of Sheet 41, in Co*lex Fej^rv&ry in

the centra) division of the upper half of Sheet. 2H,

in Codex Borgia in the central division of the upper*

most row of Sheet 10.—It in the goddess TlavolteoU,

the old Huaxtec Earth Goddess, whom we sec

portrayed in Codex Borgia (Fig. 417) in tho typical

style with the black rubber painting about her

mouth, the golden nasal crescent (yuannetztli), tho

fillet of unspun cotton (iehcftxockiU) and spindle

in her hair, the nryatemaUi, consisting of quail-

feathers with a few projecting yellow' feathers, and

the enagua in the colours of the Pulque Gods and

furnished with their badges Simpler hut equally

recognisable is the Codex Fejervary picture. In our

manuscript the goddess is exhibited with straddling legs. This is doubtless thought of in (ho same way

as with the Earth Goddess of Codes Borbonicus (ef. Fig. 51 mtjrm, p. *24), >.*•- os the attitude of delivery,

which the mouth open as if to cry out would also point at. The goddess, as we shall see more plainly

bolow, is for the Mexicans the great Parturient, the mother of the gods (Tetco itmany But the broom,

Fig. 415. JWafitiA, the .Sun God.

Codex ltorgui 15 (* Kiiijisborou^h 24).

Fiji. 41*1. fiiniltid, th« Sun God.

Codex Vatican iü B 3S ( = KingsKirou^h tid).

Thinl of the Four Guantiaas of the Scvoml Venn* Period.

above or on which the goddess is seated, is doubtless meant merely to represent a seat. Before tho

Codex Borgia figure is given a nasal crescent in a dark field, the sign of the Moou, but from it hero

thoro flows down a stream of blood. The strange symbol in our manuscript (Fig. 418), u ring filled in

with a red colour and with a flower growing out of it, is in all probability intended to denote blood.

Beside tho ring is further seen a rod and white coloured string, and beside the flower is shown a dart.

Tho old Quettalcouatl of Tula, the Sun God, and Ttaloc may all three he taken as indicative of the

East. For TfaUKttn, too. tho realm of the Bain God lies in the East, And it is the rainy Atlantic seaboard

that iu the ethnographic chapters of the Sahagun book is denoted by this very name. TUdocayotl, the
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one coming from the Rain-land, was for the Mexicans the trade-wind, the east wind. When now with

these three Tbifolteotl is here further associated, tho determining circumstance may have i»een that

this goddess, too, had her home, or was thought to have her homo, in the Gulf coostlands.

The third member of the four rows of the four guardians of the third Venus period should, on my

assumption, denote the North. Accordingly wo really find the Death God or related forms exhibited

as third member. For the North was the miettampa, the region of Hades. There also was the realm

of Jlfirflantern fl i.

The third member *>f the first row stands in our manuscript in the left division of the upper

half of Sheet 34. in Codex Fojervary in thu loft division of the upper half of Sheet 23, in Codex Borgia

in the loft division of tho lowest row of Sheet 15. In all three manuscripts it is a nucleion, or at least a

figure which has a dead man's skull for its head, and is equipped in the usual way with death syndxds

—at the nape the paper rosette (ciiert'nchtechinutUi) provided with rod and white cross Ixands; the

paper Hag painted in the same way, broken in the middle and inclined forward (/mi iiiin/tiiuMi)', the

mo/ina/fi-griuss jacket, and the oar-plug consisting of a human hand or of moHnalli grass or of a

Fig. 417 TiufulhiDtl, tin* Earth (kxldeax. Fig. 4 IS. TlnrnlUotl, ihr Earth Giidtlcs*.

Codex liorgiu 16 {— Kiug^borough 23!- Codex Vaticanua It 41 ( - Kingsborntigh 8Ö).

The Fourth of the Four (tiiurdmn« of the Second Venn* Period.

skein of tinsptm cotton, hi Codex Borgia and in our manuscript is given as a special symbol a bunch

of malinalli grass, which may have beim iutendod to indicate withered grass (uc. pining away), or

perhaps also medicinal herbs. Le. implicitly death.

The third tnemlker of the second row stands in our manuscript in the right division c>f the upper

half of Sheet 36, in Codex FejervAry in the central division of the upper half of Sheet 25, in Codex Borgia

in the central row of Sheet 16.—In Codex Borgia is again figured a skeleton exactly like that of tho

first row. But. in our manuscript is seen a figure painted in a yellow liody and face colour and clothed

in a short gown of malincUli grass and a loin-cloth pointed with cross bands in the colour of tho Rain

God, white and rubber-besprinkled green. But it is otherwise equipped with death symbols, the nape-disk

euexeochtechimaUi, a girdle of blood ami eye-Stlidded ankle and wrist bunds; and for a head it wears

u kind of animal head (a dog’s?), with which, however, the lower part of the face is depicted skeleton-wise

with exposed teeth ami Aitchless lower jaw. the head covered with the dark cyo-studded tousled hair

of the Death God. In Codex FcjervAry (Fig. 419), besides the exposed teeth and fleshless lower jaw,

no other death symbols are given. The anterior port of tho taco in profile is painted black, tho posterior

yellow tor green), and the hair is hound up with a red-white strap or fillet, which shows an ape's

head on the frontal side. In the two lost distinctive marks this figure agrees with the Pulque Ood as he

is depicted in this manuscript, lor instance on Sheet 14 (=sKingsborough 25), and with the god PAUoatl,
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whom wo havo met (cf. Fig. 377a supra, p. 169) as ruler of the twelfth day-count. I think, in fact, thal

here instead of the Death God tho Pulque God has been figured, or else a Pulque god as the Death G*xl.

For tho Pulque God is in truth culled teatlauiani, ' tho Drowner,’ tequeekmecauiani, ‘ tho Throttler.’ In

hia first book Sahagun says of him

—

tetepexiniya, t&juevhmecauia, itnilauia, temictia—that is, that he

hurls tho people from tho rocks, throttles thorn, drowns them in the water, slays them as offerings.

Indeed wo abovo saw, when considering tho little pictures which accompany the Ton*dumutl disposed

in columns of five members, that the pulquo and tho Goddess of the Agave Plant are there exhibited in tho

socond TonaLtnutU quarter, that, is, in the region of the North (cf. Figs. 134. 130, 137 supra, p. 41). And
a liko significance is perhaps to be ascribed to tho pictures of throttling which are figured in this

Tonalamafl division. Hence to pulque and tho Pulque Gods I would likowise refer the symbol which

is given in Codex Borgia with tho Death God, third member of the second row, where he is figured

simply as a skeleton, which syintxil shows us an cyo-sludded field divided into a black and a rod half,

and with which in our manuscript a similar symbol corresponds, though it has a flower on its head. For

wo know that parting into tho two colours rod and black was a distinctive mark and badge of the Pulque

Pi#. 419. Tb« Pulque God as Death God.

Codex Fej^rTiiiy-Mnyer 8A ( " Kingsboroqgtl 20),

fWond at the Four GunnlLait* of the

Thiol Venu» Peril >d,

Fiji. 420. TrseaiUf.ora-i/quimilli, the blindfold God,

God of Avenifini; Justice,

Third of the Four Guarriiun* of the Third Venu» Period.

Codex Borsria IS ( - Kin;,’*Imn>ugh 24).

God. In Codex FojtfrvAry instead of this wo see a heart (yollttUi) pierced by an agave spike (uttstli),

a nyrnlxd which in any case has relation to tho nature of pulque.

The third inemhor of the third row stands in our manuscript in tho right division of the upper half

of Sheet 39, in Codex Fej^rvAry in the right division of the upper half of Sheet 27. in Codex Borgia in the

right division of the uppermost row of Sheet 15.—In all three manuscripts at this place is drawn an

ixquimilli, a figure with fsindayetl eyes. And in all three manuscripts tho whole of tho other half

of tho compartment fronting the figure is occupied with an uye-studded field painted in the colour

of night, that is. dark. In Codex Borgia tho blindfold figure is pictured as Tezottlipoca (Fig. 420),

exactly liko tho figure which we have met as ruler of the thirteenth day-count, acatl,

'

Reed,' and aa God

of Avenging Justice (cf. Fig. 37« supra, p. 170).—In Codex Fejervary he is further exhibited with the

forked heron-feather tuft, (aztaxelli) m his hair, and with tho eye on his breast, which represents tho

nnavsitf, Tezeatlijy>rit * white ring, enfolded above with red leather, or else his original form. But the

txxly is not painted black, nor the face in black ami yellow cross bands, os with the real Ttzeallipoca, bnt

the body is painted blue, and the face in blue and (probably) yellow cross bands. Vet in this manuscript

we find the same discrepancy in tho coloration with the TrzraUijyora,, who represents the second of the

four quarters, the region of the North, on the sheets devoted to illustrating the correction in the duration
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of the year. 1 Iu conclusion, the saniu colour variation is presentod with the figure of UitzilojtochUi, who

is undoubtedly related to the god Tezcatlipoca, In our manuscript the third member of the third row is

conceived somewhat differently. Certainly here, too, the azlaxelli, the forked henm-feathcr tuft in the hair,

points unmistakably to Tezcatlipoca, but the body and the hair arc yellow. On his face he shows two

black bands running from above downwards, one broad, the other narrow, these being characteristic for the

blindfold god ItztlactAiahqui

,

for the bent obsidian knife, the God of Stone, of ('old, and of Avenging

Justice, whom we shall have again specially to discuss below with the twelfth Tonalamatl division. In

this twelfth Tonalamatl division this god is shown confronting Tezcatlipoca, who like him is equally an

emblem of avenging justice. The figure in Codex Fejervnry has an axe in its hand, while in oura this

object is given in the dark field before tko god. In Codex Borgia instead of this on the dark field are

seen two hearts spitted on a stake.

The third member of tho fourth row stands in our manuscript in tho right division of the upper

half of Sheet 41, in Codex Fejervary in the left division of the upper half of Sheet 2K, in Codex Borgia

in the left division of the uppermost row of Shoot 16.—Tho fourth is the female row. Hence in it is

Kift. 4SI. Miiitfadunit, MUtrux* of the Dvrellrr* in Hudes.

Fourth of the Four (tunrdun.* of the Thiel Venu* Period-

Codex boiyin 10 (
« Kin£*l»uruugh 23).

FilC 422. MitltCtviuaU, Mistrexa of tho Dweller« in Hades.

Fourth of tho Four GuardUna of the Third Venus Period,

«ad the Earth GnddrM.
Codex Vaticana« B (Nr. 3773) 41 ( = Kingshorcugh HU}.

portrayed, not the king of the realm of the dead, but his wife, MicUmcituttl, ‘Mistress of the Dwellers

in Hatles.' In Codex Feji'-rvury we see a woman enveloped in the qucchequemitl and the enagua, but

who, like the CiuaUtcA, whose acquaintance wo shall make farther on, is dressed half os a man,

wearing besides the other things a loin-cloth. She has a skull for her head, and while the other

women of this row liave a child at the breast this Death Goddess is devouring her own child. In

Codex Borgia tho Doath Goddess is depicted with upper parts of the body undraped. Only about her

hips is thrown an enugua, which is painted with dead men’s bones, and has a border with tho coloured

design of tho blood-snake. She, too, has no child at the breast, but facing her is pictured a figure of

the male Death G<xl of equal size, with whom she is connected by a stream of blood passing from

mouth to mouth, a representation which we havo elsewhere met as a symbol of sexual union. In our

manuscript (Fig. 422) we sec a kind of roof ending on both sides in a tree, where, however, the stems

arc filled with the design consisting of strokes ami dots which we found on the tree of the North

(our manuscript, Sheet 17), and on the limbs of the Death God, the fifth of the nine Lords of Night

(our mauuscript. Sheet 21, lower half). This roof, which has a figure in the middle like a navel, may

doubtless be designated as XocJiicaili, * Flower House,’ and House of the Earth Goddess. Beneath it

are seen two figure«, but this time two female ones One is the Death Goddess MicttcoeiwUL The

1 Cl, mj elucidation of Codex F«J«re*ry- Mayor, Berlin «nil London, 1901-1W2. |>. 175.

2 c
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other, who consequently hero represents tho child held by the other members of this female row at

the breast, is a woman drawn with a red angular line on the face which looks out from the open

throat of a snake, hence she is a kind of Ciuac&wxiL Wo shall meet her below as a representative

of Xockiquettal. She is drawing out of the I>eath Goddess’s mouth a yellow strip with wavy edging

and ending in An eye,1 which recalls the eu iflall (ordure, filth), and therefore bore Blands for the

nourishment which the other memliers of this row tender with their breasts.

The fourth members of the four rows, tho four guardians of the fourth Venus period, must now,

on my assumption, indicate tho West.

The fourth member of the first row stands in our manuscript in the right division of the upper

half of Sheet 34, in Codex Fejerviiry in the right division of Sheet 24, in Codex Borgia in the right

division of the lowest row of Sheet 16.—It is the Wind God, Qiutzalvouatl, who in our manuscript and

in Codex Borgia (Fig. 423) is seen portrayed in

the typical style, and with all the above-described

distinctive articles of dress (pp. I3N-140), in our

manuscript, for instance, exactly like the sky-

bearer Quetzoivmixiil, whom wo met on Sheet 21

of our manuscript- But in Codox Fejervary tho

body and limbs of the Wind God, which elsewhere

are always black, arc, strange to say, painted rod.

Nor does this Quetz*ilc*nuUl of Codex Fejcrvary

wear the familiar ecaUacatzcozcatl, the 'spirally

voluted Wind-jewel ’ on his breast, but tho eye, the

white ring {anaiuttl ) of the god TtzaUlipoca, In

Codex Borgia und in our manuscript tho morti-

fication, of which Quelzalcouatt was the inventor,

is illustrated beside this god by a coil formed with a fasting-string and filled with water,

representing the cluthh inhail, the blood, and by the bone dagger (omitf). the sacrificial knife

(tecputl), and tho agave-lcuf spike (uiiztli), all stuck in the coil.

The fourth member of tho second row stands in our manuscript in tho loft division of tho upper

half of Sheet 37, in Codex Feji'-rvarv iu tho left division of thu upper half of Shoot 25, in Codex

Borgia in the right division of the central cross row of Sheet 16.— It is tho same gtsl that wo above

met as first of tho four sky-bearers, who has painted on his face the quincunx, the hieroglyph of the

planet Venus—tho god that I have shown* to be merely another form of I'lauizcalpanteeutli, the deity

of the Morning Star—that ho represents the planet Venus as the Evening Star. In Codex Borgia

(Fig. 424) he is pictured with tho same characteristic head-dress us the god designated by the

interpreters ns TUmizealpaiwtecuUi, who in Codex Tulleriano - Romcnsis is figured in the ninth

Toualanuitl division opposite the Fire God. But while the TlaniunliMntvcntli of TeLlertano-Remon&is

wears al«>ut his oyo tlio so-called stellar face-painting (miccitlalhwiticac moteneua tlayuuulli )—black

half-mask-likc, and edged round with white disks— the god who here appears in his form as Evening

Star (Fig. 424) is painted with the hieroglyph itself of tho planet Venus, the quincunx of white disks

on a dark ground (of. also Fig. 402 supra, p. 103). But the identity of tho two figures, of our

Fig. 424 (the Evening Star) and of the figure of Codex Telloriano-Rowunsis (tho Morning Star), is

established by the fact that tho ofiigy which this gud of Codex Borgia (Fig. 424) presents, has tho

* In Pig. 422 fch* artiat forgot to mark thb «ye at the earl of the »»vy-rdged yellow atrip.

1 ’Die Vennaperio.le in den Bilderschriften der Codex Borgia. Gruppe.' Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, xxx. {ISlPt), pp. and

<362) *tq. ;
GeaaratneH« Abhandlungen cur arntrikdaiacboo Sprach- nod Altcrtbumakubdv. Berlin (A. Aaber A Co.) 1662, voL t,

pp. 637 and 64 1 *rq-

Fig. 423. tho Wind Gud.

Codex Borgia 16 ( - Kii»U»l>«o*ugli 23).

First of Iho Four Guardian« of the Fourth Venus Period.
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colour and face-painting of the deity of the Morning Star, of the Tlauizralpantecutli of Codex

Tcllcriano-Rcmonsis.—In our manuscript the corresponding figure (Fig. 425) is not drawn quite so

well, nor quito so characteristically. Still thoro will be no difficulty in recognising the white (red-

stripud) colour of the body, the three locks flaming up above the brow, and the dark face-colour with

the white-spotted quincunx. Only here, just as we shall see with the figure of the Codex Foj^rvdry,

the quincunx is given in full on one side (on the profile) of the face. Thereby the spot on the nose,

which properly represents the central spot of the one quincunx which should bo completely shown

only in the full-faco view, has been retained, or rather hero, too, forms tko central spot of the

quincunx, although thus displaced eccentrically.—The Codex Fojervarv figure (Fig. 426) deviates

somewhat, the face being here painted, not dark as in the other manuscripts, but white (with yellow

stripes) like the rest of the body and limbs. But that this figure is to be classed with those of the

two other manuscripts is placed beyond nil doubt by tho quincunx of white spots disposed in the

same peculiar way as on the figure of our manuscript, by tho three lambent locks on the brow, and

by the large stellar eye worn by this god on his breast.

Fig. 434. Deity of the Planet Venus

(Evening Star).

Codex Borjjia 1# ( = Kingnbowaigh 23).

Fig. 425. Deity of the Planet Veotta

(Evening Star).

Codex Vatimnu* B 37

(- Kiuflshotinijjh 8M.

Second of the Four Guardians of the Fourth Venaa Period.

Fig, 430, Deity of the Planet Venns

( Evening Star).

Codex Fejtrvary.Slayer 25

( = Kiogsborough 20).

As a special symbol, in Codex Borgia (Fig. 424) are shown a sacrificial coni and two little paper

flag*. In Codex FcjorvAry (Fig. 426) wa see a shield with feather appendage and one little paper

flag, which is doubtless likewise meant as an equipment for the Sacrificio gladiatorio. Tho object

given beaido the figure of our manuscript (Fig. 425) seems to correspond with the symbol which was

above met (cf. Fig. 418, p. 199) with Tlufolteotl, and prosumably denotes blood. The bent paper flag

beside it is tho familiar decoration of tho dead.—These symbols givon beside the deity of the planet

Venus arc in all cases to bo referred to the sacrificial death, to the Sacrificio gladiatorio. For the

deity of the planet Venus, who in the ninth Tonalamatl division is placed opposite the Fire God,

representative of war, was for the Mexicans an indication of the warrior's death, that is, of

sacrificial death.

The fourth member of the third row stands in our manuscript in the right division of the upper

half of Sheet 39, in Codex FejC*rvAry in the central division of tho upper half of Sheet 27, in Codex

Borgia in the central division of the uppermost row of Sheet 15.—Hero it is Xipt Totec, ‘our Lord tho

Rayed,’ who is represented, and indoed everywhere in a somewhat typical manner. The Codex Borgia

figure (Fig. 427), especially with its downy feather-wig, with the two forelocks curling up from this

wig and imitating in a measure tho hair of the deity of the planet Venus, resembles the Xipe figure

which we have met as first of the Lords of Earth (cf. Fig. 276 nupra, p. B4). In our place, however,

the god has a different breast ornament— instead of the quail a large snails shell which hangs at a
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chain of flowers insortod one in another. The figure in our manuscript and that of Codex Fcjtfrvary

(Fig. 428) wear a crown of the feathers of the red spoonbill (Uauhqu*choltzontli\ from which project

rods disposed ray-fashion. In our manuscript on the frontal sido of this crown ia attached a quail

(fofin), the bird of Xips and of tho Earth Goddesses (cf. nupm, pp. 85, 172), and in fact in the

same attitude— as it were flying down— as we seo a cotinga bird (xiuhtototl) attached to the feather

crown or to tho frontal fillet of the Fire God.

The fourth member of the fourth of tho female row stands in our manuscript in the left division

of the upper half of Sheet 42, in Codex Fejerriry in the right division of the upper half of Sheet 29, in

Fig. 420. OtalchiuKtiiau, Fig. 430. OkmMiuhtli »Vm«, Fig. 431. (’MeAi'tiAf/imr,

the Water <lodd«a. Codex Uorgi* 17 the Water Godde*». (Vli't Vatu-inas B 42 the Wutrr (toridvs*.

(=Kingxlwroagh 22). ( = Kirgvliorough 90). Codex Fejänirf-Xiijtr 2M

Fourth of the Four Guardians of the FourÜt Vcaun Period. ( > Kingxlmr»ngii Ifi).

Codex Borgia in the right division of the upper row of Sheet 17.— It is tho Water Goddess, Chxtlchiuhtli

ictte, which in Codex Borgia (Fig. 420) is designed and painted in exactly the same way as wo have

met her as sixth of the nine Bords of the Night (Fig. 292 supra, p. 99), and as image of the fifth

day-count (cf. svjmt, p. 148).—The figure in our manuscript (Fig. 430) deviate» somewhat, as here we

sec inserted in her hair tho two feather bunches (owe qivetsouUi) which arc properly the badge of

Xochiquettal. Still the Water Goddess seems to be pointed at by the border of her tippet {qucehquemitl)

painted in the colours of tho jewel (chalchiuiil), and by the jewelled disks on the border of her enugna.

On tho band of her hair this figure wears a large flower.—Still less characteristic is tho Codex Fej<5rv4ry

figure (Fig. 431), though we arc* struck by the fillet, which consists of the hieroglyph ckalchiuiU

(green jewel, nephrite) and two flowers.
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As symbol of tho element, of which C/uddiiuMitcue ia the image and embodiment, we see beside the

Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 420) a jewel (chnichiuUl), from within which a stream of water gushes forth.

But boro this stream of water is uot set at the ends in the usual way with round or longish white

snail-shells, blit with yellow ruiflatf-like objects which, as we know*, denote ordure, dirt, filth, and meta-

phorically 'sin.* This means that here this chairhiuJuatl or ‘jewel-water ' is again conceived, not as the

moisLuro that fertilises tho fields, but, like the ’jewel-water’ shown with tho ChaUhtuhtotolin , emblem of

the eighteenth day-count, as the moisture that cleanses from the dirt of sin, that is, the blood of

mortification. This metaphorical meaning continually presents itself more and more to the artists

of these picture-writings. Accordingly in our manuscript (Fig. 430), beaide tho Water Goddess, we see

dopietod a ring of fiowers from within which a flowering tree breaks outs Tho stem of this flowering

tree is certainly painted the colour of the water, i.e. blue. But as in these manuscripts the flower is

so often placed simply for blood, here, too, we shall have to think of the metaphorical significance of

tho clutirkiuhtifL And should we still feel inclined to doubt this view, all doubts will lie dispelled

by the Codex FejtfrvAry picture (Fig. 431). For here beside the flowering tree growing up from the

jewelled bowl wc see realistically reproduced tho blood ilsolf, with a heart figured in it.

Fig. 432. XofhifriUi, the Flower God Ok San God.

Codex Borgin 10 ( = Kingslmrdtigh 23).

Fir»t of the Four Gtuuiüuna of the Fourth Vr.au* Period.

Fig. 433. TtccisUcnll, the Moon G**d.

Codex Fejerviry-Mayer 24

(
t Kingflxirough 21),

'Hie deity of tho Evening Star, and Xipe, the Earth God, and Chalrhiuktlicue, the Waler Goddess,

are all alike equally significant for the quarter of tho West, And if in his place we met Quetsaleouatl

os sky-bearer of the East (cf. Fig. 281 supra, p. 88), for this very god, who iodoed is in a certain way

identified with the planot Venus, we must assume a twofold nature, a relation to the two quarters of

the East and of tho West. On a later Sheet, 72 ( = Kingsborough 43), of Codex Borgia, which corre-

sponds to Sheet 73 ( = Kingsborough 24) of our manuscript, we shall in fact again meet with Quetzalcouatl

as representative of the West.

Lastly, the fifth member of tho four rows, or the four guardians of the fifth Venus period, must, on

my assumption, correspond to tho last quarter, the South.

Tho fifth momber of the first row stands in our manuscript in the left division of tho upper half

of Sheet 35, in Codex Fej^rvAry in tho central division of tho upper half of Sheet 24, in Codex Borgia

in tho central division of the lowest row of Sheot 16.—In Codex Borgia (Fig. 432) hero we again see

tho god Xochtpilli, the god with the white butterfly design about his mouth, reproduced in quite the

typical way, as wo have already met him in thiB division os first member of the third row (Fig. 407

ewpm, p. 195), and previously as emblem of tho elevonth day-count (Fig. 360 su/nvi, p. 159). Only

here the posterior comer of the oye is encircled by two parallel narrow lines, auch as wo have before

met (cf. Fig. 290 «n/m», p. 97) on the fitce of the Sun God. We shall accordingly be able to designate
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this figure Xochifnlli as Sun God.—Now, from thin Codex Borgia figure, the fifth member of the first

row in our manuscript (.Sheet 35, left above) deviates in a very remarkable way. The figure here

depicted is decidedly similar to the XochipiUi figures of our manuscript, especially to the blue

Xochipilli (Fig. 405 sujyra, p. 105). the first member of the second row of the division. But, instead of

the crostdiko (//ufcactft-Hke) nape ornament consisting of white feathers, here we see a similarly shaped

ornament of black nocturnal feathers studded with eyes or intermingled with eyes, while the eye of

the figure is eland, as is also tho oye of the head which this god holds in his hand, gouging out its

eye with a sharp-pointed bone. The explanation is given by the com*|>onding Codex Kejerviry picture,

as this picture shows us (Fig. 433) an old bearded god, painted a blue colour, and wearing a snail’s

shell on his brow, that is, Tccciztecatl, the Moon Cod.

The symbol which we find given with the Codex Borgia figure (Fig. 432) and with the figure in

our manuscript—a tree issuing from tho dark coro of a ring—we must doubtless again explain as

sacrificial blood. For in the Codex Fojcrvary picture we find this symbol actually represented by a

bone dagger and blood and jewellery, coscatl, tho expression of costliness.

Fi#. 434. Mimomtl, God of the Hunt. Fijr. 430. Mizcostall,

C«lt*x Hnrjfiu I ft ( • KiagiboP'iagh 24). God of the Chicfaimec» and of the Hunt,

Codex Yuticanu» B (Nr. 37*3}, Slieet 37

( - Kingeborou^'h 8ft).

&cond of thr Four Guardian» of the Fifth Whim Prriixl.

Fig. 438. MsstomU, God of

the CbichiiDccs and of the Hunt.

Codex Fej^rviiry-Mayer 28

(- Kiagsborough 10).

The fifth member of tho second row stands in our manuscript in tho right division of the upper

half of Sheet 37, in Codex Fejervary in the right division of the upper half of Sheet 26, in Codex

Borgia in the left division of the central cross row of Sheet 15.—In Codex Borgia (Fig. 434) and in

our manuscript (Fig. 435) wo see h form which in almost every particular—especially tho white (red-

striped) body and face colour anti the so-called stellar face - pointing (mircitlaUtuificac rnotcncuu r

tlayouaUi)—block, half-mask -like, and edged round with white circles—as well as tho lambent fore-

locks above the brow—agrees with the TlauisMlpanhectUli of Codex Telleriano-Remensis, tho deity

of the planet Venus as Morning Star. But it is adorned neither with his fillet nor with his feather

crown, but has his hair plastered with downy feathers after the fashion of the warriors, and above it

tho forked heron-feather ornament (nstoxelli), the warrior's dancing head decoration. This is Mix

cauatl, God of the Chichimccs and of the Hunt, whom we above met (Fig. 316 supra, p. 115, ami

Sheet 25 of our manuscript) as one of the forms of the deity of the planet Venus. It is thoroughly

in accordance with his character as God of the Hunt and of War that with him wo find figured as

special symbols the implements of war -shield and bundle of spears (mitl-chivudli)—and beside them,

in Codex Borgia a hand flag, in our manuscript a throwing-stick iuthttl). In our manuscript this god

is represented, in the same way as the Mixoauatl of Sheet 25 of our manuscript, us God of the Wild

Triboa with exposed penis, and with our figure (Fig. 435) tho exposure is further specially emphasised
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by the naked penis being tied round with n bow.—Now, from this well-characterised form the corre-

sponding figure of Codex Foj^rviiry deviates in a remarkable way. and indeed in much the same way

that the Codex FejervAry figure (Fig. 315 au/rm, p. 115), corresponding to the Müccouatl of Sheet 25

of our manuscript, deviated from the Mireouatl of Sheet 25 of our manuscript and from tho like Codox

Borgia figure (Fig. 316 supra, p. 1151 For hero (Fig. 436) we see a form who is painted quite in the

stylo of dress of middle-aged fops, that is, half blue half red, and is figured naked and with largo penis,

wearing in tho pierced nasal septum a reed with a feather projecting on both sides, on his head the

co/rilii, the Huaxtec cone-shaped cap, and on his breast the eye, tho original form of the white ring

anaunti, Tezcttttipooa's breast ornament. But here is omitted TUmiscalpantecuilts and MixcouaWs

black stellar face-painting, bordered by small white circles, which was shown in combination with the

cap by tho figure (Fig. 315 supra, p. 115) corresponding with the Mixcouatl of Sheet 25 of our manu»

script. Nevertheless we cannot doubt but that this figure, too, offers a complete parallel to the

Mixcouatl figures at Figs. 434 and 435, just as Fig. 315 is a parallel to the Mixcmuitl of Fig. 316 and

of Sheet 25 of our manuscript.

Fig. 437. Mnruil seek ill, God m' Rcvrlty.

Codex lturtfu* 15 { = Kiuj^lxtrou^h 21).

Third of the Knur Guardians of

the Fifth Venn« Period.

Fig'. 438. Umativh iixm f/auh, Fig. 43i). tonutiuk tiseo tfauh.

tile Soul of tlie l>otuI Warrior. Codex Fvjtfroby-Mayer 27

Codes Vaticanus B (Nr. 3773), Sheet 40 (= Kingsboruugh IS),

( — Kinjisboruugh H8).

The fifth member of the third row stands in our manuscript in the loft division of the upper

half of Sheet 40, in Codex Fcjtfrvtiry in the left division of the upper half of Sheet 27, in Codex

Borgia in the left division of the uppermost row of Shoel 15.

In Codex Borgia we see a form (Fig. 437) whose hotly and limbs, os well os the face, are pointed

a red colour, only a rectangular field about the eye is yellow, and in tho neighbourhood of the mouth

the design of a human hand painted in white stands out from the red of the rest of the face.

This is the person who in a narrower sense takes the name of MwcnilxochUl, ‘ five Flower,’ tho God

of Revels and of Sport, also called Auicdl or AuiaUoU, Xockipitli’s companion, whom we found figured

as god of the game of patolli (dice) in the pictorial manuscript of tho Florentine Bibliotoca Nazionale

(of. Fig. 365 supra, p. 163). That this name Macuilxoekitl is ascribed to the person at Fig. 437 is

shown by a series of five figures which are represented in our manuscript on Plates 77-79, and which

wo shall have there to discuss. These have all the yellow field about the eyes and tho design of the

white hand about the mouth, only in the ground colour the face varies, and all are mentioned with

the name of a day which combinos the numeral * Five ' with a day-count that changes with the several

figures. The dosign of the white hand, as I shall have more fully to demonstrate below, is presumably

nothing more than an expression of this numeral five which enters into tho name of these gods. In

the Sahagun manuscript where this design of a white hand is to be seen on the mouth in the picture

of Macuilxockitl, although considerably reduced, this is described in the text with the expression
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motenuicjmlhu.it mac, 'they have mode a hand for him/ In the specified place with the five gods are

associated five goddesses, who from their whole aspect ami array are to be identified as Ciuateted or

Ciuapipiltin, as the spectral women who dwell in the West, the souls of women who have died in childlied.

tho representatives of womanhood. These five goddesses are there mentioned each with a day which

contains tho numeral one in its name. They aro in fact the days which in the Tonalamatl disposed

in columns of fivu members denote the initial of the third Tonalamatl quarter. On the other hand,

the days with which the specified five male deities, Macuilxochitl and his associates, are mentioned, form

tho fifth day* of the fourth Tonalamatl quarter in the Tonalamatl disposed in columns of five member*.

If therefore the five CixuitctcA aro assigned to the West through the names that they hoar, so likewise

JfaeuilxoehUl and his associates become through their names the expression and the representatives

of the quarter of the South. And on the assumption that I havo made, Lhat is just what wo have

to expect of a fifth member of our four rows, one of the guardians of the fifth Venus period.—Now us

regards tho array of this Codex Borgia Macuilxochitl (Fig. 437), like the Xulotl (Fig. 389 p. 181),

God of Monstrosities, ruler of the seventeenth day-count, who is provided with the very same facial painting,

he wears as breast ornament a human lower jaw which, combined with the green hand to which it is tied

up, may possibly serve as an expression of the day-count malinalli. As his head ornament one would

expect to meet the r/uete«fmreftr/Ii-bird helmet-mask. For the remains of this quetzalcoxcoxtli helmet-

mask, which is seen on the Macuilxochitl figure of the Sahagun manuscript (Fig. 307 sujyra, p. 163),

and also on thu Xochipilli of the paintod clay figure from Teotitlan del cam ino (cf. Fig. 361 tniprtt, p. 160),

prove that Macuilxochitl, like Xochipilli, is properly meant to be shown looking out of the yawning throat

of the feather-crested quelidlcoxcoxtli bird. The tall feather-crest in these pictures, in the Sahagun

manuscript described as q nach ich ujxiUli, tho large rosettes at tho sides of the head, and the nape feather

adornment in the Sahagun manuscript denoted as uitoncatl, are to be understood merely as the remains

of a helmet-mask formed from a bird with a high feather-crest. But it is remarkable that neither

the real Xochipilli of Codex Borgia (Fig. 360 eupra, p. 159; Fig. 407 supra, p. 195; Fig. 432 eupra,

p. 205) nor this Macuilxochitl (Fig. 437) have any such helmet-mask. Still the large rosette at the

side of the head in our Fig. 437 may be compared with the rosettes of the Macuilxochitl of tho Sahagun

manuscript (Fig. 367 eupra, p. 163), and with those of the stone effigies (Figs. 369-371 mtjrra, pp. 164

and 166). So also the large nape feather ornament of our Fig. 437 may be likened to the wing uitoncatl,

which is worn by the figure of the Sahagun manuscript (Fig. 367 supra, p. 163), but from which the

towUlopt m itl, the flag with the four beads, the tonallo emblem, projects. Perhaps in the Macuilxochitl

(Fig. 437) the kind of cap with the vertically projecting bands painted in the colours of the green jewel

(chalchiuitl) is also to be classed with the quachichiquiUi, the feather-crest of the figure in the Sahagun

manuscript.

In contrast with this well-characterised Codex Borgia figure, which can lie confidently identified and,

as wo have seen, is moreover perfectly appropriate to the place where it occurs, a remarkable divergence

is presented by the corresponding pictures of Codex Fojerviiry and of our manuscript As shown by

a glance at those figures reproduced at Figs. 43s and 439, we have with them to do with quite a different

deity. But, on the other hand, it is equally indubitable that it is one and the same person who is depicted

in this place in Codex Fejerviiry and in our manuscript In our manuscript is seen (Fig. 438) a figure

of yellow body and face colour, but which has Inflow the eye a broad red longitudinal stripe, like the

Xochipilli of Sheet 35 of otir manuscript (Fig. 405 eupra, p. 195), and the Xochipilli, the Moon God, who

is figured heforo the just-mentioned one on the same Sheet 35 of our manuscript But will» this facial

painting our Fig. 438 combines a peculiar nasal ornament which may bo seen in exactly the same way

on the mummy-pack on Sheet 60 of the pictorial manuscript in tho Florentine Biblioteca Nazionalc

(Fig. 358 eupra, p. 156). This tnummy-pack, as tho interpreter tells us, consisted of a bundle of

brushwood which, being furnished with clothes, mask, and decorations, was set up in memory of
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the dead on Tititi, the feast, honoured with gifts and songs, and then burnt. The nasal ornament which

is seen on our Fig. 438 was therefore a decoration of the dead, and in fact of the dead vnrrrortt. For

this mummy-pack figured in the Florentine document, and decked with tho mask of the deity of the

Morning Star, is to be understood as set up in memory of a dead person whom his relative« could

not themselves cremate and bury, because ho had remained in tho hands of the enemy and been

immolated on tho sacrificial stone. In fact this nasal ornament, which by tho interpreter is called

yncaxiuxtt, ‘ Nasal Turquoise,’ is to be seen iu exactly tbe same form amongst the decorations of departed

warriors which are figured on Sheet 9 of Codex Borbonicus with XiukteeuUi, tho Fire God, and

HaitisealjxtnteciUli, the Morning Star, and on Sheet 10 of tho same manuscript with Tnnntiuh, tho

Sim God, and with JfisUantecutli, tho Death God. That a warrior (yaotl) was intended to be exhibited

in the figure at Fig. 438 we also leant from the forked heron-feather ornament [astaxdli) which is to

be seen on the head of the figure. For this is tho warrior's familiar dance ornament, which likewise

occurs as a constant article of dress and decoration with the god of the warriors, TescnUipoca. But it is

porhap* a foreign kind of warrior that is meant to be shown by the picture at Fig. 438, as might be

Fig. 440. Xochifuetml. Flower ßoddcM. Fij;. 441. XorhiquttvU, Flower fiMdwa. Fig. 442. XMkiqwisal, Flower Gfxld<m

Codex Borgia 17 ( tr Kingsborongti 22). Codex VaticnnuH B (Nr. 3774), Shod 42 Code* Fwjifarviry-Mttjer 20

Fourth of the Four Guard inns of the Fifth Venus Period. ( = Kingnboroogh 00). ( = Kitkgsborough 10).

inferred from the peculiar nock-pendant which perhaps represents a string with attached animal claws

(xojrilcozcatl), and from tho axe in the hand of the figure.

More distinct is the corresponding picture of Codex FcjtSrvAiy (Fig. 439). Hero is soon a figure

whoso Iwxiy is painted a white colour with yellow stripes, but with this combines tho ixtlan tlatlann, the

black and yellow facial cross stripe, Tezcftflipoea'e face-painting, besides Tlauiscalpantecutli’a lambent

forelocks, and the decoration of the dead warriors, the blue plug in the nostrils, the yacaxiuitt. \

believe that all this taken collectively can scarcely lie otherwise explained except that here it was

intended to exhibit tho Unuitiuh iixco yauh, tho soul of tho dead warrior, which is the counterpart

of the women who died in childbed and dwell in the West, in tho same way that Maeuilxochitl or

Auiateotl and his associates, the representatives of the South, on tho sheets to be described below,

aro contousted with the CiuateteS who symbolise tho West. But tho artist scorns to have been uncon-

scious of the fact that with this toiuitiuh iixro yauh quite a different quarter of the heavens is

indicated from that represented by Macuilxochill, namely the East ; for the souls of the departed

warriors dwell in the East, and with hymns and dances escort the Sun to tho zenith. He appears

merely to have thought of the counterpart to the Ciuatetri; hence instead of MueuiijrttcJiiU, whoso

proper place is here, ho has depicted the other counterpart, tho txmntiuh. iixco yauh.

Tho fifth member of tho fourth row stands in our manuscript in the right division of the upper

half of Sheet 42. in Codex Fej^rv&ry in tho left division of tho upper half of Sheet 26, in Codex

2 D
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Borgift in the loft division of the upper row of Sheet 17.—In Codex Borgia (Fig. 440) is portrayed ft

goddess who is adorned with the fillet and the eagle-feather head-dress (quauhtemalli) of the Sun God,

and has a black rubber patch, a tlaxa)>ochtli, on her cheek, while from her nasal septum hangs a

peculiar narrow yellow-painted plate, which tapers step-fashion downwards. Her body is wrapped in

a blue quechquemitl and a blue anagtin, both of which, us well as the whole aspect of the figure, recall

the little female figures which we met in the first and the second quarter of the Tonalamatl disposed

in columns of five members (cf. Fig. 37 *uprrt, p. 19, and Fig. 127 supra
,

p. 40). Obviously she is

meant for a consort of the Sun God, and we shall therefore doubtless have to give this figure the name

of Xochiquetzal. That this designation is right is shown by the corresponding figures of the two other

manuscripts (Figs. 441, 442), both of which exhibit a goddess with quetzal-bird feather- mask : for the

face of theso goddesses, like that of the Xochiquetzal
,
ruler of the twentieth day-count (cf. Fig. 395

supra, p. 1H8), looks out from the open throat of a quetzal bird. Certainly those two figures of the

specified manuscripts lack the two quetzal-feather tufts on their head, which are elsewhere the character-

istic badge of Xochiquetzal, and arc given, too, with the figure at Fig. 395. Instead of them the

goddess of our manuscript (Fig. 441) wears the blue step-shaped nasal plate yacajHijsilotl, like the

typical Xochiquetzal figures of Codex Borgia. A red line, which uncloses at the corner the lower end

of the nose and the oral part, seems in our manuscript to l>o the face-painting distinctive of Xochiquetzal
;

though wo have also met it with CiuaamaU, who in our manuscript is figured opposite Mictecacivatl,

the third member of the fourth, the female, row (cf. Fig. 422 supra, p. 201V A remarkable article of

dress, which is common to both figures (Figs. 441. 442), is the largo cross-mirror (tezracuitlapiUi) formed

of a turtle's carapace (ayotapalcatly—Aa a special symbol, with the Codex Fejervary figure (Fig. 442)

is given a jewelled dish, from which a flowering tree issues between two stone knives. Instead of this

in our manuscript, on the upper margin of the compartment, is seen u jaguar-skin, in which are stuck

bone dagger (omitl), sacrificial knife (terpntl ), and agave-leaf spike (utls/fi), while beside it is the ring

which, as always, is filled with a rod colour, and out of which issues a flower which wo have already

met with the TlafoUeotl of our manuscript (Fig. 41 H supra, p. 199), and presumably denotes blood ( eztli ).

Tho Sun G«d and the Moon God, the consort of the Sun God and Afacuiirochitl, who in his very

name illustrates the fourth Tonalamatl quarter, all these show tho quarter of the South with a certainty

that almost excludes doubt Tho second god alone of this series, Mi&ouatl, God of the Chichimoca

and of the Hunt, has been elsewhere met as representative of the opposite quarter of the heavens

—the North. I think that here again account should bo taken of the special relations of tropical

latitudes. Ah within the tropics the sun stands now in the South now in tho North, so for tho

Mexicans the God of the South coincides ever and anon with the God of the North. Tcznitli/toca is

tho tlncochrxilcail and the uitznauacnU, at once tho Ttneorhcalco yaotl of the ‘ warriors in the spear

house’ (the North temple) and of the Uitznauac yaotl, of tho ‘warriors in the place of thorns' (the

South temple). Thus also to tho Jfixcouatl, tho ‘Cloud-snake,’ God of the Northern Chichimecs,

corresponds the Uitznaxuitl, God of the South, to the Centzonmimizcoua, the four hundred Cloud-

snakes.' the countless northern gods, correspond the Cenizonuiiznana, the countless southern gods.

Ami in tho fifth member of tho second row Mixcouatl’s familiar form seems to have boon placed in

order to denote tho South God, resembling him in nature.
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XII. The Five-and-tweuty Divine Pairs.

Sheets 42-33 (

*

KlNOSBOROUGH 90-31). Lower Half.

On the lower half of Sheets 33-42, which contain the four times five guardians of the Venus

periods discussed in the preceding chapter, there stand in our manuscript, but following each other

in the reversed direction from hock forwards (from right to left), twenty-five pictorial groups which

differ from all other representations in this manuscript Here with the pictures are given, not days

or day-counts, that is, definite intervals of time, but ciphers, and ciphers that begin not with one but

with two, and then run on to 26, so that, as above stated, twenty-five groups of pictures are distributed

over these lower hälfe of Sheets 42-33. Fortunately this remarkable series is not confined to our

manuscript alone. The groups recur with their ciphors on the whole in a somewhat similar manner

on Shocts 33-38 (Kingsborough notation) of Codex Laud, whore the series begins in the right division

of the lower hälfe of Sheet 38, and is then continued in the direction from back forwards (from right

to left) to Shoot 33, then in the upper hälfe of the sheets returning in the direction from left to right

(from forward backwards) to Sheet 38. Lastly, the same groups are also represented in lurger and more

fully executed pictures on Sheets 58-60 ( = Kingslxirough 57-55) of Codex Borgia, where the beginning

lies in the right division of the lowest row of Sheet 58. From this point wo have to proceed in the

lowest row from right to left to the end of Sheet 60, and then pass over to the middle row, following

this row in tho direction from loft to right to tho beginning of this cross row on Sheet 58, and lastly'

again proceeding from the beginning of the topmost row of Sheet 58 from right to left in order to reach

tho end in the left division of the topmost cross row of Sheet 60.

In Codex Laud the 25 groups follow immediately on Shoots 46-39 (Kingsborough notation), which

form tho proper commencement of this manuscript, and on which the Death God and the Earth

Goddess are exhibited in eight, different representations with columns of day-counts corresponding with

u Tonulavuitl disposed in columns of four members. In Codex Borgia before these 25 groups are

figured on Sheet 57 ( = Kingsborough 58) six pairs of deities, which by means of accompanying day-

counts are assigned to six divisions of the Tonalamatl disposed in columns of five mombers. In my
elucidation of Codex Fejt-rvary-Mayer (Berlin and London, 1901-1902, pp. 182-195) I have discussed these

six pairs of deities, for which a parallel is likewise presented by Codex Fejervtiry. With this series

of the six pairs of deities our series has, at least in Codox Borgia, an outward feature in common,

namely, that on the upper margin of almost every compartment is exhibited the sign of a half-sun

or of day and night, or else that of the moon.

For the peculiar distribution of the ciphers observed with these 25 groups, mirnoly thut the numerals

begin with two and end with 26, an explanation is offered by two facta. One is that of these 25 groups

the 24 first appear to be arranged in twelve pairs, which are determined by the circumstance that

with the first group of the pair the sign of the evening, combined of the sign of sun and night (cf. Figs.

444, 456, 460, 464, 470, 482, 486, 490), or else that of the «toon (cf. Figs. 452, 478), is consecutively

introduced in tho upper margin of the compartment 1 with tho second group of the pair that of the

sun. The second circumstance is that the twenty-fifth group thus remaining over os n thirteenth

and single group, with which the cipher 26 is consequently entered (cf. Fig. 494 infra), contains

two persons, the Old Got! and the Old Goddess, Iztac Mixeouatl and HancueyS, who are to Ijo classed

with the Gods of Life and the Lords uf Procreation, TonacatectUli, Tomu-aeiuatl, or Ometecutli, Omeduatl,

dwelling in the uppermost thirteenth heaven, thut consequently the numeral tkii'Uen Iwcomes signi-

ficant for this twenty-fifth group remaining over as a thirteenth anti Hingle group. We may imagine
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that thü person who invented this series foul the intention of mentioning the numeral 13 in connection

with this last twenty-fifth group. But since the othor members of the series, os we hove seen, are

formed by twelve pairs of groups, he found himself obliged, in order to enumerate the groups of

these iioirs properly, to enter beside the end group the number 2x13, and this last group being a

single one the numoral one was then naturally dropped at the beginning.

The fact that the 24 first groups dispose themselves in twelve pairs, over against which stands

the twenty-fifth as a separate group, makes this whole series in a measure comparable to the series

of the nine lords of the night hours, who, as showm by tho initial shoot of Codex Fejcrvary

(cf. Fig. 265 *\ipni
, p. 77), are similarly ilisposod in four pairs, opposite which stands the initial

member as a separate figure. With tho series of tho nine lords this grouping is an expression of the

fact that the initial member is meant to he significative for the Middle, the others in pairs for the four

quarters of the heavens. The question might now be asked whothor, with tho series with which we

arc hero occupied, tho isolated member, the end member, the twenty- fifth group, might not likewise

bo understood as significative for the region of the Middle, while the others, the twelve pairs, were

meant to bo brought into relation with the quarters of the heavens, the regions of the world. Here

of course it would be a quostion, not of the four quarters of tho heavens, but of tho six regions of

the vxxrld, the Above and the Below being superaddod to the East, North, West, and South. And as

we have twelve pairs or twenty-four Bingle groups, four groupB would fall to each of these six regions

of the world. That a relation to the six regions of the world is here really presented, would be

supported by tho consideration that in Codex Borgia before this series the six regions of the world

are illustrated by tho six divine pairs of Sheet 57, and that in our manuscript this series is followed

by a number of sheets which exhibit the six regions of tho world in the form of six Hain Gods.

A distribution of twelve pairs or twonty-four single representatives amongst the six regions of

the world may naturally be effected in various ways. What particular kind of distribution is actually

adopted we cau loam only from the pictures themselves. We have therefore first and foremost to

inquire whether in any of these pictures a certain rofercnco is given to any definite quarter of the

heavens. And such appears roally to ho the case. The first picturo (Sheet 42, right below in our

manuscript) shows us tho throat of Earth and the Death God and the Earth Goddess, and corre-

sponding representations in the other manuscripts. Hence we shall have to bring this picture into

association with the region of the Below. But the twenty-fourth picture, too, that is, the end member

of the pairs, which we had to put into relation with the six regions of the world, similarly shows

us in Codex Borgia (cf. Fig. 402 infra) a man plunging head foremost into the open throat of a

skeleton, hence again a reference to the quarter of the Below. From this it follows that, if in these

pictures we have a relation to the six regions of tho world, the formula is not so simplo that we

should merely have to assume a single or a treble repotitiou of the rotation, and with such a repeated

rotation a sequence of the quarters in the reversed sense.

Tho circumstance, however, that at the beginning and towards tho end of tho series tho Below

seems to bo expressed, gives rise to another notion, that of ascont and descent. And this again

leads to another suggestion. In the Tonalanuitl of tho Aubin collection, and also in Codex

llurbouicus, on each sheet accompanying the day soquoncos we see represented a series of 13

gods, and a series of 13 birds which are the disguises of as many other gods. In my elucidation of

tho Tonnlainatl of the Aubin collection 1
I have endeavoured to show proof that these two series were

to be brought into line and should be looked on as tho guardians of the thirteen hours of the day.

How if hore, too, a similar meaning were inherent in tho twelve pairs and in the separate group

following them ? How if perhaps the first membors of the pairs, distinguished by tho picture of

the evening or of the moon, denoted the night bourn, the second, distinguished by the picture of

• B«rlm »ml L-wlon, I !»IM|* 190), pfi, 28-35.
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tho sun, donated the day ium.rn, the separato group at the end denoted simultaneously the thirteenth

day and the thirteenth night hour 1 It will not be denied that thin surmise hue something to say for

itself. In Codex Borbonicus tho thirteenth deity, the guardian of tho thirteenth hour, is clearly

characterised os Oitlalin icue. Goddess of the Stellar Sky, who is to be placed in lino with the two

old deities of the last compartment of our series. In this series tho fourteenth picture, indicated by

the cipher 15 (Fig. 472), would stand for tho middle of the day, and this very picture seems to exhibit

tho Sun God in his eagle-feather mask. For tho ninth day hour we should take the eighteenth picture

indicated by the cypher 19 (Fig. 4fl0), and this shows us Queisalctnuitl, who similarly in Codex

Borbonicus and in the Tanalamatl of the Aubin collection gives the ninth day hour.

The relation to the Middle and to the six regions of the world might withal be taken as

established. Then wo should perhaps have to assign the first twelve night hours twice repeated

to the six regions of tho world in tho order Below, East, North, West. South, Above, the first

twelve «lay hours to the same six regions of the world in tho order Above, East, North, West, South,

Kg, -*43- Codex Lnud 38 {— Kiagsboiougii notation),

right Hflow. MUUültitrNtli und MictrencimUl, Lord*

of the Gnderworid, Lord* of th« Kir*t Night Hour
und of the Lower Region.

Fiji- 444. Codex Borgia 58 ( - Kinjpsborough 57\ lowest

row. Mirllanifcntli, the Death God and XofMü/wizal,

(Hi* Earth Lords of the First Night Hour
and of the Lower Ration,

Below. Thereby tho condition w'ould be complied with that tho first as well os the last picture of the

twelve pairs was intended to denote the lower region.

I must usk my readers to rest satisfied with these considerations on the general significance of

this series, and will now attempt to determine the figures of the various pictures taken severally.

Thereby it will be seen whether the just-made assumptions possess any real value.

The first picture, which carries the numeral 2, must, on my hypothesis, denote the first night

hour and tho lower region.—In our manuscript (Sheet 42, right below) we seo a throat of Earth

depicted on the lower margin of the compartment, of which it occupies the whole breadth. Above in

tho middle a settle or a chair, on which are seen a burnt-offering, a bundle of firewood and a rubber

ball To the loft stands Mictlanie&ulli, the Death God, in full array, decked with human bones, skulls,

and paper flags painted in red and white cross lines, swallowing a man whom he has seized with ono

hand, while the other is eagerly extended towards the Earth Goddess Ciuucottafl, who faces him and

brings forward a second victim. The face of the latter is looking out from the open throat of a snake,

exactly as with the goddess whom in our manuscript, we found figured opposite Wittecaciuati, fourth

of the four guardians of the third Venus period (c£. Fig. 422 supm, p, 201). Bafore the feet of the

Death God is further seen the head of a cipactli, sign of tho Earth.
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The corresponding picture in Codex Laud (Fig. 443) is somewhat simpler. Here, too, in the middle

of the field is soon tho throat of Earth, hut smaller. Tho Earth Goddess is depicted, as the associate of the

Death God, like him with tho lowor jaw of a skull aud exposed teeth. Here, too, she presents the Death

God with a victim, whom he grasps with his left hand in order to take possession of him.

Tho Codex borgia picture (Fig. 444) exhibits a larger number of details. In the middle of the

upper margin is seen tho symbol which i.s combined of the picture of night and of the sun, and

denotes the evening, or here perhaps the night hours themselves. Tho Death God, equipped in tho

usual way, is represented, as in our manuscript, swallowing a victim. The Earth Goddess presents

herself as Xochiqiustsal in a variegated garment, her hair with two tresses projecting like horns aud

bound up with particoloured bands, recalling tho so-called Tlacoyales of the Zupotcc women.

Yet she, too, in the somo way offors the Death God a victim, but whoso threat she opj>ei*r8 to be

cutting with a sacrificial knife—unless tho knife is merely held forward. Moreover, in Codex borgia

is further seen a pot with brokeu bottom, a red snake issuing from the fractured part, while on tho

other aido is shown a rabbit, which here, perhaps, denotes the earth, as docs the ci/ttu-Üi head in the

mm®

Fig. 44ft. Codex Laud 18 ( = Kiu^idiurougli notation),

left below.

Xochit/utiml, Goddess of Food Siipj.lirt, Lady (if the

First Day Hour and of the Upper Kepon, and

the tfamoAisyiii, the Servant of the Goddem.

Fig- 446.

('••dex Borgin 58 (
= Kinpboroupb ft"),

Jnweat n»w.

picture of our manuscript. The pot with cracked bottom, from the fractured part of which the red

snake, that is, blood, is issuing, appears to be a symbol of the cooking-pot. in which the members of

tho victim were cooked in the preparation of tho tlacaiUtoUi, the human flesh ionize stew (cf. Fig.

389 rtnjni t, p. 181). The rendering of a captive on the part of the goddess presumably signifies the

birth of a child, on which I have more to say in discussing the third To-naUnauU division.

Tho second picture, beside which stands the cipher 3. must on my hypothesis denote the first day hour

and tho upper region.

In our manuscript (Sheet 42, loft above) on the right is seen a goddess who iB seated on a mat, and

must doubtless again bo Xockiquetsal, for she wears a wreath of flowers in hur hair, and has about her

mouth the ro<l angular lino which wo likewise met on tho face of tho Xochiqutteal at Fig. 441 (supm,

p. 209), The goddess is to bo taken as the chief person for this compartment. For the male figure

opposite her who is seated on the jaguar skin and painted a bluo culour, is depicted cross-armed, in the

attitudo which amongst the Mexican and Central American Indians still expresses the submissiveness

with which the servant approaches his master. The Xochiqtutzal, as we saw, is placed on a level with

tho Tonacaciuatl who dwells in the uppermost heaven. Between the two figures are further shown

offerings, a dish with maize, another with an animal’s loot (or a human forearm), and a stand with a jewel.
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This goddess and her servant are likewise shown in the Codex Laud picture (Fig. 445). Here the

goddess is represented kneeling, the ugual attitude of repose of Mexican women. Her hair, bound up

with a parti-coloured hand, and standing out in two horn-like tresses, forcibly recalls the female style of

hair-dressing in the Vienna manuscript and iu the Codex Sanchez Solis. The servant seated on a jaguar*

skin opposite her is represented in the same submissive attitude, and also painted a blue colour. Amongst

the offerings we here recognise a wooden stand (ilapcxhlli ) with a jewel (rhalcMuitl) and a dish of

maize-grains, in which, however, are stuck two agave-leaf spikes (uitzlli).

In the Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 446) al>ove is shown the picture of the Sun. On the left sido is

Xochiqwstxal, drawn and painted almost exactly as in the preceding picture (Fig. 444), with parti-coloured

quechqunniil and parti-coloured onagua, and hair bound up with a variegated band from which project

two hom-like tresses. The thmnmzifui facing her is painted brown, the usual colour of men, but here

not figured in the already described attitude of submission. In her hand the goddess holds a bone

dagger, the sorvant opposite has a bunch of stalks, such as the priests mortifying themselves were wont

to draw through the holo which thoy bored in thoir tongue. Amongst the offerings here in the middle of

o o o o

Fiji. -117. Code« Lund 37 Kiniptfoofoujrh notation),

ri>»ht Above,

Xo'hü/tutvU, ihr Godiirw of Flower* am! Tlntlaukqtii

Twill ipttea, tJie Red Teicatlipoca, the Lords of the

Second Night Hour und the K»u»t.

Ki«. 44S.

Codes Bongin .Vi ( w Kinjr«lxir<mjrh B"),

lowest mi.

the lower margin of the compartment is seen a pot which is painted in the colours of the jewel, in which

are stuck two maize-oars, and out of which hang down two strings of jewelled garbs. Beside it »'as

shown a dish which is still perfectly reproduced by Kingsborough’s draughtsman, and out of which

shoot up throe flowers which may denote the sacrificial blood, or else the vapour of a seething mass of

rosin. Hut, as may be inferred from the facsimile, these flowors alone arc still to be soen in tho manuscript

The third picture, lieside which is given the cipher 4, must now denote the second night hour

and the East

In our manuscript (Sheet 41, right lielow) is portrayed a goddess, who in this instance wears a large

bunch of quetzal feathers on her head, but must again bo identifled as Xorkiquetsal, as is shown by a

comparison with the Codex Borgia picture. On her cheek she has ft round spot painted a rod colour

in tho style of the Sun (ind, and holds a large quetzal bird under her arm. Opposite, or rather behind

her, for the goddess turns away from him, is soen a god, whose body is painted red, his face showing

cross stripes in the manner of the red {TUttUnthqu-i) Tezcatlipoca, save that therewith the mwe and oral

parts are given in a blue colour, a trait that I have not yet mot elsewhere. Ho seems t<o have a kind of

hair-pad of a yellow colour on hut head, which is bound round with a chain presumably meant to consist
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of stone knives. This is a familiar Tescatlipoca decoration regularly given, e.g. in the Codex Telleriano-

Remensis picture*. The god is gnrbod only in a loin-cloth, and has a large red snake coiled round his nock.

Ho is pictured in the submissive attitude as the tiamacazqui of the foregoing compartment.

In Codex Laud (Fig. 447) aro seen the same two persons, the goddess with the quetzal under her

ann, and the red god who has a red snake entwined round his nock. Only these two persons have

nothing special in themselves that might allow of their being identified with any particular deity.

The Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 44H) shows with welcome clearness tho goddess Xockiquetznl, who

here again is figured with two projecting horn-like tresses, her hair, however, not tied up with a

variegated band, but with a wreath of Bowers {isquiiockitl^ Beuroria huanitaf). A goddess with head

dressed and adorned in this style, but naked, is seen in tho lower half of Sheet 20 ( — KingBborough 10)

of Codex Borgia, where she is figured on tho water before the Water Goddess Chrtlth iuh tlieut. Facing

the Xochiqurtzal of our sheet is seated the red (Ttailaukqui) Tezrailvpocn. Hero in Codex Borgia he

is likewise figured in a thoroughly typical way, with the faco-paint.ing proper to him, the warrior’s atylo

Fiji. 449. Codex Land 37 ( Ktajesbormigh notation),

left bdflv.

Xockiqittsni, Gulden* of Flowers, and

thr f/<iin<iraary»ii, Lord* of tho Swmd 1 >*T Hnqr

and of the Knat.

of hair-dreasing (tzotzocMuryac), and on his haul n tuft of feathers, which, however, has not the usual

form of tho warriors aztamlli, but is a qudzaltemali i, Here, too, the goddess has a quetzal bird

under her arm, and tho god his rod snake coiled round his nock. Of offerings with those gods arc

further to be scon, above a dish with a brown liquor bubbling over (cacao or melting resin?); in tho middle

a dish upset with grains of maize (?) falling out; and to the right the severed head of a quail. The

upset vessel out of which tho maize grains (?) are falling, is doubtless to l»e understood as 'he sendeth

the gifts from above.’ We see an upset dish of maize figured in a similar way with TonacaieeuUi on

Sheet 49 (
= Kingsborough 4H) of our manuscript. And farther on in this series we shall meet this upset

dish in the compartment whore, As 1 must assume, the Sun God is depicted. In these pictures the

Hatlauhqui TtzatUipoca presumably stands for the Sun God of the night. For the PUtuntecutli, the

Sun God in the series of the nine Lords of tho Night Hours, has also in Codex Borgia (of. Fig. 290 mtqtra,

p. 97) the same garb and head-dressing as the red Tezexitlipaca, only that there he has a different faeo-

painting, that appropriate to tho Sun God, This may explain why here the Thithukqni Ttzcatlipöoa

stands in a field which wo taunt regard os at onee the indication of a night hour and of the East,

The fourth picture, beside which stands the ripher 5, must have denoted both tho second day-hour

and the East.
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lu our manuscript (Sheet 41, left below) to the right Xochiquetzal is again soon oti *i jaguar-skin

with the red angular line on her face, and again somewhat differently adorned, with a wreath of flowers

in her hair and the two tufts of feathers (ome quetsalli) on her head, which indeed are the special badge

of this goddess. Opposite her again stands the tlamacazqui, the servant of the goddess, in the same

submissive attitude, with arms crossed below his breast. But in the middle between the two stands

a decapitated woman whoso head is replaced by a flowering tree—the flowers horo, os usually, moaning

blood—while, if I see right, » flower, that is blood, also issues from hor broosts. With one hand sho

touches the tUtmamzqui, and with the other holds a flower under Xochiquetzal# nose. The woman with

severed head undoubtedly means the Earth. Let us remember the colossal image of Conatl icue, the

so-called Teyoaontiqui of Mexican archaeologists, whose head is also struck off and replaced by two

snakes. Thus the whole scene becomes a very characteristic picture of the blossoming, of the increase,

tho fruitfulness of the earth, and this was the very notion that the Mexicans associated with the

region of the East. At the same time the flowering treo growing out of the wound in the neck denotes

the blood which the penitents drew from themselves during mortification which was shed with the

offering with tho object of fertilising tho earth.

Fij», 451. Codex laud 36 (Kiagstwrvuich notation;',

below.

mrvfui, Frmiile of Warriors, »od ttiporhtli,

the Youn^r Warrior, «lancing.

Lord» of the Third Niyht Hour and of the North.

Ki^. 452. Codex Borgia 59 ( = Kingsborough 66?,

lowest row.

MofaUeil, the I»err Goddew, and Ueuetoyoti,

the Old Coyote, the Dance God.

Lord* of the Third Night Hour nml the North.

Tho Codex Laud picture (Fig. 449) simply, as usual, depicts the woman here with tho warrior's

hair-dressing, and opposite her tho tlamccazqui holding his arms crossed under his breast, and between

the two only a flowering tree. A bone dagger (omit/) broken in two pieces, which is seen at the side of

tho tlamacazqui, again points at the special significance of the bloom.

The Codex Borgia picture, too (Fig. 450), is in this instance simpler than that of our manuscript,

nothiug being figured in the middle of the compartment save a simplo flowering true. The goddess

Xochiquetzal has again her wreath of white flowers (izquirochitt) in her hair, the tlamacazqui, a lame

dagger in his oar. And both, the goddess as well as the tlamacaxqui, aro this timo pictured in the

submissive attitude with arms crossed under the breast, and both hold a bunch of green grass ( malinaUi)

in their arms. On the lower margin of tho compartment as on offering is seen a jewel ornament in a

bejewelled vessel.

On my assumption the fifth picture, beside which stands the cipher ü, must at. once denote the third

night hour and the North.

In this compartment, although the underlying thought is absolutely tho some, the three manuscripts

differ somewhat in the trouUuent of tho figures.

2 E
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In this case the more characteristic picture is that of Codex Borgia (Fig. 452). Tho subject is Night

and the North. Hence in the upper margin of the sheet wo sec the moon depicted, while the actors in

the scene aro thought of as Chichimec*. As a head adornment the goddess has a deer's head and long

streaming tresses, as the so-called Imextli is figured in the fourth Tonalatmtti division. The god has the

facial painting of the Dance Gods and the coyote's ear at his temple, honco represents UeuecoyotL

BeLwoen tho two is soon a chain of green jewelled (ehalehluitl) disks or jewel beads, ono end of which

lies on tliu nock of tho god, while the other is held by the guddoßs. A little human figure lying on the

ground between the two figures has doubtless much the same meaning as the man lying on the ground,

or falling to the ground, who is seen figured with Ueuecoyotl, ruler of the fourth day-count and of

tho fourth Tonalamatl division.

In tho two other places, our manuscript (Sheet 40, right below) ami Codex Laud (Fig. 451), instead

of the Dance God is shown a warrior in dancing dress (painted black and with the aziaxtUi in his hair),

and in dancing attitude. Instead of the Deer Goddess a woman with her hair dressod os a man's,

and evidently also in a dancing attitude
;
hence is undoubtedly one of the maqui, the associates of the

Ootooss

Fig. 453. Codex Laud 3C ( K ui^tlwrnugh nutation),

left below.

Xockiqiutsal, the Flow« Qraldest,

and Tlacartneaf/tm hA If i, the Vulture God.

Lords of tJbe Third Day Hour and of tho North.

Fig. 454.

Codex Borgia 5(1 ( * Kingsborough 5G),

lowest row.

bachelor warriors, who took part in the warriors' dance, and whoso patroness and prototype was the

goddess Xochiquetzal (cf. supra, pp. 18H, 189). Both dancers grasp in their hand the chain of jewels

(chaU'hiuitl), which in the picture in our manuscript is further provided with a central piece, a breast.plate.

Obviously this chain denotes the linking of the dancers in a circular dance. In our manusoript the revel

is further illustrated by two pulque bowls.

The sixth group, beside which stands tho cipher 7, must now in its turn denote the third day hour,

and likewise tho region of the North.

In all three manuscripts we sec Xockiquetzal, and facing her a bird-man, in fact a tiacacozcaquauhtli

,

a man disfigured as a vulture, or a vulture-headed man. In Codex Laud (Fig. 453) he is simply painted

red; in our manuscript (Sheet 40, left below) and in Codex Borgia (Fig. 454) ho is further drawn as a

skeleton
;
in our manuscript he also wears tho astaxdli, the warrior's dross docoration, round his nape,

and is drawing from his body the flower, that is, his hoart
;
while in the Codex Borgia picture he

actually presents a human heart to the person facing him. The dish with the flowor, which is

further shown beside this pair in our manuscript and in Codex Borgia, is of course u quauJuicaJli
,
a

dish of sacrificial blood.
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The seventh picture, beside which stands the cipher 8, must symbolise the fourth night hour and

the region of the West. Here our manuscript and Codex Laud agree almost perfectly, but differ

apparently in u striking way from what the Codex Borgia picture presents to us. But hero also wo shall

see that the underlying concept is the same.

The picture in our manuscript (Sheet 39, right below) and that of Codex Laud (Fig. 455) show us

Xochii/uetzal with richly executed face-painting, with the blue step-shaped pUte (yacttjtapaiotl) hanging

from tho nasal septum over the mouth, and with quetzal -bird mask, as we have met her on Sheet 42 of

our manuscript above to the right as fourth of the four guardians of the fifth Venus period. But here the

goddoss is depict«! straggle- legged (maina^mlitieac), that is, in the attitude of a parturient, and from the

vulva of tho goddess issues a quetzal-feather ornament, an emblem of the

—

nopilhtse, noeuzque, noquetzule,

• O thou my child, my jewelled necklace, my quetzal -feather ornament.’ Two strips of skin which are seen

hanging down from the wrist-bands of tho goddess, and are not met with in other pictures of the goddess,

denote perhaps arm-bands of Btrips of tlaquatxin (‘ opossum ’)Bkin, which were applied to those in travail to

Pip. 4AT>. GmUx bind 35 f Kiogslmrouph notation),

right below,

Xochiqwtol, the (»odde* who has born« Twin*.

Ruler of the Fourth Night Hour and of the West.

Pig. 456. Codex Borgia 60 ( = Ktngxlnrough 55),

lowest row,

the Godd es* who ltan borne Twin«, and
QMttzoUmuUl as xaloil, as the Double Maize ear.

ease the delivery. In the Codex Laud picture the hands of the goddoss are open and empty, but in our

manuscript in ono hand she holds a maize-ear, in tho other a jewel ornament, both of which have evidently

somo relation to tho offspring of the goddess. Tho children themselves—for there are two—are seen

seated In tho right ami left at the feet of the goddess. For, as tradition relates, tho goddess was tho first

woman who hare twin».

This in its way perfectly clear picture is in Codex Borgia (Fig. 456) replaced by quite a different

representation, but one which in its way is equally clear and exhibits the same process. For here the

goddess who has borne twins is represented by Quaxolotl, the goddess parting into two heads, bearing

two heads, two different face«. But the twine that she has bomo are figured below the goddess

exactly as in tho two other pictures. The goddess herself wears XochüjuetsaVe costume, the parti-

coloured queehquemitl and tho variegated enagua; but from tho posterior side of both amis hang the wings

and tail of a quetzal bird. This may again have relation to the two quetzaUi, that is, the two children

that she has borne. And such pictures as these make it probable that the amt quetzalli, that is, the two

quetzal -feather tufts which are seen projecting from the head of Xoehiquetzal in her typical pictures,

and which one is at first inclined to regard merely as costly transformations of the two tresses projecting

like horn« in the Mexican female huir-dressing, are likewise intended as an expression of tho fact that
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Xochxquetxal was the very first woman to bear twins. Of the two heads or feces borne by the Codex

Borgia picture of the goddess, one shows us a female face enfrumed by long streaming hair, but with the

fleshless under jaw and the exposed teeth of a dead person’s skull, hence a Ciuaoouatl or a Mictecaciuatl.

But the other, the posterior faco, is that of TeptyoUotii, the Heart of the Mountains, the God of Caves,

whom we have met as eighth of the Lords of the Night (cf. Fig. 295 supra, p. 103). That this particular

face should bo chosen as the other side of the Janus-head has, in my opinion, no other reason but

the fact that the Tepeyollotli heads also bear in themselves the twofold, the twin formation in the two

braids of hair standing out on the head.

Facing QmtxoUttl in the picture at Fig. 450 we see figured the Wind God Qurtsnlcouatl, with his

hoe (uictli) in his hand, and wearing a maize-ear (cintli) at his occiput, inserted by way of a feather.

The whole figure is manifestly nothing more than a hieroglyphicad expression for sulotl, * double matte-

far.’ For QuetzaUouatl, whoso name properly means * quetzal-feather snake,’ may also be translated ‘ the

costly twin.’

The West is the ciuatlampa, the region of the women. This is obviously the reason why the

fourth night hour, which at the same time denotes the West, was expressed by the picture of the twin-

bearing goddess.

The eighth group, beside which stands the cipher 9, must conformably denote at once the fourth

day hour and the region of the West. Tho same notions which found such remarkable expression in the

just-described pictures have also boon dominant for the representations of this division. Here have

boon chosen Tonacatecutli
,
Tonacaciuatl, Lords of Life, Lords of Procreation, to give expression to the

West and to tho fourth hour, the Parturient, the Earth Goddess, representing tho night hour, being here

confront»! by the Gods of Life and Procreation dwelling in the uppermost heaven, nnd taken as symbols

of tho corresponding day hour.

In tho Codex Borgia picture (Fig- 458) the Lord of Life is clearly characterised by the old bearded

face, with the strange ring-sha|»ed appendage below the upper lip which in this manuscript reproduces

tho contracted corner of the mouth of old gods. For Tonacticiuatl the artist has simply placed

XoehiquehxU, who, as wo know, is in fact identified with Tonacaciuall. Expression is then given to the

subject in hand by making tbo goddess offer the god a flower, that is, something precious, whereby with

these gods a child is undoubtedly meant. But now with this symbol the priest at onco again calls to

mind tho other meaning that the symbol of the flower may have, namely, that of sacrificial blood. So he

forthwith figured above it a dish with a rod coral snake, which, as we know, means blood, For the same

reason he seems further to havo put the god in a jaguar’s dress, and provided the goddess with an eagle

helmet-mask, thus making them the representatives of the quauhtli-octlofl, of the ‘ Eagle-Jaguar,’ that is, of

the warrior. Lastly, he inserted a bone dagger (omtff) in the head-dress of the god, and an agave-leaf

spike in that of tho goddoss, while with both picturing a flower, which naturally here again means
1 blood.’ And in the lower margin of tho compartment he has further placed a dish, from which two

jewelled bands hang out, and in which are also stuck two tame daggers, each with its flower, that is,

with blood, at the upper, the heft or handle end.

Tho same scene in simpler design is shown in Codex Laud (Fig. 457) and in our manuscript

(Sheet 39, left below). In these two manuscripts the goddess is simply represented os Tonacaciuall or

Xochiquetzal without the eagle helmet-mask. But in both manuscripts the god is a Tlacaocdotl, a form

painted half in tho colour of the human skin and half enveloped in a jaguar-skin, its face looking out

from the open jaws of a jaguar Hero with both gods is given a flower, which in the picture in our

manuscript is seen issuing from the goddess, hence undoubtedly means the child. And the relation to

blood is indicated by tho offerings, amongst which, in tho Codex Laud picture (Fig. 457), we see two

agave-leaf spikes inserted.
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The ninth group, with which stands the cipher 10, must now. on my assumption, denote the tilth

night hour and simultaneously the South.

Those are the picture«, to which I have already somewhat frequently referred in previous publi-

cations. pictures which exhibit the Indian orchestra and the God of Music and the Dance. The female

•••••••••

Fijf. 45“. Code* Laud .13 ( KLnpxbnnmph notation i,

loft Wow.
ToM*tfOfiuatl, Lady of Prncnr*l»<*n,

aod Tfo/flkw/ot/, tho Jaguar God,

Y^oril «if Procreat ion.

Lord* of the Fourth Day Hour am! of the Wert.

F»g. 45a. Codex Borpta 80 ( ^ K inp*boo»ugh 55),

loweat row.

roiwrofrod/» and TViiamciifOt/,

Isipdx of Lifr ami Procreation. 11»

Tlamocelotl, the Jaguar God,

and QuauAWvat/, the Kopie Geldes».

Lords of the Fourth Day Hour and «d the West.

0Q000 ©@©e©

Fig. 459. Code* I-uud 91 {Kingaborough notation},

right bvloW.

Xork iijN/tuiI, Flower Gwddeaa, Ihm ting the turtle’s

oirajHw-f iiiyot/ j and bntndishinp the pound-rattle

faymeaeMi), and TwisUeoil, the Mmoo God.

Wilting the ski it drum (f/a/jmniwucf/).

Lnrd* of the Fifth Night Hour

and of the South. <

Fi«. 4flU. Oodax B««rgia \ - Kinjuborougb fk*»\

lowest n>w,

Ä~i*‘huj\ulMl, Flower Goddess, and Ueue<x>yotl,

(4<wl of the Dance and of Music.

member of the two musicians is again tho goddess Xochiquetzal, who is portrayed in our manuscript

(Sheet 38, right below) with a variegated band in her hair, in Codex Borgia (Fig. *460) with her wreath of

white flowers iizquijcochitl), in Codex Laud (Fig. 459) without any decoration in her hair. The malo

member is in Codex Borgia tho God of Mu*k and the Dance, for whom, without falling into any serious

error, we may adopt the name of Ueuecoyotl, ‘ tho Old Coyote.’ Ho is distinguished, ns I have already

described hitn in previous publications,1 by a ring-shaped white (liqati) painting about the eye. and with

* Cmlex Fej«:rviry-Mayer. Kerltu and London. 1901-1902, )»p. 125-127.
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a painting about the mouth made with tho same white earth, but tapering to a point backwards. At

his temple he wears an animal's ear (a coyote’s ear ?), in the lobe of his ear a pendant carved from a

musclo-.shell. and tapering to a point downwards, for which, as I have shown, tho name oyouuUi is

appropriate, and the same pendant on tho necklace hanging flown on his breast (cf, also Fig. 253 supra,

p. 69). Instead of this Donee God, in our manuscript and in Codex Laud is seen an old bearded god

painted a blue colour, who is clearly distinguished as Teccizteeatl, that is, tho Moon God, by the snail's

shell which in the picture in our manuscript he wears on his brow.

Interesting is also the orchestra which is here seen performing. In all three manuscripts the god

is beating the skin-drum, a wooden cylinder on one side spread with Bkin, on tho other provided with

feet scolloped step-fashion. In tho Codex Borgia picture and in our manuscript it forms a real

tlalfxui urueil, that is, stands on tho ground, while in Codex Borgia the god holds the instrument in a

strange way between his legs. In Codex Borgia the god beats this drum alone, but in Codex Laud and

oooo ooooo
o o

Fig. 401.

(Judox Laut] 34 (Kin«»borough nolulion),

left below.

.AVAi'/MflaiJ ami her » 'omfMUJHW, the Iburner.

Lord» of the Fifth Duj Hoar and

of the South.

Q
©qQQ 03®#

Fi«. 40L
Codex Unrein 00 (

Kingabormigh 60},

middle cnuti row.

XoekipiUi, Flower trod, and XorhiqHebal,

Flower Goddeat

Lord» of the Fifth Day Hour and of the South.

in our manuscript he wields a gourd-rattle (ayacachtii) with his other hand. On her part, the goddess

has for her principal instrument a turtle's carapaco (ayoil ), which, however, is not vor}* clearly drawn in

any of the three manuscripts. This she l>oats with a deer’s antler, and with her other hand also wields

the gourd-rattle (ayacachtli}, which should evidently be set off at. one end with a tassel, but which tho

artist has here replaced by a flower.

The South is tho Xochitlalpan, the land of flowers, where the Gods of Music and the Dance have

their home, as have also the Clods of Revolry and Sports, Macuilxochitl and hia associates.

In our manuscript and in Codex Laud (Fig. 459). in the upper part of the compartment is further

seen a quetzal bird, which is stooping over a sacrificial dish. This is the </«wvn/ on the oßervttga which

wo found so often pictured with the Tonalumatl disposed in columns of five members which forms the

beginning of this manuscript. 1 am inclined here to take the bird as the solar bird, and the whole scene

as another indication of the region of the South. In the Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 460) the quetzal

bird does not swoop down on tho dish, but is perched on tho head of the goddess.

The tenth group, with which stands the cipher 11, must conformably denote at once tho fifth day

hour and the South.
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In this section it is the simpler pictures presented by our manuscript (Sheet 38, left below) and by

Codex Laud (Fig. 4411) that would api>ear to reveal to us the real significance of the representation.

For in these two manuscripts it is at once evident that two darners are again intended to be exhibited,

since, just as in the fifth picture <cf. Fig. 451 supra, and Sheet 40 of our manuscript, right below), the

two persons are here shown linked together by a chain of jewelled (ckalckiuitl) disks, and also obviously

in a dancing attitude We see that here again with the picture of the day hour the same notion finds

expression as in that of the corresponding night hour. The fomalo member is again Xochiquetzal, who

here in our manuscript is drawn with three locks curling up on her brow. In Codex Laud her * vis-A-vis
’

displays no special distinctive mark. In our manuscript ho is pictured with red body and red face and

flame-coloured hair curling up in throe locks all over the brow. A comparison with the figure in the

Codex Borgia picture justifies us in identifying this form as XocJiipilli, God of Flowers and of Food

Supplies, who is also a kind of Fire or Sun God. The picture is completed by a disk with a maize-ear

and a chalckiuiti disk.

In Codex Borgia (Fig. 44)2) are seen two seated figures. But the goddess, who wears on her head a

copiili painted in thu colours of the Rain God, likowiso holds with both luuids a jewelled (chairhiuitl) chain.

And the god, who hero wears the Sun God’s head-dress, is apparently taking a chain of jewels from a

vessel figured below, or else is putting one in it. Both doitios have, moreover, a bone knife and agave-leaf

spike inserted in their head-dress. In the upper part of the compartment is further shown a rubber ball,

mul below two other offerings. 1 will not here venture on a more special explanation.

The eleventh group, beside which stands the cipher 12, should now denote both the sixth night hour

and the upper region, if my hypothesis is roally woll grounded.

But at first sight it would seem as if this hypothesis must here break down. For here in all throe

manuscripts (of. our manuscript. Sheet 37, right below, ami Figs. 44)3 and 4G4) is represented the broken

flowering tree, from the wounds of which blood flows. Wo have met this tree above with KzjhijkiIoU, Indy

of the Sixteenth Day-count (cf. Fig. 383 supra, p. 178), and shall nguin meet it below, where the same

goddess stands os Lady of the Fifteenth Tonalavuitl Division. And we know that there this tree is a

symbol of the place called Tamoanehan, ‘ the House of Descent,’ which is also named Xochitl icacun, ' when 1

the flowers are,’ and is described >ls the abode of the blessed gods, as home of the Earth Goddess and of

maize, and as the land where the wandering tribes made a long sojourn. Hitherto I have always identified

this place with the West, tho region where the Sun descends into the Earth, in accordance with the

meaning of the namo * House of Descent/ and relying on general considerations as weil as on the manner

of its presentation. How should this tree be here made to denote at once the sixth night hour and the

upper region ? Nay, more, how should we think of tho upper region at all, whon here in the Codex Laud

picturo (Fig. 463) tho very descent itself into the depths is symbolised by the familiar picture of the

reptile's jaws (jaws of Earth), into the opening of which a man tumbling head foremost disappears ?—My
answer is that with all those relations there is nowhere any question of any absolutely fixed concepts

established, so to say, juridically, that on the contrary the highest wisdom, tho chief mystification (of the

priestly expositors), consists in tho shifting lights, the ambiguities, the reciprocal play of concepts one

with another. The reptile’s jaws with tho man disappearing in them is assuredly hero nothing but a

hieroglyph for Tamoanehan, 4 House of Descent’ But this very Tamoanehan, as appears in the clearest

way from the above-quoted passage (p. 188) from the Htslorw do Tlaxcala of Diego Mu iioz Camargo, ih

concoivod as tho Ckieuhnauhwpaniuhean Itzeheenyan, ‘donde los airas son muy frios, delicados y helados,

sobre los nueve cielos/ the place above the nine heavens, the place of the fresh winds, that is, in fact, as

the uppermost region, the heaven where dwells Xochiquetzal, and where dwell the Lords of Life, Tonacate-

cutli, Tonacaciuatl. And here in our manuscript (Sheet 37, right below) we actually see beside the

broken tree to the left Tlacaocelotl, the god with tho jaguar helmoi-iuosk, who in the eighth picture (cf. our
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manuscript, Sheet 99, left below, and Figs. 457, 458) appeared for TmmcaU'rutli. the old Lord of Life.

And to the right of the flowering tree is seen the goddess Xockiquriud, who has her head here covered

with a red cloth, in the style of certain Ttzcallipoea figures, and is distinctly characterised as Tonacuciuatl,

‘ Lady of Life,' by a maize-ear figured above her. For ttmacajfOÜ, ‘our flesh, our body,' is the maize, and is

used simply os a word for maize.

Now, while the Codex Laud Fig. 4G3, drawn indood, as usual, much more simply, still contains

nothing to contradict wbnt we learn from the Vatican picture, here in the Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 404)

the two chief persons are differently garbed in quite a remarkable manner. Both have the fleshless lower

jaw and the exposod tooth of a dead man's skull, and both have their hair bound round with a rod coral

snake. 1 bclievo that for TonacatecutU, T&namchiatl, Lords of Life, here have been substituted as inhabi-

tants of Taiitoanchtiu the two old magicians Osomoco and CijHwfcnml, inventors of the calendar and

Fig. 463.

Cwlex Laud 33 (Kingsborougb notation),

right below.

Tonacaticutli, Ton>uar\uatl, the Linds of Life,

in TVwitoanrAaii.

Lord» nf tlie Sixth Night Hour and

of the Upper fusion.

Fig. 464.

Calex Borgt* 450 (
= Kingnboruugh W>),

middle cnwi p»«'.

(htoinoeo and Cipactwutl, Ihr two Old Sotvefen*,

in Tamoaruhan.

Lords of Lite Sixth Night Huur nod

of the t'pjier Region.

inventors of soothsaying and witchcraft, who would here be identified as the two old gods by the skelotral

lower jaw, and us the magicians by the fillet consisting of a rod snake.

Thus the apparent contradiction which confronted us in this section has been removed, and my
assumptions have been here also confirmed. Amongst the Mexicans the very same notions were conjured

up whether their thoughts turned to the West or to the upper region. In fact, we have found these very

same Lords of Life depicted in the eighth picture which is to be assigned to the West (cf. Fig. 458 ftttjn-u .

p. 221, and our manuscript, Sheet 39, left below) that have elsewhere the uppermost region of heaven set

apart as their abode.

Lastly, the twelfth group, beside which stands the cipher 13. should on our hypothesis have to denote

the sixth day hour and the lower region.

The picture in our manuscript, which is found in the middle division of the lowor half of Shoet 37,

shows on the right side a standing figure of Xoekiquetzal, who is portrayed in this instance with a wreath

of flowers in her hair and two tresses rising high above her head, and clothed with a red (jiMhquemitl, and,

as usual, with an enagua painted in the colours of the rhalslnutll. Shu lots the bird held in the arm of her
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vis-K-vis drink out of her dish, and at tho same time tenders him a cosctitl, a jewelled necklace. Tho scene

is represented quite in a similar way in the Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 4B6), and somowhat varied in Codex

Laud (Fig. 465). For in the Codex Laud picture the man, who has here a jewol (rhalrhiuiil) hanging

before his heart, presents his bird to the goddess, while she offers him a dish with one hand and a cozcati

with the other. I believe wo shall have to ascribe to this scene quite a special meaning, one in fact having

relation to »cxual interctwree. For here in Codex Borgia (Fig. 466) the female member is depicted as

Tla^-olteotl, that is, as tho Goddoss of Dirt, os the representative of sensual pleasure, being distinguished in

tho usual wav by tho black rubber painting tiboiit her mouth, tho golden nasal crescent (yaeametztli), tho

fillet of unspun cotton (icftcnxor.hifl), and the enagua of crescent pattem. I believe that in tho two other

manuscripts also, Codex I*aud and Vatican, where TtapAtcott is not figured as such, that is, with her dress

and badge, this very »rent is intended to characterise her, and that this picture has boon chosen because

Tla<
s
'i)lU&U is tho Tlall I iyollo, tho ‘ Heart of the Earth,' hence represents the lower region.

Fiji. 4R.V C<>dex Laud 33

( Kingsbormigh notation), left below.

Xoc&iquttsa} ami the ttamara^jni.

Loots of the Sixth Dity Hour and

of the Lower Region.

fig. UMJ. Code* Borgia flt)

( = King»borough M), middle cm« row.

Tlafoftgotl, the Earth Ooddeitx and Xnehifiilli.

Lords uf the Sixth Day Hour and

of the Lower Region.

Here the male member of the group bears no special bodge, as mostly in these picture« where the

goddess is everywhere the chief person.

Amongst the offerings in our manuscript is further shown a pulque dish, and a vessel in which are

stuck flowers and a bone dagger, hence is doubtless a sacrificial-blood dish. In Codex Borgia are given

a ckaUkiwill and a dish on which lie a flower, bone dagger, and agavo-leaf spike, consequently also a

sacrificial-blood dish.

With the following thirteenth picture, with which stands the cipher 14, if my assumption bo right, the

rotation of the quarters of the heavens should begin again in the same way as it has been determined for

tho first twelve pictures. That in tho following twelve pictures the rotation really does follow the same

sequence, I at onco find a certain confirmation in a small outward detail. In Codex Borgia, in the

picture which on my assumption should in this second series denote the night hours and tho North

—it is the eighteenth picture of the whole series (Fig. 47S infra)—on tho upper margin of the com-

partment is given the picture of the moon, but in this compartment in tho second series alone. But

in point of fact wo have also met this same picture of the moon in tho first scries alone with tho

group which there in the first senes denoted the night hours and the North, namely, with the fifth

2 y
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group (cf. 452 attpra, p. 217), here given instead of the picture of the evening, which is exhibited on

tho upper margin by the other compartment* indicating the night hours. But the strange circum-

stance that, as I have assumed, the night hours begin with the lower, the day hours with tho upper

region, finds its explanation if with this thirteenth group tho rotation really begins again. For the

thirteenth and fourteenth group should denote the seventh night and the seventh day hour, that is.

midnight and midday. And one understands at once that the lower region was made the norma for

midnight, tho upper for midday.

Accordingly the now next following thirteenth picture should, as stated, indicate midnight and

the lower region. Hero in all throe manuscripts, in the middle of the picture, we see a scorpion

(colotl) depicted. The* scorpion, whose sting causes a burning pain, is the animal of the Fire God,

Fiji. 407. colofI, S«iirpinn, tie Siirn nf Mcrti Scat ion

Mid faftttnpawlH, Grau Ball, in which art stuck

two blood- hi aimtl «tfarc-lcaf »pike* (aitz/fi espf).

Belief on the Upper and Front Side

of a Stone Sent.

R. Kth not iiucal Mu«eutn, Berlin.

Fif. 468.

Hieroglyph youalnepnntla* Midnight,

nr<l [witajxiyn)} i, Grim Ball,

in which are snick two Ui*td. stained

ngiw-lnf (mhtli afii).

t’*idci Dorbnnicus 18.

and as a rule is figured with the Fire God. But on that very account it ia likewise an emblem of

mortification. This is distinctly seen in the relief of a stone seat of the Uhde collection in tho Royal

Ethnological Museum (Fig. 467). where the picture of the scorpion is sculptured on the upper and

posterior side, but on the front side that of tho grass ball ((tuatapoyoUi), in which are stuck the

agave-leaf spike* (uitztli) which were smeared with the blood drawn by the penitents from gashes in

their tongue or oar. But if tho scorpion is an emblem of mortification, it. is also an emblem of the

time when the people mortified themselves. And that was midnight (youalncpantla). For at mid-

night the shell-horns of the temples trumpeted, and at the sound the priests rose to mortify them-

selves, to sing, and then go in procession to tho hath. Therefore midnight was called (tiatlapituilispan

nrietrqu izpan), ‘where the concha were blown, where they gashed their flesh.’ 1 Hence tho relief just

referred to may bo regarded as an exact parallel to the pictures, for instance, of Codex Borbonicus

(Fig. 468), whore we find figured above the more or loss conventionalised picture of the mraia'payol.li

1 Habagon, VII. chap iii. Mi. Bibliatccn Laureoziiina
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the hieroglyph of midnight. (youainepantla), an eye enveloped in darkness. I accordingly believe I am

really justified in taking as an indication of midnight the picture of the scorpion which huro in all

three manuscripts under consideration iß seen figured with the thirteenth group.

In harmony with this view, of the two persons standing beside the scorpion, the man is obviously

depicted us a that is, with body und face painted black, and with a broad red spot at his

temple. Thus at least in Codex Borgia (Fig. 470) and in our manuscript (Sheet .17, left below), while he

is painted a red colour in Codex Laud (Fig. 469), as in this manuscript are nearly all the mule persons

in the groups denoting the night hours. In Codex Borgia this priest in addition wears the head of the

animal which we have met as Earth God and representative of the lower region in the right division

of tho lowor half of Sheet 9 in our manuscript (cf. also Fig. 258 supra, p. 71). But tho goddess

who iu our manuscript and in Codex Laud is portrayed in the usual way, us XochiquHzitl, has a

deer's head on her head, like tho goddess who in tho fifth picture leads off with the old coyote, the

Dance God (Fig. 452 lupro, p. 217), and these denoted the North, the region of the Earth. In

Pi*;. 4M.
Codez Loud 33

(Kin*prtxin«igh rmtuttOB),

left nbow.

Pi*;. 470. Codex Worein 59 ( * Kingsborou«h W),

middle emu row.

Tim Priest of TTrtJ/wrtd/i, th« Earth God, and the Deer Gnddca.
Euler* of the ntitltqiiiqpan,

U'«' Tiim* of Mortificuth»«, of Midnight,

und of the Lower Region.

Codex Borgia below the priest is figured what looks like a wooden knife with an animal's head for

handlo, which perhaps answors to the kind of wooden lancet which wo find figured in Codex BorbonicuB

with the two old physicians, Oxomoco and Cijmctonal, as well as with Xipt and with ItztlacoliuJiqui.

Bolow the goddess are two spindles in a dish. Moreover, beside them, the priest has a dish with

Howers (La. blood?), the goddess ono with maize-oars. And lastly, above them are seen a vossol with

a red-blood snuko, and a pot with broken bottom, like the one wo found given with the picture

(Fig. 444 supra, p. 213), which likewise denoted the night hour os well as tho lowor region, only

there a red-blood snake was issuing from it.

It is further remarkable that hore in all three manuscripts the iiersons are clearly drawn us if

turned, or turning, from each other. This may have relation to the fact that the priest is living a

chaste life, has renounced intercourse with women. But thereby expression may also bo given to a

difference of direction, the Above and Bolow, os with the figures of Xochipilli and Xochiqvdzal, who

are similarly drawn averted from each other on Sheet 57 of Codex Borgia. And this difference, which

was then apparently to be understood as pointing to the upper region, must here in our pictures be

naturally taken as pointing to the lower region.
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The fourteenth picture, with which stand« the cipher 15, must now correspond to the seventh

day hour or to midday, and likewise to the upper region.

And in point of fact here in Codex Borgia (Fig. 472) Xochiquetsal, who is again pictured with

her wreath of white flowers in her hair, and has also a white flower (isquixochiH) as a painting on

her cheek, is confronted by a form painted a bright red colour, with an eagle helmet-mask and a

white flower also painted on his cheek, a form which can only represent the Sun God, or Xoehijnlli

as Sun God. From the mouth of the goddess issues a chain of jewel beads, while the god holds in

his loft hand a bone dagger and agave-leaf spike, in his right the copal pouch (copaUriquipilli ). For

the midday hour is the time when incense was offered to the Sun God. Two upset dishes (with

maize?) appear, as in a previous section devoted to the quarter of the East (cf. ntpra, p. 215), to

denote the gifts sent by the god from above. A copal-pouch is similarly held in his band by the

god of Codex Laud (Fig. 471). But in our manuscript. an exchange has evidently taken place between

this and the following picture For what in our manuscript forms the fourteenth picture (Sheet 30,

right below) corresponds exactly to the fifteenth picture (Fig. 473) of Codex Borgia. Now as the

fourteenth picture of Codex Laud agrees with the fourteenth of Codex Borgia, as at once shown by

the copal-pouch in the god’s hand, the mistake that has occurred must have been made it) our manu-

script, and the fifteenth picture in this document (Sheet 36, middle below) must therefore be placed

in lino with the fourteenth of Codex Borgia and of Codex Laud. And in fact hero, too. we sec facing

the goddess a god painted a red colour, who corresponds exactly with the god of the tenth compart-

ment in our manuscript, that is. a compartment where in Codex Borgia is likewise depicted a god

dockod with the Sun God's fillet, and doubtless to bo identified us Xochipilli.

The next, the fifteenth picture, is that, with which stands the cipher 16. According to my theory

it must denote the eighth night hour und simultaneously the East.

In Codex Laud (Fig. 473) und likewise in the fourteenth picture of our manuscript (Sheet 36, right

below), which, as we have above soon, answers to the fifteenth of the two other manuscripts, both the

god and the goddess are pictured with a cvzcatl, a jewelled necklace, in their hand, and above them

are seen in a dish a green jowel (cJuUchiuitl

)

and three agave-lcof spikes (uitztli). In her pierced

nasal septum the goddess of our manuscript wears a rod, which occurs with none of the other female

figuros of this series. With the god is seen a wreath of flowers extending from the ear over the whole

head high up.

Those figures, which, if they stood alone, would remain somewhat unintelligible, receive their

elucidation from the corresponding picture of Codex Borgia (Fig. 474). For here the goddess has the

Fire God's facial painting, with which, however, sho combines the fleslileas lower jaw and the exposed

teeth of a dead man's skull. These are two distinctive marks which in a certain way recall Itspapaiotl,

the Chichimcc goddess. The hair shoots upwards above hor forehead in two flame-like tresses. This,

as wo shall see, is a characteristic trait of Chantico, the Fire Goddess of Xochimileo. Lastly, on her

hair she has a complete cover of downy feathers, and on her forehead a white rosette made of downy

feathers. This is again a badge exactly like that we have met with Itzpapalotl the Chichimcc goddess

(cf. Fig. 383 p. 178). Now, I am positively convinced that there is an intimate relation between

these two figures. For the butterfly is not the sign of Earth, but is a honwloffue of the flower, and

like it also an expression anil symbol of the flickering, that is, of fire. And without doubt a relation

exists botwoen the Chichimecs of Qu.au/ditlun, who worshipped Itzpapalotl, and those of XochimUco,

whose deity was the Fire Goddess Chant iro. One may doubt as to what name may be appropriately

applied to the goddess of the fifteenth picture of Codex Borgia (Fig. 474). She is beyond doubt a

Fire Goddess, os shown by the flames which we see issuing from her mouth, and also by the rubber

ball set with spikes which sho holds in her hand. And she is also a Chiehivuc goddess, as indicated
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by the bone doggers broken in piocos which arc seen in the dish abovo the two figures. For the

brokon seems everywhere to deuote what is old, what ties fur behind. And just because she is a

Chichimoc goddess, she is here in our manuscript disfigured by the rod in her nasal septum.

No less characteristic than the female is the male member of this group It is again a priest,

who from hood to foot is painted a black colour, and distinguished by a large rod spot at the temple.

Fig. 471. Codes bind 33

(Kingsboroujjh tiolatiuoX

middle »hove.

Fi#s. 473.

C«»d*» lioiyiii 59 ( = Klngsbofuugh 36),

middle crow nnr.

XothipiUi, the Flower God, &ud Xixkiyntiztil, the Flower G<*ld«w. linier« of the Seventh Day Hour,

i.t. of the Midday Hour und <>( the Upper Regieai.

Fig. 473. Codex bind 33, 34

( Kingaborougli itotatiuu), upper half.

TtaHuunufui, the Fried ami the Fire Goddo».

Fig. 474. Codes Ibirgiii 59

( - Kingsbomugh 56), middle miss row.

Killers of tin* Rightli Night Hour anil of the Fjwt,

But here he has a bone dagger stuck above his ear, from which blood flows copiously, wliilo his

nock is entwined by two red snake«, one struggling upwards, the other downwards. Evidently in this

picture fire is again brought into association with tho idea of mortification. But this figure shows

that the wrenth of flowers extern!ing from tho ear over the whole head of the tuolo member of the

corresponding group in our manuscript (Sheet 3fi, right below) is not to be regarded as a decoration,

but that hero again the flower stands simply for blood. And lastly, a comparison with the Codex

Borgia picture os a whole shows that the coieail, too, the jewellery held in their hands by the two
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persons of the Codex Laud picture and of our manuscript, can likewise have reference only to morti-

fication. which iudeed is also pointed to by the throe agave-leaf spikes and the eJtalchiuiU which we

see stuck in the dish above the two figures.

The Fire Goddess, the old Chichiinuc goddess, seems to suggest the time before the birth of the

Sun, the morning twilight, and therefore to stand hero for the Hast.

The sixteenth picture, beside which we see entered the cipher 17, must accordingly denote the

eighth day hour, ami likewise the East.

Hero by a flowering tree is obviously symbolised, in much the same way in all three manuscripts,

the growth (izcalli) which was attributed to tho vivifying, life-giving action of the Fire God, and in

the imagination of the Mexicans was such a special indication of tho East, regarded as the region of

fertility and of increase. This tree is seen to bo drawn by the god right up from u sacrificial dish,

whilu the goddess, at least in Codex Borgia (Fig. 476), gives simultaneous expression to the same

idea by her two uplifted amts. In Codex Borgia (Fig. 476) the sacrificial dish, out of which the

Fix. -17&. (’«lex Land 34 Fiy, 470. (Mil Borgia 5a
(King*bnro«xh noUilioo), iniddl« «ibov«.

( RiqpboviMyh 57), middle «ms row.
ÄorhüfuetiaJ tout the tUnMuaxyni iu 77<if<waii, (lie I'Ucr of Growth. Laid* of the Eighth Diiy Hour and of the East.

tree shoots upwards, stands on its part on a roadway, which develnjis a kind of bay or uicho enclosing

a dish from which a white liquor set with the Pulque God's ruisal crescent (yucamctctli) overflows,

and obviously denotes pulque (octliy Here we have evidently a rebus before us. The blue path

provided with footprints, on which the goddess also stands, we shall have to read as Halil, ‘earth/

the dish with tho liquor as octli, pulque. And this combined gives tlaloe, ‘pulque of the earth,' an

often attempted etymology ot the name Tlaloe, the Rain God, which naturally means something quite

different—presumably he who causes to sprout/ being derived from u verb tlaloa. This rebus makes

the moaning ot the whole picture still «dearer. And that this picture is intended to dusignuLe the

region of the East con now no longer be reasonably doubted.

The tlaman*z<pti, who is drawing the tree upwards, wears in Codex Borgia an armlet of snail-

shells, such as tho Old God of Heaven is wont to wear. In our manuscript he is dressed in a priests

doublet (xifolli ), and on his breast wears attached to a leather thong, the eye, tho annual/, tho

ornament of TezoUlipoca. It seems as if we should regard him as priest of the Fire God.

It is further remarkable, though for this I can offer no explanation, thut both in the picture

in our manuscript and in that of Codex Laud (Fig. 475) the goddess turns her head backwards.
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The seventeenth group. with which stand» the cipher ix, must now, on my assumption, denote

the ninth night hour and the North. This is the sheet on the upper margin of which the artist of

Codex Borgia has placed the hieroglyph of tho Moon, instead of the sign of the Evening, which is

shown by the other compartments of this series representing the night hours.

Here again wo have a remarkable difference between our manuscript and Codex Laud on the

one hand, and Codex Borgia on tho other Our manuscript. (Sheet 35, right above) and Codex Laud

Kg. -177. Codex Fdiud at Fig. I7fl. (\nlex Bnrgki 5H

(Kinpritnrmigh nntotion), right above. { = Kinpib* inunrh Ä7)* middle erww row.

I.nrdx of the Ninth Night Hour and of the North.

|Q@oo^oo0oe

Fig. 471>. Cixlex bind 05 i.Kinplwinnig!» notation!1

, left Fig. 4SO Codex ]1<>rgi« -
r»X t * Kingshnrntiffb 07), middle

ahove. Xarhipilf

i

anil .Xorhvjurtsal, the Offerer* Lmrri* cro* row. QuiiaalcMMttl, the Wind liod.atxl Xodtvpuiaal, the

of the Ninth Day Hour and of the North. Offerer*. Lards »>f the Ninth Day Hour and of the North.

(Pig. 477) show, as usual, two persons, a femnlo and a mate, who however, have here no special

distinctive mark. They stand facing oach other, and arc connected together by a rod coral snake

coiled round both their nocks. But it would almost scorn, at least in tho Codex Laud picture, as

if the two wore represented as if quarrelling. Between them wo see in Codex Lot id a heart, and

above thorn in both manuscripts two green jewels (c/uUchiuitl ), each on its own dish.

But Codex Borgia (Fig. 478) depicts a god paintod a blue colour, blit, not equipped with any special

badge, and opposite him Xockiquctzal, who has her hair bound with a many-coloured band Iretweon the
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two upright braids. Euch is souted on their jaguar-skin hassock And each has under their arm a child,

the two children being held facing each other, much as in cock-fighting the birds hold under the

arm or in the hand are set facing each other. And here, too, it almost looks as if these two children

were really intended to be represented as about to fight But on the lower margin of the compartment

is seen U rod coral-snake, which is coiled together in two knots in a remarkable way. so that we almost

fancy wo recognise the familiar sign which consists of ring and ray, or ring and trapeze, and in tho Vienna

anti other manuscripts serves to distinguish t he date» of the year.

I will not here venture to attempt a positive explanation, and will merely remark that, despite the

apparent incongruity, the three manuscripts undoubtedly aim at representing the same persons and the

same action. Tho two children, which in the Codex Borgia picture are held under the arms, are in

the two other manuscripts indicated by the two ckalchiuitl which are figured above the two persons,

each on its own dish. But the linking of the two persons togother by tho red coral-snake, as shown in

tho pictures of our manuscript and of Codex Laud, has its parallel in the double-knotted red snake

on tho lower margin of the Codex Borgia picture.

The eighteenth picture, Iwsid«* which the artist has written the ciphor 10, must now denote the

ninth day hour and the North as well.

But hero the three manuscripts again in some rosj>ects part company. The picture in our manuscript,

in tho middle of the lower half of Sheet 30, shows us on the left side XockipUli , the Flower God, figured,

as in the tenth compartment, with red body and red faco and flame-coloured hair curling up in three

locks above the brow, but here with the addition of a large jewelled (rhalchiuitl) breast ornament on a

chain of beads hanging low down. He holds high up a dish from which a quetzal bird is drinking. This

can doubtless scarcely mean anything except that * he brings a blood offering.’ Facing him naturally

stands tho goddess Xochiqurtzal, in her hand a rubber ball, to which, as usual, is attached a singlo quetzal

feather. Below is further soon a jug, the mouth of which is painted in the colours of the jewel: and

above a dish, from which the cnagua amt a woman's feet seem to protrudo.

Quito analogously Codex Laud (Fig. 47D) draws the god, who is painted a blue colour, as in this

manuscript are invariably the male persons in the compartments indicating the day hours. In his

upraised hand is a dish from which a quetzal bird drinks, and facing him is the goddess with her rubber

ball in her hand. Above is figured a jewel (ckalchiuitl).

But in the Codox Borgia picture (Fig. 4.H0) the male member of the group is the Wind God

(Quetsalcouatl), who holds l>one dagger (omit/) and agavo-leaf spike (utiztli) in one hand, a bundlo

of stalks (fttrati, tlacotl) in the other, and the quetzal bird under his arm. Fronting him wo hoc

Xockiquetzal, this limo again with her wreath of white flowers in her hair, and in one hand holding a

bundle of firewood (tlatlatilqun ukqueizalli), in the other a clay incense-pan (tlemaitl).

Obviously in all these pictures the North is meant, to bo exhibited as the region of the knife and

of sacrifice. Codox Laud and our manuscript arc satisfied with showing the male counterpart to

Xorhiqtutznl, the god XockipUli, in his hand the sucriiicial-blood dish, from which the solar bird drinks.

But Codex Borgia replaces him with the God of Mortification and of Sacrifice, Quetzalcouatl, who

now, as it seems, apparently in rather an inconsistent way, receives under his arm the quetzal bird,

the solar bird that descends on the offerings and drinks from the dish.

NexL comes the nineteenth picture, with which stands the cipher 20. This must now, on my
theory, denote tho tenth night hour and the West.

Here one might fancy the power of characterisation had forsaken the draughtsman, or rather the

person who inspired these pictures, for the present picture seems to say much about tho same as tho one

just described. So it is at least in Codox Borgia and in our manuscript, which this time agree more
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closely with each other, while Codex Laud has a somewhat modified representation. In Codex Borgia

(Fig. 4H2) and in our manuscript (Sheet 35 left botow) wo again see tho divino pair:

—

Xockiqwtzal, who

in Codex Borgia is again portrayed with her wreath of white flowers in her hair, in our manuscript is

arrayod in a costly quechqucmitl and a costly onogua, and has her hair bound up with a parti-coloured

band. Then her vis-^-vis, who this time in Codex Borgia, too, is a god simply painted red, is to bo

designated as XochipiUi, while in our manuscript is seen a god who is painted the usual skin colour,

but appears to bo indicated as a priest by the familiar rod spot on the temple. In Codex Borgia the

goddess again holds a bundle of firewood, while in both manuscripts the god has in his hand u large

sacrificial knife (ttrpntl), which in Codex Borgia is fastened to a handle, but in our manuscript is figured

simply as a leaf-shaped blade without any attachment. In our manuscript botwoen tho two figures is seen

a jewel dish with u flower, hence a sacrificial-blood dish (quaulu-imUi), and above them a hone dagger

and agave-leaf spike- In Codox Borgia between the two gods below is shown a sacrificial-blood dish, in

which tiro stuck bone dagger and agave-leaf spike, each with its flower at the end, which means blood.

00000 0000®

Fur. IS], ('min Lind 35
1 KiiyptlmnJUjfh hot at lull), n^ht above.

The LNrscrnt of a Jewel

{of a Child).

Pig. 46± Cmlex Boryu 66 (= Kmir*l*jr<ni>;]i 57), to|iiin»jl rwr,

Xtxh iqurUrtf ami Xixh'i'illiy SacriHcinji fur tlw*

Descent of a Chilil.

Linb nf the Tenth Night lluiir and of the West.

Hence tho two gods of tliis group seem to be represented simply as offerers, like thoso of the preceding

eighteenth group.

Here the Codox Laud picture (Fig. 4M) certainly shows some variation. The two gods hero stand

confronting each other in an attitude the particular moaning of which I cannot quite grasp. This time

it is the goddoss who is depicted in tho submissive posture with arms erossed under her breast. The

sacrificial-blood dish with its flower (denoting the blood) is hero, too, shown between the two figures.

And here, too, lione dagger and agave-loaf spike are stuck in the dish, but they are broken in two pieces.

And abuvo them are further given two bunches of malinalli gross. But under the dish hangs a ckalchiuitl,

a jewel, below which is seen a footprint exactly betweon the two gods. I think we may still understand

this in tho some way as the footsteps coming down from above, which are to be seen with TUtfolteotl, ruler

of the thirteenth Tonalanuttl division in Codex Borbonicus, and which I have above reproduced at

Fig. 51, p. 24. That is to say, tho ckakhiiUti with tho footprint below it is intended to signify the

dejtctnt of the jew/, namely, the descent of a child, which is offoetocl by tho very sacrifice that is

represented by tho blood. This picture thus liecomes a thoroughly appropriate illustration of the region

of the West, of the riuutlampa, and a real parallel to the pictures at. Figs, 455, 45(J (supra, p. 219), which

2 0
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io tho first section of the night dcuotcd the region of the West. The pictures given by Codex Borgia and

by our manuscript are consequently to some uxtout incomplete, and require to be supplemented by tbc

observer in accordance with their meaning. Codex Horgia and our manuscript merely show just the

offerings that arc needed for a chib! to be conceived and bom. Tho notion that this gift, as well as other

gifts of the gods, must bo obtained by piety, by penitential exorcises, is found in those chapters of Sahagun

which treat in full detail of marriage, of conduct during prognancy, at the birth, and so on. Perhaps in

this picture, too, tho special meaning of tho scene is pointed at by tho upturned guxo, in a sense drawing

down from above, which in Codex Horgia the male member of this group seems to express by the attitude

of his head and hand.

The twentieth picture, beside which is given the cipher ‘21, must accordingly denote the tenth day

hour and also the West

ooooo
o

Fig. -1*3. 4 )odt!X Lain! %
(Kitiggliuroaglt nutation), left above.

The Limning uui of Jewel* (rot/al/),

the Birth »f .« Child.

Eüüi

OOOQ
o o o
0900

Fig. 4S 1. Codex BnrgU 5#

(= Kiitir«Lor«Migh 67), tifoiist n>w.

Xorkiqttftutl, tlw Flower OnlilciM,

and the Priest (f/itnw«ijyu»V

LonU of tho Tenth Day Hour und

of tlu* Weal.

Here Codex Horgia (Fig. 434) again simply depicts Xockiqustzal, who with one hand presents an

offering, a bundle of firewood and rubber bull. Facing her is the priest (tlamacazqui), who is painted a

blue colour all over his body and face, except the red patch on his temple, has stuck his bone dagger

and his agave-leaf spike near hia ear at the temple, and holds a bunch of molinatU grass in his hand.

Below are further added a couple of offerings.

This picture, loo, wo must, however, regard as incomplete. For a much more significant representa-

tion in shown by tho two other manuscripts, both of which obviously exhibit the drawing of a chain of

jewels out of the goddess, and by tho god. Hero tho mo&L distinct is our manuscript, where (Sheet 34,

right below) wo see the god drawing the chain out of the very mouth of the goddess. Here again

this baa without doubt a meaning like tho descent of the jewel in tho preceding picture. Tho jewel

(chalrh iuitl ), the neck ornament, the chain of beads (coxeatl), the feather adornment (quetzalli), nil this is

still the child

—

'nopilht&c, nocwtque noquctsaU, 4 my child, my chain of bends, my feather ornament ’—as

it runs in tho * Pint ica quo haze el Padre ul hijo, avisundolu 4 utiioncsiundolo quo sea Imono.' The god who

draws out the coznttl is in IkjlIi manuscripts painted a black colour, and in our manuscript lias also, like

tho priest of the Codex Borgia picture, the implements of mortification, bone dagger and agave-leaf spike.
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stuck near his ear at the temple. But in our manuscript this god is, moreover, not only provided with «

remarkable radiant neck ornament, but is also furnished with tho alternately yellow and black cross stripes,

the irilan thUkuxn, of tho God TsscaUipoca'n face-painting. The Tescatlipocu who thus in a sense hero

presents himself as a kind of birth-helping god, as an accoucheur, is known as a magician. Perhaps it was

in this connection that ho also gave proof of his qualifications as a physician.

Fig. 4H5. Codes Land 3t5

(Kinpjltoronjdi notation ), right above.

Fig, 48G. Codes Boryiu .
r>H

{ * Kingvboruugh SIX topmost row.

JMifHttsI und Xockipilli, divutd u* QuetsiU Birds, joining in the Circular Dance.

Lord* <4 the Rli>veuth Niglit Hour and of the South.

left above. Fig, 4M, Oodtt Borgia .
r
»9 ( KingvUwimgh 5fJ), t*i|>inicii n»w.

.Vih*Aitpuintl- and Xockipilli, the Av-rificing Priests. Ruler* of the Eleventh Day Hour And of the South.

The next following twenty-first picture, by the artist indicated with tho cipher 22, must now, on my
assumption, correspond to the eleventh night hour and the region of the South.

In the first half of the night in tho ninth picture (cC Figs. 459, 460 supra, p. 221) wo met the two

Musical Gods In tho hour which answers to tho South, that is, in the fifth night hour. Here we have

before us Gods of the Jhinee. and indeed uniformly in all three manuscripts. For the two gods disguised

os quetzal birds (Figs. 485 and 486, und our manuscript, Sheet 34, lower middle) hold betwoen them a

chain of beads which symbolises the dancers linked together in a circular danco, exactly as in tho picture
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on Shoot 40. right- below, in our manuscript, and in the corresponding pictures of the two other manu-

scripts (Figs. 451, 452 supra, p. 217). The two gods disguised as quetzal birds again of course represent

Xochiquxtzal and XorJiipilli. The first is indicated by her enagua and by the child which (in the Codex

Borgia) she holds in her arm. the second by his rod colour and the loin-cloth with which he is wrapped.

The artistically ornamented chair which in the Codex Borgia picture this male quetzal bird holds in his

arm is perhaps a mark of royal dignity. Remarkable in the picture in our manuscript is the distinct

attitude of submission in which the female quetzal bird is represented. This, as well as the pose of the

male quetzal's head turned upwards, recalls the above-described pictures (Fig. 4SI of Codex Laud and

Shoot .*15, left IhjIow, of our manuscript) by which conception was expressed. And here, too, in our manu-

script between tho quetzal gods joining in tho circular dance a quetzal bird is seen descending from above.

The twenty-second picture, beside which stands the cipher 23, must now denote both the eleventh

day hour and tho South.

Hero in all throe manuscripts wo soo figured together death symbols, skulls and cross-bones. In

Codex Laud (Fig. 4M“) ami in our manuscript. (Sheet 34, left below) tho god seems to bo actually making

a dangerous attack on the goddess. Tho weapon which the god turns against- the goddess has in our

manuscript the form of a swordfish’s sword, to which at tho broad end is fixed a longish spike as a point.

Tho goddess of Codex Laud has a clay incense-pan (tfomaitl) in her hand. The goddess of our manuscript

seems intended to be characterised as TUifolteotl by two spindles in her hair and an car-plug of unspun

cotton, as well as by the tuft of grass held in her hand,

In Codex Borgia, on the contrary (Fig. 48m), the two deities are seen seated peacefully opposite each

other. They are both dressed as priests, as both carry tho tobacco ealaliush (yetecovutil) on their shoulder.

Both hold a bleeding heart in their hand. And on the gTound between them stands a dish full of blood, a

genuine quauhxicalli, showing the same decoration, the eagle-feathers on the upper brim, as the sacrificial

dishes (quavJtxiottUi) of Codex Borbnnicus, and as the stone originals which I described at the time in the

Ethnological Notizblatt.
1 In tho dish are here stuck two arrow-shafts, which nro doubtless meant for

sucking-roods—the reeds with which the gods are supposed to drink tho blood out of the dish.

Accordingly the Codex Borgia picture seems intended to represent sacrificial death, and to indicate

tho South as tho region of sacrificial death. x\mongst the Mexicans this was a prevalent association

of ideas, since it is the Sun itself to which the offerings are directed, to which are presented tho blood

and tho hearts of the victims. And this notion of tho South as tho region of sacrificial death wc have

similarly found expressed with manifold variation in the pictures which in the lowest row of Sheets 7

ami M accompany the fourth quarter of the Tanahimntl disposed in columns of five members.

On the other hand I should rather be inclined to regard the corresponding pictures of tho two other

manuscripts 08 illustrations of war and of tho warrior's «loath, which indeed from analogous associations

of idcais may be considered no less characteristic for the South, the region of the Sun God. The two

footsteps turned upwards shown in the Codex Laud picturo (Fig. 487) beside the cross-bones might

denote the dead man, that is, tho immolated warrior himself going straight to heaven.

The twenty-third picture, with which is given tho cipher 24, must now, on my theory, denote the

twelfth night hour and tho upper region.

Here wo meet tho remarkable pictures which I have already figured above (p. 14(5) with the fourth

day-count. In Codex Borgia ( Fig. 490) wo see a distinctly obscene picture. In the middle is the priest

(ffamoen;<7 ui)1
orolse Xochipilli as priest, who, as in two pictures back, is painted a blue colour all over his

body except the red patch ou his temple; hut here, instead of the end of the loin-cloth, ho wears the long

• Vol ii. part I (Berlin 1899), pp. 14-21. *iwl vol. Hi. part I (Berlin 1900). pp. KW-139.
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tail-end of a red coral snake, which has cither a directly obscene meaning, or is to ho brought into association

with the figure of the penitent adulterer altovo pictured at p. 19, whom there also wo fount! accompanied

by a rod coral snake. This XochipiUi-tlanwcaztj tii is hero depicted between two figures of Xoch iquetzaf,

who perfectly resomblo each other in tlioir head-dressing and the wreath of white (izquvcochiil) flowers in

thoir hair. But the one to tho left is completely clothed even to the hips. She holds a quetzal bird under

her arm, the meaning of which must doubtless bo inferred from tho groups figures! with the eighth day

hour (Figa. 465, 4M ntptd, p. 22.5, and our manuscript, Shoot 37, middle below); and she has seized him

by the forelock, that is. she has captured him, or laid claim to him its his lawful wife. The other Xochi-

quettnl to tho right of the picture is distinctly naked. By the implements of war figured Iwide Her she

is characterised as one of the female associates of the bachelor warriors, as a courtesan, a harlot (aniani,

intujui), and sho illustrates clearly enough the part which she plays by tho obscene action which the

tlavMcazqiii permits himself in her presence.

Now. this very plain picture of Codex Borgia is in an interesting way replaced in the two other

Fig. 4811. (Aidcx Idtuil 37

{KingiUiMUxh nnUtion\ right nlmvi-,

The thmitfinjui with tho LiuinL (cmtepolin),

the Sign uf Iiioftiitineoc«.

Fig. 4S0. Codex Bnrgiu f»W ( - King*i»>r«>ugh 56), topuiu*t ruw.

AVA ipUIi-tlamaeast/ui and the two üoddowc* of Lot«*,

Xothiqvtt'M nod tho Harlot («tfiam, nuupti).

Hiller of the Twelfth Night Hour and of the Upper Hormhl

manuscripts by another (Fig. 4H9, and our manuscript, Sheet 33, right below), where we sec the

tlamatuzqui together with one of tho Xochiqwtzals, the draped one, who holds the quetzal bird under

her arm. But hero tho artist, by putting the figure of the lizard (ctuttpalin ) under the arm of the

tlamacazqui, lias symbolised incontinence in a way perfectly intelligible at least, to contemporary

observers. On this point compare what was above stated (pp. 14-5, 146) with tho fourth day-count.

In our manuscript, as well as in Codex Borgia, the relation to the tnaqui
,
the female companions of tho

warriors, is further specially expressed by the hioroglyph of war.

Thus these pictures, too, are perfectly clear. To me, however, it is not so dear why these

particular pictures Bbotild bo meant for an illustration of the upper region. We must doubtless assume

that it was tho intention of the artist to bring incontinence or the sexual {Mission into association

with the (Jods of Procreation who dwell in tho up{iermoKt lioaven: or else that in this seriös, which

is properly speaking entirely devoted to Xochiquelsal, he was unable to express the warriors and the

warriors’ lot, that is, their immolation and despatch to heaven — ilhuiaw tjauh, ‘lie that goes to

heaven,' is the name of the sacrificial warrior’s soul— except by the picture of the warriors' fouiale

associates, of the maqui, of those joining in the dance, the aniani, tho courtesans.
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The twenty.fourth picture, beside which stands tho cipher 25, must on my theory indicate the

twelfth day hour and the lower region. And in fact in the Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 492) we see

iho lower region, or the downward movement, the earthward movement, clearly illustrated by the

object figured near the lower margin of the compartment — a skull into which a man tumbling head

foremost disappears. The remaining contents of the picture, however, show, strictly speaking, scarcely

anything that might be forthwith brought into association with tho lower region. And the same

must be said of the Codex Laud picture (Fig. 491) and that of our manuscript (Sheet 33. middle

below). In these pictures the cssontinl element seems everywhere to be a eozaitl, a piece of neck

jewellery, a chain of beads» or any jewel or costly object whatsoever. For in Codex Laud and in our

manuscript the god who in our manuscript is painted a red colour, as Xochijnlli, is seen presenting

a cozcatl to the goddess. And in our manuscript above is further seen a dish with a cluiin of

bends (cozrutl).

In Codex Borgia the goddess, who here again is portrayed as Xochüptetzul, with her wreath of

£•••• •••••

Pig. 491, CofLirx I.aijrl US

{Kii»jp*l»ir»niiAi Dotation), left ;ib»vr.

XoehiqHMtsai »n«l XofhipiUi, the (htdi of Wraith.

white (iztjuürochiU) llowers in her hair, holds a chain of flowers in hor hand, though to be sure the

god has nothing in his but bone dagger and agave-loaf spike. But hohind Imth figures is shown a

small bundle, at one end of which is drawn a flower, at the other two jewelled thongs.

I believe these pictures are intendod to exhibit to the observer the richness, the exuberance, the

fruitfulness of the earth, of which the goddess Xochiqueizal may bo regarded os decidedly the special

representative, and that here by the earth is meant tho lower region.

There still remains the last, the twenty-fifth picture, beside which the draughtsman has set the

2x13 dots, the cipher 26.

The artist of Codex Borgia (Fig. 494) has included this group mainly with the night hours, as

in their upper margin he has introduced the symbol of evening (tlapoyaua), which is composed of

tho solar picture and the sign of night. In this compartment are represented the two old gods with

the white bomti-feather hair, the white heron-feather beard, ami tho ring-shaped appendage below

the upper lip, which stands on the contracted corners of the mouth in an aged jierKon’s face.

Both are represented as priests, Lhal is, with the tobacco calabash (yttecomall) on their back, whieh
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Fig. 492. CimIce BorutJi { Kiiupbornni’h 5ft),

U>pnin*t row.

Tho LonU thr Twelfth D»jr Hour ami of ihi* Lower Rodion,
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is tho badge of tho priests, 1 and the god is further distinguished os a priest by the red patch on his

temple Tho god holds in ono hand a stad’ tho upper end of which, bent downwards, affects the form

of a heron’s head, houco may be called an oziatopilli, and in the other a hunch of maiinnUi grass.

The goddess, who in other respects is garbed as Xochujuctzal, holds a long-stalked eye in one hand.

The god is evidently identical with the person who presents himself on Sheet 24 ( = Kingsborough

IS) of Codex Borgia us eighteenth in a series of twenty gods (Fig. 495). and with the old god who is

Hig. 193. Codex Land 3S

(Kingsborough notation),

right above.

Fig. 494. Codex Borgia 00 ( - Kingidiomnf'h 55), boptuoet row.

IzUu MLccouati »dH llaiKutyf, the old God of Heaven, the old Kurth

Goddest LonU of the Middle and of the Thirteenth Hour.

Fig. 495. /doc Mixrauail,

the old (owl of Heaven, the Kigbleonth in

the Serie* of the Twenty Gods,

t'odex Borgia 24 (
- Kingsbumugb 15).

Fig. 490. Iztac Mi/couad, the «»Id God of Heaven,

tlw Sixth of the (>lc*tul Wanderer*.

Codex lhirgia 55 ( = Kin-fdtorougb fJOj,

figured in doer form on Sheet 55 ( = Kingsborough 60) of Codes Borgia (Fig. 496) and in Codex KejervAry

(Fig. 497), and Btands as sixth in tho series of six gods whom I have designated as the six Celestial

Wanderers, and more fully described in my elucidation of Codex Fcj£rvary-Mayer,* The goddess is to

be classed with tho old woman at the millstone, whom wo above found figured with XochujuHstii, ruler

1 Of. Seler, ‘Die lSilderluuuUcbrifteu Alexander von Humboldt* in dor Königlichen Bibliothek zn Berlin.
1

Gesammelte Abhand-
lungen *ur mexikanischen Sprach- and AlterthumHkunde, Berlin (Dktricb Itaimer) 1002, vnl, i. pp, 1.H6, 187.

—

Veröffentlichungen an*

dem Königlichen Museum f. Völkerkunde, vi. part 2 |
Berlin 1899), pp. 42-44. —Codex Fejitvfcry-Meyer, Berlin end London 1901-

1902. pp. 62, 123, 1 69, 161, 176. * Berlin end London, 1901-1902, pp. 150-171-
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of the twentieth day-count (of. Figs. 305, 390, 307 nupra, pp. 188, 190). In my elucidation of Codex

Fej^rvÄry-Mayer I have applied the names Tztae Mixaxuati and Ilancueyf to these deities, whom

Motolioia und Mendida mention as the old gods dwelling in Ckicvmuztoc, ' the seven caves,' from whom

are sprung the races of men. But these gods might just os well be called TonacaleciUli and

Tonacaciuatl, or simply Ueiuteofl and Hamatecutli. In my commentary on Codex Fcjervary I have

advanced the view that these two gods have to be brought into line with the uppermost region of

heaven, with the Milky Way or the Zenith. But with equal justice they may also be identified with

the Earth. For they obviously represent, one (the male mcmlier) the sky, the other (the female

member) the Earth. And the Earth, the direction from aliovo downwards, we likewise see symloliscd

in our Codex Borgia picture (Fig. 404) by the man plunging head over heels into the throat of Earth

(cipactli throat). But since they thus represent both heaven and earth, the upward as well as the

downward direction, they become the decidedly appropriate expression for the middle of the world.

They are the tloquf nauaque, * the Lords of the Immediate Neighbourhood,’ the ilhuicaud, the ' Lord

of Heaven,’ and the tUdticpaque, ‘the Lord of the Surface of the Earth,' thus coinciding with the

old god, the Fire God, with whom they are in tact one by nature.

The heron-feather staff (az/atoplUi

)

is carried by this god because he is the old, the grey, the

white-haired. They are garbed as priests, and represented with signs of sacrifice, tho tnalinalli

bunch and the eye, in their hands, ltecause the old

gods also symbolise the olden time, the time of

purity, of pioty, tho Golden Ago, when Quetzalamatl

invoked those dwelling above the nine heavens, and

built his fasting- house (vefaualcatli) in the four

quarters of the heavens. Tho only surprising object

is the emblem of war—shield und bundle of spears

—which is shown in the middle between the two

in the Codex Borgia picture, but is perhaps to be

connected with tho representations of ofterings.

Thus, we have likewiao several times met the

symbol of war in the series of pictures which

accompany the Tonalamatl disposed in columns of

five members which is represented on the eight first

sheets. For war yielded offerings, the sun could not bo bom until there were blood and hearts where-

with to nourish it- And blood and hearts could not be brought until war which yielded tho victims

existed in tho world. And tho very first to be captured and slain was tho primeval goddess, the

Earth Goddess, who is therefore likewise a goddess of war. Such is the traditional Mexican

teaching.* The other objects which are further seen in Codex Borgia figured with these two gods,

are dishes with chains of jewels (coseuf/) and with quetzal feathers ((/uetznlli). They characterise

these two go» Is as I»rds of Wealth, «is Lords of Plenty, and perhaps ns Lords, too. of the other

notions which for the Mexicans were associated with the words cozcail and queizalli.

Compared with this fully carried out and characteristic picture iu Codex Borgiu, tho representations

of the two other manuscripts, Codex Laud (Fig. 493) und our manuscript (Shoot 33, left below), have a

rather jejune appearance. The goddess in our manuscript is ]ierha]»s to !>e recognised as old from her

carriago. Tho god, likewise in our manuscript, is distinctly indicated as Xuchipilli by the rod longi-

tudinal line under the eye. The goddess holds high up in one hand a dish with a flower, a sacrificial

blood vessel, from which a quetzal bird is drinking. Facing her is the god, also represented sound in his

1 1 Hiatoria dc tv« Mexican»» por aua pintura«,’ I. c.

Fig. 4D7. J'Mu 3tli>eouaU, the old God of Heaven,

Sixth of the Six (VU»tial Wunderem.

Codex Fejiirviry 32 (
= Kiogsborough 13).
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chair, and in the several times dcscribi*! attitude of submissiveness. The dish with the sacrificial blood

distinguishes those two gods as offerors, while the quetzal bird drinking from the dish denotes, perhaps

the descent on the offering, and possibly descent in general. But more cannot Is? inforred from these

pictures. They become intelligible only when compared with the Codex Borgia pictures.

Such is the series of the five-and twenty divine pairs, who fall into a section of twit« twelve groups,

and one jwir over. What I ventured on general considerations hesitatingly to assume regarding the

.significance of this scries has been almost completely confirmed by a separate study of the pictures. But

in conclusion 1 must here direct attention to a few points.

To this chapter I have given the heading 'The Five-and-twenty Divine Pairs.’ For this, os results from

the above researches. I might have suits! itutod 'the thirteen hours of the night, and the thirteen hours

of the day.' But it might perhaps have Ik*011 most correct to head the chapter 1XocJi i
quetzal's Five-arid-

twenty Forms of Presentation.' For it is this goddess who is the chief person in all these pictures, and

constitutes tho proper subject of the representation. This goddess, about whom we have little to learn

from the Mexican sources proper, but more from the Tlaxcultec ( Diego Mtu'to: Onmargo and others),

manifestly stood in close relation with the priestly school to whom is to bo ascribed tho plan and

execution of these pictorial writings. This was at. «nco made evident in the pictures on the first eight,

sheets which we found accompanying the Tonalamatl disposed in columns of five memliers in a lower

and an upper scries. For there XochipiUi and XochiqtteUal everywhere reappeared. And it seems to

me not. altogether improbable that the variations brought to our knowledge by the 2x 12+ 1 group of the

just-described scries, may also la* again discovered in those 4x26 pictures, in such modified forms as

seem appropriate to the four Tonalamatl quarters, that is, to the four main directions, and thus perhaps

the results there obtained by me in an empirical way. results which, I frankly admit, do not always quite

satisfy me, may receive a fresh illustration. 1 am not, however, at present in a position to subject those

4 x 26 pictures to another fresh study from this point of vie«'.

lastly, 1 fool that an explanation is due to the reader for my assumpt ion that we have here simply

thirteen day and thirteen night hours, whereas I endeavoured in a previous essay 1 to show that the

Mexicans, at laust for divination purposes ami on mystic considerations, reckoned nine night hours and

thirteen day hours, and had exhibited the guardians of these nine night and thirteen day hours in

continuous series beside the signs of their days. Those two detenuinations, the present and the previous,

are iii truth contradictory. But I do not think that this is at once a proof that one of the two views is false

and must lie given up. We cannot, export t hat in these pictorial documents no contradict ions will arise.

The nine and the thirteen an* related numerals. Tho nine corresponds with the quaternary number

of directions, the thirteen with the aoxonarv number of directions. For the parallelism of these two

uumcruls in my previous essay itself I brought, together quite a largo number of proofs. In that work,

from the statements contained in Father Juan <fe CaMova's Zapotec Grammar, I exhibited an hour*

sequence for the day and the night, and I here arrived at the result that the division into hours was

originally and properly alike, that //ay anti night would nah strittig speaking hare rountetl nine hours,

hut that in order reestablish a parallel with heaven and the underworld, in Lhe Tonaianuitl the day hours

were raised to thirteen by the addition «if the first two and last two night hours. It will be granted that

what one priestly school found itself obliged to assume for the day hours on the ground of certain mystic

considerations, another priestly school might equally regard as valid for tho night hours, too, on the ground

of other mystic considerations. Bui it is also unquestionable that, as regards the application of the nine

or tho thirteen, vacillations occur in tho extant, sources, just as and for like reasons vacillations occurred

in respect of the monitor of tho heavenly quarters, of which now four, now six, wire enumerated. In

1 Thr Tontt/nmafl of ihr A**bin colNt tiim, Berlin and London, WOO-1901, p]> 18-d.V

2 H
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S&hagun and in the Mexican sources proper the number of the heavens is undoubtedly assumed to be

thirteen, and according to Sahagun the Lords of Procreation dwoll in the uppermost, the thirteenth

heaven. But according U> the Thixealtoc and other sources there appears to be question of a ninefold

number of heavens. According to Diego Munoz Camargo Xochiquetzal <1wells, not ‘above the nine

heavens,' but in the chixwruiuhnepaniuJimn, in the ‘ninefold enchain«!.' If the day and night hours, tis

seems to follow from Juan tie Cdrdova'* statements, were reckoned at nine, and if, as is placed beyond

doubt by the series of the nine Lords of Night, in the ordinary books of divination the night was divided

into nine sections, this happened just because the number of divisions obtained from the nutnlier of the

heavenly quarters on the basis of a quaternary number of the heavenly quarters, was also applied to the

time-divisions. It would indeed be surprising if the other number of divisions of the thirteen, obtained on

the basis of a sexennry number of the heavenly quarters, were not also somewhere or other adopted for

the same time-divisions.

XIII. The Six Rain Gods.

Sheets 43-4N ( = Kingsborough 91-96).

The sexenary number of the heavenly quarters which has already been twice dealt with on the

sheets of our manuscript— in the upper halves of Sheets 9-11 (cf. *upra, pp. 65-70) and in the lower halves

of the same sheets (cf. supra, pp. 70-76)—and which also implicitly underlies t lie just -elucidated interesting

series of the twenty-five divine pairs, is hero once more placed before the observer in the form of six

figures of the Rain God TlaUx -
. and beside them are given six columns of day-counts which, combined

with the intervening members indicated only by coloured circles, make up a complete Tonalamatl disposed

in columns of five members. As regards the sequence of the heavenly quarters, it is to some extent

doubtful whether we have here the usual order, the one for instance that was adopted in the fir*t series of

the gods of tho six directions («ujmr, pp. 65-70). The Ea*t begins, and the AWA follows. Itut then, as we

shall see, it seerns as if the South were next represented, and after it the MV*/.

On all these sheets above is to bu seen a clouded sky executed in diverse ways, and nearly all the

remaining space on the sheet is occupied with the figure of the Rain God, who is drawn on a large scale.

In his right hand ho holds an axe, in his left a black spotted rattlesnake, only in the last, the sixth, picture

the snake is not hold in his hand but coiled round his neck. In accordance with the several quarters of

tho heavens which ho denotes, tho god is painted in diverse colours and equipped with diverse badges.

Thereby tho change of colour affects laith tho body and the face, as well as the clothes and tho various

parts of tho decoration that consist of textile fabrics. Thus the clothes, the various bands, anil so on,

are, as usual, painted in cross stripes of two colours. Of these one is green and sprinkled with rubber

(olpiynxuu ), and this is the colour specially appropriate to tho Rain God. Hence in all six pictures these

stripes are aliko. But the other, tho ground colour of the garments, changes with the colour of the body

according to the several quarters of tho heavens. Thus it is respectively Mark, yellow, red, Mark, green, and

again yellow with the Rain God of the East, North, South, West, the upper and the lower region.

On the first sheet, whore is figured tho Rain God of the East, above is seen a clouded sky, whose

ground colour is dark (green picked out in black), while the Rain God is painted a black colour. He, and
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he alone of all the six figures, has l>efore his mouth the involuted object like a snake's throat which

I have above (p. 108) discussed with the description of the physiognomy of the Hain God. The face

of the god looks out from the open jaws of a bird drawn in tho style of a quetzal bird, but with

long-pointed beak. On his head ho wears the eye enveloped in darkness, tho sign of the dork sky.

His collar is painted in tho colours of tho ciuilrhiuiil, and his breast, ornament, is a golden disk. Before

him in a jewelled dish stands a maize plant, which bears a long male inflorescence and inaizo-

ears in abundance. At its base are seen, on one side a rubber bail, on the other a rattle-stick

(chieauastliy. By all these distinctive marks the East seems, as usual, meant to be indicated as a

region of fertility.

On the second sheet, the Rain God of the North must be figured. For tho Mexicans the North

passed on a region of drought Accordingly, the maize plant standing before the god is hero shown

attacked by rodents, insects, and worms, quite in the same way as in the section of a familiar sheet

devoted to tho North, which 1 have already once referred to, and which illustrates the four years and their

augural significance. But quite contrary to what one would expect, the sky above the god is not pictured

as a flery, a parching sky. On the contrary, a copious stream of water is seen flowing from it over one

whole side of the sheet, although on the other side is shown the picture of the sun, from which a

corresponding stream of blood runs down over the whole side of the sheet, and in it are seen a spear,

a shield, a heart, cross-bones, and a skull. The inconsistency, I think, is explained if we take the stream

of water not as rain water, but as t he tcoatt, the ‘ real ail,' that is, spoar-throwing, war. Hence also the sun

in the right corner of the picture, and the stream of blood, and spear, and shield, and the symbols of death

which arc seen floating in tho stroam of blood. The North is the region of the stone knife and of the Gods

of War.—Hero tho Rain God is painted a yellow colour and surrounded by fiery snakes. Before his mouth

is a stone knife, and his face looks out from the open jaws of a snake. His collar is a solar disk enclosing

a core of turquoise mosaic; and his breast ornament is a stone knife painted in the Rain God's colour

—green sprinkled with rubber.

In the two following sheets it would seem as if here the usual order of the heavenly quarters had

boon revorsod. For horo tho God of tho South appears to la? first exhibited, and then after him the

God of tho West.

On the next sheet. (45) we see the upper tnargiu occupied by a sky, tho ground of which is painted

yellow, the colour of fire, while tire descends from it to the earth. The god figured on the sheet is red, and

his face looks out from the open jaws of a snake furnishod with cars. Above its head is seen tho trapezo-

shaped figure which, combined with tho ray, represents tho reduced form of the solar picture and the sign

for the year» and as a rule is also scon at the tail-end of tho dragon (rinkcouatl). A broad turquoise band

forms the god's necklace, and to it as a breast ornament is attached the blue double-headed snake, which

wo have already met as the Rain God’s breast ornament (cf. Fig. 414 tnipra, p. 198). While all this

is decidedly more suggestive of the South, still on tho other hand tho symbol which is soon before tho god

and must represent the CincaUi, the maize house, seems to contain an allusion to the West

On the following sheet (4fi) we see the upper margin again formed by a sky whose; ground colour, like

that of the East, is dark (green picked out in black). And this surely again implies that this sheet is to

be taken for that, of the West. Here Qnefzalanuttl, tho Wind God, appears as the Rain God in his typical

equipment, but with the eye, the lip-snake, and the teeth of the Wind God, and blowing fire from his

mouth. As breast ornament he wears on a chain of bends the jewel (chnfchiuiÜ) ornament., which we have

elsewhere met with Xochipilli and related deities. Before him is seen a fire vessel, on which are a rubber

ball with an attachment of a full bunch of quotzal feathers, and a yellow snake coiled up in a knot.

Tho next shoot (47) must now denote the upper region. Its upper margin is formed by a clouded sky

whose ground colour is a light bluo fillod all over with black spot«, while face und clothes of the god art-

painted a green colour. His helmet-mask is again formed by a snake's throat Before him, squeezed into
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a dish, are a bundle of firewood surmounted by a rubber ball, two maize-cars, and a young inaizo plant

Behind him there seems to be figured on a large scale the object like a snake's throat, which we met in

miniuture before the mouth of the first of these six Rain Gods, the Rain God of the East.

On the hist sheet (48) we again find a fiery sky like that of the third sheet. But down it Hows

a stream of water, while u sheet of water also covers the ground of the compartment below. In it is seen

a cipactli, a crocodile—the * fish of which the world is made ’—which has here seized a man with its teeth.

This cipactli figure doubtless shows that this Rain God is meant, for the Rain God of the lower region.

The god of this sheet is depicted in a remarkable ami divergent manner. He is yellow and stark naked,

with exposed penis und prominent anal vent. Possibly to tho artists it seemed inconsistent to picture

the Rain God as a skeleton, so t hey chose this form to represent the bare naked earth destitute of rain.

On his head this god wears a stone knife painted in the odours of the Rain God—green sprinkled

with rubber.

Eriinli'irgh ; Print«l Ky T. ami A. OMRTMU
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